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SPECIAL OFFER
520STE £269
FIRST WORD PLUS £44.95
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GASTEINER ,

GOLDEN Image Scanner
400 DPI comes complete with
the acclaimed Touch Up software

The BEETLE Mouse
At 320 DPI and with its

smooth palm hugging shape
the Beetle Mouse is the newest

and best mouse yet available
for the ST.

GASTEINER Mega Drives
All drives are autobooting and parking.
30MB 28ms £349
£409

£449

GE Soft Host Adaptor
Includes SCSI lead & 0MA lead

£69.95

MEGA KIT, as above but also Case,
Power Supply, LED'S, and Screws

Professional
Monitors
NEC Multisync
3D

The TRACKBALL
Switchable between Atari andAmaga
with the third button "Click and hold"
feature this must be the best value
Trackball at

£499

Quadram 1480

Multisync £399
Switch box with
Audio out
£24.95

GASTEINER 2x2 Ram Upgrade
Easily upgrade your 520 or 1040 to 2.5 MB or
Mega 2 to 4MB
£149.95 inc high quality ram chips.

All these andmany otherproducts at:GOLDEN Image

Optical Mouse

GOLDEN Image Mouse
Sleek and smooth this

Amazing accuracy and
reliability with the first
optical mouse for the ST.

rodent is perfect for those
with a gentle touch

only £39.95

22*99

Prices maybe subject to P&P charges. Please telephone to confirm.

Unit 12A Millmead Business Centre
Mill Mead Road London N19 OQU

Tel: 081-3651151

Fax: 081-8851953

GASTEINER*

Tel:+44 081 365 1151
Fax:+44 081885 1953
SOFTWARE
Desktop Publishing
Timeworks Publisher

£59.00

other languages also available

COMPUTERS

MEGA DRIVES
~"\

Atari

Gasteiner Mega Drives

POA

All drives are autobooting and parking.

520STE (Turbo)

POA

30Mb 28ms
50Mb 28ms
60Mb 24ms
85Mb 24ms
52Mb 11ms
100Mb 11ms

POA
POA
POA
£349.00
£429.00
£509.00

Mega STE

POA

TT

£329.00
£385.00
£429.00
£449.00
£409.00
£499.00

MEGA KIT

POA

£99.00
£59.00

(includes SCSI lead & DMA lead)

Philips 8833 II

Megakit, as above but also case

£229.00

Atari SM124

POA

Atari SC1224

POA

and power supply
Power Supply

£129.00
£34.95

DMA Cable

£7.99

PRO MONITORS
NEC 3D

£499.00

Quadram 1480

£399.00

PERIPHERALS
Golden Image Mouse

£19.95

Gasteiner Mouse
Alfa Data Mouse

£17.95
£19.95

PRINTERS

Golden Image Optical
Golden Image Scanner

Panasonic
KXP-1081
KXP-1180
KXP-1123
KXP-1124i

Bettle Mouse
Track Ball (click & hold)
Printer Cable
Midi Cables

£155.00
£159.00
£209.00

£269.00

Canon BJ10

£249.00

NEC 560P (Postscript)

£9.95
£23.95

MEMORY
J

£849.00
£879.00

HP Laserjet IIP

Word Processing
1st Word Plus (English)
Word Writer

£55.00
POA
£44.00

1st Mail

£10.00

1st Word Plus (USA)

Replacement Desktop
NecDesk 3

£29.00

Drawing Programs
Easy-Draw 2
Supercharged Easy-Draw 2
Easy Tools

£29.00

£65.00
£34.00

Data Manager Professional

£32.00

Base II

£24.00

Antic Cyber Series 3D Design and Animation
CyberStudio
Cyber Control
Cyber Paint

Cyber Sculpt
Cyber Texture
3D Developer's Disk
Architectural Design Disk
Cartoon Design Disk
Future Design Disk
Human Design Disk
Microbot Design Disk
Video Titling Design Disk

£849.00
£1799.00

Gasteiner 2Mb for ST,

STEM & Mega 2

£139.00

X-Tra 2Mb

£179.00

X-Tra '/Mb

£75.00

Unpop Board

£59.00

STE

£25.00

'AMb
2Mb
4Mb

£89.00
£169.00

3D Fonts II
CAD 3D 1.0

£20.00

Plotter and Printer Drivers

£20.00
£15.00
£34.00

GIST
Genesis

Spectrum 512

*

£24.00

Languages
Mark Williams C Version 3.0

£109.00
£49.00
£15.00
£15.00
£15.00
£89.00
£89.00

csd for the Atari ST
GST Macro Assembler

Fractal Generator
GSTC

Prospero C Compiler
Prospero Fortran

£89.00

Stand-Atone Programs
COLR Object Editor
Crystal
Maps & Legends
Datamap Collection 1
Datamap Collection 2
Expert Opinion

POA
POA
POA
POA
POA
POA

Rash

POA

Kermit & Remote

POA
POA
POA
POA
£6.95
£35.00

Navigator
PIE

Quicktran
START
PannerST

Valuetime Budget Range
Let's Make Calendars & Stationery

Accounts
Sage Cash Trader
Small Business

Sage Fin Control

Music
£76.00
£35.00
£379.00

Databases
Superbase Personal 2
Superbase Professional
Prodata

£59.00
£169.00

£55.00

Spreadsheets

C-Lab Notator
C-Lab Creator
Cubase

£269.00
£449.00

Cubeat

£229.00

That's Write

£79.00

Write On

£45.00

Protext

£159.00

Calligrapher
Page Streamer Pro

POA
£129.00

Credit Cards
Welcome

POA

£429.00

Word Processors

£109.00

Calligrapher
Fleet ST Publisher
Calamus

£8.00
£8.00
£8.00

Let's Make Greeting Cards
Let's Make Signs & Banners

ATARI ST SOFTWARE

£45.00
£35.00
£45.00
£69.00
£45.00
£15.00
£15.00

£24.00
£15.00
£15.00
£24.00
£15.00
£24.00
£24.00

Prospero Pascal

LASERS
Panasonic KXP 4420
Atari SLM 605

£29.95
£29.95
£6.00
£6.95

ST Clock

Star

LC24-200 (Mono)

£29.95
£149.00

10 x Sony Discs

£269.00

£169.00
£299.00

£39.00
£24.00

3D Fonts I

Free Switch Box with Audio Out

LC-10
LC24-200 (Col)

£34.00

Databases

Syquest 44Mb Cart
GE Soft Host Adaptor

MONITORS

£24.00

Scan Art
DrawArt

Borders

520STFM
520STE 1Mb
520STE 2Mb
520STE 4Mb
1040STE 1Mb
1040STE 2Mb
1040STE 4Mb

Timeworks Publisher Tutor

Trade and Educational
Orders Welcome

POA

K-Spread
Logistix

POA
£79.00
£89.00

LDW

Miscellaneous
Deluxe Paint

£49.00

Hyperpaint

£24.00

"THIS MONTHS SPECIALS"

HP Optional Tower Cassette for HP IIP - £19.95
Page Stream with Extra 22 fonts - £149.00
3'A" Ext Drive 1Mb - £59.00

5V4" Ext Drive 1 Mb -£109.00

GASTEINER

Unlit 12aMillmead Business Centre, Millmead Road, London Nl /
Tel: 081 365 1151, Fax: 081 885 1953- Opening Hours MonSat (9.30am-5.30pm)

Personal Callers!
Welcome

FEATURES
ANOTHER ST IN THE WALL

16

School was never like this when we were young... John Butters visits a
school with wall-to-wall STs, and asks the Government about its plans.

REAL ADVENTURES
MANAGING EDITOR
Derek Meakin

PUBLISHER
Richard Williams
ART EDITOR

Terry Thiele
NEWS & FEATURES EDITOR
John Butters

TECHNICAL EDITOR

Marc Young
CHIEF SUB EDITOR
Claire Walls

SALES AND MARKETING

Jane Conway
ADVERTISING SALES

Lisa Bracewell, John Derbyshire
AD PRODUCTION
Michelle Allcrolt

66

From chasing the Wampus in the original "adventure" to the sophistications
of Wonderland, Simon Lawson looks at how the adventure has developed.

REAL-TIME 3D GRAPHICS

71

Congratulations! You've arrived. After this instalment, the last in Andrew
Tyler's series, you'll have created a 3D masterpiece!

MASTERCLASS: FLIGHT SIM 1

86

If you haven't even managed to land the Cessna yet, you're probably
beyond help. But here goes anyway...

A FLOPPY DISK IS A FLOPPY DISK

89

But is it? For the definitive answer look no further, plus we give you our

round-up of the top 10 floppy disk buys.

PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES

112

Confused about what programming language does what? Which are the
good versions and what are they best at? Fred May explains.

CIRCULATION DIRECTOR
John Burns

REVIEWS

CIRCULATION MANAGER
David Wren

SYSTEMSMANAGER
Dave Stewart

Tel: 0625 878888 (All departments)
051 357 2961
Fax: 0625 879966

PROTAR HARD DRIVES
51
Two hard drives, the protar 80DC and

Andrew Wright has the news every DTP
enthusiast has been waiting to hear.

protar R44, are put through their paces.
They are part of the excellent ProFile
3D CONSTRUCTION KIT....92

range and both score top marks.

With Domark's brilliant new release you

e
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can move a step closer to achieving your

Help

own version of virtual reality. Design a

PUBLIC AT I O N S

building and then "walk" around it, create
your own game - the possibilities are

Europa House, Adlington Park,

almost endless with this superb program.

Macclesfield SK104NP.

Telephone: 0625 878888
Fax: 0625 879966

© Europress Publications 1991. No part of this magazine may be
reproduced In whole or in part without written permission of the
publishers. While every care istaken toensure the material both
printed and on the disk isaccurate, the publishers cannot be held
legally responsible for any errors in articles, listings or
advertisements.

NEWSTRADE DISTRIBUTION: Comag 0895 444055
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HEWLETT PACKARD

DESK JET 500

55

This is a seriously good printer. How does

laser quality printout at dot matrix prices
sound? Too good to be true? It's not -

00
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REGULARS
NEWS

7

PLAYTEST

Emulator built-in to the ST, Gulf War sales

slump, Atari console scrapped, and more
WORLD NEWS

13

The international ST scene gives rise to a
Phoenix database in Germany and a new
Jazz music package in the States.
INTERACTIVE RESCUE

74

Got a technical problem? Perhaps the
Silicon Service Supremo can help. He's
Atari ST User's agony aunt - or should
that be uncle?

PUBLIC SECTOR

61

Magniwriter,
Floppyshop
Educational,
Crossword, Missile Alert, Sphinx Software
Music and Trust PD - and all for next to

nothing. Get into it!
MAIL

Twenty-two page section of
fabulous games reviews,
news and tips - in fact,
everything you need to km
about what's been happenii
on the games scene.
To start with, then
Warzone, Shadow Dane
Pro Tennis Tour, Stormball,

The Secret of Monkey Island,
Gods, and Logical.
And

then

there's

the

latest Games News, Trade
Secrets and Playtest Extra!

79

If you feel the need to get it off your chest,
write to us. If your letter is particularly apt
or clever, or if the Ed feels unusually
generous, you'll score the prize of the
month-£10.

ARTBREAK!

82

Pure unbridled fantasy is the subject of
Mo Warden's art column this month, and

another Moneybox contestant has taken
away the prize.
•Mi

14

COME ON IN!
.ourfavourite ST magazine could
get you started on your writing or
computing career. You could win a day in the
Atari ST User offices as a VIP guest, plus we have a
superb Citizen Swift 24 printer and a copy of

ASPECTS
Eight whole pages positively packed with
news on your favourite aspects of the ST.

WordPerfect to give away! Find out how...

It's all here:

MIDI AND MUSIC

96

EDUCATION

99

COMMUNICATIONS

101

EMULATION

103

ADVENTURES

105

DESKTOP PUBLISHING....107
BUSINESS

109
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£39.95
INC.

VAT

The Ultimate Ripper will break into any Atari ST program. Whether you're aprogrammer, hacker, games player, or just curious about your
Atari ST, The Ultimate Ripper gives you the power that you need.
• Break into any program • Read memory • Search memory * Print

screens

memory »Disassemble • Disassemble to disk • Edit memory • Search for

Format analyser• File editor * Directory editor • Formatter • Break &

graphics *Search for sprites»Edit screen configurations *Set up colour

restart function Search for infinite lives • Look for music • Play music

palettes • Alter plane configurations • Load and save screen displays
Run external fOS programs •Load TOS programs • Load &save graphic

Low level disk editor»Disk analyser • Examine formats •

Load &save music Search for soundtracker music Search for sound

samples Mony more features Updates available with new software.

POWFR COMPUTING LTD Unit 8 Railton Road Woburn Road Ind. Estate Kempston MK42 7PN

Telephone 0234 843388 Fax 0234 840234

The cartridge the ST has been waiting for!

Emulator to be built
into ST

REPORTS from

the States

claim Atari have secretly

ATARI

developed a version of the
ST

with

a

PC

ST USER

emulator

plugged in and a switch to
swap between the two
computers' operating sys
tems.

EXCLUSIVE

suppliers and experts say
that while the chips exist
for 386 emulation, the cost
would prevent it from being
a worthwhile alternative to

machine this year". He
added that while the prod
uct is technically possible,
marketing it would be quite
difficult.
However,
Bob

so its lack of movement
since then casts doubt on

the real thing.

Gleadow did reveal that the

whether Atari still plan to

world are keeping tightlipped.
From Sunnyvale, Product
Development
Manager

The computer is believed
to have been built at the

firm's Texas development
plant more than a year ago,

market it.

Industry experts believe
it has 286 PC emulation but
the much older and slower
XT has also not been ruled
out.

Plenty of 286 boards are

available from third party

Atari offices all over the

Richard Miller said: "Abso

lutely no

comment",

and

company expected

plenty

of new hardware to be
unveiled at the Hanover
CeBit Show.
The PC emulator is set to
add
between
£150
and
£200 to the cost of the ST

from the UK's chairman
Bob Gleadow: "There are no

and

plans

rather than as standard.

to

release

such

a

seems

available

as

likely

an

to

be

option

Sam Tramiel says results for
the first quarter of '91 were
down as a result of economic

conditions throughout Europe
and events in the Gulf

SALES SLUMP
BLAMED ON
GULF
THE GULF WAR has been given
as a major reason for a first quar
ter net loss of $2 million at Atari

Corporation. Sales for the period
were down to $63.4 million com

pared to $85.5 million for the
same period last year.
President Sam Tramiel com

mented: "Sales during the quar

ST gets
4,096
Owners of older STs who have

been looking enviously at the
4,096 colours available to STE
owners are now able to extend

their 512 colour palette to that of
the newer machine.

Smaller than a credit card, the

ST4096C board plugs into the
shifter socket and in 95 per cent
of cases does not require any
soldering.
The board does not interfere

with ram upgrades that use the
same socket but it doesn't enable

the ST to run STE-specific soft
ware.

It includes a 90 day warranty
and is available in two configura
tions. An ST4096C board with a

second

shifter

chip

costs £79.95, the same board
without the shifter is £49.95.

Contact TC Developments on
0937 581145.

Atari console scrapped
IN a surprise move Atari have scrapped plans to manufacture
their new Panther games console and software writers have
had to return development machines.

colours

required

ter were lower as a result of eco

The console had been rumoured for more than a year and
earlier this year Atari told Atari ST User that it was under

development and would be shipped during the last quarter of
the year, possibly in time for the European Computer Enter
tainment Show in September.
Panther, a 68000-based machine running at 16MHz, was
expected to incorporate a CD-Rom interface. For many months

the console was expected to be based on ST technology and
was rumoured to be compatible with the computer, although
recently it seemed this was not the case.

Officials were quick to dismiss suggestions that the project
was dropped because of technical difficulties or the likelihood

of console giant Sega beating Atari to the High Street with a
similar machine.

Atari's explanation is that the product was axed because of
another machine under development - the Jaguar, a 64-bit con
sole with a price tag below £200.

An Atari spokesman said: "Atari have a policy of running
development projects in competition with each other. Neither

Jaguar nor Panther has been formally announced anyway.
Both were development machines and were all supposed to be
the subject of non-disclosure agreements.
"It became obvious that Jaguar was going to succeed Pan
ther very quickly. A decision was made to drop Panther and
put all resources into Jaguar.

Development machines will be ready in about four months".

nomic conditions in Europe as
well

as events in the Persian

Gulf". But the firm is still on target
in improving its operating effi
ciencies.

He added: "After due consid

eration Atari Corporation has
closed its Taiwan assembly plant
and relocated assembly opera
tions to increase efficiency and
reduce costs. "The plant in Tai
wan,
recently appraised in
excess of $50 million has been

offered for sale and early con
summation of ongoing negotia
tions is anticipated", he con
cluded.

A company spokesman

in

London told Atari ST User. "The

majority of our European revenue
comes from Germany and they
are having a particularly rough
time at the moment. A lot of

doom and gloom is talked about
over there."

STs will continue to be manu
factured in Taiwan but work will

be contracted out to third party
firms. During the first quarter last
year, the computer giant had a
net income of $1.5 million.
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Which? recommendation for ST Ladbroke
expands
ST range
THE ST has been given a boost with a
recent survey in Which? consumer maga

zine, finding the ST to be the best wordprocessing buy in the £500 to £1,000
price range.
The

520STE and

SM124

monochrome

monitor were selected with wordprocessing package 1st Word Plus and an Epson
LQ400 printer, ahead of three non-IBM
compatibles and as the best value-for-

money solution of all those tested in the
PC-compatible area. Atari marketing man
ager Peter Staddon said: "There cannot
be a better or more timely endorsement of
our
recently
announced
programme
designed to draw attention to the unri
valled computing benefits that our sys

tems

deliver".

The

test

involved

seven

types of computer running eight wordprocessing packages and six printers.

A

HARD disk drive, memory

upgrade and Midi package are
among a set of new products
that have been released for ST

SILICA GOES
ON AIR
LEADING ST distributor Silica Systems (081309 1111) is believed to have become the
first ST dealer to use radio for an advertising
campaign.
Over the bank holiday weekend May 24
to 27, 1991 the firm used London's local
radio stations Capital Radio and Capital

Gold to promote their Mad Spring Sale and
kept their Sidcup offices open to accept
enquiries and orders over the weekend.
Silica spokesman Andy Leaning says that
they were the ideal stations because the
audience, of up to 3,000,000, is made up of
typical Amiga buyers.

"The market place we wanted to address
was not represented by other media, such
as those who wouldn't normally read the

computer press", he commented. "You can
never tell the response from radio immedi
ately, but people see you as a more
respectable company".
Leaning refused to comment on the cost
of the promotion.

Quality 24-pin printing has
been made more accessible

to ST owners with Fujitsu's
new DL900

Home videos

titled by ST
ST USERS are now able to title home videos

using a new mouse-controlled program called
ST Titler.

The variable speed scroller is compatible
with .PI1, .PI2 and .NEO files and has fade,
wipe and dissolve effects.
Half of the frame can be still and a loop fea
ture enables advertising in shops.

Said company

proprietor Thomas

Fuller:

"The market we are filling has been neglected
so far. ST Titler is aimed at the home video

market but shops can also use it for advertis
ing". Included with the software is a 16-page
manual

and

the

shareware

art

program,

NeoChrome.

Compatible with all STs and versions of Tos
it costs £29.95 and is available from Despera

dos (05242 41910). For those wanting to look
at the program before parting with their
money, a public domain version is available
from the South West Software Library and
Goodman Enterprises.

users by Ladbroke Computing
(0772 203166).
Aries RAM is a new upgrade
board

to

increase

the

com

puter's memory to up to four
megabytes. The board is avail
able as either a two megabyte
or four megabyte version and
requires soldering.
It fits within the protective
cover of the video shifter on any
ST and costs from £139.99 for

the two megabyte version. The
four megabyte Aries RAM has a
price tag of £259.99. A fitting
service is available from Lad

broke for an extra £20.
The Lancashire firm has also
unveiled a new hard disk drive
for the ST. It has an access
time of between 9 and 11 mil
liseconds
and
comes with

either 52 megabytes, 105
megabytes or 211 megabytes of
storage capacity.
All necessary software is
included in the autoparking
drive and prices start at
£409.99 for the 52 megabyte
model.
Midi sequencing pro
gram Midistudio Master is a
rewrite of the cheaper Midi

Top printer at under £300

Junior.

ST beginners are being targetted by Fujitsu Europe (081-573 4444)

realtime scrolling song arrange
window, a 100-

Enhancements

down, 240ppq timing resolution,

for a new entry-level 24-pin printer costing less than £300.
The desktop DL900 has 110-column printing at 10 characters per
inch and seven resident fonts including Courier, Pica, Boldface,
Prestige Elite, Compression and Correspondence. It has a print

track storage for

speed of 180 characters per second in draft mode and 60cps in let

interface.

ter quality fonts.
The DL900 has three emulations, Fujitsu DPL24C Plus, IBM and
Epson, and while the price is expected to be under £300, an exact
figure has yet to be decided.
Meanwhile, a low cost 9-pin printer has been launched by elec
tronics giant Seikosha.
The £125 SPA900AI printer runs at 192 characters per second in
draft mode and is available from Silica Systems (081-309 1111).

August 1991 Atari ST User

include

linkable modules, realtime mix-

song

arrange

ment and a Gem

Cost, £129.99.

Midistudio Master, a rewrite of
Midi Junior, is one of several
new ST products from Ladbroke
Computing

protar — Looking after number one

r
l.

j.

protar are unashamedly committed to looking after number one, here's why.
protar are the Number One manufacturer of third party Hard

high performance ProGate DC range.

Disc Drives for the world's Number One small computers, the

Because protar listen to the needs of both, Dealer and End-User
alike, we offer the Number One range of

Atari and the Amiga, protar are Number One
European market leaders in our field. Because of
our many years of expertise in this field and the

pr<#tor

— exellence

by
design

Number One in-house software and hardware

technicians the quality of all protar products is
absolutely second to none.

products in terms of variety and flexibility. Our
dedication to excellence and three years
extensive research have resulted in us producing
the Number One Hard Disc management
software package. Included are features such as

Because we batch test one in five of all components that
our products, we are Number One in terms of quality
and reliability. This is supported by our minimum
replacement warranty on all our products and 2 years

go into
control
1 year
on the

Read/Write access and Password privileges, up to 12 partitions
per device, full utilities package and de-bugging software. Full

DMA capabilities also allow the End-User to "Daisy Chain" any
combination of our products.

Finally protar never forget that you, the customer are Number One.
protar Ltd Park House • Greenhill Cresent • Watford BusinessPark, Watford, Herts, WDl 8QU • Tel: 0923 54133

Fax: 0923 212046

Lasers added to printer range
PRINTER manufacturer Kyocera Electron
ics (0734 311500) have added two new
laser printers to their range and cut the
price of others.
Hitting the market are the F-5000, a sin
gle-bin printer which can print on either
A3 or A4 paper priced at £5,350, and the
£1,995 F-820, a dual-bin laser turning out
eight pages per minute. Kyocera models

with a price reduction of about £500 are
the 10 page-per-minute F-2220S which is
down to £2,920, the 18 page-per-minute F1800 at £2,920, and the F-3300 at £3,650.
Marketing
communications
manager

Neville Rawlings says: "We naturally view
our price reductions as a positive move
towards gaining ground in a highly con
tested market".

DIARY DATES
12 to 14 July 1991
International Music Show

Organiser: Westland
Associates

(071-730 7852)
Venue: Olympia, London
A musician's paradise instruments, synthesizers and
celebrity visits.
12 to 14 July 1991
4th International 16-Bit

Computer Show
Organiser: Westminster

The fair trave
BRUCE EVERISS, organiser of
the All Formats Computer Fair,

Joystick gets new shape

has said that his next event will

DESCRIBED

be held in September. During the

manufacturer as "an

autumn the fair will visit several

regions

including

Scotland,

Leeds, Bristol, the Midlands and
London.

He

said:

"No

matter

where

people live in Britain they are
going to be a reasonable drive
from a show.

There is a lot of support for
regional shows - the last show
had 70 exhibitors, including all
sorts of 'little' people that do not
go to big shows".
The organiser of the shows and
owner of several computerrelated recorded telephone mes
sages
has
recently
moved
premises.
Bruce Everiss is now at PO Box

71, Bishops Itchington, Leaming
ton Spa, Warwickshire CV33 OXS,
telephone 0926 613047.

Mousetrap
MANY eagle-eyed readers spot
ted the not entirely deliberate

by

its

has

three

to

use

meet under one roof.

5 to 8 September 1991
Computer Entertainment
Show

Organiser: EMAP
(071-404 4844)

fire

Venue: Earl's Court 2

If you're interested in games

either

their index finger,
middle
finger
or Logic 3's second ST joystick has quite a
thumb -

and

so

is

unique design but is claimed to be ideal
for all types of game player

claimed to give the
user more control over firepower.

then a visit to Earl's Court is a
must.

5 to 8 December 1991

Company boss Ashvin Patel commented: "There are
many features people look for in a joystick, among
them are good looks, responsiveness and comfort. The
importance of each of these features is a subjective
judgement.
"Whereas the Sting-ray is stunning in the looks

department, very responsive and ergonomically well
designed, the Manta-ray is equally responsive but even
more comfortable".

Available in two versions, Manta-ray costs £12.99 or
£14.99 with auto-fire.

Computer Shopper Show
Organiser: Blenheim Pel
(081-868 4466)
Venue: Wembley Exhibition
Halls

An opportunity to buy some

bargains before Christmas.
It's planned to be much
larger than last year's show
with more than 50,000 visi
tors.

7 to 9 February 1991

mistake in the article on the
mechanics of mice carried in our

5th International 16-bit Com

puter Show
Organiser: Westminster

June issue.

The author says what he meant
to say was: Pulses generated by
optical light sensors, which are
alternately passed and stopped
by slits in rotating wheels, are
measured by the ST and used to
move the pointer a small distance

Venue: Novotel Hotel,
Hammersmith

Europe and North America

buttons - positioned
for people who pre
fer

(081-549 3444)

Scores of exhibitors from

escape pod from the
planet
Zorg", the
Manta-ray is a new
ST
joystick
from
specialist Logic 3
(081-900 0024).
It

Exhibitions

Exhibitions

Although Atari ST User
has scores of contacts in
the ST world, we need
you. If you have some hot
news ring John Butters

0625 878888. All information
supplied
will
be
treated in the strictest
confidence.
Financial
rewards are subject to

on the newsdesk now on

negotiation.

(081-549 3444)
Venue: Novotel Hotel,
Hammersmith

The first post-Christmas show
for ST owners.

in the correct direction.

OVERSEAS EVENTS

23 to 25 August 1991

Disks storage to be tidier

Atari Messe

DISK storage is a problem facing many ST users. Flop

pies either lie scattered across desktops or in disk boxes
piled high, making access to the game in the bottom box

ground
A chance to catch up with
what's happening in Ger

a tedious task.

many, where the ST is seldom

Organiser:AtariGermany
(0104961 422090)
Venue: Dusseldorf Fair

used for games playing.

But things are set to change thanks to a new storage

system from Kent firm Accodata (0732 885555). Disk File
is made up of stacking boxes which slot together and

• Ifyour company is
organising a show relevant to

can be built into a shape and size that suit the user.
Each has a carry handle to enable the box to be trans

the Atari ST and it's not listed,

ported, and an optional extra is a bracket system which

Tidying the storage of ST disks is

let us know so we can include

connects the Disk File under a desk surface as a drawer.

Disk File from Accodata. It

the information in the diary.

A 300-disk Disk File costs £60.

house up to 300 disks

August 1991 Atari ST User
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CARRIER COMMAND

TV SPORTS FOOTBALL

WHEELS OF FIRE

CHAOS STRIKES BACK

POWERDRIFT

F15 STRIKE EAGLE

KICK OFF

CORPORATION

7.49

7.49

6.99

70.99

3.99

7.99

5.99

9.99

...6.99

LASTNINJA2

ATARI ST DISKS

LEATHER GODDESSES (BUDGET ...7.49

C/"}A/V 3.5" OOTD DISK +LABEL ...59p

...4.99

3DCONSTRUCTION KIT

$|5.99

3D POOL
4D SPORTS BOXING
4D SPORTS DRIVING

LURKING HORROR (INFOCOM) ..

AFTERBURNER

y»Tl6fe9
%.---6-k
-W-& 9^
y#---5-3\

ARKANOID2

ARMOUR-GEDDON
ATOMINO

,M

17.49
17.49

'

BAAL

m

BALL1STIX

f

BALLYHOO (INFOCOM

BARDSTALE 1 ...f....

Magnetic Scrolls

BATMAN- CApee'C^USAI

have won over thirty

BATTLE OF B®ITAI\ !) S

internafiona! awards

including
British Micro Awards
"Game- of IHe Year"

BETRAYAL

BBYOND ZDRK (INFOCOM)

NEBULUS2

tflh

.19.49

.16.99
.17.49
.19.99
.23.49
.17.49

.16.99
...8.99
...8.99
.19.99
.16.99

BRAT

-^!T- -16-9SL

OBITTJfi

.17.49
.22.99

OPERATION STEALTH D/S

.17.49

CAPTIVE

A

CARRIER COMMAND .j^rf
CASHBOOK COM30

lM

PAWN (M/SCROLLS)

PIRATES
.%.
45.9ff PLANETFALL (BUDGET)
16.99! fP\ AVER MANAGER 1L.

\

(CASHBOOK& ACCOUWrS:
CHAMPIONOF THEjftj
CHAMP.OHS 0~ KR*N\ :SSl.

CHAOS STRIKES?ACK
CHIPS CHALLEM6E

.14,49
.16.99
...6.99
.17.99
...7.49

PANZA KICK BOXING

16.98

3C..ICEQUEST2 (SIERRA) D/S

19.99

CORPORATION/

SfflB

CORPORATOR'1.1 SSlC.\ DISK

2.99

2.99

rTOE DOESN'T PAY

CRUISE FOR A CORPSE

DELUXE PAINT

DEMONIAK

-{999

ROCKET RANGER

DEUTEROS

W49

ROGUE TROOPER

...3,99
.14.99

S.T.U.N RUNNER

.14.99

.Mm

DGBASE (RELATIONA.DATABASE) 3S99
DGCALC (SPREADSHEET)
2ffl99

DRAGONSPIRIT (BUDGET)

M99

ELVIRA - MISTRESS OF THE DARK

SILKWORM (BUDGET)
SIM CITY & POPULOUS

ENCHANTER (BUDGET)

SKULL AND CROSSBONES

. ...

ENCOUNTER

EPIC

#49

.^6.99
7.S^|

8.49

16.49

2.99

STUNT CAR RACER...

SUPER-GARS 2
SUPER GRIORUNNER

FUN SCHOOL 2 (2-6. 6-8 or 8+)
FUN SCHOOL 3 (2-5, 5-7 or 7-)

12.99
15.99

GAUNTLET 2

6.99

GETTYSBURG (ARC) D/S

19.99
25.99
...37.99
16.99

TNT

TEAM SUZUKI

:%... 16.99
\

TEENAGE MUTANTHERO TURTLES D®.

HARD DRIVIN1 2 D/S

16-99

TOURNAMENT GQjj

HERO'S QUEST (GREMLIN:

16-99

TOYOTA CELICAGT RALLY ..

HILL STREET BLUES

16.99

TRINITY (INFOCOMm
TURBO CUP (WITH CAR)

HITCH HIKERS GUIDE (BUDGET) ...7,49

TURRICAN2D/S JK

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION' D/S ...19.99

TV SPORTS (U.S).FOOTBALL

HOLLYWOOD HIJINX (INFOCOM) ...7.49
HOME ACCOUNTS (DIGITA)
17-99

(CINEMAWARE)

HOUND OF SHADOW
HUNTER

8.49
20.49

UMS 2 PWEG]

[ PLAY 3D SOCCER

1649

; Postcode

i Computer —

Tel.

•—

payable to: Special Reserve
P.O. Box 847, Harlow, CM21 9PH
! Existing members please

| enter your Membership No.

;Special Reserve £6 UK, £8 EEC, £10 World
I PLEASE ENTER MEMBERSHIP FEE

ULTIMA 5.^"..
UMSCIVIL WAR DISK..

UMS VIETNAM DISK

nJNINVITED
UNTOUCHABLES
VENUS -THE FLYTRAP
VIZ
VOYAGER
WARHEAD
WAR ZONE
WATERLOO
WHEELSOFFIRE

JINXTER (M/SCRmLSff

WINNING TEAM

JUDGE DREDD
KICKOFF
KICK OFF 2 D/S

WISHBRINGER (INFOCOM}

Software Prices include UK or EEC Postage,
World software orders please add £1.00 per item.

WOLFPACK

WONDERLAND (1 MEG)

KICK OFF 2 FINAK V/MIST.E0;Sjr.

9.

KICKOFF2Gtf^SOFEUROPE/D/S 7.99
KICK OFF 2/Ip"URN TO EUROPE?D/S 7.99
KICK C- = ?. WINN NG TACTICSTO/S ...6.49

WORLD CLASS LEADERBOARD ..
WRATH OF THE DEMON D/S
XENOMORPH

A
i

16.99
17.49
26.49

XYBOTS (BUDGET)
ZORK 1 (INFOCOM)

KNIGHTS OF LEGEND

19.99

ZORK2 (INFOCOM)

5.99

please add 10% EEC or 25% World for carriage.
Overseas orders must be paid by credit card.

£
STUSER 13

XENON 2, MEGABLAST

KINGS QUEST 4 (SIERRA) D/S
KULT

75.
19.99
16.99
17.99

.m.-.. 18.99

TEAMYANKEE

THEME PARK MYSTERY
THUNDERJAWS
THUNDERSTRIKE ..
TOKI

JAMES POND 2->!OBOi
JET 4.JAPAN DiSK:SUL

3.99

..17,49

SUPER MONACO GRAND PRIX

SUPERBASE PidSONAL 2 (DATABASE)
SUPREMACY !?>*w
SWITCHBLADE 2 ,,.^>w.
SWIV
3SSfc

GUILD OF THIEVES (M/SCROLLS) ...2.99
HARD DRIVIN' (BUDGET)
6-99

INFESTATION
INTERNATIONAL SOC
J. KHANN WORLD C
J. NICKLAUS GOLF.

10.99

! Address.

SUPER HANG ON

TETRIS

IMPERIUM

8.99

(PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS)

j Name

TEENAGE QUEEN (STRIP POKES)

KILLING CLOUD D/S
'KtlllNG GAMESHOW

(?/? /)/)

UK£6.00 EEC£8.00 WORLD £10.00 JLU.UU
WE ONLY SUPPLY MEMBERS BUT YOU CAN ORDER AS YOU JOIN

10-99

IK+

ANNUAL UK MEMBERSHIP

THERE IS A SURCHARGE OF 50P PER GAME FOR TELEPHONED ORDERS

16.99
8.99
16.99

6.99

7-Day Sales hot-lines, 9am to 8pm weekdays. 9am
to 5pm Sat. 10am to 5pm Sun. 0279 600204.
Enquiries hot-lines, dedicated to after-sales service.
9am to 5pm weekdays. 0279 600205.
Fast despatch of stock items. Over 40,000 games in
stock. Games sent individually wrapped.
Written receipt of order, and we issue refunds on
request in the event of any delay.

..16.99

GOLDEN AXE
GRAVITY
GREG NORMANS GOLF

IMMORTAL (1 MEG .1 S

STARGLIDER 2

...7.49
..26,49

GOLD RUSH1 (SIERRA)

HILLSFAR

DUNGEON MASTER

..16.99

D/S..

STATIONFALL (INFOCOM)
STORM ACROSS EUROPE (SSI)

19.99
22.99
19.99
23.99
6.99

GFA BASIC V3.0 COMPILER
GFA BASIC V3.0 INTERPRETER
GODS ...

ELITE

...6,49
.,18.99

....

SPELLBREAKER (INFOC Ol

FISTS OF FURY
FLAMES OF FREEDOM
FLIGHT OF THE INTRUDER
FLIGHT SIMULATOR 2
FORGOTTEN WORLDS

Real Gamers Cyberpunk street gang. NRG is sent to
all members bi-monthly and includes the Special
Reserve top ten charts, a release schedule of

Best Prices and Best Service, that's why over

SPIRIT OF EXCAUBUR
22.
.SPY WHO LOVED ME .
.10.
. ... n.49 -1STAR RAY
9.99 S1ARFLIGHT
19.99 St$RGLIDER2

FEUDAL LORDS

5.99

SKYCHASE
.%
_^A)
SPACE QUEST 3 (SIEI

Graphics and featuring the adventures of the Neu-

50,000 people have joined Special Reserve.

...

SPEEDBALL
SPEEDBALL2
SPELLBOUND

FISH! (M/SCROLLSi

3.99

SHADOW DANCER

SILENT SERVICE (SUB SIM)
SILICON DREAMS (LEVEL 9)

E-MOTION
ELITE

FERRARI FORMULA |

PAINTWORKS

SECRET OF MONKEY ISLAND ..

SHADOW WARRIORS

F15STRIKE EAGLE2
F16 FALCON .
F16 FALCON MlSSlC.S DISK I
F16 FALCON MISSION DISK 2
F19 STEALTH FIGHTER

ROCKET RANGER

SEASTALKER(INFOCOM)
SHADOW OFTtHE BEAST D/S ...

?

F15STRIKE EAGLE

8.49

.16.99

DUNGEON MASTER

FYF OF HORNS

6.99

...6,49

SHADOWGATEl

ESWATD/S
EUROPEA.N SUPER LEAGUE

5.49

.16.99

DRAKKHEN
DRILLER

DYNASTY WARS

XENOMORPH

.19.9

...6.99 1

DEVPAC V.2 (ASSEMBLER)

£6.00 membership includes:
WRG colour magazine, with News, Reviews &

forthcoming games and a full catalogue of club offers.

RAILROAD TYCOON
7.49 •fit BASEBALL 2
7.4ft .RICK DANGEROUS
3.9J FfiCK DANGEROUS 2
jW ROADWAR EUROPA (SSI)
39,<V.< ROBOCOP20/S

DEJAVU
DEJAVU2

WARHEAD

.8.49
92 99

TYPE

DEADLINE (BUDGET)
DEFENDER OF THE CROWN

TURBO CUP + CAR

59
16 99

^16 99

R-TYPE2

DAS BOOT (THE BOAT • SUB SIM)

mm

/..-

UESTRON2(SSI)..

CURSE 0= "hE AZJRE BONO {1 MEG

*KI

...3 99
.1999
.11.49
.1749

HOTEXT WORD PROCESSOR V

CRYSTALS OF ARBOREA
CYBERCON3
DAMOCLES + MISSION 1 & 2

MURDER!

1 .19.99

J

PR.NCE OF PERSIA ..
PRO TENNIS TOUR 2
PROJECTYLE

"lACKC-OWN

3.99

.26.49

/
POWERMONGER DATA 1DS /
k PREDATOR2
/..

2.9ffl PRESIDENT ELECT (SSI)

CORRUPT^ iM SCROLLS)
UNINVITED

We only supply members but you
can order at the same time as joining

7.991 /POPULOUS PROMISED LANDS .. ...8.49

CHRONOQUE8T2

SHADOWGATE

INEVITABLY, SOMEGAMESSHOWN MAY NOT YETBERELEASE

lO-Sft POOL OF RADIANCE (1 MBSfebu ,19,99
.7!?%.18.99
17.49"VCP'JLOUS&SIM CITY

..,

CHUCKROCKY
16.4J POWER UP
COHORT • F GHTING FOR ROME. 19J*5 POWERDRIFT
CONQUESTS OF&AMELOTli WEGj 2#9 POWERMONGER D/S

DEJA VU

19.99

Inter-Mediates Ltd. 2 South Block, The Malting
Sawbridgeworth. Herts CM21 9PG.

...6.99
OPERATION WOLF
PAINTWORKS (ART PACKAGE) .. ...5.99

CADAVER
Jr.
-e.fflS
CADAVER LEVELS-THEffllf? OFF 11.491 • PANG .Tsbi.,

2.99

QUICKJOY TOP STAR
JOYSTICK

...6.49
7 99

1JT99

j*-1^

QUICKSHOT 138F MAVERICK 1
JOYSTICK
13.99

...7.99

NEVER MIND

-"«*9

BLUE MAX

GUILD OF THIEVES

.19.99

...5.49

(#9 NJ1GEL MANSELLS GRAND PRIX..
NTsyiSHIFT

BLOODWYCH

BLOODWYCH DATA DISK

13.49

QUICKSHOT 130F PYTHON
JOYSTICK
9.99

.19.99

1

MERCHANT COLONY
METAL MASTERS
•METAL MUTANT
MICROPROSE SOCCER
MIDWINTER
MIG 29 FULCRUM
MONSTER PACK 1 D/S
MOONSHINE RACERS
MYSTICAL D/S
NAM 1965-75

.LOODMCtJEY

for Corruption and

AND CORRUPTION) (1 MEG)
MENACE

..^19.99

LYTHE KID

The Guild of Thieves.

VOL.1 (GUILD OF THIEVES, FISH

MURDER D/S

BATTLESCAFES

(B0R0DIN9& ARMADA)

COMPETITION PRO EXTRA CLEAR
AUTOFIRE JOYSTICK

.19.99
M1 TANK PLATOON
MAGNETIC SCROLLS COLLECTION

6.99\ MEGATRAVELLER

Jr..
.Jr.

AWESOME

These five classics from

.17.49
...6.99
.16.99
...5.99

_OMBARD RAC RALLY
LOTUS ESPRIT TURBO CHALI

ADVANCED DESTROYER SIM

ALCATRAZ
AMERICAN ICE HOCKEY
APB (BUDGET)
ARCHIPELAGOS

OL/lvr or £21.99 for 50

LEISURE SUIT LARRY 1.243(1 MEG] 32.99

...M7.49
---W 49
ffl.49

XIPHOS

ZORK 3 (BUDGET)

| Credit card issue/expiry date
i CHEQUE/P.O./VISA/ACCESS/MASTERCARD/SWITCH

Now Relaunched at Just £29.95

Master CAD

rEtegance 'Without the, Price,
Now there is a professional three-dimensional design
ing tool available for the Atari ST that is so remarkable
it will establish the standard for years to come. This

exceptional CAD package introduces a revolutionary
concept in graphic design which allows the user to
project any two-dimensional figure into a three-

dimensional image. You can create astounding effects
easily without spending endless hours building data
matrices, or learning to manipulate a primitive and
confusing user interface.

For a long time Computer design has been limited to
experts who must spend as much time learning the
machine and its language as they do studying design.
Now Master CAD puts the power of the computer into
the hands of the designers, regardless of their previous
computer knowledge.
If you design for a living, or just want to experience the
most advanced three-dimensional drawing tool avail
able, ask your dealer for a demonstration, or place an
order today.

Master CAD's simple, structured interface lets you
control the variables and parameters, select the best

Master CAD outputs to Hewlett Packard Plotters, HP

view to work from, define the projections planes, and
build any object you want. After creation, you can use
the object to build more complex drawings. Auto
Dimensioning lets you calculate exact distances be
tween points in a drawing, saving vast amounts of time.
Master CAD uses the screen as a window into a larger
workspace extending to more than 4000 kilometres in
each positive and negative direction (or about 2,300
miles!!).

COLOUR PRO, HP 7550, HP DRAFT PRO or to an

Epson FX80 (or fully Compatible) or ATARI SLM804
LASER.

ST WORLD (October 89) said, "Master CAD is a
powerful, full featured CAD Program"
MASTER CAD REQUIRES 1 MEG OR MORE OF
MEMORY.

MichYron
Master CAD ORDER FORM

Please send me Master CAD for the Atari ST (I have 1 MEG or more of Memory)
Master CAD is £29.95. Post & Packaging £1. Total £30.95 (inc V.A.T.)
BY POST: with Cheque • Postal Order •or Credit Card

BY PHONE
WITH

Name

CREDIT CARDS

li

Address

(0726)68020

Postcode

Credit Card Type
&

Expiry Date

Number

Please allow 28 days for delivery

Send to: MICHTRON PO Box 68

St Austell

Cornwall

England

PL25 4YB

WORLD NEWS
Find out what's been happening to the ST around the globe. This month anew database and more.

PHOENIX RISES IN GERMANY
PHOENIX

German

is

a

new

database

MANAGER

Datei

Edit

Rbfrage

Report

Rechnen

Paraneter

Optionen

Hilfe

package poised to fly
into the UK. Along with word pro
cessors
and
spreadsheets,
databases have always been
considered as one of the most

typical personal computer appli
cations. The ST, however, has not

been inundated by a flood of
powerful
database
software
lately.
There are plenty of cheap and
cheerful card index replacements

A nice, friendly
Gem database

but there has been little in the

from Germany

way of fully relational power pro
grams since Superbase Profes
sional was released several years

shows how icons

and windows
should be used

to give an ST
application that
Mac feeling

ago.

In Germany, Superbase has
always played second fiddle to a
home-grown product, Adimens,
which is also well established on

other operating systems such as

which would resemble Adimens

restrictive

Dos and Unix.

in its intuitive, Gem-based user-

Data types include all the usual

As so often happens, Adimens
- which recently hit the UK under
the Kuma Computer label - will
no longer be developed on the

interface, but outperform it in
speed and power.

text, numeric and date types,
plus graphics in bit image and
vector formats and something
called BLOB, an acronym for
Binary Large Object.
It offers all kinds of file import

The

result

is

Phoenix,

now

concerned have decided to con

released in Germany and soon to
be imported to Britain by Signa
Publishing Systems. Like other

centrate on

database

ST. The German software house

other machines in

software,

imposes certain

future.

The programmers responsible
for Adimens ST, Jurgen and
Dieter Geiss, are still very much
in business. Signed up by Appli
cation Systems Heidelberg - of
Signum and Script fame - they
sat down to write a new program

Phoenix

limits on

the

amount of data it can handle, but

with up to two billion records,
fields to 100 megabytes, files to
two gigabytes and up
sets of data capable
linked relationally you
likely to find your

to 32,767
of being
are more
hardware

than

the

software.

and export possibilities, includ
ing the use of sound files among the sample files supplied
with Phoenix is an ornithologist's
database which can play the

multi-tasking ability which can
perform time-consuming tasks
like file imports and exports,
report generation and printing in
the background, leaving you free
to enter or edit data in the fore

ground.
Phoenix is extremely userfriendly and graphics-oriented,
building on the
impressive
record of the original Adimens in
this respect. It's a very welcome
addition to the UK market.

twitters of our feathered friends

For more news concerning the

back through the ST's sound

availability of the UK version of
the
Phoenix database, ring
Signa on 0252 370104.

chip.
Another unusual feature is

a

More music for the ST
TWO
=5

new packages for

the ST, based around col-

. 5L. lections of pre-recorded
sequences

in

Type

1

Standard Midi file format and com

patible with a wide variety of
sequencing programs, synthesisers,
drum machines and synth modules
come from Sound Music (010 1 313

355 3643).
Jazz Through Midi is a complete
course in jazz improvisation, featur

ing more than 60 jazz classics
sequenced for piano, bass, drums
and solo instrument.

Sequences were recorded live for
real ensemble feel. Complete with
sheet music it costs $45.95

Background Rhythm Patterns is a
kind of musical clip art package,
containing more than 150 popular
rhythm accompaniments - such as
piano, bass and drums - in a wide
variety of pop styles. They are

designed for use as real time backup
for live performance, inclusion in jin
gles or other forms of composition or
simply for learning to play many dif
ferent styles of music.
Also

included

is

a

collection

of

more than 30 popular breaks, intros
and endings that can be combined
with rhythm accompaniments to
form complete songs.
Jazz Through Midi is available
now and costs $42.95.
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The Official NEW Atari

520STE Turbo

Pack

has arrived!
Atari 520STE Computer Keyboard
512K built in Random Access Memory
Built-in 1 meg Double-Sided Disk Drive
Built-in TV Modulator

Superb 4096 Colour Graphics
8 Channel Digital Stereo Sound
Four Joystick ports
Light Gun/Pen Facility
MIDI inputs for music keyboards
RAM Expansion capability
Atari Mouse and Joystick
... and all connecting cables to get you up and
running on your home TV set!

Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade

Dragon's Breath
Blood Money
Impossible Mission II
Human Killing Machine

Anarchy
Outrun
Super Cycle

STOS Games Creator

Hyperpaint II - uses all 4096 colours!
Music Maker II - uses the new stereo sound!

First BASIC Programming Language

Drivin' Force

also available the 520STFM Discovery Pa

Rock n'Roll

Trivial Pursuit

Asterix

Pipemania

Skweek

'-^Dangerous
ss Player 2150

-"•laught
&LetDie

BASIC

Totalpackage price includes VATand Next Day Delivery by Courier*
Dontdelay-Otdernow! 24HourQeditCad Hotline Telephone(0908)378006
only
By Phone - Call our Credit Card
Order line on (0908) 378008 and
quote your card number and
expiry date along with the
details of the goods you
require. We accept ACCESS,
VISA, EUROCARD,
MASTERCARD, AMEX the new

•

Direct Debit cards like Barclays
Connect and we also accept
Lombard CreditCharge Cards.
By Mail - Simply write down
your requirments and send in
your order to us by post along
with a personal cheque,
bankers draft, building society
cheque or postal order made
payable to " DIGICOM
COMPUTER SERVICES LTD ".
'Please note:- Personal

cheques require 7 days
clearance before despatch.
DayDEHivt^lsMon^ri.Satu^

Fling or write in lor our latest Atari catalogue listing
hundreds of products available lor this versatile Home
Computer. We stock COLOUR PRINTERS, STEREO COLOUR
MONITORS, EXTERNAL DISK DRIVES, MEMORY
EXPANSIONS, HARD DISK DRIVES,Atari BOOKS,FRAME
GRABBERS, DIGITISERS, SCANNERS, WORD

i or spread the cost with our finance tacltltles - written details on request.

PROCESSORS, DATABASES, SPREADSHEETS,
ACCESSORIES and ol course

hundreds & hundreds of

games and all at well below recommended retail prices!

com offer you the very

support with 72 month warranty on all Computer HardwareAll units are lull UK specification with 30 day replacement
guarantee on faulty items and FREE collection of the
defective units within this period. And should you ever
need any technical advice our experienced and helpful
staff are available on the telephone or In our showroom.
Remember - there are no hidden extras all prices are fully
Inclusive ol VAT and next day courier delivery.

DIGICOM
36-37 Wharfside Watling Street

Fenny Stratford Milton Keynes MK2 2AZ
Telephone (0908)378008 - Fax (0908)379700
Showroom Hours -Mon to Sat

9.00an>5.3upm

DTP PACKS GET MORE FONTS
FONT DISK 4 has just
been released for ST

desktop

packages
Calamus.

publishing

PageStream
Three

and
Im

professional

*H

fonts are available: Garmond,
Garmond Bold and Garmond

^

case

letters,

punctuation

and

and

Among

The typeface is a perfect like
ness of the popular Garamond

its

A show organiser told Atari ST
User that while the turnout was

much lower than expected,
exhibitors did very good busi

own

ness. Between CDN$80,000 and

CDN$100,000 changed hands
over the two days.
STs were on sale at much

Dennis

Palumbo, 104 Barrymore Blvd,
Department U, Franklin Square,

PageStream is one of two desktop publishing packages to have extra

New York, NY11010.

fonts from a third party software publisher

Datei

Bild

were

A Mouse and PC emulators.

version and $29.95 for Calamus.
from

exhibitors

their replacement mouse That's

defined kerning pairs table.
Cost; $34.95 for the PageStream
Available

47

Write and Write ON as well as

PageStream version are Dot
Matrix font files (.DMF), Screen
Fonts in 12, 24 and 36-point,
Font Metric files (.FM), PostScript
downloadable files (.PS) and
PostScript Header Files (.PSF).
includes

managed to attract

Compo Software UK, who
showed wordprocessors That's

serif. Features included on the

font

Atari

in Canada

were supported but the ST had
the heaviest representation.

special characters.

Each

RECENT

show

event. All of the firm's computers

numbers,

foreign

A

only 850 visitors for its two-day

Light, each including upper and
lower

ST shines at
Vancouver's
own show

lower prices than in the UK. For
example, the 520ST was selling
for

a mere CDN$225 and the

1040ST, CDN$425.

The response in Canada for
the Compo products was over
whelming, with Word Perfect
users reportedly converting to
the European packages. The

Job

Civic North West Atari Festival
was held in Vancouver's Steven

son Secondary School at Rich
mond and was the second Atari

show for the city.

\ Retouche

Inventory-Pro
upgraded

Profes

HI-TECH

sional

| wowed the
i publishing
j industry at

| Atari's

( CEPS stand
in Chicago

control program, Inventory-Pro.
Numerous

Atari impress big guns in Chicago
IT

was

a

bold

step

for

the

Atari

to

book

sorspace at the Corpo

left an enormous impres
sion on the industry.
The people from Lino
type, who had never seen

rate Electronic Publishing
Systems show in Chicago,
the prime showcase for
new
developments
and
trends in electronic pub

one

lishing.
The move was probably

Apple

inspired
chief

by

Alwin

marketing
Stumpf

who

of

their

machines

typesetting

running

with

Atari gear, and Mitsubishi
declared their intention to
add the TT to their usual

Macintoshes

and

PCs at future shows.
The combination of TT
and Retouche Professional

had such success with his

prompted the well-known

German

computer artist and New
York professor Lawrence

although
tion for

DTP Centre, and

Atari's applica
space next to

Apple was not granted, it

Gartell to sell his Mac llfx

and Adobe Photoshop..

Quicker launch
PROGRAM

launch

ing utility Menu Plus
has been released

by Californian Rimik Enterprises
(010 1 619 630 1217).
It gives quick access to more
than 160 ST programs, which

Advisers

(010 1 800 882
4310)
of
Winter
Haven, Florida, have released
version 5.75 of their ST inventory
new

features

include the ability to add new

inventory items while posting
quantities to existing items, plus
a variety of cosmetic and
speedup enhancements.

At a price of $49, an addi
tional $50 buys a two-year auto
matic upgrade subscription plus
technical support.

can be entered and executed

through mouse clicks from a
menu-tree system of categories

SOFTWARE HEADS WEST

and sub-categories.

The program uses 38K of
memory and offers the ability to
view Degas, Spectrum 512 and
NEO pictures, to print and show
text files and to play and edit ST
Replay sound files.
Menu

Plus is

available now

and costs US $39.95.

NORTH

II

ST

AMERICAN

users

obtain

can

the

now

entire

range of Budgie UK software
from Canadian firm ST-Plug. ST-

Plug are at 1670 Heron Road,
Box

22026,

Ottawa,

Canada K1V0C2.
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Ontario,

In the first of a two-part
feature, John Butters
studies the role of the ST in

education and investigates
the Government's policy
on the future of computers
in schools

A t a r i are at last beginning to promote
the ST as more than just a game
playing device. The new educationorientated Family Curriculum Pack is

the first ST bundle not to have a game
squeezed into every corner of its box and is
aimed at families, not just children.

Five applications are included ranging from
educational software for the very young,
through GCSE revision to business comput
ing programs. Recently, distributors who had
been reporting sliding ST sales have been
shouting that the ST is once again beating
other popular home computers and Atari
have been forced to revise their sales fore
cast for 1991.

But, most importantly perhaps, is the ST
getting into classrooms? We've been out look
ing at the use of computers in education and
found a school that has just filled a room with
STs.

As the price of computers tumbles their
use is no longer restricted to the wealthy
schools. Most children now get hands-on
experience of computers at school, most
commonly in information technology (IT)
classes, but increasingly in other subjects
too, such as English, maths, science and art.

In 1990 there was an average of four com
puters in primary schools and 41 in each sec
ondary school - that's equivalent to one
machine for every 18 pupils.

HAPPY COMPROMISE
There can be little disagreement among
employers that the ideal computers for chil
dren to become familiar with would be IBM

PCs or Apple Macintoshes - the machines
most widely used in industry.
Managers would like nothing better than to

make use of the cheap labour of a 16-yearold school leaver who has experience of all
the leading software packages. However, the
cost of the computers and software packages

Our favourite computer firm doesn't
have a specific policy on promoting
the ST in education. There are all-

year discounts for schools, colleges
and universities and headmasters

are mailed several times a year to
highlight additional price reduc
tions.

Atari is now offering the ST to
schools in the Family Curriculum
Pack, but previously the machine
has been sold as a stand-alone prod
uct and the lack of support from
Atari for schools is no doubt the rea-

The

keener

children

could

continue

their

school work at home to gain extra experience.
Emulators could be fitted to enable pupils
to learn about the micros they are likely to be

sitting in front of when they leave school for
the workplace. Gadget by Small's Spectre
GCR is ideal if a student needs to become

familiar with expensive Mac software and
both ATonce Plus and ATSpeed C16 give
superb PC emulation.
All of the top packages can be loaded into
the ST, provided that it has sufficient memory.
For example, the popular Macintosh desktop
publishing package Quark Xpress, or the

industry-standard Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet for
the PC, can be fired up on an ST.

DES VIEW
Because of the strange way in which elected

governments operate in the UK, ministers are
advised by non-partisan civil servants of the
course to follow. With this in mind -

and a

general election on the horizon - we decided
to ask the Department of Education and Sci
ence (DES), rather than the Secretary of State
for Education, how they see the future of IT .
The DES told Atari ST User that they do not
believe it is necessary for children to learn on
state of the art business machines. They say
that the machines will have changed by the
time most of today's children leave school
and argue that students should learn only
about the range of applications.
So what about the future? Michael Fallon,

DES Junior Minister with responsibility for IT in
schools, in a speech at this year's BETT

(British Education Technical and Training)
exhibition reported that during the last three
restricts

their

use

to

a

small

number

of

schools which are always trying to get the
best equipment for the least expense, and
usually have to compromise on both.
So in the absence of unlimited funds other
machines have to be considered and in the

past 10 years there has been a very strong
bias towards the Acorn family of computers in
all sections of education - although ironically
they are much less popular in the home and
rare in industry.
The company's early success was due
mainly to the 8-bit BBC Micro's performance
in the classroom, and now that it is well past

its "best before" date it is slowly being super
seded by the more powerful and expensive

another 200,000 in 1991. Sadly, a large per
centage of these are used for nothing more
than playing games, even though all, from the
bottom-of-the-range 520s to the top-end
Mega 4s, can be used for educational appli
cations.

Computer
COST CONSCIOUS

Before buying any type of equipment, schools
must consider the cost very carefully. In this
respect the ST scores well - it is much
cheaper than most of its competitors and
related software packages are both plentiful
and fairly priced.
The ST is among the most popular home
computers and, because of this, if it were

used more widely in the classroom many

Archimedes.

years development of IT in this country has
been without parallel anywhere in the world.
Average expenditure on computers in sec
ondary schools rose from £4,872 in February
1988 to £15,119 in February 1990. He added

Meanwhile, sales of the ST in the UK have

more children would become familiar with its

topped 500,000 and Atari forecasts sales of

operation than are familiar with Acorn micros.

BBC Acorn B
RML480Z
Acorn Master

Spectrum
Acorn Compact
AcornArchimedes
Acorn3000
Amstrad
Atari ST

Laptop
Apple Macintosh
Dedicated WP
RML Nimbus
IBM PC or clone

IBM compatible
Commodore Amiga

son behind its lack of success. This

year the company was noticeably

Other

absent from the BETT show. Other

manufacturers, such as Acorn and
Commodore, were demonstrating
their latest gadgets to the people
who decide what computers to buy

Primary

Secondary

40.1

22.4

6.2
29.2

23.8

1.2

0.7

1.7
1.3

5.5

6.7

1.4

2.1

3.3

1.4

6.0

0.1

0.8

0.1

1.3
0,6

0.3
0.2
13.2

1.0
20.8

0.3
0.3

1.4

1.3
0.3

-

2.3

2.6

Percentage of computers available in schools
that recent research has shown that children

really does care about moving the

The Family Curriculum Pack is Atari's latest
bundle and the first to move away from tfii
popular games theme. Users ranging from
infant school-aged children to adults learn
about various types of software from the five

who are leaving schools now are more com
puter literate than workers and managers
currently working in industry.
The Government has promised that
expenditure will continue at around £30 mil
lion each year until March 1994. Michael Fal
lon says that the main development path for

ST into schools.

modules

the future lies with new technologies includ-

for their schools.
If Atari had taken the effort to

visit this top education exhibition,
no doubt a few more people would
have

been

convinced

that

Atari
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-•

ing CD-ROM - a drive is expected to be avail
able from Atari within the next year.
Laptop computers are another develop
ment which he sees being introduced into IT
at schools. However, it is being held back
because the DES are not convinced that a

machine exists which meets precisely the
requirements for schools.
As mentioned earlier, Cambridge-based
Acorn Computer sells more micros into edu
cation than any other company. In secondary
schools 56.4 per cent of all computers are
manufactured by the firm and in primary
schools that figure rises to 74.4 per cent.

Teachers prepare
question
sheets
on subjects such
as
geography.
The ST is used to
find

the

correct

answers, educat
ing pupils about
both

the

use

of

computers
and
the subject of the
lesson

From the table above we can see that the

ST is used in only 0.8 per cent of secondary
schools. Although it looks a poor figure at first
glance, a closer look reveals that apart from
Acorn machines and Nimbus, most of the

other computers used in secondary schools
are found in only about 1 per cent of the total
school market.

Several changes are being introduced by
the Government to give individual schools the

power to make their own decisions on spend
ing their budgets. By April 1, 1993 at least 85
per cent of the budget must be delegated to
school level and by the same time this budget
will be linked directly to the number of pupils
at the school.

When schools are able to make their own

decisions it is very likely that a dif
ferent table will emerge, and with
the huge potential of the ST and

public domain, "real world" use and the possi
bility of expanding the computer.
Machines considered as suitable options
came from Amstrad, Acorn and Atari but the
school found that while each had individual

merits, the STE scored the most points. They
were ordered from leading distributor Silica
Systems and delivered soon afterwards - with
good after sales service.
Terry Freedman was particularly impressed
by the number of teachers who already had
STs at home.

Of the

wealth of software already avail
able for it, there is no reason

students' knowledge of the characteristics of
individual countries. Population, religions and
languages spoken are among the types of
things likely to be learned.
On the day Atari ST User visited the William
De Ferrers school, local primary school chil
dren were there, running Geography Tutor.
Terry Freedman handed a pre-prepared
question sheet to the pupils and they had to
use the computer to find the answers. Thus,
they get hands-on experience of computers
and learn about the subject.
Much of the software run on STs is public
domain. Recognising the high
quality of the software

why it should not be seen more

available

often in schools.

libraries,

from

the

school

has been trying to
reduce costs by using it

ST AT SCHOOL
Eight miles outside Chelms

in lessons, while other

ford

programs such as That's

in

the

verdant

Essex

countryside is a large sec
ondary school which has just
spent £9,000 on ST equip

Write and

because

ment.

The

superbly

Calamus are

also used on
single
machines. Unfortunately,
of

the

limited

budget, the Centre cannot

modern

William De Ferrers Centre

afford one of each of these

has put aside a room for

programs

the new computers, appro

machine.

priately christened the Atari
Room. Fifteen 1040STEs connected to SM124
monochrome monitors and two dot matrix

printers tidily lined up on benches around the
wall are available for any of its 1,500 pupils.
What made William

De Ferrers choose

Some

schools

have recognised the huge poten
tial for the ST in education. The William De

Ferrers Centre near Chelmsford has just spent

£9,000 on ST equipment for its 1,500 pupils

STs? The school's new Head of Information

Technology,

Terry Freedman, needing to

replace an obsolete mini-computer system,

more than 80 teachers at the school, no more

sat down with other members of staff with a

than 10 had home computers, and among

checklist to help him decide what to buy.
Points on the list included price, software
availability and the amount of software in the

them five had STs and so needed little or no

for

each

The ST is also being
used by William De Ferrers
for projects outside the
classroom. The reprograph
ics department took delivery
of a Mega ST4, SM124 monochrome monitor
and 40Mb Vortex Datajet hard disk drive at
the same time as the other equipment.
This setup has been connected to a Pana
sonic KXP4450 laser printer and is being

used to produce the school's desktop pub
lishing work, which can range from tickets for

training before using them with the children.
Many of the school's departments take advan

school events to information booklets used in

tage of the ST and the room is booked by

class.

teachers on a first come, first served basis.

But even having purchased the new STs,
William De Ferrers, is looking for business

Each department uses a different type of soft
ware. Art students, for example, run Hyper-

paint whereas those studying geography use
the public domain version of Geography
Tutor.

The aim of the Atari Room is not always to

sponsors so that extra equipment can be
bought. Companies funding the room will
receive advertising at the school. Among
items on the shopping list are a flatbed scan
ner and colour monitors.

educate the children about computers, but

Once you've found the Atari Room, you've
found 15 1040STEs sitting on benches. Each
computer is hooked up to a monochrome mon
itor and there are two dot matrix printers

Atari ST User August 1991

about the subject they are studying - com
puter software can provide a valuable teach
ing aid and in many instances is better than

schools are equipped with STs there is

traditional text books because of its interactive

huge potential for education at home.

While only a minute percentage of

nature.

Next month we look at the scores of

Geography Tutor is one such example. This
program not only teaches children about geo
graphical locations but is also ideal for testing

packages available and how the ST
can be used as a teacher in the home.

SEIKOSHA SP-1900

4tkO CPS

1 9 A DRAFT

•

Best Cost Performance

•

80 Column Print Width

NEW LOW PRICES!

• 192cps Draft @12cpi (Elite)
• 48cps NLQ @12cpi (Elite)
•

ION SEIKOSHA DOT matrix

1K Printer Buffer

• Epson FX850 & IBM Pro II Compatible
•

Pull Tractor & Bottom Feed

• Graphics Resolution - 144x72dpi
•

PRINTERS

Parallel Centronics Interface

• Paper Parking As Standard
•

FFIEE Starter Kit

RRP

REF: PRI 8190

Silica Systems are pleased to recommend Seikosha printers at specially low
promotional prices. The Seikosha range are built to exacting standards by
a company that is used to manufacturing high quality precision products.

£210.33

STARTER KIT

£29.95

Infact, you may find that you are already wearing one of these on your wrist

SILICA PRICE: £146.

when we tell you that Seikosha are part of the massive Seiko group (with
a turnover of £6 billion and over 18,000 staff!).

240

192

When you buy a Seikosha printerfrom Silica, we will give you a Silica Printer
Starter Kit (worth £29.95) FREE OF CHARGE to make sure you get off to
a flying start with your new printer. For further information on the Seikosha
range, complete and return the coupon below. Or, if you can't wait to get
your hands on a new low priced Seikosha printer, telephone our sales hotline,
081-309 1111 now to place your order.

80 Column Print Width

• 1B2cps Draft @ 12cpi (Elite)
• 48cps NLQ @12cpl (Elite)
• Large 21K Buffer
•

Pull Tractor & Bottom Feed

• Graphics Resolution - 144x72dpi
• Paper Parking As Standard
•

FREE Starter Kit

•

136 Column Print Width

Every Seikosha printer from Silica, comes complete with
the Silica Printer Starter Kit FREE OF CHARGE, including
everything you need to get up and running with your new
printer immediately.
• 3Vi" Dual Format Disk with Amiga & ST Printer Drivers

•

Tractor & Bottom Feed

• Graphics Resolution - 240x144dpi
• Paper Parking As Standard

•

FREE Starter Kit

•

£376.00

TOTAL RRP: £405.95
SAVING: £125.12

£29.95

SILICA PRICE: £280.83

144 CP$

SEIKOSHA SL-92
80 Column Print Width

324 DRAFT 24

SEIKOSHA LT-20

277 DRAFT 24

SEIKOSHA SL-210

Worlds First DM 'Notebook' Printer

•

•

80 Column Print Width

• 324cps Draft @12cpl (Elite)
• WBcps NLQ @12cpl (Elite)

• 277cps Draft @12cpl (Elite)
• 92cps NLQ ®12cpi (Elite)

•
•

•
•

• 144cps Draft @12cpi (Elite)
• 60cps NLQ @12cpi (Elite)

•

•

Built-in Cut Sheet Feeder

80 Column Print Width

•

SK Printer Buffer
2 Bin Cut Sheet Feeder

• Graphics Resolution - 360x360dpi
• Paper Parking As Standard

• Graphics Resolution - 380x180dpi
•

Parallel Centronics Interface

• Graphics Resolution • 360x360dpi
• Plug-In Function Cards

•

•

FREE Starter Kit

•

FREE Starter Kit

RRP
£393.63
STARTER KIT .. £29.95
TOTAL RRP: £423.58

SAVING: £189.75
SILICA PRICE: £233.83

REF: PRI 8292

£199
£233.83 J

REF: PRI 8820

TOTAL RRP: £463.53
SAVING: £112.12

TOTAL RRP: £733.78

SILICA PRICE: £351.33

SILICA PRICE: £468.83

SAVING: £264.95

MAIL ORDER:
Order lines Open

LONDON SHOP:
Opening Hours:

FREE OVERNIGHT COURIER DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in the UK.
TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team ot PC technical experts at your service.
PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product - Same price" basis.
ESTABLISHED 12 YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sales.
BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available for large orders.
SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at our London & Sidcup branches.
THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of your PC requirements from one supplier.
FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with offers and software/peripheral details.
PAYMENT: By cash, cheque and all major credit cards.

Before you decide when to buy your new printer, we suggest you think very carefully about WHERE
you buy it. Consider what it will be like a few months after you have made your purchase, when you
may require additional peripherals or software, or help and advice. And. will the company you buy from
contact you with details of new products? At Silica Systems, we ensure that you will have nothing to
worry about. We have been established for over 12 years and, with our unrivalled experience and ex
pertise, we can now claim to meet our customers requirements with an understanding which is second
to none. But don't just take our word for it. Complete and return the coupon now for our latest Free
literature and begin to experience the "Silica Systems Service".
IRDER HOTLINE

081-309 1111

SILICA
SYSTEMS

LONDON SHOP:
Opening Hours:

SIDCUP SHOP:
Opening Hours:

9
2

Fonts As Standard
Bin Cut Sheet Feeder

FREE Starter Kit

REF: PRI 8423

RRP
£821.33
STARTER KIT .. £29.95

£399

TOTAL RRP: £851.28
SAVING: E264.95
SILICAPRICE: £586.33

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-3091111

Mon-Sat 9.00am-6.0Ppm

No Late NightOpening

52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P OBA

Mon-Sat 9.30am-6.00pm

No Late NightOpening

Fax No: 081-30B 0608
Tel: 071-580 4000

Fax No: 071-323 4737

Selfridges (1st Floor), Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB
n-Sat 9.30am-6.00pm

LateNight: Thursday until8pm

Tel: 071-629 1234

Extension: 3914

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-302 8811

Mon-Sat 9.00am-5.30pm

Late Night: Friday until 7pm

Fax No: 0S1-3O9 0017

To: SilicaSystems, DeptATSTR-0891-58,1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, KentDA14 4DX

PLEASE SEND FREE SEIKOSHA INFORMATION
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i
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i
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•
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RRP
£703.83
STARTER KIT ... £29.95

136 Column Print Width

• Graphics Resolution - 360x360dpi
• Plug-in Function Cards

FREE Starter Kit

RRP
£433.58
STARTER KIT ... £29.95

SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SEIKOSHA SL-230

•

• 240cps Draft @12cpi (Elite)
• 80cps NLQ @12cpl (Elite)
• Large 44K Buffer
Pull Tractor & Bottom Feed

1£ Metre Parallel Printer Cable
200 Continuous Address Labels on Tractor Feed

• 5 Continuous Envelopes on Tractor Feed
Ifyou already own a printer,and would
NORMAL RRP
like a Silica Printer Starter Kit,you may
order one for the Silica price of only
£24.95 - £5 off RRP (ref: KIT 5000).

STARTER KIT .. £29.95

SAVINS: £100.45

ouoni Seikosha
Qoikncha nrintor
frnm Silica.
Qilira
every
printer from

• 200 Sheets of High Duality Continuous Paper

REF: PRI 8215

TOTAL RRP: £263.78

•

1 YR WARRANTY
With

• 240cps Draft @12cpi (Elite)
• 50cps NLQ @12cpi (Elite)

RRP

240

FREE HELPLINE
Technical helpline open during office hours.

Good Cost Performance

PRI 8200

SILICA PRICE: £163.33 C"+

Worth £29.95 with every Seikosha printer.

•

•
REF:

RRP
£233.83
STARTER KIT .. £29.95

FREE STARTER KIT

Next day - anywhere in the UK mainland

FREE! STARTER KIT

SEIKOSHA SP-2415

SEIKOSHA SP-2000
•

FREE DELIVERY

Tel (Work):

' Company Name (if applicable):

I Which computer(s), if any, do you own?
E&OE - Advertised prices end specifications may change - Please return the coupon (or the latest information.
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POWER COMPUTING
SERIES

900

POWER

100MB

SPECIAL

HARD

OFFER

DRIVE

PACKS

N 0 W T H E 1 0 0 M B S E R IES 9 0 0 IS EV E N B ET T ER V A LU E
SPECIFICATIONS

•
•
•
•

High quality NECmechanism
Auto booting as standard
32MB partitionson STE
Thru'portforexternaldevices

• Fast20msdrive
• ICD utilities included

• Powersupply included
• 1 yearguarantee

OTHER SIZES AVAILABLE

PACK1

PACK2

PACK3

• 100MB SERIES900

• 100MBSERIES900

• Powersupply

• Powersupply

• Powersupply

• Powermouse
• PC720 Power

• Powermouse

• Lattice C v5

• Anytwo piecesof

• Powermouse

100MBSERIES900

floppydrive
£499

softwarefrom: Hisoft

Devpacv2, HisoftC,
Hisoft Proflight,

£499

Neodeskv3, PC-Ditto
£499
VISA

THE PRICES ARE ONLY FOR THE PACKS DESCRIBED AND CANNOT BE SPLIT
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

POWER COMPUTING Ltd

Unit 8 Rai Iton Rd, Woburn Road Ind. Estate, Kempston MK42 7PN

Telephone 0234 843388* Fax 0234 840234

ENGLAND

POWER COMPUTING
NEW
New

LOW

Series

900

Hard

PRICES
Disk

ST RAM Expansion

• Super-slim metalcase

• Optionalbatterybackedupclock

• No soldering required

• Lowprofilemechanism,noneed

• Highspeed20mSseekrate

• Expandto2MBor4MB

• Write protect switch, protect your

• Plugs directly inside the ST

foracoolingfan
• Buffered Thru'port

• Full fitting instructions

valuable data

• Uses latest high capacity RAM chips
40MB

£329

100MB

£479

40MB withclock

£339

100MB with clock

£489

With any Power hard disk: Lattice C Version 5, £55 (normally £89)

Multidrive

Blitz

NEW! 512K RAM Expansion for all
STFM Machines

£45

=: "t: l;

2MB RAM Expansion
4MB RAM Expansion

Turbo

£169

1MB Simmsfor STe Expansion

• Combined3.5"&5.25"units
40MBNEC20mS SlimlineHardDisk £299
• BuiltinPSU
100MB NEC20mSSIimline

• Use both drivesandyour
internal drive together
• 5.25" drive is 40-80 track
switchable

£449

• ForQuantum& Sony 11mS Access
drives, add£35
£145

Drives
Golden ImageScanner £179

PC720
£55

PMLDaata Scanner £179

Supercharqer £249
PC-Ditto

£49

PC720E

• Back upyour disks at lightning speed
Copies from the internal to the

Powered through the joystick
Internal Drive

£35

Official Internal Drive

£45

external drive

At-Once £189

PowerMouse
includes mouse pocket

£15

Cleverly by-passes your ST's disk
controller chip
• Back-up an ST disk in around
40seconds

(no case cutting, but must be small button)
£15

5.25" External

£95

All trade marks acknowledged

All prices include VAT and are subject to change
POWER COMPUTING LTD

Unit 8 Railton Road Woburn Road Industrial Estate Kempston Bedford MK42 7PN
Tel: 0234 843388

Fax: 0234 840234

PowerComputingAtariSTtechsupporttelephone0203661136Mon-Fri5pm-8pm

VISA

C38

THIRD COAST

Unit 8, Bradley Hall Trading Estate,
Standish, Wigan, Lancashire, WN6 OXQ

TECHNOLOGIES am

Tel: (0257) 472444 Fax:(0257) 426577
INTERNATIONAL +44 257 472444

Atari Hard Drives Specialists
Third Coast Hard Drives

SUMMER MADNESS

Third Coast have been well established now for

years in the Atari Hard Drive market. Third Coast
have been the leading Atari Hard Drive
manufacturer over the last eighteen months and
we offer full technical support Monday to Friday
9-5 unlike some competitors. We offer a product
which has been on the market for years which has

Atari 65MB Hard Drive Only £379.99 Limited Period Only

been tried and tested and sold worldwide.

The idea of a hard drive without power supply is
not new. Indeed! a prototype was built some time
ago by Third Coast Technologies. The reason the
drive was not released onto the market, was

because overloading, of the power supply causes
voltage fluctuations, which leads to unreliable
data transfer.

Expandability
With Third Coast's range of Atari hard drives you

have the ability to expand by adding a second
drive or even a 155mb tape backup device.
The drives also have DMA in & out and also SCSI
in & out.

Software
All Third Coast's Atari hard drives include a free
set of software utilities which includes a word

processor, database, spreadsheet and loads of
other handy utilities. Also included are excellent
ICD Hard Disk utilities which include formating,

partitioning, auto-booting and a great deal more
hard disk related software.

Features
All Third Coast's hard drives come supplied with
a battery backed up clock as standard. The drive
is also fully autobooting and has automatic
headparking so there is no need to run a program
to park the heads. High speed programable
caching software is also included with the drive.
The unit has an internal 65 watt switching power
supply which is capable of powering two hard
disk drives.

Hard Drive Pricing

DIY Kits
Third Coast also provide kits so you
can take advantage of any bare hard drive

STE Compatible

mechanism you may have. We offer complete

Third Coast's Atari drives are fully compatible

cased kits for SCSI drives and also ST506 drives

with all Atari STE machines. Using the drive on
the Atari STE machine will not cause problems
such as data transfer errors unlike some

competitors drives.

155MB Tape Backup
As well as supplying a large range of hard drives
we also sell a 155MB tape backup device which
can be used with all Atari hard drives. The unit

will backup 20megs of data in under 2 minutes.
It uses industry standard CT600N cassettes.
For more information call

both of which include all cables, software and

manuals to get you started.

DIY Kit Pricing
ICD DMA/SCSI Adapter no clock
ICD DMA/SCSI Adapter with clock
Omti 3527 SCSI/ST506 Controller

Complete kit ready for SCSI drive
Complete kit ready for ST506 drive

£74.99
£99.99
£79.99

£179.99
£229.99

Drive upgrades available for SH204/5, Megafile
20/30/60 and Supra drives call for prices and details.

Third CoastTechnologies.

32M/Byte SCSI hard drive 25 milli auto park
52M/Byte SCSI hard drive 10 milli auto park
65M/Byte SCSI hard drive 25 milli auto park
85M/Byte SCSI hard drive 25 milli auto park
106M/Byte SCSI hard drive 10 milli auto park

£299.99
£399.99
£449.99
£499.99
£529.99
155M/Byte SCSI Tape Backup Device
£599.99
155M/Byte Tape Backup and 50MB drive
£899.99
£379.99
22M/Byte Supra hard drive
32M/Byte Supra hard drive
£349.99
50M/Byte Supra hard drive
£429.99
65M/Byte Supra hard drive
£479.99
85M/Byte Supra hard drive
£529.99
106M/Byte Supra hard drive
£599.99
Call for more details on Supra hard drives

WARRANTY All hard drives carry a full twelve months
warranty and free twelve months telephone support

Other Products

Internal &ExternalFloppyDrives
All floppy drives include free software utilities
- ,

NO CASE
»

MODIFICATION

NO CASE
MODIFICATION

1MB internal replacement offers extended track count up
to 84 tracks fully software compatible slight case
modification required supplied with full fitting instructions.
External drives have built in PSU.
1MB internal 80 track £49.99
1 MB internal 84 track £59.99
1MB external 80 track £54.99 1MB external 84 track £59.99

Add £5 if you wish to receive a virus protector.

GST 40EGenlock
The GST 40E is a high quality genlock and pal coder unit. It offers resolution
capacity of 625 lines. The equipment genlocks Atari computers to a
reference signal, or a studio blacksignal and keys the computer image into
the reference video. By connecting the genlock to computer's video port
and to a reference video pal signal or studio colour black, the Atari
computer becomes a high performance tool perfect for video titling,
animation and graphics. The GST 40E does not produce degradation of the
reference video and encodes the Atari video into a composite video output.
The GST 40E will allow you to record animation titling over live video. You
could use a camera and title a still photo or moving pictures. Alternatively
you can record animation or put names, addresses or whatever you want
over your favourite video title. The scope and features are endless it's down
to your imagination. The GST 40E is fully software compatible with Degas,
Neochrome, Cyber and indeed all Atari ST related software. £249.99
E&OE — Advertised prices and specifications may change.

Once again the Atari ST User team
have been burning the midnight oil
to present the best CoverDisk
around. Great games plus the
ultimate utilities and demos, all
crammed onto one disk!

SIDE ONE

SIDE TWO

MAGIC STORY BOOK

COLLECT

By the time you read this, the full version of Magic Story Book may
just be available. But why wait to read the reviews? You can get
hands-on experience right here with this playable demo version pre
pared exclusively for Atari ST User by Soft Stuff Software.

The Fun School series has been the front runner in educational soft

ware for some time. Now you can find out why with this exclusive
demo of one of the games from the Fun School 3 pack.

TLC BOOK

PUZZMANIA
Plug in your joystick and put on your thinking cap. This maze game
requires quick thinking and quick reactions if you are to negotiate all
the levels. We haven't been able to complete it - can you do better?

3D SOCCER
There are some games that almost fail to make it on to the CoverDisk
because we're too busy playing them, and this 3D soccer game is

one. Throw-ins, corners - even sliding tackles - all at the push of a
button. Now you can play soccer whatever the weather.

-7M

•>

This address book and date reminder program was written after the
programmer was nagged into it! Maybe some other programmers and their spouses - should take note, because that gentle but persis
tent persuasion has produced a superb piece of software!

!• .I.M.I.1

DERICK
THE
DROID

4 1
—

1

a.": s u

1

jr

—

Superbly
animated
large
sprites
and
unique gameplay fea
ture in this platform
game. Guide Derick
around

the

B

levels,

collecting the tokens and avoiding all manner of nasties.

TRACKER MODULE
We've had such a good response after putting the TCB Tracker on
the CoverDisk last month that we've included another song module in
this issue.

Great new samples and a terrific song. Pump up the volume!

H o w t o h a n d l e all t h e s e g o o d i e s
TRIED AND TESTED
We put a lot of hard work into finding the very best
games demos and public domain programs to put
on the Disk and check it thoroughly for viruses and
other nasties.

Do bear in mind however, that although we test
every item on the Disk with the huge variety of STs
here at the offices, we cannot guarantee that every
program will work as intended with every configu
ration available.

If you do discover a program which works
strangely or not at all, then please don't hesitate to

tell us about it so that we can publish updates or
further instructions.

Where we know a program will not work with a
particular configuration, but is one which we feel
the majority of you would want and will be able to
use, we'll make note of the fact on the Disk pages.

IF IT DOESN'T WORK
If you're the unlucky recipient of a Disk which
won't work at all, send it to Stanley Precision Data
Systems, Unit F, Cavendish Courtyard, Sallow Rd,
Weldon North Ind Est., Corby, Northants, together
with your name and address and we'll replace it.

THAT'S MY PROGRAM!
We also try to ensure that all of the programs dis
tributed on the CoverDisk do not breach copyright
and all programs on our Disk are distributed in
good faith. If however, you discover a program
which you feel infringes a known copyright,
then please tell us so that we can take
appropriate action.
We cannot be held responsible for software
which does not perform to the programmer's speci
fication, nor can we assume responsibility for any
instances of copyright infringement.

August 1991 Atari ST User
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PUZZLE BOOK THREE DISCPLAY

Configuration: All STs. Mono or

Configuration: All STs. Colour only
Filename: COLLECT.PRG
The

Fun

School

series

of

software

from

is to turn them into sums. Can you help him?
To tidy the pond you must help Freddie pick
up the numbers and symbols in the right order
to form a sum. Move Freddie from log to log
and use the Return key to pick up the number
or symbol from the log he is sitting on.
Suppose that you see the numbers 1, 10, 9

Database Software is one of the best-selling
educational packages on the ST. The demon
stration program on this month's CoverDisk
and the symbols + and = on some logs. You
shows just two out of six levels of one of the
-__.,
may be able to work out that the corprograms in Fun School Three
|||^^|^|^^_ rect sum is:
The program can be found
1 +9= 10

on side two of the Disk.

To run it, first ensure

First move Freddie to the

number 1 and press
the Return key. Then

that your ST is run
ning on a colour TV

or monitor. Double j

move him to + and so

click on the SIDE_2 J

on until you have fin
ished the sum. If you
get the sum right,
Freddie jumps around

folder, then double
click on the

COL

LECT folder which '
appears in the window.
Finally double click
COLLECT.PRG.

The game is fun and easy to
play. Freddie Frog's pond is full of numbers
and symbols. He is a very neat frog and wants
to tidy them away. The only way he can do this

W his tidy pond

showing

you how happy he is!
If at any time you make a
mistake, press the Backspace key,
and to go on to the next level, press the F10

key. This demo has only two of the six levels of
play found in the full version.

PUZZMANIA

TLC BOOK
Configuration: All STs.

Configuration: All STs. Colour only

Monochrome or

Filename: PUZZY.PRC

medium resolution.
Colour

Multi-level maze mayhem arrives on the Atari ST User CoverDisk with

Filename:

Puzzmania from Jackie Brown and A Holt. Although it appears simple
at first, Puzzmania is one of the most addictive games we've seen for

TLC_BOOK.PRG,

some time. Plan your path around the maze with care - but don't take
too long because the clock is against you!

medium resolution. Colour. Dou

ble sided disk drive required
Filename: DISCPLAY.TOS

One of the major problems when using
sound samples, especially on a 520ST, is
the huge amount of memory taken up by
the sample data. This data has to be loaded
off disk for playing, and the length of a sam
ple has always been restricted by this, until
now! If you have a double sided disk drive,
Discplay from Chris Midgley allows you to
play samples whose size is limited only by
the disk itself, not by your computer mem
ory. The program reads through an entire
double sided disk playing each of the sam
ples it finds in turn.
To use the program, first format a double
sided disk and copy all of the required sam
ples to it, in the order they are to be played.
Samples, once written to the disk, should
not be deleted, as the program simply
reads through the disk a track at a time and
does not follow directory listings. If you
have two double sided drives, the program
even allows you to fill two disks with sam
ples and will alternate between them.
When the disk is prepared, run the DISC
PLAY.TOS program and follow the screen
instructions - they differ depending on the
setup. It even allows for "pseudo-stereo"
samples by playing through the monitor and
a sound cartridge at the same time!
If you want to try the program but don't
have any samples, do not despair! On the
June CoverDisk we included the full version

of the TCB Tracker program, and any sam
ples used by it can be used with Discplay.
Simply load the MODULE file into TCB

TLC BOOK.DAT,
TLC_BOOK.CFG

Tracker and select SAMPLE on the left of

the screen. Now select SAVE, and save the

Running the program could not
be simpler. Just double click on

Tom Hayslett has a pretty

required sample to the double sided disk as

unusual excuse for devel

described above.

the file PUZZY.PRG. When the title

oping software - he says
he was nagged into it by

screen is displayed, press the joy
stick fire button to start the game
on level one. The object of the
game is to turn on the generator
for each level and trap any droids.
Only when this is done can you
go through the door to the next
level. To turn on the generator - a

grey diamond-shaped object - simply collect the crystal • • a

his wife! The result is this
excellent online address
book and date reminder.

TLC_BOOK allows up to

red and

white "compass" - and walk over the generator.

The key must be collected in order to open the door - a yellow

500 names and addresses

Configuration: All STs. Colour

to be stored and they can

only. Requires TCB Tracker

also

Filenames MODULE.TOS

be

sorted

and

printed in a variety of
ways. The date reminder
section is ideal for birth

The striped tiles will disappear when you walk over them, and the
arrows only allow passage in the direction in which they are pointing.
Some arrows rotate through 90 degrees when you walk off them. The

days and anniversaries,
and you can even print
out mailing labels by
month. Let's hope Tom

droids roaming some of the levels will kill you on contact. The only way
to destroy them is by laying a trap, which you do by pressing the fire

birthday!

"beehive".

remembers

his

wife's

Full instructions for the

button.

The trap is laid on the tile on which you are standing. Beware
though, the traps are not selective, so once laid you must avoid them
until they are triggered by a droid.
The game is played against the clock and the time remaining is dis
played at the top right of the screen. Also displayed there are the cur
rent level, the score and the number of lives you have left. So get out
your joystick and get puzzling!
Atari ST User August 1991

TCB TRACKER
MODULE

program can be found in
the

Runtime

section

on

the Disk. Double click on
RUNTIME.PRG

follow

the

onscreen.

and

then

instructions

After last month's fantastic CoverDisk

giveaway of the full commercial release
of TCB Tracker we have been inundated

with requests for songs and samples to
use with the package. Included this
month is a module supplied by the Floppyshop ST library. This module can be
loaded into the TCB Tracker as normal.

It's only one of a collection of 30 double
sided disks full of modules collected by
Brian Ross and available in PD.

Because of the size of the module we

have compressed it using our selfextracting method. See page 27 for
instructions on how to de-archive files

using this method.

Sin Guy,
oldest

bhe

and

biggest

was

bo Erg his

DERICK THE DROID
Configuration: All STs. Colour only

THE AIM OF THE GAME

Filename: X_DERICK.TOS

Derick the Droid is a superb mixture
of platform game, shoot-'em-up and
puzzle game with many original ele
ments. Although the files required
for Derick are not archived, they do
need to be copied to a freshly for
matted disk before being played.
Once copied to a disk, simply
double
click
on the
program
TH.PRG to start. When the high
score table appears with a moving
starfield, press the fire button on
your joystick to begin.

and blue spheres. Although the red

ePcteTthfhrnSCreenUnti,th^are^

lected, the blue ones slowly deflate after

-Renter the screen, so siedfoft;
Ahandy hint is that the blue spheres
always start fully inflated when you enter

around the screen. The first thing to
extra arm.

SHIELD

Using either the space bar or the
numeric keys 1 to 6, a different arm
can

be

attached.

Most

of

the

fire

button

six pods available are as follows:

a flashing arrow, also shown is the
number of tokens left to be gath

ROCKET When selected, this arm

ered to complete this level.

Derick to fly around
the

screen.

•0002001

The

J l J •>J

KG

1

direction of flight is

1

determined by the

position of the pod
ton is pressed.
This

weapon

destroys

1

1

when the fire but
DESTROY

LL

•--

beneath the pod at
button is pressed.
Unfortunately
(for
Derick) only certain blocks can be
destroyed.
•

This

attachment

builds

snorted From the
beast's nose and
its tail Flicked

angrilg.

The

sword and shield
crumbled to ash
and
mv i

he

Fled.

quiet

roar 1
roar&
screara
snore

wind

| scene! story loops Jplay | wart | 4 j » | loop [sweep

one of the stories supplied on the full ver
sion, and some of the features are dis

abled -

notably the

load

and save

options.
Using the characters and sounds sup

plied, the demonstration allows you to
change the story of The Angry Dragon to
suit you If you want to put your name in
the text as the hero of the story, go
ahead! Put two dragons in the sky, and
still defeat them, no problem! Change the
sound effects, change the pictures,

folder by double clicking on it. Now sim
ply double click on the program

The main screen then gives you a
between

five

stories.

In

this

demonstration only The Angry Dragon is
available. Clicking on this option displays
the first page of the story.

CONTROLLING DERICK

each arm attachment in turn, or alterna

dragon glared at
hin. Hot breath

choice

a

Derick is moved around with the joystick.
Pushing right or left moves him in that
direction. Pulling the joystick back builds
Derick up for a jump. The length of time the
stick is pulled back affects the height of the
jump. To begin the jump, simply release
the stick. Pressing the spacebar selects

when he reached
the lair the

MSB_DEMO.PRG. When loaded, an intro
ductory screen is shown and a short tune
played.

the moment the fire

BUILD

been programmed especially for Atari ST
User to give readers a taste of the full
version which wil be available by the time
you read this. It contains only a part of

change the text and you can create a
whole new story.
To run the program, open the MAGIC

,

the block which is

from Soft Stuff Software This demo has

is

MAP Pressing the fire button dis
plays a map of the entire level.
The position of Derick is shown by

pod

pods signify different weapons. The

allows

Configuration: All STs. Colour only

depressed the shield makes Der

rotating about the droid. Different

attachment

MAGIC STORY
BOOK

ick indestructible.

these

"add-on arms" appear as a

at

While

to

to

To coincide with our feature on the ST in

arm attachment.

take note of is that Derick has an

oFR

mountain

naitu | scene I story |oops|ploy| wait| + | + |loop |sweop

MACHINE GUN This weapon shoots
bullets in the direction the pod is
facing when the fire button is
pressed. Not all aliens can be
destroyed by the gun, and the gun
cannot shoot through platforms.

stick which moves Derick the Droid

Bravelg

marched

education, we have an exclusive playable
demonstration of The Magic Story Book

the position of the pod at the
moment the fire button is pressed.
The blocks created using Build
can be removed using the Destroy

Derick is placed on the screen
using a robot arm. Position the
droid where you want him to start,
then press the fire button to signal
the arm to release the droid, and
prepare to do battle!
The game is controlled by joy

he

Filename: MSB DEMO.PRG

I one, simply |eave and then
screenfor another try!
block

he 1net.
the

Find the dragon.

cheer.clank,clank,clip,clip

To complete the level you must collect all

i

First

luck.

He armed himselF
with a
stout
sword, shield and

tively, pressing the numeric keys 1 to 6
selects the required attachment directly.

The weapons are displayed along the
top of the screen and beneath each is a
meter displaying the amount of energy
remaining available for that weapon. The
currently selected weapon can. have its
power restored by collecting a light bulb

Full instructions are included within the

Runtime program - double click on RUN
TIME.PRG from the Desktop.

KB TRACKER
We have been asked to point out that
the version of TCB Tracker as published
on our June CoverDisk iscopyright MPH

Software and is NOT in the public

domain MPH can be contacted at 10
Chandlers Court, Eaton, Norwich NR4
6EY. Telephone. 0603503382.
August 1991 Atari ST User

3D SOCCER
Configuration: All STs with colour
monitor or TV

Filename:X_SOCCER.TOS

Now that the soccer season is over many a

potential Gazza is sitting in the summer sun, suf
fering from cricketers' elbow. Well pour yourself
a long cool drink, grab a friend and boot up the
best 3D soccer simulation you've ever seen!
3D Soccer has been archived using our self-

extracting facility. Simply copy the file X_SOCCER.TOS on to a blank disk and run it to extract

all the files needed to play the game. Full details
on how to extract the files are given on page 25.

RUNTIME
The definitive lexicon of programming from those
in the know: professional ST programmers

The Runtime program is a convenient way for you to read the documen
tation for many of the programs on the CoverDisk, and also contains
great articles and tutorials

FIRST STEPS IN BASIC

CODE CLINIC

need two joysticks to play. Plug one into the

This month we take a look at program

mouse socket, and the other into the normal joy-

structure. Once you've got to grips with
Basic, don't be let down by writing poorly
structured programs. Follow Peter Philips

If you have a question about the ST, then
the Code Clinic is the place to get it

3D Soccer is for two players only, so you'll

;;r:;-;;;:;;;r:;;

advice as he covers the ins and outs of
the dreaded GOTO statement and delves

into the intricacies of the FOR..NEXT loop.
FOR n
PRINT
NEXT

= 1 TO 100
"RUNTIME IS

GREAT"

n

answered.

It is-also where you can help out with
someone else's queries.
This month the topics covered include
the differences between interpretive lan
guages, compilers and assemblers, Midi
software problems, problems with DMA
redirection and the RS232 buffer.

GETTING STARTED

YOUR DISK
NEEDS YOU

RunTime is a disk-based magazine program with
articles providing programming help, hints and

is SOCCER.PRG. Simply double click on this

Here at Atari ST User we're always on the look-out

on it. You'll see a screen with the Atari ST User

and away you go.

lor new programming talent. ST owners the world
over love to program their machinesand we love to
publish the fruits of those programming efforts many of which rival commercial offerings,
If you've writtena program which youthinkwould
be interesting to other readers, send it to us. Sure,
it's easy to be discouraged, " they'll never publish
this..."and you'dbe right! We can't publish programs

logo on the left and a list of menu options on the

stick port. One of the files you will have extracted

When the game starts, both teams will be
lined up in the centre of the pitch. From here
they will run into position to kick off. Turn up the
volume so that you can hear the referee's whis
tle, because you won't be able to move your
players until he blows.

Control is simple. Move the joystick to control
the arrowed player. When he is in contact with
the ball, pushing the fire button will make him
kick, and the longer the button is held, the
harder the kick. Ifthe player is moving, the ball is
kicked in that direction, if not, the ball is lobbed

in the direction he is facing.
When the ball nears the goal, the defending

player controls the goal keeper. In this case,
pressing the fire button makes the keeper dive in

we don't receive, OK? Whatever language you've

The magazine appears on side one of the Disk
as RUNTIME.PRG and to read it just double click

right.
These menus contain the titles of all the pro

grams, articles,

send a program, here's what to do.
• Check that it works and that it's as bug-free as
youcan get it. May soundobvious, but youknow your
own code, An inexperienced user might press one

The score is displayed digitally at the top on
each side of the screen and the remaining time
for the half is represented by two vertical bars

• Make surethat it's ALL yourown work,Don't rip
off code from anyone else then send it with your

below the score.

article.

At the foot of the screen you will find several
icons. Here's what the main ones do.
This is the icon which enables

you to return to the opening
main menu. Click this if you
want to stop reading the cur

k

•

rent feature.

Use this icon if there is a partic
z~z

order...

•

• If you want the disk back, include a stamped

formed by pressing the fire button when not in
possession of the ball, but there is no fouling!

addressed envelope.
• Include a signed declaration bearing these

• Include full instructions.

• Includeyourname and address.

words "I agree to indemnify Interactive Publishing

against all possible litigation arising from the use of
my software". If you're under 18, get your parent or
guardian to sign it too.
This last point is very important and we cannot
even consider your software without it. Then once

you've sent a disk,be patient. We get lots of submisionsandwe giveeachonecareful consideration.

••

]

.-;••

name. We'll send it back with the forces of law and

Throw ins, corner kicks and goal kicks are all
handled by the computer, so there's no point in
arguing with the ref! Sliding tackles can be per

utilities on the

will be loaded and displayed on the screen. If
your monitor isn't very clear you can print out the

wrong key and send the whole thing scampering
away for cover.

games and

CoverDisk. Click on a menu option and the article

used, Basicor assembler,Pascalor C, send it to us,
we'llevaluate its potential andif it's good enough for
the Disk- why, we'll even pay you! If you're going to

the direction of the joystick.
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much more.

PR

ular page of the feature which
interests you and which you
wish to have on paper.

If you need to print the entire
feature, tutorial and so on, this
is the icon you need. Click here
to send the complete feature to
your printer.

Often, as you're reading a fea
ture there'll be an associated

en

=ifi

picture to help illustrate a
point. Click on this icon to see
the picture.
Everyone, even learned pro
grammers, needs help occa
sionally. If you find that some
friendly advice is needed click
the cross.

USING THE DISK AND
RUNNING RUNTIME
Follow these sim

ple instructions to
get the most out of

your CoverDisk, It's
easy when you
know how!

ARCHIVING - WHAT IT ALL MEANS
Many programs on the ST are large
and use lots of files, such as
resource files for a GEM program,
data files for a spreadsheet, or tune
files for a music program. In order
to fit as many programs as possible
onto the CoverDisk, complete with
all their associated files, the
archive program was written.
Although there are a number of

different versions of the archiving

ARCX.TTP. But to make things sim
ple, we're now using a self-extract
ing archive.
This is a utility which turns an
archive file into a program which,
when run, extracts all the files from
the archive and writes them to disk.
No more ARCX.TTP

The self-extracting archive pro
gram appears just like any other
program on the ST, and for this rea

program they all achieve more or

son we've adopted the following

less the same result. A number of

Some of the programs on the CoverDisk have

files are taken, compressed and

standard. All self-extracting archive
files will have the prefix X and the

been packed using an archiving program.

merged together to form one large

suffix .TOS

This is done to ensure that we can fit as much

file, which is smaller than the sum

as possible onto your Disk. To make the de-

of the individual files.

As an example, the filename
X_1STWRD.TOS may be the self-

archiving process as painless as possible we

have used a self-extracting archive program.
In short, this means that all you have to do

To extract the original files from

extracting archive of the 1st Word

this archive it's usually necessary

program and associated files.

is copy one program to a blank disk, then run

to run another program which loads

it and all the archived files for that application

the

These self-extracting archive files
should be copied to a blank disk

archive

file

and

writes

the

will be extracted.

uncompressed files back to disk.

before being run because they will

To make the self-extracting programs eas
ier to spot, the filename used will always be of

This method was previously used on
the CoverDisk, using the program

attempt to write out to the disk

the format X_??????.TOS where ? may be any

from which they're run.

letter or number (X_RAMDSK.TOS for exam

ple may hold archived files for a ramdisk).
If you find a file with this type of name, sim
ply format a disk and copy the file to it. Then
put the disk containing the program into the

drive, and double click on the program. The
files will extract themselves.

7. If you have an external drive, put the
blank, formatted disk in it now. Ensure this

disk is NOT write protected.

8. An alert box will appear, showing 1 file to
be copied. Click on OK.
9. If you do not have an external drive:

highlighted, release the mouse button.

16. You will be prompted that you are
about to delete one file. Click on OK to con
firm that this is correct.
17. The disk in the drive now contains the

follow the numbered instructions below for a
step-by-step guide.
For this exercise we will assume the file is

when prompted to insert Disk B in Drive A, put
in the blank, formatted disk, ensuring it is NOT

unarchived files. Depending on the programs
concerned, you may be able to run them
now, or further files may have to be de-

write protected, then click on OK. When
prompted to insert DISK A in DRIVE A, insert

archived first. Consult the instructions on the

called X_PROGNM.TOS:

the CoverDisk and then click on OK. Repeat

If you are still not clear on the procedure,

1. Put the CoverDisk in drive A, switch on
computer, monitor and any external disk
drive.

2. Make sure you have a blank, formatted

disk. This disk should NOT be write pro
tected.

3. Ensure the CoverDisk IS write protected
and then put the CoverDisk into drive A.
4. Double click on the DRIVE A icon on the

this as often as requested.
10. Put the previously blank disk in drive A.

11. Re-boot the computer (by pressing the
reset button).
12. Double click on the DRIVE A icon. This
will open a window.

13. The window should contain just one file,

If you own a single-sided drive,

14. The program will now automatically dearchive all of the files, writing them to the

and you're dying to get your hands

same disk. While it runs, a list of filenames will

within it, and the DRIVE A and DRIVE B icons

the Desktop will return, with the window now
containing a number of files as well as the

6. Point at this file with the mouse pointer,
press and hold the left mouse button, and
drag the file over to the DRIVE B icon. When

the DRIVE B icon is highlighted, release the
mouse button.

SIDE TWO
SERVICE

X_PROGNM.TOS. Double click on this.

Desktop to open a window.
5. Size the window so that the file is visible

are visible on the Desktop.

disk pages for the program in question.

be displayed on the screen. When finished,

X_PROGNM.TOS file.

15. Point the mouse pointer at the file
X_PROGNM.TOS, click and hold the left
mouse button and drag the icon to the wastebin on the Desktop. When the wastebin is

on the goodies on side two of the

CoverDisk, don't depair! Just send
a cheque or postal order for £1.50
to Atari ST User Disk Offer,
Europa House, Adlington Park,

Macclesfield SK10 4NP. We'll put
the programs from side two onto
a single sided disk and send it out

to you. It's that simple!
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VISIT OUR FULHAM SHOWROOM
Fulham Broadway opposite station, District Line

SK .MARKETING*
T T T

COMPUTER SUPPLIES

Rickmansworth Station -

5 minutes walk

T T T
easy park mo

NOW AVAILABLE - VIDI ST
COMPLETE COLOUR SOLUTION

ATARI HARDWARE

Atari 520STE
Turbo Pack

A
*
*
*
*
*

Capture High-resolution colour images from
either colour video camera, home VCR or any
video source. Open your imagination and get the
most out of your system.

Indiana Jones * Impossible Mission II
Human Killing Machine * Super Cycle
Outrun & Dragons Breath * Anarchy
Blood Money & Basic * STOS
Paint Package * Music Package

AMAZING VALUE AT £139.99

ATARI LYNX
Atari Lynx

All Only £320.00

t/y.ya

Atari Lynx with PSU
Atari Lynx with PSU S Calilornia Games
Lynx Comm. Lynx Cable

£94.99
£119.99
£8.99

Lunx Kit Case

A

ATAR11040 STE FAMILY

CURRICULUM PACK
member from the under 5's to the over 50's
The 1040STE includes 1Mb Ram, 31/2" 1Mb disk

X-TRA RAM

Unpopulated
2Mb

£119.90

4Mb

£239.90

520STEComputer with Mouse
ST Tour
1st Basic
Neochrome

60MB..

.£499.99

£11.95

£8.99

NEW HAND SCANNER

r*M r\C
V | 33

*» • ww

Naksha Mouse £29.99
MONITORS
£94.95
£125.00
£74.95

Atari SM124 (Mono Monitor)
£110.00
Atari SC1224 (Colour Monitor)
£285.00
Philips CM-8833 Mkll Colour Monitor.£259.95

Epic

£17.99

Battlebound

£17.99

£17.50
£17.99

£18.99

Blue Max

£24.99

£21.99
£18.99
£17.99
£17.99
£18.99
£23.99
£17.90

F-16 Falcon Mission ll'
F-29 Retahator

Beasl Busters

Accolade in Action
Armour-Geddon'
ATFII
Atomic Robokid
Atomino
Awesome
Back to the Future III

BAT (Includes Carnage!

£26.99

Battle Chess
Battle of Britair

£17 99
£19.99

Billy the Kid

£17.99

Gremlins II

£17.99

Blade Warrior
Bomber Missinn Disk

£17.99
£17.50

HardDrivingII

£17.99

Heroes

£21.95

Brain Blasters
Brat

£17.99
£17.99

HighEnergy

£17.99

Nam

£21.99

PlayBack(Cart)

£21.50

Pro Tennis Tour II

£18.99

R-Typell

£18 99

Skull ana Crossbones

£17.99

Sporting Gold

£21.99

Subuteo

£17.50

Switchblade II

£18.99

Toki
Turticanll

£17.99
£17.50

Winning Team

£21.99

Wrath ot the Demon

£21.50

Call Peter on 0923 896969
for more information

F16 Combat Pilot
F23
Fina-Battle-

£17.50
£21.99
£17.99

Fire & Brimstone

£17.99

Fists ot Fury

£17,99

Flood
Gauntlet III

E'7.99
£19.99

Gold of the Ame'icas

£17.99

Horror Zombies from the Crypt £17.50
Hound of Shadow
£17.99

£16.90

Better Maths
French Lmkword
French Mistress Level A+8

£16.90
£22.94
£19.95

Fun School 2 6 to 8
Fun School 2 Over 8
Fun School 2 Under 6

£37.95
£61.95
£25.95

.£19.95

K-Data

£41.95

K-Graph 3 (new)
K-Spread 3 (new)

£37.95
£67.95

K-Word2
Mailshot
Mailshot +

£42.95
£26.95
£36.95

£117.95

Mastersound
Mastersound 2
Mini Office Communications

£35.95
£31.95
£20.95

Mini Office Presentation Graphics
Mini Office Spreadsheet

£20.95
£20.95
£75.95

Modula 2 Developers

FURTHE R DETAILS CONTACT PETER

£115.95

Neo Desk 3

ON 0923 89.69,69.

£30.95

Prodata

PROFESSIONAL ATARI SOFTWARE
£16.95
£21.95

Cyber 3D Developers
Cyber Architecture Design
Cyber Cartoon Designs
Cyber Control
Cyber Future Designs
Cyber G.I.S.T. (Sound Ed.)
Cyber Human Designs
Cyber Paint
Cyber Sculpt
Cyber Star Struck
Cyber Studio
Cyber Texture
Cyber VideoTitling
Data Manager Pro
Data Scan by Kempston

£17.95
£17.95
£22.95
£32.95
£17.95
£17.95
£17.95
£41.95
£61.95
£19.95
£41.95
£36.95
£19.95
£32.95
£247.95

Deluxe Paint

£47.95

Degas Elite
Devpac2.0
Easy Draw 2

£22.95
£45.95
£41.95

£61.95

Prospero C
Prospero Fortran
Prospero Pascal

£101.95
£101.95
£81.95

Protext V.4
Pretext V.5
Quartet

£71.95
£101.95
£41.95

Sage
Sage
Sage
Sage

£138.95
£212.95
£86.95
£307.95

Accountant
Accountant Plus
Bookkeeper
Financial Controller

Scan Art & Draw Art

£56.95

Spectrum 512

£31.95

STOS
STOS 3D

£36.95

STOS Compiler

£18.95

£31.95

STOS Maestro
STOS Maestro Plus

£19.95
£62.95

STOS Sprites
Superbase Personal
Superbase Personal 2
Tempus 2 Editor

£21.95
£47.95
£71.95
£31.95

Timeworks DTP
Timeworks Partner

£77.95
£37.95

Nine Lives

£17.99

Ninta Spirits

£17.99

The Spy Who Loved Me
ThemeParkMystery

£17 99
£17,99

NilroObitus

£17.99
£17.50

Pang
Pan;a Kick Boxing

£17 99
£17.50

Three Musketeers
Thunderslrike
Tie Break
Total Recall
Tournament Golf

£17 99
£17 99
£17.99
£17.99
£17.99

Toyota GTRally

£17 99

Turn 'N' Burn
Ultima V
Ultimate Golf
Ultimate Ride

£17 49
£19.99
£1799
£1799

Pick n'Pile

£17.50

Pilots in Paradise
Pool Of Radiance

£21.99
£22.99

Populas Datadisk
Populous
Power Monger

£17.50
£17.99
£21.99

Power Pack

£23.99

Precious Metal

£17.99

Jumpin Jackson
Jupiter's Masterarive

£17.50
£17,99

Prehistoric Tale

£17.99

Kick Oft 2

£17.50

Kick Oft II-Final Whistle
Kick Oil Xtra Time
Kid Gloves

£17.50
£17.50
£17.99

Proflight
Projectyle
Prophecy 1 - Viking Child

£28.99
£17.99
£17.99

£21.99
£21.99
£17.99

Resolution 101
Revelation

£17.99
£16.90

£17.99

Japan SceneryDiskFS2
JudgeDredd

£17.99

Test Drive II{Euro Challenge) £17 50

£17.50
£17.99

£17.99

Jack Nicklaus Golt

£17.99
£17.99
£19.99

£17.99

£21.99
£21.99

It Came From The Desert.

£17.99
£17.99
£17.99
£21.99

Chariots of Wrath

Test Drive
Test Drive II

NiiihMvft

£17.99
£17.99

£17.99

ChaseHD II(SCI)
ChipsChallenge
Chronoquesl II

Monster Pack [10 name somp' £21.9
Narc
£17 99

Powerboat
Powerdnft

£17.50

Predator 2

£17.90

Colossus Chess X

£17.50

Corporation
CrimeDoes Not Pay

£17.99
£17,99

Cruise For A Corpse

£17.99

Killing GameShaw
Knights OlLegend
Lemmings

Curse of the A/me Bonds

£17.99

Line ol Fire

£17.99

Cyberconlll
Daysof Thunder

£17.99
£17.99

Lotus Esprit

M.'g-elic Scrolls Collection

Dick Tracy

£"99

Maniac Mansion

£17.50

Shadow Warriors

£17.50

Master Blaster

£17.50

£17.99
£19.99

MegaPackVol II
Mig29 Fulcrum
Mighty Bombjack

£17.50
£24.99
£16.90

Shoot em UpConstructionKit
Sim City
Sim CityTerrainE'J'tO'
Sim City/°opulous
Speedballll
Spindizzy Worlds
SpiritOfExcahbur
Slarflight
Stratego
Street Hockey

£21.95
£19.99
£17.50
£23.99
£17.99
£17.99
£21.99
£17.99
£17.99
£17.99

Stunt Car Racer

£17.99

Super Monaco GP
SuperOftRoadRacer
Supercars2
Swiy(Silkworm IV)

£17.99
£17.99
£17.99
£17.99

Team Suzuki

£17.90

Dragons Breed
Dragons of Flame

£17,99
£1799

DuckTaies
Elvira

£19.95
£19.95

BetterSpelling

...£629.99

PowerPlay
Power Up

Brian CloughsEuroSoccc
Cadavar

Car-Vup
Carthage
Champion ofthe Ra|
Champons 01K'ynn

Rider Of Rohan

£17.99

£17.70

Robocopll
Secret Agent/SlySpy
Secret OfMonkeyIslarc

£17.99
£17.50
£18.99

£22.99

Shadow of the Beas-

£19.95

ST EDUCATIONAL
Answerback Junior Qoiz
Answerback Senior Quiz

Hisoft Power Basic

LEISURE SOFTWARE
£29.99

£18.99
£18.99

£21.95

£51.95

Mark Williams C V.3

....£579.99

1st Mail
CAD3DV.1

+ By Golden Image
* Inc. Touch Up Software

* Supports IMG, IFF

£21.95

Highsoft C

Modula 2 Standard

3D Construction Kit

Life and Death
Metal Mutant

PROTAR PROGATE DRIVFS

.

£100.95

Hisoft Basic
Home Acccounts

ATARI HARD DRIVES

£619.99

£17.50

Hype Exterminator .
£17.90
InternationalChamp Athletics £18.99
International IceHockey
£17.90

GFA Draft Plus

GST Compiler
GST Macro Assembler

Hyperpaint 2

.. £469.99

APS

£17.50
£24.99

£329.99

40MB R44.

•?UVI=tdl^H4J

i

Star LC24200 Colour

40MB DC .

+ many more. Phone for details

DISK DRIVES

Go
Hunter

£269.99

£79.90

* Supports IMG, IFF,TIFF DEGAS t More

Cumana CSA354 1Mb 3.5" Drive
Cumana 5.25" ST Drive
Q Tec 3.5" External Drive

£21.99

Star LC24-200

ST/M/FM
£64.90

Basic

£259

Flight of the Intruder

£239.99

....£399.99

Jetfighter
£15.95
Startighter 1 (Remote Controlled Twin).. .£34.99
Python 1
£12.00

* Four Games: Anarchy, Dragons Breath,
Indiana Jones,SuperCycle

£17.90
£18.99
£17.99
£17.50

£229.99

Star LC24-10

....£379.99

* 100/200/300/or400dpi

Crime Wave
Oeuteros
Famous Five
Fina: Command

Star LC200 Colour

80MB

* Requires1Mb+ DS Drive
* Full Technical Support

Charge ofthe Light Brigade . £23.99

£89.95

£41 95
£26.95

40MB

Quickshot Turbo

)\\ ATARI 520ST
y|V DISCOVERY PACK
*
*
*

Fleet St Publisher

GFA Basic Interpreter V.3
GFA Basic Compiler

80MB DC ..

ALL FOR ONLY £379.99

£29.95

£419.99

£179.99

JOYSTICKS

Module 4 - Business Computing
Module 5 - Creative Computing

*

Flair Paint

Panasonic KX-P1624

30MB

£189.90

£61.95
£31.95
£61.95

StarLCIO

£349.99

Module 1 - Play and Learn
Module 2- Junior School
Module 3 - GCSE revision

Easy Draw 2 Supercharged
Easy Tools
First Word Plus V.3 (new)

£179.99

20MB

1/2 Mb

Software modules included worth over £485.00

Panasonic KX-P1180

£11.99
C14.99
£11.99
EFrorr £29.99

DIY Memory Upgrades

drive, 4096 palette, TVModulator, power supply,
MIDI ports and highquality stereo sound.

I PROFESSIONAL ATARI SOFTWARE

£16.99

Lynx Pouch
Lynx Power Armptor
Lynx Cigaretto Adapto'
Lynx Games

Fivedifferentlevels of application modules
designed to meet the needs of every family

DOT MATRIX PRINTERS
Panasonic KX-P1124i New Version .£299.99

Fun School 3 5 to 7

£17.99

Fun School 3 Over 7
Fun School 3 Under 5

£17.99
£17.99

Hooray for Henrietta

£17.90

Learn to Read with Prof 1

£29.90

Primary Maths Course

£24,00

Prot Looks at Words

£16,90

Sesame St Letters
Sesame St Numbers

£17.50
£17.50

Spanish Tutor LevelA+B

£19.95

The Three Bears

£22 95

£17.49
£17.49

MagicMaths (4-8)
£22.95
MathsMania (8-12)
£22.95
MavisBeaconTeachesTyping ..£21.95

Things to do with Numbers
Thingsto do withWords

£19.95
£19.95

£17.49

Micro Maths

Times Jubilee Crossword

£19.95

£24.00

PLEASE CALL FOR LATEST RELEASES AND PRICES

Teenage MutantHeroTurtles....£17.99

PLEASE CALL FOR LATEST RELEASES AND PRICES

All prices subject to change
without notice

All goods subject to availability.
Titles marked * may not be released
and will be sent on the day of release
(subject to availability).

£17.99
£17.99
£22.99
£21.99
£17.99
£17.99

Microprose Soccer

£17,99

M1 Tank Platoon

£2;L99

Pirates

£17.99

RailroadTycoon'
Red Storm Rising

£22.99
£17.99

Silent Service

EV.99

#j-SIERRA

Universe 3

£17 50

Viking Child II

£18.99
£21 99
£17 99
£21 99

Colonel's Bequesl
£29.50
Conquests ofCanr o:<OS iMeg; £29 50

X-OUT

£1750

Gold Bushl

£23 99

Hoyle's Book of Games
Hoyle'sBookot Games II

£19 99
£1999

Xiphos
£17 99
Xybots
£1750
ZorkI, IIAnd III(SKMSpecial) £23 99
Budget Titles
From£6 99

RAINBIRD
3D Pool

£17.99

Betrayal

£21.99

Carrier Command
Elite
Miriwinlc

£17,99
£17.99
£21.99

Midwinter II

£21.99

P47

£17.99

RickDangerous

£17.99

Stargliderll

£17,99

UMS II
Weird Dreams

£21.99
£17.99

IH.frto.ftlM£17.99
Int Soccer Challenge
Oriental Games
Rainbow Warrior

£17.99
£17.99

RickDangerous II

£17.99

RVF Honda
Simulcra
Stunt Car Racer

£17.99
£17.99
£17.99

Black Cauldron

£19 90

Codename Iceman !DS iMeg . £23 90

Jones In The Fast Lane

£22 99

KingsQuesll
Kings Quest II
Kings Quest 111
Kings QuestIViDS)
KingsOuestV

£23.90
£23 90
£23 90
£29.90
£3299

Leisure Suit Larry I

E23 90

LeisureSuit Larry II DS
£29 50
LeisureSuit Larry III(OS)
£29 50
Manhunter IISan FrarciscoIDS) £23 50
Manhunter New York
Police Quest I

£23.99
£23 50

Police Quest II (DS)

£29 50
Quest ForGloryII • trial ByF.re£32 99

Quest lorGlory/Hero's 0-esl IDS)
Space QuestI
Space QuestII
Space Quest IIIIDS)

£29 50
£23 50
£23.90
£29 50

Sierra T-Shirts
Sierra Hint Books

£8.99
£8.99

Phone for range of T-shirts and
Hint books available

Dynamix'
•*

mHTOFTHESmHFlA FAMILY

PLEASE CALL FOR LATEST RELEASES AND PRICES

SALES HOTLINE

0713816618/0923 89 69 69
(MAIL ORDER)'
To order: Please send cheque/PO/Access or Visa details to SK MarketingLtd,

MICROPROSE
Airboume Ranger
F15 Strike Eagle
F15 Strike Eagle'I'
F19 Stealth Fighter
Gunship
KennedyApproach

Wheels ol Fire
WolfPack
Wonderland

24 hour hotline for

credit card orders

£17.99
£17,99

South London:

North London:

10 Fulham Broadway

13 Moneyhill Para
Uxbridge Road

londonSW6 1AA
el: 071 381 6618

rax: 071 381 0528

Rickmansworth

Herts WD3 2BE
Tel: 0923 896969

PERSONAL CALLERS WELCOME AT

13 Moneyhill Parade, Uxbridge Road, Rickmansworth, Herts,WD3 2BE,

BOTH SHOWROOMS

All prices include VAT and carriage is free (UK mainland)

MONDAY-SATURDAY 9.30am - 5.00pm

VISIT OUR RICKMANSWORTH SHOWROOM

r

w

GAME NEWS

30

The

from

latest

ST

releases

US Gold, UBISoft and lots more.

TRADE SECRETS

48

We'll tell you ours if you'll tell us
yours. Hints and tips on the games
that frustrate you...

PLAY TEST EXTRA..50
Timeless

classics

and

recent

releases that you shouldn't forget
and others that arrived just a little
too late for review.

RANK
1

KEY
NE = New Entry
RE = Re-entry

A = Up places
•

= Down places

• = No change

CDS

3

-2 •

LEMMINGS

PSYGNOSIS

o

FANTASY WORLD DIZZY

CODE MASTERS

RE
m •.. i

6

8

HERO QUEST
HHiiHMHIIHaHHwiHMni

RRP
25.55

9.99

GREMLIN GRAPHICS

25.55
6.99
25.99

+2 A

NINJA RABBITS

MICRO VALUE

7.15

0

LITTLE PUFF

CODE MASTERS

6.99

RE A

CALIFORNIA GAMES

KIXX

9.99

•EEiSBBHM

9

-6 V

FINAL WHISTLE

ANCO

10

NE A

LOMBARD RAC RALLY

HIT SQUAD

7.99

11

-6 V

OPERATION WOLF

HIT SQUAD

7.99

12

NE A

ARMOUR-GEDDON

PSYGNOSIS

13

RE

NORTH AND SOUTH

DIGITAL INTEGRATION

14

-4 •

SPEED BALL 2

MIRRORSOFT

15

NE

SHERMAN M4

DIGITAL INTEGRATION

16

NE

SUPERCARS 2

GREMLIN GRAPHICS

17

-11 V

18

-9 y

19
20

This chart is compiled
by Gallup Ltd

RENEGADE/MINDSCAPE

STEVE DAVIS WORLD SNOOKER

7

Top 20

GODS

o

5

Chart

^m-M

PUBLISHER

2

4

Gallup

TITLE

12.99

25.99
7.99
24.99
7.99
19.99

ANCO

9.99

SPEED BALL
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9.99
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INTERNATIONAL KARATE +

HIT SQUAD

7.99
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XENON 2

MIRROR IMAGE

9.99
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NEWS...PREVIEWS...GOSSIP...SCREENSHOTS
HUNTER - ACTIVISION
Visually stunning, Hunter is a
game that will have you on the
edge of your seat. You play
the part of a lone commando
whose sole aim it is to search

out and destroy enemy install
ments.

At the beginning of the

game you'll be informed as to
which targets should be
destroyed and then it's up to

ever, cunning soldiers soon
learn where the enemy keep
their fuel supplies. From then
on any vehicle is fair game;
helicopters,
jeeps,
tanks,
boats, even bikes can be used
to get you around.
Hunter is represented in
filled 3D vector graphics, and
with addictive gamepiay it's a

game you just won't want to

you. You can walk or swim

miss. Catch hold of Activision's

around the landscape. How

Hunter in a shop near you!

luaaa

etMTc

TYPE
development of th* n° doui» remember cert*

Aneroids and theneG^anre- Rrst '^e wa^ m' «*>nes in tr,
u™ 'rem introduclPa,ax,ans- Since then
Activision °ererp?St0R-TyPe.
"~ y™cr> *

ce again released ,
>r around August.

naving ruineu men uwn pianei

through a lack of environmen
tal awareness, those rotten
aliens decided to search the

galaxy for a new home. All
they wanted was a planet rich
in mineral deposits and with an
abundance of food.

Unfortu

nately for you and me, the

"slimey outer spacers decided
Earth to be their best bet.

Several reports of UFO
sighting were scoffed at and

ALIEN STORM - US GOLD
armed themselves and waited

for the onslaught.

Assuming the role of one of
the. Alien Busters, you must take
on the mutants. The game fea
tures six

missions,

each

one

split into three stages. First you
take part in a shoot-out before
the screen turns into a 3D blast-

Karla and Scooter were better

em-to-bits-bits before you chase
the critters to their mothership.
Alien Storm is being con
verted for US Gold by Tiertex.

informed. Calling themselves

The game will be available for

the

the ST around September.

most earthlings took no notice
of the threat. However, three

avid saucer spotters, Gordon,

Alien

Busters

the

three
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Lucasfilm

ten B>rd's space ^w^BS*^,
appearing very soon.

Now, after near y
erience
the opP°rWn*V "orDeuteros.

5»si««v"8

re.c0tonized

»Meows oW«»
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SCNIC THE
HEDGEHOG -

US GOLD

Rumours are rife that US Gold
have snapped up the licence o
convert Sega's latest screen
star on to the home computer

The hyped hedgehog is" the

mam man in his very own
man,c platform game. If the

deal goes through, US Gold wiH

InaV^n60fthebi99est names

ajttiathe,r hands'

war you want

GERM CRAZY - ELECTRONIC ZOO
If you can't quite get to grips with the gore of Mindscape's i if'
and Death (see below) then you might like to try your han

/ft?''.'

Electronic Zoo's Germ C

Taking control of a h
patient, you must fend i
onslaught of deadly gen
The gamepiay is a n

of strategy and shootand should keep eve
most ardent gaming f
busy for hours.

LIFE AND DEATH -

^J^eHsl

•*#«
••.'.-.
\

ly/1

n&

;"
•-*•

|i

1
•

jS3

Look out for it!

- GREMLIN

Mindscape are to release a simu
lator with a difference. Life and

Death sees you assuming the
role of a junior doctor. The aim of

the game is to become a top sur
geon.

Among other things you'll be
called upon to perform bed vis
its, diagnosis, x-rays, ultra sound
scans and operations. You'll start
with simple operations such as
appendicitis.
However,
once
you've mastered the basics you'll
be able to move on to more com

plex surgery.
Life and Death should be
available around now but if

you're a bit squeamish then give
it a miss.
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WARZONE
Y o u ' v e heard the storyline
before. Some ex-green

CORE DESIGN

€25.53

berets called Rambo, or

something along those
lines, have massacred more peo

-£

ple than you can count on all of
your fingers and toes, and now
they're hungry for more "targets".
Well, that's the general idea.
The forces that you'll come up

against are tremendous - the
enemy's army includes ordinary
grunts, specialist weapon carri

I

II

^^TH

better off just running up and free
ing them. You will be rewarded ,

tanks and gunboats to name but a

with a medical kit or a star if you

few.

ffl""'f^^^^',,:HHBHK'''"'

•

ers, armoured cars, helicopters,

I

SI'

"V

For either one or two players,

Warzone is a joystick controlled,
vertically

scrolling shoot-'em-up

that's reminiscent of the ancient

classic, Commando. The only dif
ference is that Core's effort is far

To fire your gun, simply tap the

tM&% button and watch rounds of
*

ammo go flying off in the

\

direction you're fac. ing.

Holding

the

: ^ button down sets
off

"•••-"

a

smart

bomb

* from your own limited

.: • •

Warzone contains all the;;
usual features of a game like
this, including the customary,

end-of-level guardians. These
guardians have huge gun tur- „
rets and tanks which throw out •..

superior.

in

Jh.

manage to rescue them, and
the star gives you extra points.

cache which, when it is

ignited,

destroys every

thing onscreen.

As the game scrolls up, small
but valuable containers are scat

tered about.

Blasting away at

them opens them up, revealing

more firepower than you could '
possibly return. They also take
more than a few bullets or rockets

before they give up and explode.
Excellent graphics, a tried-andtested formula, and a range of
extra features, add up to make
Warzone a game well worth con

sidering. The difficulty level is just
right, and the game, although uno
riginal, makes you keep playing.
Warzone is, in my opinion, one
of the best Commando games

Along the may you'll have to untie

around. It might even come out on

the hostages. For this you'll be

top, despite the hot competition.

awarded one of two bonuses

their contents.

There are numerous types of
container, the first being the

weapon case. Oblong in shape,
the case contains either a rocket

launcher, a grenade launcher, a
flame thrower, a three-way gun or

jjjjjjjn -j^ft j$^ Jpift JS&

a laser.

The other type of boxes hold
first aid kits which restore energy,

or power-ups which increase the
strength of your weapons. Some
times extra smart bombs are
found which can be added to

m<&.

your arsenal.

During all of this destruction
you must make sure you don't hit
the hostages who are tied to
posts. If you do, they'll slump to
the floor with blood gushing from
their new wounds. In fact you're

©WBMJL 80%
• I
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Elite's Commando, it features

There are loads of power-ups to be
collected, ranging from an energy-

better graphics, superior sound

replenishing first aid kit to one of five

and above all, improved gamepiay

new and more powerful weapons

Although the game may look like

DISCOUNT SOFTWARE
FROM IVIJC SUPPLIES
SPECIALS
UNBRANDED 3.5" DSDD DISCS
10
6.95

20
13.00
SONY BRAND MF2DD 3.5" DISCS
10
9.95
20
18.95

package, but now benefits from
pull-down menus and better mouse

GRAPHICS & PRESENTATIONS

press commands are still

Still a very fast, non-GEM wp
control (although allcurrent key

Timeworks Desktop Publisher..68.95
Easy Draw 2
36.95
Supercharged Easy Draw 2
59.95
Deluxe Paint ST
Canvas
Degas Elite
Spectrum 512

44.95
10.95
19.95
22.95

Cyber Studio (1Mb)
Cyber Paint (1Mb)

39.95
39.95

available), holds up to 36

documents in memory, newspaper
style columns, new Collins

29.95

Hisoft Power Basic

34 95

Hisoft Basic (inc GEM libs)

58.95

GST C Compiler
Hisoft C Interpreter
Prospero C compiler
Lattice C v5
Hisoft Devpac V2 assembler
Nevada Cobol (CPM)

15 95
39.95
74 95
99.95
39.95
33.95

Hisoft Wercs

21 95

Hisoft Wercs Plus (incGDOS)

33.95

Hisoft Highspeed Pascal

69.95

STOS-THE GAME CREATOR

STOS Basic Interpreter
STOS Add-on Compiler

19.95
13 95

STOS AND COMPILER
STOS Maestro

32.95
15 95

STOS Sprites 600

9 95

STOS Games Galore
STOS Maestro Plus

13.95
52.95

Game Makers Manual (book)

11.95

best wp forusing yourprinters
fonts and effects, rather than

waiting for "graphic font" print outs.

DISNEY SOFTWARE
From the World's best animators
comes a new range of educational

layout facilities, including a wide
range of printer effects, 10 indexes

software featuringyour favourite

per data file, and uses many of

characters

Protext's editing commands
RRP £79.95

For 2-5 year olds

Goofy's Railway Express

OUR PRICE £55.95

1 mb required.

For 512k machines, now benefits from
the pull-down menus and some other

Donald's Alphabet Chase

Mickey's Runaway Zoo

Sesame Street Colouring Books
Encourage children to use the
mouse by colouring in the

£5 each

characters from the TV show

still only £64.95

appropriate program)

images in 16 shades from any
domestic VCR with a composite
video output can be saved as
NEO or Degas files for use with
other graphic or D.T.P software
NOW PACKAGED WITH
VIDI-CHROME

Coloursoftware upgrade for VIDI.

ROMBO RGB SPLITTER

512 colours on an STFM or 4096
colours on an STE
RRP £119.95

OUR PRICE £89.95

Personal Finance Mgr Plus

15.95

now includes power supply

Package consisting of
VIDI-ST
VIDI-CHROME
RGB SPLITTER

12.95

Fun School 2 for 6-8's
Fun School 2for8-12's

12.95
12.95

Fun School 3 for2-5's
Fun School 3 for 5-7's
Fun School 3 for 7-12's

MJC PRICE £64.95

THE COMPLETE
COLOUR SOLUTION

Fun School 2 for 2-6 years

Fun School 3 has 6 Programs per disk

and Blue for use with Vidi-Chrome

Greenand Blue filters to digitisein

15.95

Numbers Count

Fun School 2 has 8 Programs per disk

Splits a composite colour video
signal into separate Red, Green

camera with the supplied Red,

Letters for you

Fun School by Database Educational

THE COMPLETE COLOUR DIGITIZING SOLUTION

available for the ST. Grabs mono

19.95

(Findand countthe runaway animals)

DEMO DISKS
For Protext v5, v4 or Prodata

(cost deductable onpurchase of

Thebest value video digitiser

19.95

(Learnabout the Alphabet)

MJC PRO-PACKS !!
Protext v5 and Prodata
£149.95
Protext v4.3 & Prodata
£114.95

features of version 5

VIDI-ST AND VIDI-CHROME ST

19.95

(Learn about Colours and Shapes)

RRP £149.95 OUR PRICE £99.95

Uses a mono or colour video

DATABASES/FINANCIAL
Prodata see "Specials".
55.95
Data Manager Professional
29.95
B. Base 2 by B. Ware
11.95
Super Card 2 by B. Ware
24.95

PRODATA
Arnor's database has excellent data

dictionary, new file selector. Still the

PROTEXT version 4.3

PROGRAMMING

Tempus 2-Progammers Editor

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

PROTEXT version 5

15.95
15.95
15.95

Kosmos Educational Software

Answer back Junior Quiz (6-11)...14.95
Answerback Senior Quiz (12+)....14.95
Factfile Spelling (6-11)
7.95
Factfile Arithmetic (6-11)
7.95
Factliles are data lor Quiz only. 10 other topics available

all leads and power supply
RECOMMENDED PRICE £179.00
OUR PRICE £139.95

Language Tutors

French Mistress (12-adult)
German Master (12-adult)
Spanish Tutor (12-adult)
Italian Tutor (12-adult)

14.95
14.95
14.95
14.95

MJC price £29.95
Learn to Read with Prof, bv Prisma

SPECIAL OFFERS!!

WORD PROCESSING

CUMANA CSA354 DISK DRIVE

GOLDEN IMAGE HAND SCANNER

First Word Plus
Word Writer ST

59.95
36.95

PLUS TIMEWORKS DTP

High quality 400 dpi scanner with

PROGRAM

Wordflair (1mb Required)

57.95

PLUS FIRST WORD PLUS

TIMEWORKS DTP &
FIRST WORD PLUS

Protext

(see Specials)

(Does not include First Mail)

MISCELLANEOUS

OUR PRICE £124.95

NEODESK 3

Replacemenl lor GEM desktop with many added enhancements
OUR PRICE £29.95

34.95
19.95

Flexidump(9 pin Monoonly)

17.95

Flexidump Plus

31.95

Forget-Me-Clock 2 cartridge

24.95

quality external second 3.5" Double
sided disc drive,
INCLUDING PSU AND CABLE
£71.95

E t_J t=t O

C A R •=>

Package Price £224.95
Call foravailability

Operation Stealth game
RRP £34.95, MJC PRICE £21.95

£15.95 EACH, 2 FOR £30.00

SOUND & SAMPLERS

Quartet V1.5 - Stereo 4 voice music synthincsover100sounds
Mastersound 2 - Samplercartridge + editing software

CUMANA CSA 354
Second Disk Drive

STReplay 8- Cartridge +editing software +effects
Replay Professional - As Replay 8 + Midi control software

includes audio tapeand5 booklets

2. Prof Looks at Words
3. Prof Makes Sentences
4. Prof Hunts for Words

MINI OFFICE PROFESSIONAL
SPREADSHEET
PRESENTATION GRAPHICS
COMMUNICATIONS

includes mat & mouse house and

Harlekin
Hisoft Knife ST

ES

Naksha Upgrade Mouse
280 dpi replacement mouse

builds acomplete reading course lor 4 to9year olds.
Assumes noinitial reading ability
1. Prof Plays a New Game
19.95

36.95
29.95

sg'gs
"^99 95

STOS Maestro(software) - Music editing software for STOS

15.95

STOS Maestro Plus- As Stos Maestro +sound sampling cartridge

5295

Playback- Cartridge which givesSTEREO soundon STFM

24.95

19.95
19.95
19.95

Other Educational Titles

B. Spell (5-8)
Schooltime Maths (over5's)
Play-spell (7 and over)
Master Time (3-11)

10.95
10.95
10.95
12.95
Hooray for Henrietta (5-12)
17.95
Henrietta's Book of Spells
17.95
Primary Maths Course (3-12)....19.95
Micro Maths (11-GCSE)
19.95
Micro French (11-GCSE)
19.95
Let's Spell at Home (4-9)
14.95
Let's Spell at the Shops (4-9)....14.95
ThingsTo DoWith Words (4-9)...14.95
Things ToDoWith Numbers (4-9) ..14.95

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND POSTAGE TO THE UK
Education, Local Authority and Government orders welcomed.

Overseas customers also welcome, please call or write for quotations.
All goods subject to availability, all prices subjectto change without notice. E&OE
CALLERS WELCOME : 9.30 TO 5.00 SIX DAYS

M.J.C. SUPPLIES (STU)

MasterCard

2 THE ARCHES, ICKNIELD WAY, LETCHWORTH, HERTS, SG6 1UJ
TELEPHONE ORDERS AND ENQUIRIES ON:

LETCHWORTH (0462) 481166 (6 lines)
FAX: 0462 670301

Proprietor: MJ Cooper
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he Bitmap
rj73

UTZ3iti

sound, brilliant
l graphics,
outstanding
gamepiay* It's a
i challenge for
•layers of

i

abilities.

hey won the war of the

•»

T

shoot-'em-up, they were

triumphant in the arena of
future sports, they even

conquered the lands of the
graphic adventure. Surely the
Bitmap Brothers couldn't take
top slot in the world of platform
games?
Gods

is

based

in

...,.:L,,:L,.i.,,L,..L,.:L,.
:-ld.--J.-_lJ.':_^J.:-'-^I.:_^J.'._^

Greek

mythology. As the hero of the
game it is your task to complete
a series of levels defeating all
manner of bloodthirsty beasts as
you go. The action takes place
within a walled city built by the

gods as a playground, but unfor
tunately, while the gods' atten
tion was diverted the city was
invaded by a horde of evil mon

Unlock the chest for a

Bees prove a real

handsome reward

nuisance

to helping the less able, the

level, you'll be given a password
which allows you to start at that
point next time you play.

game rewards obvious talent. If
you manage to reach the end of
the first stage within a certain
time limit, you'll be rewarded
with an extra goodie.
There are four levels, each

As you progress through the
game you'll encounter various
monsters and traps. The former
may be despatched in the time-

sters.

progressively more difficult. The

honoured tradition while the lat

Naturally the divine beings
were none too impressed by the

first section of, the game eases

ter need more devious thought.

the player into the action, teach
ing him various strategies.
The rather large end-of-level
guardians can prove to be a
real challenge. If you defeat a
guardian and thus complete a

Killing creatures yields precious
gems that boost your wealth.

intrusion

and

decided

to

use

their powers to dispose of the
pests. The creatures, however,
had other ideas and seemed to

have

powers like that of the

Other

items

such

as

keys,

power-ups and new weapons
are also collected and used.

At some stage you'll no doubt

gods.
So to fight their battles the

gods called upon the world's
greatest warriors to invade the
city and defeat the besieged
army. As a reward the celestial
beings offered any man the
chance of joining them as an

immortal. Only by ridding the
city of monsters can you win the
prize. Many have attempted the
task,

none

have

GO IS
RENEGADE £25.53

succeeded.

Now it's your turn.
The Bitmap
Brothers

are

reknowned for their excellence

and their professionalism. Gods
proves no exception. The graph
ics are up to the usual high stan
dard and the sound, performed

by Nation 12 (Jon Foxx of Ultravox), is equally excellent. How
ever, it's the gamepiay that really
_

makes the game great.

A degree of artificial intelli
gence is involved. For instance,

Flick the switch to make

Let the thief grab the key

the key disappear

one of the first puzzles sees you

collecting

a

stone

pot.

The

game's message bar informs

SMUaU .
**.: .

aU .

help and the game will assist

fAi-Vrl r-Vi'-YV^ryli-.'.? .1
ftd>-

Not only does the game give

OP

93%

90%
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it also introduces more

intelligent monsters to challenge
skilled players. And in addition

WEPHAY90%

QVBRMJL
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slow learners with extra hints.

hints,

•'. !'••',.i'.'.-Yi;-vl.'-'

'r

this task relatively simple. How
ever, novices may need a little

80%

Kfr-.J•-' i

iviv ..ry, '• '

you that you must deposit it in a
storeroom. Many players will find

Zap the helpful thief
and grab the key

Some monsters need several
hits before they die

^t^itztztk

.•QU

.H-v--

•UErW«*niHDVM

The end-of-level-guardians
are quite a handful

Traps and assassins lurk
at every turn

encounter the shopkeepers. Like
the galactic salesmen found in

Xenon 2, these fellows carry an
impressive arsenal. Providing you
have enough cash you can buy
all sorts of deadly goodies. These
range from simple extra lives and
energy restoratives to homing
fireballs and spears.
Perhaps the most deadly
weapon is your familiar. Assum

ing the shape of an eagle, this
beast flies around the screen tak

ing out many of the maurading
meanies.

Gods

is

another

first-rate

Bitmap Brothers game. All the

features

are

there,

the

great

sound, brilliant graphics and out
standing gamepiay. It's a chal
lenge for players of all abilities.
The joystick controls do prove
to be a little unresponsive at first.

However, once conquered the
overall gamepiay is brilliant and

will have you coming back for
more.

If I have any criticism it would
be of the final sequence. That,

however, is another story - you'll
have to discover it for yourself!
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Shopkeepers will sell you all you need to survive

Fiddling with levers can reveal hidden bonuses
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ontact

O t h e r future sports have
been based around bod

en the

ily contact and loss of
blood, which supposedly

icreen

yers is'
lot

'den in
II-so
me of
rawn.

r

lately
vn by

its

ntrol
stem.

make

them

more

of

a

spectator sport.

However Stormball changes the
rules and doesn't include teams

of muscly men storming around a
bas-relief field mindlessly smack

ing the opposition around. Stormball is a sport where contact is
forbidden, and is therefore a

game of skill and not brawn.
The field is divided into two, with

a

player

in

each

section.

Before you start a game you
can lay a bet with Dexter,
and hopefully use your
money to earn you cash for
the next match

A two player option has
been included which not

only features a split-screen
option but a direct link
facility too

rwise,
bad
ase.

Although you do not have to aim
for a goal mouth, there are tiles

MILLENIUM £24.99

on the floor that reward players

with points and other bonuses if
and when they are hit.
Before the game starts you must
select one of the options from the
menu screen. There are four to

select from, the first being a prac

tice session against a droid, or
SIDD as it is known. The second

is a two player option, which can
either be split-screen or linked via
a direct cable.

Another feature is the one player

competition league, and finally
the options menu define areas of
the game and toggling through
the fields and control system.
You decide which player to

compete against, this being done
by "buying" your opponent. You
start off with 40 credits with which

to organise your first game and
set any bets. Obviously you'll
have to start off further down the

league as the more experienced
Stormballers

charge

more

per

game.

Once you've chosen the opposi
tion, the next stop is a meet with
Dexter, the dodgy bookie. He'll

lob the ball respectively. However,
instead of moving left or right, you
have to first rotate yourself to
head

in

the

desired

direction

before pushing forward to move.
The ball is "tipped off" from the

give you the going odds on the

centre when it is a rush for pos

next Stormball match, and provid
ing you have the money you can

session. As long as you're near to

bet either way.
Back to the Stormball arena
where the match is about to start.

You control your character using
the joystick, two for the one-onone player option. Taking on a
view from behind your man, you

•HPPPI
• •••fti • • • "' fa-t

simply nudge the joystick to move
around the chequered field and
tap or hold the button to throw or

~ -

the steel sphere your player will
automatically bend down and
grab it. It is now up to you to try
and earn those points.
The story behind Stormball may
be familiar but the style of game-

play is certainly new. The control
system is pretty difficult to get the
hang of, as it doesn't offer the
quick and accurate movements
that are required for a game of
this genre. The two player option
adds another dimension to the

"—-

—

frasaaEBBsa "__

1

EMBK1 .•

' '*

game, and having both split-

',@i',am |

screen and direct link is great

•^^4

idea.

Not only does Stormball portray
the action side of the game, it

1 """"""' *?fm

75%

In the arena thing start to

get tough, as most of your
opponents strike hard and
with deadly accuracy

©WilfMILIL

70%

PITCH

August 1991

attempts to bring the managerial
side of the game to you - namely
If you hold on to the ball for
too long the referee will call a
time out. You'll have to play

the betting screen. To sum up, not
a bad release but sadly it fails
due to a poor control system.

inside the rules to win

PCflV

exu

Gods
Toki

17.49
17.49

Warlock the Avenger
Cricket Captain

17.49
17.49

Wonderland
ChuckRock

19.99
17.49

TfJY^

Lemmings

17.49

Kick Off

Skull AndCrossbones
Back to the Future III

17.49
17.49

Savage 4.50

Advanced Destroyer Sim..17.49
Pansa Kick Boxing
17.49
Toyota Celica
17.49
Navy Seals
17.49
Rick Dangerous II
17.49

8.50

Rally Crash Challenge 4.50
MrHeli

5.50

Flimbo's Quest

9.49

GoldenAxe
LostPatrol
Test Drive II
Prince of Persia

17.49
17.49
17.49
17.49

Dungeon Master

17.49

Little Puff

TeamSuzuki
Prehistorik

17.49
17.99

Double Dragon

6.99

Super Off Road Racer

17.49

Shadow Dancer
Hard Drivin II
Chase HQ2
FinalWhistle
3D Construction Kit

17.49
17.49
17.49
12.99
29.49

Rocket Ranger

8.50

4D Boxing
4D Driving
Afrika Corps

17.49
17.49
19.99

Tournament Golf 9.49

World Soccer (Elite) 9.49
5.99

Switch Blade

7.00

APB 6.99

Vigilante 7.00
Leather Goddess 8.50

Spell Fire Scorcere

6.00

Hong Kong Phoey

6.00

Rail Road Tycoon

24.49

Midwinter II

24.49

F15 Strike Eagle II

24.49

Swiv
Alcatriz

17.49
17.49

Last Ninja III

17.49
17.49

17.49

Mig 29 Fulcrum

26.49

4. No Club to Join
5. Keen Prices

F19 Stealth

19.99

6. No Long Delays

Mavis Beacon Typing

21.49

8. HelpfulStaff
9. Refunds upon Request
10. ItCosts MoneyNotTo

Wrathof the Demon
19.99
Curse ofthe Azure Bonds19.99
Loom
21.49

Gettysburg

Nark

17.49

Robocopll

17.49

Total Recall

17.49

Super Monaco GP

17.49

FeudalLords

17.49

Lotus Esprit
Killing Cloud

17.49
17.49

James Pond
Turricanll
Dominion

17.49
17.49
17.49

Disc (Loriciels)

17.49

Battle Command
Elvira
Tom &The Ghost
Gremlins II
Jack Nicholas

17.49
21.49
17.49
17.49
17.49

Forgotten Worlds

7.00

Legend Faerghail

19.49

Das Boot
Demoniak

21.99
19.99

Sherman M4

6.99

Life and Death II
M1 Tank Platoon

21.49
19.99

Flight ofthe Intruder

21.49

7.99

17.49

Moonshine Racers
Predator 2
ProTennis Tour 2

17.49
17.49
17.49

North & South 6.99

Super Cars 2

17.49

Switchblade 2
Viz

17.49
14.49

Monty Python

14.49

World Champ Boxing

14.49

Kick Off 2
Team Yankee
Nam

14.49
21.49
21.49

Ninja Rabbits

5.99

Adv Fruit Machine

5.99

Steve Davis Snooker

8.99

Speed Ball 8.50
Fast Food Dizzy 5.1

Op Wolf 6.50

Post to:

Fed Up with Faulty Software?

All ourgamesaretestedbefore despatch.
Phones Always Engaged?
We have 10 lines
Unhelpful Attitude?

With us the customeris King

17.49

19.99

17.49

7. Most Items in Stock

21.49

Crystals of Arborea

Hero Quest

3. All Software is Tested

Secret of Monkey Island ...21.49
Night Shift

Powermonger
21.49
Supremacy
21.49
Teenage Mutant Turtles....17.49
UMS II

21.49

Voodoo Nightmare
Pro Flight

17.49
29.99

Awesome
F16Combat Pilot
Pick 'n' Pile
Duck Tales
Edthe Duck
Eswat

19.99
17.49
32.99
17.49
17.49
17.49

StDragon

17.49

ZOut

14.49

WaitingWeeks?
Mostof our games are despatched within
24-48 hours (bearing in mind we test
every game)
Can't Get Your Money Back?

Refunds done on any game not
despatched by us if requested
Good Prices?

To offer an excellent service to the customer

itcosts money. Weare offering good
productsat verycheap prices
Cheapest Prices Around
Wecan'tafford tobeanycheaper, otherwise we'd
bebankrupt andpeople would lose their money.
Somebody will always try tc undercut us like:
Bargain Software, S.D.C., Main Event, Giford
Soft,CutPriceSoftware, Etc,Etc.

But they've all "Disappeared" wewill beherein
yearsto come,otherswon't.
Office 0782575043 9.30-5.45 Home 0732836317 7-9

Corporation

9.49

Conqurer

9,49

CarrierCommand
Music Con. Kit
Hammerfist

9.99
6.50
5.99

Cartoon Capers
Tom &Jerry
Storm Trooper
Blue Angel 69

3.50
6.50
3.50
4.50

Quartz
J. Lowe's Darts
Crackdown
Flintstones

4.50
5.50
2.00
5.50
4.50

Treasure Island Dizzy
Corruption
Fighting Soccer
Fallen Angel
Last Ninja II
Cybernoidll
Adv Rugby Sim
Captain Blood

4.50
6.50
3.50
4.50
6.49
3.50
4.50
4.50

Hellfire Attack

Custodian

2.50

Crystal Castles

4.50

Chariots of Wrath
XOut
Battle Zone
Gato

2.50
8.49
SOLD OUT
5.50

Eagles Nest

SOLD OUT

Joan ofArc

6.49

Joe Blade

2.50

Joe Blade II
Live& Let Die

2.50
3.50

Interphase

4.50

ProTennis
Pub Trivia
LastDuel

4.50
4.50
2.50

Mig 29 Soviet Fighter.SOLD OUT
Nitro Boost
Nebulus

4.50
2.50

Oil Imperium

6.99

Ninja Spirit

6.50

Jet

9.49

Rock Star AteHamster
Roller CoasterRumbler
SecondsOut

4.50
4.50
3.50

Tailspin

7.49

Fun School II Under6
Ancient Battles
Vulcan
Front Line
Waterloo

11.49
9.49
9.49
8.49
9.49

Scramble Spirits

5.50
3.50
4.50
4.50
4.50
2.50

Microprose Soccer

8.49
8,49

SonicBoom
Shadow Gate
Uninvited
Weird Dreams
Warlocks Quest

Turrican
Warhead

8.49
8.49

Victory Road
SOLD OUT
Tracksuit Manager
6.50

Treasure Trap

8.49

Grand Monster Slam
Ghostbusters II

5.99
9.49

7 Gates of Jambala
TNT CombatMission
Tower of Babel

Rick Dangerous

4.50
2.00
4.50

Please rush me:Title

ST

CASTLE SOFTWARE

Amount

Name
Address..

Castle House,
2 William Clowes St,
Burslem,
Stoke-on-Trent
ST6 3AP

.

Why Choose Castle Software?
1. New Management
2. Fresh Approach

Hill Street Blues

19.99
17.49
19.99

Hydra

for P&P

rrm^

War Zone

Blue Max
Brat
Cohort-Rome

Def of Crown

Please add 50p

Postcode

Tel No

Please add SOp P&P per Game
P&P (if applicable)
Total Amount
STU AUGUST
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It has all the
features a tennis

People glued to the televi
sion set, heads moving

PRO

from side to side, are all

too familiar a sight in the

animation

homesteads of millions of Britons

TENNIS

TOUR

2

liil

in the summer. The title tune to

unsurpassed by
anything else

Grandstand belts out of living

currently

eager crowds to follow.
No atmosphere can match the

k should rush oft

,.::::::::=::==:-.-.-

•••--------------.

sim needs - plus

available.
Tennis fans

•••••••••••a

room windows with the roar of

one

Wimbledon

creates

. _

every

year. The faces of the tennis stars
become imprinted on our minds
as they make appearances every
day for a whole fortnight and the

•

1

voice of Dan Maskell comes back
to haunt us.

£/tffil

Well, this is your chance to
make a name for yourself and to
show Lendl how it is done. Ubi

Everything is accessible from the main menu screen

Soft's Pro Tennis Tour 2 has you

competing in all the Grand Slam
tennis

events from

around

the

world including Australia, France,
USA, Germany, and of course,
England.
By starting off as an amateur,

your aim is to creep up the world
professional tennis ranks. The
best way to do this is to compete
in the lower profile matches to
begin with. If you succeed there
you will be better qualified to play
against the top players at other

statistics attached to their play.
These stats include fitness and

skill which will affect your -

between the two or you II
leave certain areas of

your side of the court
exposed.
Each
player you
come across, includ

ing

yourself,

has J

I •

and

your opponents' performance in
matches. The better you play, the
more likely you are to improve

ft

your stats and become suc
cessful.

More

importantly,

you are nearer to making
your first million!
Just as in reality, you
will have to learn to

friend in a doubles, which

control your character, which can

•.

•-

"

adapt your style to
the playing surface.

Pro Tennis Tour 2 has a
number of different sur

faces programmed into
it. This means you will
have to play on fast
courts such as grass

Wow! What a marvellous stroke action.

Hope you drank your

You could be a professional

Lucozade before the match

mMPlLAY60%

©WHF3ML

A two player game can
be a singles match or you
could work together with a

requires great co-operation

your player about the court while
you concentrate on your shots.
Alternatively you can control both
your player's running and shot

75°/o

achieved in a similar way to
the drives.

venues. There are two ways to
be either male or female. The first
is to let the computer manoeuvre

O

making. Drives are achieved by
pushing up on the joystick and
pressing fire, with direction deter
mined by which side your joystick
is positioned. Lobs can be played
by pulling back, with direction

70%
'
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indoor surfaces as well as

slow courts like clay.

If you feel the need to practise
you can do so by clicking on the
appropriate icon on the initial
menu

screen.

You

will

then

be

faced with returning a number of
balls fired at you by a machine.
This allows you to practise differ
ent types of shot including fore
hand

and

backhand

lobs

and

drives along with thundering
smashes. When you enter your
next match after practising you will
definitely stand a better chance of
winning.
Between matches, you can
arrange what tournaments to enter
by calling on a calendar of all the
important tennis events and click
ing on the relevant ones. The
amount of prize money will proba
bly be more of an influence than
where you would like to visit in the
world!

The sequel to Pro Tennis has
been subjected to a number of
improvements and will soon be
ready and waiting in a shop near
you.
Pro Tennis Tour 2 con

tains all the features a

tennis sim should have.

Not only that, but the
graphics
are
out
standing in this area
of computer games,
with animation unsur

passed by anything
else currently on the
market

Sound

is

just

PRO TENNIS
what you'd expect from this type
of product with cries from the
umpire and thuds from the ball.

UBISOFT £25.99

Pro Tennis Tour 2 cannot be

faulted, and as a two player
game, it is, without a doubt,

the greatest fun you'll ever
have from a sports game of
this kind.

Tennis

fans

should

rush

out

and buy it now, while everybody
else should be strongly consider
ing adding it to their collections.
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LOGICAL

compelling

puzzle, Logical

RAINBOW ARTS £19.99
Use the diamond-

The first level is very simple.

shaped transporter to

Already, you've nearly got a

access the left side
of the screen

full set of yellows and purples

' l.-'-jliiiiiui! • j. C. i I

i 1t|/*il

l~T" i~~"lM
Watch where you're going
that's a one-way street!

Every now and then games
come along that give
reviewers nightmares for
days. They aren't usually
poor products but are titles that
are a pain to explain. Logical is
one such, so bear with me.
Each level has a number of

receptacles that must be filled by
the same coloured balls within a

given time limit. Sounds simple
so far.

Along the top of the screen is
a thin channel along which the
balls travel when they arrive
onscreen. From here, they will
drop into the receptacles and
each one has to be filled just
once.

Receptacles can be rotated by
moving the cursor over them and
pressing the right mouse button.
This allows you to position balls
at the entrance to the adjoining

{

what the next colour to arrive on

of

the screen will be.

colour.

Transporters

cause

balls to disappear and appear at
other areas on the screen.

Other onscreen objects such

The right mouse button fires
the balls along the channels, giv
ing you access to other areas of
the screen and enabling you to
fill other containers. When a con

when the receptacle you are try

tainer

is

filled

with

the

same

coloured balls it will explode,
and you begin to fill others. Prob
lems arise when the flow along
certain channels is dictated by

muuB

order that the computer wishes
receptacles to be filled in terms

as Colour Stoppers only allow
one type of coloured ball to pass
through them, while Colour
Changers turn balls to the same
colour - which isn't very helpful

channels.
;1M

You'd better hurry up because there's a lot of containers to fill!

one-way arrows.

Traffic light icons indicate the

WmPLAY

©WEIMLIL
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device shows on a small display

Although quite a compelling
puzzle, Logical suffers from
being too easy. You're given far
too much time to complete a
level and the complexity of the
levels leaves something to be
desired.

Even with these serious faults,

Logical is still, funnily enough,

ing to fill already has other types

good to play. Graphics are bright

of coloured balls inside it.

and

All this adds up to a puzzle
game of brain-blasting propor
tions! In fact, the only assistance
you receive from this game is the
Colour Forecaster. This helpful

pleasing. The game's simplicity is
quite relaxing, so if you're fed up
with chaos and mayhem and
need to regain some of your san
ity, then Logical is for you.

clear

and

the

melodies

OFTWARE CITY
Unit 4, B.D.C, 21 Temple Street, Wolverhampton WV2 4AN Tel: 0902 25304

S T COMPILATIONS

ATARI ST SELLERS
LAST NINJA 2

7.99

LEATHER GODDESSES OF PHOBOS
L.E.D. STORM
LEGEND OF FAERGHAIL
ADVANCED FRUIT V1ACMNE SIM

6.99

ARKANOID-RFVFNCF. OF DOH

7.99

CHAMPIONS OF KRYNN
C0DENAUE'CEMAN

LEISURESUIT LARRY LOOK FOR LOVE
LEISURESUU LARKY TRIPLE PACK

31.99
49.99

COLONELBEQUEST
CONQUEST 01 CAM&01

17.50
NEW 17 50

LITTLE PUFF

AXELS MAGIC HAMMER
B.A.T.

7.99
24.99

THE BALL GAME

17 50

6.99

LOMBARD R.A.C. RALLY
LORDS OF CHAOS

7.99
17 50

LOTUS ESPRIT TURBO CHALLENGE
Ml TANK PLATOON

17.50
21.50

MANCHtSIER UNITED
MASTER BLAZER
MEGA TRAVELLER 1
MERCENARY C.OVI'FNDIUM
MIDWINTER
MIG 29

13 99
17.50
21.50
9.99
21.50
74.99

MIGHTY BOMBJACK

13.99

MOONSHINE RACERS
MOONWALKER

17.50
7.99

MR DO RUN RUN
MR HELI

SPECIAL OFFER 6.99
SPECIAL OFFER 6 99

MULTI PI.AYER SOCCTR MANAGER

N.A.R.C
NAM
NAVY SEALS
NEVER MIND
NEWZEAIAND SIORY

17.50

17 50
21.50
1 7,50
SPECIAL OFFER 4.99
13.99

NIN|A RABBI IS
CARRIER COMMAND

9.99

6.99

NINIA REMIX
NORTH AND SOUTH

1 7,50
7.99

OPERATION HARRIFR

SPECIAL OFFER 9 99

OPERATION HORMUZ

7,99

OPERATION STEALTH
OPERATION WOLF
OUTRUN

CHUCKIE EGG 1 OR 2

9.99
21.50

COHORT FIGHT NG FOR ROME

COLOSSUS BRIDGE
COLOSSUS CHESS 10

COUGAR FORCF

1750

CURSE OF A^URE BONDS

21.50

1 7,50
7,99
7.99

PACMANIA
SPECIAL OFFER (. 99
PANZA KICK BOXING
17.50
P. BEARDSLEY INT. FOOTBALL
7.99
PLANETFALL
6.99
PLATOON
7.99
PLAYER MANAGER
1 3.99

POPULOUS AND SIM CITY

21.50

POPULOUS NEW WORLDS
POWERMONGER
PREDATOR

6.99
21.50
7.99

PRO TENNIS TOUR 2
PROFLIGHT

17.50
27 99

PUB TRIVIA

4 99

QUESTION OF SPORT

6.99

R-TYPE
RAINBOW ISI AND
DEFENDER OF THE CROWN

9 99

RENAISSANCE (CLASSIC 4)

7.99
1 3.99

. SPECIAL OFFER 6.99

RICK DANGFROUS2

17 50

ROADBLASTERS

7 99

ROBOCOP2
ROCK STAR ATE MY HAMSTER
ROCKET RANGER

DEMONIAK

17.50
4.99
9,99

RUNNING MAN
DISC

DRILLER

7.99

DUNGEON MAS!ER EDITOR

6.99

7 99

SECRET OF MONK-Y ISIANDO MEG)

21.50

SHADOW DANCER

17 50

SHADOW OF THF BFAST
SHERMAN M4
SHOOTEM UP CONSTRUCTION KI1
SIM CITY AND POPULOUS
SIM CITY TERRAIN EDITOR
SKULL AND CROSSBONES

17 50
7,99
21 50
21.50
10.99
17.50

SNOWSTRIKE

ELVIRA

21.50

ENCHANTER

NEW PRICE 9.99

SPECIAL OFFER 9 99

SPEEDBALL
SPEEDBALL2
SPHERICAL

9 99
17 50
7.99

SPINDIZZY WORLDS

17.50

SPORTING TRIANGLES
=16 COMBAT PILOT

FAMOUS FIVE

13 99

:EDERATION OF FRl.l TRADERS
=ERRARI FORMULA ONE

5.50

9.99

:OOTBALL MANAGER 2 + EXP. KIT

:UN SCHOOL 3 (5-7)

9.99
17.50
17.50

-UTURE BASKETBALL

SPECIAL OFFER 9.99

-UN SCHOOL 3 (UNDER 5)

CALDRACONS DOMAIN

13.99

STARG1IDFR 2

SPECIAL OFFER 9.99

STAR WARS TRILOGY

SPECIAL OFFER 9 99

STEVE DAVIS SNOOKER
STORM BALL

9.99
1 7.50

STRIKE FORCE HARRIFR
STRIP POKER
SUPER CARS ?
SUPER HANG-ON
SUPER MONACO G.P.
SWITCH BIADE
SWIV
TABLE TENNIS SIM
TARGHAN
TEAM SUZUKI
TEAM YANKFF.
TEE OFF

9,99
7.99
1/50
/ 99
1/50
7 99
17 50
7 99
4 99
17,50
21.50
6.99

TEENAGE MUTANT HERO TURTLES

17.50

TETRIS
THREE STOOGES
THUNDERBLADE
TOKI

13.99
9.99
7.99
NEW 1 7.50

6.99

TOOBIN

7.99

TOURNAMENT GOLF

1 3 99

TOYOTA CELICA CT RALLY
TRACKSUiT MANAGER '91

17 50
7.99

I.AZZA2

TURRICAN
TURRICAN 2

PLAY 3-D SOCCER

MPOSSIBLE MISSION 2

17.50

NEW PRICE 7.99

INTERNATIONAL KARATE+

7.99

AHANG1R K--ANJ S:;..AV-

17.50

WACKY DARTS
WAR ZONE

NEW 6.99
1 3 99

17.50
1 3.99
7,99
6.99

WIZBALL

7 99

WRATH OF rHE DEMON

CULT

17,99
£7.99

FINALE £17.50
PAPERBOY, GHOSTS AND GOBLINS,

SAVAGEEMPIRE...

£5.99

SECRET 0' THESILVER BLADES

£7.99

SPACEQUEST 1 OR2 OR3

18.99

ULTIMA50R6

15.99

0VERLANDER k SPACE HARRIER

PREMIER COLLECTION £17.50
FLIMBO'S QUEST, LAST NINJA, TUSKER k INT. KARATE t

SIERRA VALUE PACK 1 £24,99
COLONELS BEQUEST, KINGS QUEST 1 k
H0YLES BOOK OF GAMES 1

FIST OF FURY £21.50
DOUBLE DRAGON 2, NINJA WARRIORS,

SIERRA VALUE PACK 2 £24.99
SPACE QUEST 3, LEISURESUIT LARRY 3 St

SHIN0BI k DYNAMITE DUX

H0YLES BOOK OF GAMES 2

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION £21.50

PLATINUM £21.50

R0B0C0P, GHOSTBUSTERS 2, BATMAN THE
MOVIE & INDIANA [ONES LAST CRUSADE

STRIDER, BLACK TIGER, FORGOTTEN WORLDS
Si GHOULS AND GHOSTS

COIN OP HITS 2 £21.50
DYNASTY WARS, NINJA SPIRIT, VIGILANTE,

CHALLENGERS £21.50
FIGHTER BOMBER, SUPER SKI, KICK OFF,

HAMMERFIST k GHOULS AND GHOSTS

CLASSIC 4 (RENAISSANCE) £6.99

PRO TENNIS TOUR & STUNT CAR

INVADERS, ASTEROIDS, GALAXION k CENTIPEDE

SOCCER MANIA£17.50
FOOTBALL MANAGER 2, MICR0PR0SE SOCCER,

POWER UP £21.50
RAINBOW ISLANDS, TURRICAN, CHASE HQ,

FOOTBALL MANAGER WORLD CUPEDITION &
CAZZA'S SUPER SOCCER

X-OUT k ALTERED BEAST

THRILLTIME PLATINUM VOL 2 £17.50
BUGGY BOY, B0MB|ACK, SPACE HARRIER, LIVE
AND LET DIE, THUNDERCATS, BEYOND THE
ICE PALACE AND BATTLESHIPS

SPORTING GOLD £21.50
CALIFORNIA GAMES, THE GAMES WINTER StSUMMER ED.

DOUBLE DENSITY, WITH LABELS.

15"

... £0.59
£5.50
.£12.50

THE WINNING TEAM £21.50
A.P.B., KLAX, VINDICATORS, CYBERBALL k
ESCAPE-PLANET OF THE ROBOT MONSTERS
3.5" 40 PIECE DISC BOX
3.5" 80 PIECE DISCBOX
3.5" 120 PIECE DISK BOX

£6.99
£7.99
£9.99

MOUSEMATS
ST & AG EXTENSION LEADS...

£2.99
£5.99

SQUIK MOUSE

...£14.99

ORDER FORM AND INFORMATION
All orders sent FIRST CLASS subjectto availability. Just fill inthe couponand send it
to:- SoftwareCity, Unit 4, B.D.C. 21 TempleStreet, Wolverhampton, WV2 4AN
- - - - - - - ORDER FORM (Block Capitals) - - - - - Name
Address

Postcode

Tel no
Name of game

computer

value

postage

17.50

WARLOCK 1HE AVENGER
WINGS OF DEATH '91 REMIX
WINNINC TACTICS
WISHBRINGER

WORLD CLASS LEADERBOARD

7.99

SNOOKER k BRIAN CLOUCH'S FOOTBALL FORTUNES

POOL OF RADIANCE

QUEST FORCL0RY 2

<>99

SPECIAL OFFER 3.99
7.99
NEW 7 99
13.99

WONDERLAND
WORLD CHAMPIONS^ BOX \G MANAGER
WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP SOCCER

CICK OFF 2 TINAL WHISTLE
CICK OFF 2 WINNING TACTICS

£8.99
£5,99

21 50
NEW PRICE 7.99

VERMINATOR
VIGILANTE
VIOLATOR
VIZ

X-OUT

£8.99

MANHUNTER IN SANFRANCISCO
MIGHT ANDMAGIC2
POLICE Q„ES' 2

21.50

ULTIMA 5
ULTIMATE DARTS

ULTIMATE GOLF (GREG NORMAN)

NDIANAJONFS ADVENTURE - HINT BOOK ,.12.99

SPORTING WINNERS £17.50
DAILY DOUBLE HORSE RACING, STEVE DAVIS

LEISURESU." lAWr i OR 2 OS J

SPECIAL OFFER 9.99
17 SO

U.M.S. 2 (1 MFC ONLY)

17.50
9.99

DUNGEONMASl-s
HEROES . : '-ElANCE

13 99

i urn -1-orm.syv rtPoniSN -w \;. r ; :j tio:(

HILL STREET BLUES

SEGA MASTER MIX £21.50
SUPERW0NDERB0Y, DYNAMITE DUX,
CRACKDOWN, TURBO OUTRUN &ENDUR0 RACER

DRAGONS OF FLAME

6.99
6 99

TRIVIAL PURSUIT

HITCHHIKERS GUIDF lO THE GALAXY ...

BLOODWYCH St LOMBARD R.A.C RALLY

£6.99
£8,99
£8,99
£7.99

4 99

TREBLE CHAMPIONS
TRIVIA GAMESHOW

7,99

..17.99

CURSE0= '•.'. it 30VJS

7.99

TREASURE ISIAND DIZZY

HARD DRIVIN-

BARDS TALE 1 OR 2 OR }

24.99

LEMMINGS
LIFE AND DEA1H

POWER PACK £17.50
XENON 2, TV. SPORTS AMERICAN FOOTBALL,

9.99

NEW PRICE 7.99
21.50

LEISURESUIT IARRY

TOTAL

POSTAGE RATES - Please add 50p for post &packaging on all orders under £5.
EEC countries add £1 per item. Non EEC countries add £2 per item.

PAYING BY CHEQUE - Cheques payable to Software City
Card Type

Fx^

Expiry Date

2) 50
13 99
I 3.99
7.99

21 50
SPECIAL OFFER 6.99

XENON
XENON 2
XYBOTS
YOGI AND THE GREED MONSTER
Z-OUT

7.99
9.99
7.99
6.99
13.99

EUROPEAN ORDERS

Signature..

MASTERCARD
EUR0CARD ACCEPTED

ZAK MCKRACKEN ADVENTURE • HINT BOOK .9.99

ZORK 1 OR 2 OR 3

STU8

9.99
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U S Gold have taken on the
massive task of convert

ing the excellent Shadow
Dancer

to

the

small

screen, but did the skilled ninja

Shado

make

<Hoak

the

conversion

without

breaking his shurikens?
The ST is hardly short of martial
arts games, and coin-op conver
sions have been smothering 16bit machines since their release.

US Gold have been the prime
suppliers of the arcade games,
and now they bring you the

SHAI I f
DANCER
US GOLD £24.99

sequel to the smash hit Shinobi Shadow Dancer.

In the original Shinobi you were
a ninja, clad in black, and had a
massive task ahead of you. An
evil group of thugs had kid
napped the city's entire popula

tion of children and you had to
solve this mysterious crime with
your own fists. Because you were
so successful, the crime boss
decided to get his own back and
wipe Shinobi. In reply you, as

Shadow Dancer, have appeared
on the scene to teach him a les
son.

To convert Shadow Dancer, US

Gold brought in those program
mers of the excellent Chips Chal
lenge, Images. Shadow Dancer is
a horizontally scrolling beat-'emup with you playing the part of our
oriental hero.

The plot is one of revenge, and
the Shadow Dancer is pitted

on to the enemy, simply

one before leaving.

tap the fire button and /
hold down. This sends

i

the overgrown pooch L
scrambling
off
the
screen to engage the
closest opponent.
The

~\

Having dealt with the

I majority of henchmen you
J then face the huge end-

/ of-level guardians. These
beasties have their own

energy bar which must
be depleted before
they will lie down and

Dancer's

quest begins in the
airport. To complete
a
level,
you
must fight your
way to the end
where you sim
ply leave via the

die -

because they spit
balls of fire and

h wield their great
weapons which
sap the Dancer's
energy at a tremen

exit.
But,
of
course, the task is not

quite as simple as this.
The levels are scattered with

time bombs, ready to explode
and it is you job to collect each

but this is eas

ier said than done

dous rate.

Along with his plentiful supply
of throwing stars, Shadow Dancer
is blessed with ninja magic. This

against a horde of ninja thugs
armed to the teeth. It seems Shi

nobi has been killed by the evil
group of warriors, and his dog, a
large wolfhound, has joined your
fight to avenge his death.
However, this
large white
beastie isn't as helpful as he
might be, because instead of

going straight for the jugular, he
merely scraps and claws at the
enemy to keep them busy while
you finish them off. To set the dog

You are joined in your quest by a
huge white dog which, when told
to attack, leaps at the opponents
keeping them busy until you have
time to throw a shuriken

78%
The airport is scattered with

70%

time bombs that must be located

and collected before beating up
the other nasties and exiting the
level

mUlMPlLAY 85%

©WEIfMLL

82%
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Each level is guarded by a huge
meanie that takes absolutely
loads of hits before it dies, and on
top of this you must avoid the
bullets spat at you

In between the levels is a bonus

stage where you have the chance
to earn yourself an extra life. This is
done by simply shooting the oncom
ing ninjas that fall from above

is operated by tapping the space
bar, and when used it defeats all of
the enemy who are currently
onscreen.

If you manage to complete a
level you will have the chance to
compete on the bonus screen.

Ninja warriors will start making
their way down from the top of a
tall building.
To gain an extra life you must
throw your shurikens up the walls
to kill the oncoming horde. How
ever, you have to kill every single
one which is not an easy task.
Shadow Dancer in the arcades

was an excellent game, and I was

I can't seem to find the instant

addictiveness of the original.
The graphics are colourful and
the sprites are well-defined and
fairly smoothly animated. The
sound is good, comprising ample
spot sound effects and a rather
annoying tune.
It's the gamepiay that just man
ages to save Shadow Dancer and
which makes it one to look out for

if you're a fan of the beat-'em-up
or the arcade coin-op.

Yet another magic spell that you carry summons
the Idol of Great Power. Once again, this spell
defeats all monsters onscreen

Power-ups can be gained
by shooting the crates,
revealing boosts for your
weapons which will
eventually equip you with
a devastating gun

very sceptical about the job that
Images and US Gold were taking
on. But they've made a good job
of converting the game, although

Now that the airport has
been cleared of the enemy,
you make your way down
to the subway. Grafitticovered walls and tough

meanies give you a taste Ij-t-

of things to come ll^flj'feijl^*-"-

On to the second level guardian. This time a huge train
trundles towards you firing bullets as it comes. Fire
like there's no tomorrow and use magic if you have it!

The ways of
Shaolin

Timing is

magic are at

essential as

If you
thought the

the hands of

you can only

gunmen were

the Dancer.

sustain one hit

By taping the
spacebar the

before you bite

dangerous,
just watch

the dust.

out for the

screen will

Unfortunately,
this sniper is
not going to
let you by
without a fight

henchmen

be engulfed
in flame and
your

opponents

who throw

grenades
in your
direction

fried

KW^w,W^.WI^WtW?mm!rW..

EEEBIululu.fflTiwwn*?*;" lu lulu lulu lulu liilulu lulu
inpopDopppn

lllll

"n«stf?L-; "S^v" "Jv.--? "S^-s "S~-^ ^> "Sts "J>

i;fl5t?fr -. ^ -_ __^ -.. - -.. Forget the Turtles, here comes Shadow Dancer!
Venturing into the sewer, the hero must deal
with the particularly nasty crocodiles

^ _js_^^^

The third level guardian promises to keep you busy
with his force field, and the only time you can get a
hit in is when he lowers his shield
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Become a pirat

K and scare th

Threepwood's the name,
Guybrush
Threepwood.
I've only recently arrived

inhabitants o
Melee. But

winning your\
V piratical status]
is fraught with
problems.
i11| However,
violence is

conspicuous by
i t s absence.

One of your main
weapons is your
ability to hurl
abuse... Another

superb
adventure from
eLucasfilm
earn.

on

Melee

Island

but

already I sense there's something
wrong.
I've travelled here in
order to fulfill a life-long ambition
to become a pirate. Naturally, the
best way to learn the trade is by
example, but for some reason the
guys here just don't seem to be
their usual selves.

Nobody's splicing the mainbrace, pillaging or generally run
ning riot. Instead they're all sitting
around in the Scumm Bar, drink

ing grog and being miserable.
Building up my courage I
swaggered into the bar. Saunter
ing up to the nearest pirate I
began to ask what was going on.
Just my luck to pick the dumb
est guy around, all he wanted to
do was chat about a computer
game called Loom. Second time
lucky maybe?

who could answer my questions.
Having talked to the head guys I

string of hits with their excellent

discovered that the island was

have chortled at titles such as
Manic Mansion and Zak McK-

being terrorised by a bunch of

eye of another pirate. I say I

dead pirates.
Apparently
these
ghostly
apparitions had set up on an
uncharted island and kept terror

caught his eye - in actual fact

ising

someone else had beaten me to

Melee.

it, this chap had a lost one of his
peepers in a fight.
Once again I was greated
rather roughly. However, he did
tell me about the chief pirates

I decided I'd become a pirate
too and show these spooks what
was what. First, however, I'd have

Looking around I caught the

'

Guybrush finds himself in all sorts of awkward situations

looked him full in the face and

the

local

inhabitants

of

to become a man of the sea.

Lucasfilm Games have had a

range of adventures. Thousands

raken

and

the

Alien

Mindben-

ders, while others have gasped
at the nail-biting action of Indiana
Jones and the Last Crusade.

Whatever your tastes, Lucasfilm adventures are easy to play
and fun for everyone.
Before you attempt the current
enormouse task you must first
attain the status of a pirate. To
become a scourge of the seven

THE SECRET OF
Good-for-nothing crew don't
seem too interested in

swabbing the decks

93%

<BMffllEP!LAY90%

©WEFSMJL

90%
ust1991

seas you have to perform three
basic trials of piracy - sword mas
tery, treasure hunting and thievery.
Once you have those under

your belt you can truly call your
self a pirate and hatch a plan to
sort out Le Chuck once and for
all.

As with other Lucasfilm Games

death and violence are conspicu
ous by their absence. So to
become a

you

master of the sword

must defeat a

the beginning Guybrush is made
to talk to the pirates in the Scumm
Bar by clicking the pointer on the
Talk To icon and then pointing at
the appropriate pirate.
"Talk To Pirate" will appear on
the command line and moving
the pointer over the command
line and pressing the right button
will make Guybrush perform the
required task.
Manipulating objects can be

even easier. If you place the
pointer over an item the most
appropriate verb is highlighted. By
pressing the left mouse button

Guybrush will perform the speci
fied task.

For example, when the pointer
passes over a door the "Open"
command will be highlighted. Tap
ping the mouse button will cause
Master Threepwood to open the
door. Give it a try.

number of

pirates by embarrassing them into
defeat.

You hurl abuse at your enemy,
causing him to retaliate. If his
response is good, he will parry
your effort and begin his own
attack.

When either of you runs out of
witty responses you'll be dis
armed and ashamed.

All actions are controlled by the
mouse. The main part of the
screen is taken up by the graph
ics window which displays the
animation sequences.
Below the graphics window is
the command

line and a

basic

verb list can be found towards the

bottom left of the screen while an

inventory list is located on the
right.

Making Guybrush perform vari
ous tasks is easy. For instance, at

Ask the cowardly pirates
what's going on

Would you buy a used boat from this guy

MONKEY ISLAND
US GOLD £25.99
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Please Read: Terms of Safe.

adbroke

f ^w\
lNJ

imputing

International
.

I

&Mvti&£y

Golden IMG Hand ScanneriST or Amiga) £160

si despatch to ensurethat goods arrive in working orderAlthough our prices are not

\ always thecheapestwe do endeavour tooffer consistently good serviceand backup.
;l This isn't just our opinion we were voted 'BestDealer 1989" by the readers of ST World"&

i magazine, not lor 'the number of boxes shifted', but lor quality service.

MCS Mouse (ST)

£1639

That's Write (ST)

£7939

That's a MousetST/Arnga)

£1799

Trak Ball (ST or Amiga)£149i

CeMigrapher(ST)

£135

Write On (ST)

j-i

|iOn SiteWarranty Wehaverecently extendedourbackup programme byofferhgon sr'te|
| warranty as an option onallSTs. We already offer this serviceon All Star printers and :|;
;l Philips monitors listed
|
t Allprices are correctat copy date 17/06/91 and are subjectto change without prior
i

.:•••

£3499

gpeCIo' Go/dsn MG Opfca/ Mouse IST/Amiga)
offers

\ We arethelongestestablished Atari dealer in tie UK. We have developed an i
\ customer service policy which means that we testallHardware/Software prior I

: notice All prices are accurate while stocks last. Phone tor up to date prices. All prices

i include MAT. there are no hidden extras (WYSIWYG). Delivery fin Mainland UK) is tree, on %
•i orders over £100 (add £10 for next day courier delivery. All prices available on Mai

£4499

| Order. Shop prices may differ

|

AS systems include 12 Mnths
on site maintenance and

1]

DOS 401.

Mono VGA
£734.99
286 -12MHz
•Mb RAM supplied,upgradeable to 4Mb. 80287 Co-Processor socket
Colour VGA £839.99
40Mb 24ms Hard drive.2x AT and 1x XT free expansion slots. Mouse.
GEM 3.1st Word, ctoice of 1x 525' floppy or 1x 3.5 floppy.
Colour S-VGA£839.99

Q 100 tracks storage, 20 tracks playing

Midistudio
Master Now
£99.99

simultaneously.
Mono VGA

386.x -16MHz

2Mb RAM suppled, upgradeable to 8Mb. 80387sx Co-Processor
Colour VGA
socket 40Mb 24ms Hard drive Ax AT and 1x XT free expansion slots

£1049.99
£1159.99

Colour S-VGAE1259.99

Mouse,choice of 1x 5.25"floppyor 1x3.5*floppy.

386» -20MHz
2Mb RAM supplied upgradeable to 10Mb.80387 Co-Processor

Mono VGA

£1259.99

Colour VGA

£1369.99

Mono VGA

£1789.99

Colour VGA

£1889.99

socket 40Mb 24ms Hard drive. 4x AT and 1x XT free expansion slots.
Mouse, 1x 525' floppy and 1x 3.5' floppy
Colour S-VGAEM69.99

386o,-25MHz
4Mb RAM supplied upgradeable to 16Mb.32K Fast cache RAM
80387 Co-Processor socket 40Mb 24ms Hard drive, 4x AT and 1x

XT free expansion slots. Mouse 1x 525' floppy and 1x 3.5' lloppy

Colour S-VGAE1999.99

gj ROCTEC
Roctec ST 3.5" drive.

£59.99

Roctec Amiga 3.5" drive.
ST Internal drive upgrade.

£54.99
£54.99

The ST internal drive reqiires ST case morJfication (fiif hstructjons suppled). Add £3.5 P&R

TDK Brand

Bulk Sonv or Kao

Loose

Quantitv

Boxed
/•»

10

£

5."

f

+•

f\ -"Ryfbnibbck

0\*
f%

4-

40

£ 20."

o\t

100

£ 48."

o\/

150

£ 66."

JU

\J •

plastic box

/"\ •" QQ Includes x40

t fy "Loclable,

/-i \3 •

g\

T

Boxed in 10s

qq IncludesxlO

disc box

£

9.49

£

34."

£

84."

^ r~m c\c\ IncludesxlOO

1 / "yLochlbfc.
disc box

+J / •

JO OO 99roCssf8X,5°
OJi

StackaHc

disc box

Q
rj|
Q
Q
Q
Q
QQj

240 ppq resolution.
Realtime mix-down via mouse.
Realtime scrolling arrange window.
11 levels of quantise, includinghumanise.
Pipeline/Module system
Loop record.
Mid soft keys
Works on 1040STRMME)

Use your ST or Amiga to send faxes.
FuBy featured modem accesses
bulletin boards/commercial systems.
Q FullyHayes compatible.
Q Autodial/answer
Q 300/1200/2400 Baud

Q
Q

For ST or Amiga
Cannot receive faxes. Not BT
approved.

£224.99

Midistudio Junior
Now 29.99

PC Emulators for ST
PC Speed, XT Emulator
£
AT Once. AT Emulator

AT SPeed (16MHz)

Includes DR DOS 5
Socket for 80C287 CoProcessor
Norton factor of 8.2

1.5Mb Amiga board urtpop
£ 37.99 1.5Mb Amiga brd .5Mb installed £ 55.99
1.5Mb Arrigabrd 1Mb installed £ 72.99 1.5Mb Aniga brd 1.5Mb installed £8899
Zydec 15Mb board requires connection to Garry & 13 Kickslart includes clock.
TOS 14 kit (6 or 2 ROM's)
£ 3999 STFM Bitter chip, kit
£ 39.99
Amiga 512K no clock
£ 2899 Amiga 512K with clock
£ 29.99
Exchange STFM PSU
£ 59.99 ROM switch ♦ TOS 14
£ 49.99

Reese check the configuration of your machine with our staff before ordering any
ixxjrade and have your machine open whan you phona An upgrades/repairs carried out by our
service centre carry a 90 days perls and labour guarantee. Our service centre can repair/
upgrade any ST, Amiga Please phone for repair/upgrade charges. Please add £150 P&P for

upgradespriced under£100.

3£k£»

• Reads, writes and formats Mac disks.

Q Supports Hard drive and second floppy.
£269.99

520STE dscovery Extra

£269.99

Q Compatible with STE Stacy.
Q 30% bigger screen area than Mac Plus.

Amiga 500 Computer
£299.99 1MbAmiga Screen Gem's Pack
£369.99 Q Runs 20% faster than Mac Plus.
We can supply upgraded STE packs for the extra prices shown below
520STEto1Mb
520STEto4Mb

8

add £25 520STEto2Mb
add £150 See aries upgrades

200 Dpi scanner.
16 grey scales or Black/White mode,
High quality thermal image printer.
Acts as photocopier.
ST & Amiga £399.99
PC version £42999.

Requires 1Mb RAM
while stocks last

IMG scanner £49.99

Atari SM124 Mono

E249.99

£ 125." "Power of the Mac, without the price."

Alldisks carry unconditional guarantee. Add 80p P&P for each 10 disks or £3.00 for 100 and above.

520STE Power Pack

£ 199.99

add £75

E

149.99

Philips 8833Mkll Colour E 249.99
PhBips 15" cube TV
£ 269.99
Includes: FST, remote control. Scart input
(giving near monitor quality display). 60 tuner
presets, sleep timer and Fastext
All displays come with Scart cable. Deduct
£10 from Monitors only, if bought with

Spectre GCR V3
. £290
Phone for 128K
ROMs

We are the consistently longest serving supplier

All dot matrix printers come complete with IBM Centronics cable All Star printers include
12 months on site warranty. UK Mainland only.
StarLC-10

140/36cps £ 139.99

StarLC-24/10

£

199.99

Star LC-2O0 colour printer
£ 209.99
StarLC24-200 222cps
£244.99
Star LC24-2CO colour printer £ 29999
Atari SLM605 Laser

£

Citizen 120D+ special offer
Citizen Swift 192/64cps
Citizen 124D special offer

Star LCIO colour ribbon
Star LC10 dustcover
1049.99 Cannon BJ10E

134.99
319.99
199.99
5.99
399
27999

computer.

How to Pav

, You can phone your Access or Visa card
details or send a cheque/postal
r orders made payable to Ladbroke '
Computing International. Please
allow sufficient clearance time for cheques.

(0772) 203166 Fax 561071
Shop S Mai order premises: 33 Ormskirk Road. Preston. Lancashire. PHI 2QPOpen Monday to Saturday
930am to 500pm Phones answered from 9:00am Dealer enquiries welcome Ladbroke Computing
International is a trading name of Walton Marketing Limited Al trade marks recognised

Data Pulse
Quantum Mechanics

Data Pulse Hard Drives

The cached Quantum Mechanisms used in the Data-

The Data Pulse range of drives come in a variety of

Pulse range of Hard Drives are made to very high
American Military standard and are covered by a 2

capacities and include the following.

year manufacturers warranty (from date of
manufacture). They are all 3.5" mechanisms with a
height of just 1 inch and integrated SCSI controllers.

IP

Full Metal case providing good shielding
and can be used as a monitor stand

•J)) On/Off switch and DMA device selector
mounted on front

They have an average access time of 11ms utilising a

qJfecial Q)j[er_
••Ml*

o\ 47 Icon

U

&

i3

64K look ahead disk cache.

{£) Integral PSU

All Mechanisms used are Autoparking reducing the
risk of damage during transit They are also very tow

|P DMA Out for Daisy chaining.
£j) Space for second mechanism internally

Q

31

£-,

Choice of controSer boards (prices differ):

^

GE-Softboard or ICD board(with clockl

c

P

power which means they can operate without the
need for a fan, thus reducing noise.

Both boards have a data transfer rate in excess of

1Mb per second Both come withformatting and
partitioning software.

£} All drives come with arange ofPD utilties
and Turtle Backup software, plus demo's of
Midistudio and Midistudio Mastec

Q
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NEO Desk 3 Special Offer
TM

Due to the popularity of our hard drives
and bulk purchasing power. We can now

I

offer l*EO Desk 3. the replacement
desktop which was voted "Software utility

52Mb 11ms (GE-Soft)
52Mb 11ms (ICD+clock)
105Mb 11ms (GE-Soft)
105Mb 11ms (ICD+clock)

Quantum

a

"•" JL. § JUL
i
m JL'

£
£
£
£

409.99
429.99
519.99
539.99

of the year" for 1990 by ST Format
readers, to buyers of our hard drives for
just an extra £24.99. We can also offer

this perfect hard drive companion to all existing
Ladbroke Computing Hard Drive owners (Phone for
details!

AU prices include VAT S Delivery. Dealer enquiries
welcome.

"Neodesk 3 is truly invaluable for the ST owner?

-ST Format-

Aries Memory Upgrades
Ladbroke Computing have been active in the field of

ST Memory upgrades for a number of years and
can offer upgrade advice and solutions for the entire

range of STa Inthat timeour engineers have gained
experience

in the

field and have used that

experience to research and develop our own range
of upgrade boards

We have recently developed our own 2/4Mb
upgrade board using an in house designed. Mult'
layer circuit board which measures just 52mm x
62mm smaller than a credit card. We have achieved

thisminiturisatjon by utilising 4 Megabit memory chip
technology. The result of this reduction in size is a
reduction in cost and more reliable operation, due to
the fact that the board resides under the STs

shielding protecting itfrom interference and reducing
Electromagnetic emissions
The board is manufactured in the UK and hand
assembled in our workshops by skilled technicians

The boards are then thoroughly tested before

socket which is supplied.

Tocheck your board has been installed correctly we
supply you with a disk which has a memory check
program If for any reason your upgrade should
refuse to work we have skilled technicians on hand
to offer technical support

oo
oo

512K Upgrade Board
2/2.SMb Upgrade Board
4Mb Upgrade Board

£39.99
£99.99
£169.99

Our staled technicians can install the above upgrade boards
for E20 includingVAT and return doivery

4 or 16 chip STF(M) only

£39.99

Aries Upgrades STF

£24.99

2Mb SIMM's upgrade
4Mb Simm's upgrade

£79.99
£159.99

to fit AMY. ST including Mega'stexcept STE's which
use SMM boardsl If your shifter chip is not
socketed, you wifl have to desolder it and install a

Al the above prices include VAT Deivery is free on orders
over £100. Please check configuration of your machhe with

ourstaff before ordering chipor SIMM's upgrades.

Dealer Enquiries
Welcome.

A

oo
oo

512K SIMM's upgrade

The boards require some soldering but are very

o«

Aries Upgrades (Any ST(F)(M))

despatch.

easy to fit and come complete with full instructions

o

laEHEHaHHEl EEHEJEIEEaEB

oo

The board comes in two configurations, 2Mb
(upgradeable at a later date to 4Mb) and 4Mb.

]H0HES3HHE;;HGnHHHEnani

New 2Mb / 4Mb

Upgrade board for
Any ST
(Shown actual size)

ries Upgrades

Ladbroke Computing htBmatJonal isa traringrairo ofVfaltmMarttetingUd. All traoemaris

pnces
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SECRETS
useful hints and tips than ever

spend hours discovering those

Ceven it we can't help yon this month, why^send in^own
ward to hearing from you;

FLOOD
This is quite an oldie but has
recently been re-released by
Electronic Arts on their Star Per

formers budget label for a mere
£10.99. You'd be a fool to miss it

and if you already have a copy
or are about to purchase the
title, here's a cheat you may find
somewhat useful.

All you have to do is type in
SOAP as a password. This
enables you to play absolutely
any level in the game - and
there are a lot of them

Here's a neat cjea-I for anyone;
struggM <"Ul *JL 'in TCB

*UUES
SEES moment
screen ana u =
'NoW start m«^an pW on

pressing 1f• >?' _he toflOWW9
»_ the «**<•*_TaWes you ">the

*-iewe'mr!o«tosetvou:
own

P,a]'!' ebartoexit

automat««= , ^onster
em

to a k

of this is ««* *

, looKs r»'»ce"
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CHUCK ROCK
Bob Porton from Stoke-On-Trent

has sent in the passwords for
Core Design's batty caveman
game. In full glory, here they

Neretheyare.

,e'P Vou with their

Te' O839 fie,.
Loom

°nesandtn

Te' 0839 fie„

On..... 65« 28^ *- _,----won

CrU'Se^aCorPSe

Thanks, Bob.

ATOMINO

are:

Also from Bob Porter is a list of

ESTRANO and press the
left Shift key to access
Fly mode

spherical puzzle
Psygnosis:

level codes for Atomino, the

FAST

e «-ast Crt

screen and make sure you leave
spaces where they should be.

AINT

THE

game

from

WORD

grants infinite lives

10-ACID

ITS FAIRY BOWBELZ is
another cheat for infinite
lives

20 - ARROW
30 - EMISSION
40 - LAVA

LIFE IS MY DREAM is yet

50 - CAVE

another
cheat

60 - ELIXIR

infinite

lives

70 - BONE

MORTIMER and press F1

80 - WOOD

to F5 to access a
Select cheat

100-GETWISE

Zone

90 - FOUNTAIN

TURN FRAME and press 1
to 5. This allows you to
access different levels

And get wise you certainly will

UNCLE SAMS is, surpris
ingly
enough,
another

by reading these codes. Atom
ino should no longer pose any
problems so load it up and get it

cheat for infinite lives

done!

Just type the above on the title

m

LEMMINGS
Psygnosis have found huge success with
their cutie Lemming characters. The best
cheat we know of is to type in FQUIGGLY

J>

/

• I I Ji

on the title screen. This activates a cheat
mode.

If any of you know any more cheats for
this fabulous game, please let us know!

Brand new from Rainbow Arts

and already the cheats have

come pouring in - well, one any
way.

To cheat in this space blast,
press J and the number of the

level you want to try your alienbashing skills on. You could
even try pressing J and K for
much needed infinite lives. Go

Dont forget to keep sending in those hints andtips to us at Atari STUser. Good luck andhappy gaming!
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these are the games of the last few weeks that
didn't make it into the mag because we didn't
have room, or they arrived too late or they were

just so good that we couldn't drag the team
away from playing them to write a review. Then

there are the others - the really good games
that

we have reviewed

but which we don't

want you to forget about. Anyway, all are well
worth tracking down from wherever you
normally get your games fix.

NITRO - PSYGNOSIS £24.99
Yep, this ageing title is still very popular in our office. As racing games go,
this ranks as one of the best.

It's viewed from overhead and up to three human players can participate

at any one time. Fuel must be collected and conserved, while money will
enable you to soup up your car at the end of a race.

Nitro is great fun to play and very addictive. Most shops still stock it so
don't hesitate to spend your cash on this highly enjoyable title.

RATING: 92%

.99
Quite possibly the best 3D action you're likely to see on an ST. You are given
the opportunity to pilot fighter craft, bombers, and combat helicopters. Not
only that but you could find yourself seated behind the controls of a heavy

DEMONIAK -

PALACE SOFTWARE €29.99
Don't be put off by the fact that Demoniak is heavily text-orientated with very

armoured tank, light tank, or armed hovercraft.
It isn't all action, though. Behind the front line you'll be busy developing new

few in-game graphics.

weapons to add to your arsenal. You need to be able to manufacture new air

When playing it, you will find yourself drawn into a world of snigger-worthy
adult humour as you attempt to collect all the parts of a bomb in your effort

and land craft should you lose some of your vehicles.

Once you've experimented with the various craft, you can get on with the

object of the game which is to collect bomb parts. This bomb is very important
to the survival of mankind or something like that. You know how it goes...

RATING: 94%

JAHANGIFt KHAN SQUASH -

to stop evil spreading throughout the land.

The comprehensive parser is a joy, improving the game out of sight.
Totally weird and totally wonderful, Demoniakis a must for all you budding
adventurers.

RATING: 87%

ELVIRA: MISTRESS
OF THE DARK-

quash is an unusual sport. Smash a ball against a wall again and

yourself out after only fiveminutes ofplaying. Is it really worth it?
Obviously, Krisalis think so as they've just finished writing a game about it
with the world's top squash player endorsing the title.

First impressions are that of a fast game with smooth animation and decent
sound. Maybe Krisaliswere right after all to develop such a product, so I'll just
keep quiet.

RATING: 80%

ACCOLADE £24.99
This icon-driven adventure is enough to excite anybody just by reading the

title. The cult heroine, Elvira, makes it onto the ST in this spooky tale of a
haunted castle.

Concoct a variety of potions to help Elvira dispel all the ghouls and ghosts
from her new home. Succeed and we'll leave you guessing as to what the
reward might be. Wellpresented and highly enjoyable.

RATING: 87%

CRIME DOESN'T PAY This is from those lovely French people who brought us the rather disappoint

AWESOME -

PSYGNOSIS £25.99

ing movie conversion, Dick Tracy.

Psygnosis' space trading game isn't quite in the same league as the classic

Crime Doesn't Pay is in a similar vein to Dick Tracy but the theme has been
elaborated uponto quite some extent. This time you're able to enter buildings.
As would be expected, plenty of bad guys are hanging around and they want
to fill your body with lead. They appear from windows while others have the
guts and stupidity to try to walk right up to you. You'll have to keep on your

Elite, but is still well worth a look.

You can trade your cargo on planets, wander about the surface of a planet
and kill everything you see, and even fight off intergalactic space monsters
in a frenzied shoot-'em-up scene.

If you fancy an interesting space game, Awesome should satisfy your
cravings well enough.

toes in this one!

RATING: 74%
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RATING: 78%

Hard disks for the

ST are becoming
more affordable.

Simon Lawson
looks at a German

product...
Although protar may be a new name
in the UK, they are well established

in their native Germany. There they
have a reputation for providing
good, solid kit at reasonable prices.
Under the collective name of ProFile, a
whole range of hard drives is on offer, from a

reasonably priced 40Mb unit up to a massive
160Mb. They also supply a removable 44Mb
SyQuest drive and a 150Mb tape streamer for
backup. The two models tested were the ProFile 80DC and ProFile R44 removable drive.

All the protar hard drives look very similar.
They are designed to stack on top of a Mega
ST system unit and are styled to match.
Ruggedly constructed from folded steel, the

drives are painted a pale Atari-grey.
At the back of the drive the standard DMA

The R44 requires a gap of about 30 seconds

after the cartridge is inserted before the plat

in and out ports are enhanced by a drive

ter is up to speed. The 80DC is ready for use

number selector switch. This switch allows the

in about 15 seconds.

HBHHfirR |7J|fm Petition

£&

Help

J!^*^

The device will
be fornatten,
this takes

130

The driver software is capable of recognis
ing when a cartridge in the R44 is changed.
When this happens, it performs a media
change to inform TOS of the new partitions.
When turned off, all protar drives will auto
matically park the disk heads. This means the

drive can be moved with no danger of the
heads damaging the delicate mylar platters.

problems with TOS 1.4 are also included.
The only serious omission is a hard disk

THE MANAGEMENT
Formatting a drive is very quick. This display

DMA number of the drive to be changed with
out using fiddly DIP switches.

can be password protected, or set to Read
only to protect valuable data.

Several additional utilities are provided with
the Manager software, including a program
for creating a custom boot sector on a floppy
disk to boot the hard drive. Programs to fix
the 40 folder bug, and memory allocation

seconds,

shows how far the disk has been formatted

ting the drive, and individual partitions can be
removed or altered without affecting the data
stored on the rest of the drive. Each partition

backup program. With 80Mb of data at risk,
regular backups are essential. A program to
allow the information stored on the drive to be

The protar hard drive software is called Man

backed up to floppy disks would have been a

ager and it is some of the best available for

welcome addition.

the ST. It provides a comprehensive range of
functions for formatting, partitioning and

ProFile 80DC hard drive

ProFile R44 hard drive

checking hard drives for bad sectors.
Formatting the 80DC took just two and a

fiSSF": £535 +VAT (80DC) E520 +VAT (R44)

gral, fused plug, and the DMA cable is long

half minutes from start to finish, much faster

Address: Park House, Greenhill Crescent,

enough to allow the drive to be positioned to

than comparable hard drives. A graphical

Watford Business Park, Watford,

one side of a 520 or 1040.

representation of the drive platter is shown
onscreen during the operation, showing the

The power cable is supplied with an inte

SPECIFICATIONS

Any protar drive can be set up to auto-

elected to design their own hard drive inter

boot, whether it is a fixed disk or a removable

face and software. The 80DC model reviewed

SyQuest.

The protar software is capable of recognis

access time of 24 milliseconds (ms) with the

ing non-protar drives connected to the host

protar interface.

ST. The extra features of the driver can be

The removable R44 looks slightly different
from the rest of the range, with the SyQuest
cartridge drive located on the right-hand side.

drive is the first device in the DMA chain.

The cartridges themselves look like thick 5in
floppy disks, although they are much heavier,
A single cartridge is supplied with the
drive, and extra cartridges cost less than
£100. Each holds slightly more than 40Mb of
data.

Both drives proved to be fast and reliable.

Herts WDl 8QU

Telephone: 0923 54133
Configuration: All STs

progress of the format.

Like most drive manufacturers, protar have

was based on a Quantum 80Mb drive with an

Supplier: protar Ltd

BOTTOM LINE
quiet with excelhard disk backup

FEATURES

used with these drives, provided the protar
With large hard drives, Manager allows the
normal Gem limit of 16Mb per partition to be
overcome. Variable sector sizes mean that

partitions can be any size. A maximum of 12
partitions are allowed per drive.

EM9IS

Or

iplied. ready for

U5>Ej

matted with software installed.
>.<.*•£-] I [ - l i K t i r - m

Ease of use
.

Features
Excellent

Excellent

Partitions can be cleared in one operation.
Manager also allows the partition arrange

Average

Good
Average

Bad

Bad

ment of a drive to be altered without reformat

Appalling

Appalling

Good

*
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ATARI S T E PACKS
ALLATARISTPHICESINCUUDEVATANDUKDEUVEKY.ALLPRODUCTSCARRYAFULL

_-__

.

12MONTH WARRANTY. PLEASE RING USBEFORE ORDERING TO CHECK STOCKS AND 512IC

CURRENT FHJCES.

** '

tltth

'"

ATARI STE STANDARD PACK, consistsof the computer with

....mm

ZlYID

4mb

mmmmmmr

£299.00 £329.00

C409.00

£279.00

£309.OO £339.OO

£419.00

£279.00

£309.00 £339.00

£419.00

£289.00

£319.00 £349.00

£429.00

£289.00

£319.00 £349.00

£429.00

£289.00

£319.00 £349.00

£429.00

£299.00

£329.00 £359.00

£439.00

mouse, tv lead, manual and all connecting leads etc. The Standard Pack is supplied £269.00
with NO software.

ATARI STE DISCOVERY 1. consists of the Standard Pack and
STOS. First Basic, NeoChrome and 4 games (Carrier Command, Space Harrier,
Outrun, Bomb Jack)

ATARI STE DISCOVERY 2. consists of the Standard Pack and
First Basic, ST Tour. NeoChrome and 4 games (Dragons Breath, Super Cycle,
Indiana Jones. Anarchy)

ATARI STE TENSTAR. consists of Standard Pack and Asterix,
Chess Player 2150. Driving Force, Live ♦ Let Die. Onslaught Pipemania. Fiick
Dangerous. Rock n Roll,Squeek and Trivial Pursuit P

ATARI STE POWER, consistsof StandardPackand 20 top selling
arcade games (for individual game titles see the black box on the bottom left of
this page).

ATARI STE EXTRA, consists of Standard Pack and Kumaword
processor, database, spreadsheet & business graphics as well as First Basic,
Hyper Paint STAC Adventure game designer and Prince game.

ATARI STE CURRICULUM, consists of Standard Pack and also
3 levels of educational software (from 5 yrs to 50 yrs I!!), a word processor, a
spreadsheet a database. HyperPaint and Music Maker IIsoftware.

STE Ram Kits

ST Accessories
SM124 Mono Monitor

PRINTERS

£109.99

Megafile 30 Hard Disk
Megafile 60 Hard Disk

£399.00
£529.95

External 3.5" Disk Drive

£69.00

Golden Image Hand Scanner
Forget-Me-Clock I

£199.00
£19.95

All of our printers come with a parallel cable to suit Atari ST, Amiga
and aU standard PC etc (other cables available at extra cost - ask for

ST Monitor Switch Box

£14.95

STE Stereo scart lead
STFM scart lead
STE Stereo MKI8833 lead

£12.99
£12.99
£12.99

details). All printers carry a full 12 months warranty. We only sell
genuine UK stock - we do not offer inferior "grey imports".

STFM MKIi 8833 lead

£12.99

CITIZEN

Joy3tick/Mouse extension lead
Replacement Mouse lead

£4.99
£3.95

Standard Parallel lead
Internal PSU for STFM/E

£5.95
£100.00

Replacement ST keyboard

£100.00

Mouse Mat
2 x Midi cables

£3.50
£6.99

14 pin din plug (ST disk drive)

£2.30

14pindn socket (ST disk drive)

£3.00

13 pin dn plug (ST monitor)

£2.00

*

2 WAR WARRANT*

come

with

REPLACEMENT

a

full

warranty

12

(no

At STE Ram Kits come with instructions

and DO NOT require soldering in most
machines. Call now to check your

configuration tie. SIMMSor SPPSi

Colour Monitor

*

The Philips 8833 MM is the perfect
CITIZENPRINTER STARTER PACK with all Citizen printers. The

pack comprises of : 3.5" disk full of printer drivers for the STAmiga
& PC; 200 sheets of fanfold tractor feed paper 200 fanfold tractor
feed address labels: 5 tractor feed envelopes all for only £12.99 on
top of the price of the printer

120D * (9-pin. 144 cps draft. 30 cps NLQ)
Swift 9 (9-pin. 192 cps draft. 48 cps NLQ)
124D (24-pin. 144 cps draft 48 cps LQ)
Swift 24 (24-pin. 192 cps draft 64 cps LQ)
Swift 24X (24-pin. 15"carriage version of Swift24)

£139.00
£199.00
£209.00
£299.00
£399.00

month

lengthy

.IL

repairs!!), a DMA through port, device

FP?

number switching and Protar hard disk
drives are the only manufacturer with Star LC10 Mono (9-pin. 144 cps draft 34 cps NLQ)
£155.00
the ATARI COMPATIBILITY seal of
£220.00
Star LC200 Colour (9-pin. 180 cps draft 45 cps NLQ)
approval
£215.00
Star LC24-10 Mono (24-pin. 180 cps draft 60 cps LQ)
£260.00
Star LC24-200 Mono (24-pin. 200 cps draft 67 cps LQ)
Progate 20Mb Hard Disk
£346.24 Star
£295.00
LC24-200 Colour (24-pin. 200 cps draft 67 cps LQ)
Progate 40Mb Hard Disk
£399.50
£475.00
Progate 40Mb with Cache
£470.00 Star XB24-10 Mono (24-pin Professional Series)
£600.00
Star
XB24-15 Mono (24-ptn 15" version of XB24-10)
Progate 44Mb Removable
£61100
Progate 60Mb Hard Disk
£493.50
Progate 60Mb Tape Streamer
£58163
Progate 80Mb Hard Disk
£58163
£289.00
Progate 80Mb with Cache
£628.63 Canon BJ10E Bubble Jet (ink jet portable and compact)
Progate 150Mb Tape Streamer £79ai3 Hewlett Packard Desk Jet 500 (ink jet 3 pages per minute) £459.00
Progate 160Mb with Cache
£1234.52 Panasonic KXP 1124i(24-pin. improved version of KXP 1124) £279.00

Other Printers

Progate 440Mb with Cache

£29.99
£89.00
£159.00

Phitips8833

SPECIAL OFFER! For a limited period only we are offering a

Citizen
Citizen
We are now official stockists of the latest Citizen
in high quality / low price ST hard disk Citizen
drives from Protar. All Protar hard dsk Citizen
drives

DIY 1 - 512k upgrade
DIY 2 - 2mb upgrade
DIY 4 - 4mb upgrade

colour monitor for

all Atari

ST

computers. With its stereo sound
and super picture quality it really
shows off the full capabilities of the
STE The Philips 8833 Mkll also
comes

with

12

months

on

site

warranty FREE.
8833 with STFM cable
8833 with STE cable

£249.99
£249.99

Software Packs
Due to high demand sales, we have
now run very low on stocks of the
ST
software
packs
below.
Therefore
please
ring
for
availability before ordering. For
contents of the ST software packs
- see the listing of ST computer
ranges on the opposite page or

phone us for details.

Discovery 1Software
Discovery 2 Software
Extra Pack Software
Tenstar Pack Software
Power Pack Software
Curriculum Pack Software

£16.99
£16.99
£39.99
£29.95
£34.99
£39.95

£1994.41

OUR TELESALES LINES
ARE MANNED BY TRAINED
STAFF AND NOW

IF YOU WISH TO PLACE AN ORDER THEN PLEASE SEND YOUR CHEQUES.
BANKERS DRAFTS. POSTAL ORDERS. CASH ETC. TO

OPEN 7

BEST PRICES (DEFT STU) UNIT A, GRAFTON PLACE,
WORTHING, WEST SUSSEX, BN11WX

DAYS A

E

WEEK!!
REMEMBER, WE ARE OPEN
FROM 10.00 AM TILL 12.00

MIDNIGHT • " ' « "

««"f
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OR USE YOUR ACCESS OR VISA AND RING OUR
TELESALES ORDER HOTLINE AT ANYTIME BETWEEN

10.00 AM AND 12.00 MIDNIGHT, MONDAY TO SATURDAY.
AND SPEAK TO ONE OF OUR FULLY TRAINED STAFFON

(0903) 700714
I All prices include 17.5% VAT and free UK delivery (average 4-5 days) unless otherwise stated. All prces / specifications I special |
offers are subject to change without notice. Goods usuallydespatched same day when cleared payment is received before
2pm. Personal cheque clearance takes 7 days. Please make cheques/P.O's out to BEST PRICES Mail order only. No callers please.
ADD £700 INC VAT FOR NEXT WORKING DAY UK DELIVERY FOR ORDERS PLACED BEIORE 2 PM

IHpQnriinofBestHamPshire
for service

FREAKS PUBLIC DOMAIN
Tired of buying PD disks filled with stuff you don't want?
Only get one game or utility on a disk?
Freaks PD are offering disks filled with programs and files
of your choice!!
And each disk is only £-2.00 single, £2.50 double.
Freaks gives

24 hour turnaround

Full range of Budgie

Ribbons Re-inked

software

Virus free disks

£145.00

LC10

£149.00

KXP1180
KXP1123*

£149.23
£186.83

LC200
LC2410

£199.00
£188.00

KXP1124i*

£253.80

LC24200

£244.40

LC24200Col

£299.00

prices inc VAT, cable & paper
* 24 pin printers

Superb value for
money

Environment friendly packaging -

Star

Panasonic
KXP1081

All packaging is

Printer Dust Covers

Atari STE's

recycled!

Sendfor our BIG CATALOGUE today (enclose 2 stamps) from
FREAKS PDL2, 29 LEAP VALLEY CRES, DOWNEND, BRISTOL BS16 6TQ

STRATEGY SOFTWARE
Strategy Games for the Atari ST
EUROPE ATWAR - is a strategy war simulation of the Second

with discovery xtra software

520 512k ram
520 1M ram

£269.00
£299.00

520 2M ram
520 4M ram

£329.00
£409.00

with ST cable

£265.00 (£225.53 + VAT)

The gameis builtaroundan easy to use menusystem and a
detailed map containing48countriesfrom the British Isles to the

Philips CM8833 Mk2

Middle East and from Scandinavia to Africa. All these countries

£225.00 (£191.49 +VAT)

have their own armies, navies, airforces, population levels, trade,
types of government, industry, defences,alliancesand much more.
The game also contains charts to make information easier to

The game starts in 1939 just before the start of the SecondWorld
Warand ends when victory conditions are achieved. There is also

a save game option and a detailed manual.

Colour Only.

Price £19.95 P&P included. Outside UKadd £2.00 P&P

Cheques/Postal Orders payable to STRATEGY SOFTWARE
„STRATEGY SOFTWARE, 32 Albert Street, Seaham, Co Durham SR7 7U

SOFTWARE FOR ALL MODELS
OF ATARI ST
AT4 ANI ST, previously sold as Aegis
Animator for £80. An art animating

H01 ST WRITER ELITE. The fastest
competent P.D. word processor for the

package. Now£2.00 only. S/S
AT6 ART.ST.
Possibly
the
most
comprehensive art package I have seen
on the ST Accepts Degas & Neochrome

ST, with full documentation. D/S

H02 35,000 WORD SPELL CHECKER, word
counter,virus killer, and other programs
to aid word processing. D/S
H03 DBASE1, fully gemmed database with

files.

SM3 ACCOMPANIST, the latest available PD
version of this very capable midi

report generator and in-built calculator
on reports. Full documentation. D/S

GG6 FLOYD THE DROID, great arcadeaction
in this shoot-em-sideways classic. Also

gemmed, very capable. Includes tutorial
and printed help sheet. D/S

GG17TETRIC0L. By far and away the best

H08 1ST WORD WORD PROCESSOR. Fully

H010GRAPHS. Two programs on disk to
generate bar, pie, lineand dot graphs of
up to 32 numerical inputs. Includes

other utilities to aid insertion in DTP,
print etc.

AC1 DESKPACK. All in one accessory that in
cludes diary, telephone book, program
mable calculator and much more. S/S

AC3 FOUR DISK COPIERS, including F
COPY 3, ace and prg versions. Also

BLASTER,arcade classic. S/S

Tetris clone. Simultaneous one or two
playeraction.
AR6 LLAMATRON. Latest title from Jeff
(Yak) Minter. All action arcade classic.

BG1 CHESS, MONOPOLY, BACKGAMMON,
LASERCHESS.

BG2 CRIBBAGE, OTHELLO, YAHTZEE,
WHEEL OF FORTUNE.

BG3 DRAUGHTS, DALEKS, HANGMAN.

PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE AT

virus killer, speech synthesizor and

P.D. PRICES

others. S/S

having to power down. S/S
AD2 COLOSSAL CAVE. The text adventure
everyone must have. This is massive a
classic of its kind. S/S

AD7 NETHACK. The classic Dungeons and
Dragons style adventure/role playing
AT1
.

£119.00 (£101.28 +VAT)

All at £2.99 per disk. Free P&P ifyouorder
more than one, otherwise add £0.30 P&P.

These are notPD, these area sample from a
large range offully professional games.
•

FOOTBALL MANAGER

•

LAS VEGAS
KART G.P.
SECONDS OUT
WAR ZONE
FIRE BLASTER
HOTSHOT

*

game. Get it!
NEOCHROME MASTER. The latest

*

version of this classicart program, with

•

full manual on disk. S/S

•

•

All Public Domain disks inc. P&P
Overseas orders add £1.50

SEND PAYMENT TO: B-SOFT,
33CORSHAM ROAD, CALCOT, READING, BERKS RG3 5ZH

Telephone orders &enquiries: (0734) 416492
SAE for full description

£2.99
£2.99
£2.99
£2.99
£2.99
£2.99
£2.99

HP. 300dpi Inkjet printer
3 year warrantee

(£329.00 + VAT)

Swift 24
£265.00 inc VAT
Colour kit with printer £24.00

ST SIMMS
Inc. VAT

0.5 Simm Ram upgrade
£29.00
0.5-2M Simm Ram upgrade
£89.00
0.5-4M Simm Ram upgrade ...£169.00

Accessories

Citizen 120D+
with cable and paper

£128.00 (£108.94 +VAT)

Canon BJ10e

Inc. VAT
£4.70

£5.88
£4.70
£10.95
£7.97
£9.95
£10.95

360dpi Ink jet with cable & paper
£233.83 inc VAT

Cumana CSA354
External 1 Mb Drive

£69.90 (£59.49 + VAT)

ST Monitor plug to free end

£9.50

1Mb Drive Internal

ST Printer lead
Mouse Pocket

£6.99
£2.95

£58.75 (£50.00 + VAT)

Mouse Mat (thick soft type)

£4.95

Naksha Mouse
Atari Mouse

£21.50
£23.00

Full range of Joysticks

£2.99 to £17.95

Software etc.
ST Basic Tutorial Book
Flight Simulator II

£4.60
£29.95

1st Word Plus
Neo Desk 3

£55.00
£28.00

Hyper Paint
Superbase Personal

£8.95
£45.00

Personal Finance Manager
Timeworks DTP by GST
Flexidump LC10 Colour

£24.90
£69.00
£28.00
£4.80

Write On by Compo
First Basic by Hisoft

DISKETTES
SONY branded
(100% certified error free)
Inc. VAT

Inc. VAT

Atari ST Basic

AC14 CHAMELEON. This amazing program
will load any desktop accessory from
within any gem program, without

Deskjet 500

2 year warrantee

seguencer. S/S

H06 SHEET V2, the best of all PD
spreadsheets. Full manual on disk. D/S

£4.70 inc VAT

Atari SM124

Joystick/Mouse extension
4 Player Adaptor
ST Dust Covers
ST to ST Serial lead
ST Mono Monitor lead
ST RGB Monitor lead
STE Stereo RGB Monitor lead

B-SOFT
PUBLIC DOMAIN

with cable

with ST cable

understand.

Most types in stock

£386.58

Atari SC1224

World War in Europe. For one to three players with each player

having the choiceof controllingthe Axis,Allied or Sovietforces.

prices inc VAT, cable & paper

£45.00
£9.95

Phone for ST Software catalogue.
Many titles inc. Educational.

10 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi
50 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi
100 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi
1k 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi

£7.50
£32.30
£59.93
£540.50

DISKETTES
(lifetime warranty) SONY bulk
(100% certified error free)
Inc. VAT

10 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi
50 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi
100 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi
250 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi
1k 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi

£5.95
£19.80
£37.95
£82.25
£309.03

50 x 3.5" Disk Box with lock

£5.99

100 x 3.5" Disk Box with lock

£7.50

Phone for our 40 page catalogue
EDUCATIONAL AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME
All products have a 30 day money back & 12 month warranty.
Prices subject to variation without prior notification.
Established 6 years. We are closed Saturday afternoons.
Free parking. 2 minutes from M27 Junction 11.
Postage 94p (80p + VAT) Securicor £7.05 (£6.00 + VAT).

ST/U Dept

UJeSerue
Larger items delivered
by Securicor

40-42 West Street,
Portchester, Hants.
P016 9UW
Tel: 0705 325354
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ENTER THE

4TH

wm**
PRISM PAINT
RUNS IN ALL ATARI RESOLUTIONS
320 x 200 x 16 COLOURS (ST LOW RES,)

CHRONOS-3D
KEY FRAME ANIMATOR

OPENS A 4TH DIMENSION IN WHICH YOU CAN

ACTUALLY CUT, COPY AND PASTE TIME ITSELF

640 x 200 x 4 COLOURS (ST MED RES.)
640 x 400 MONOCHROME (ST HIGH RES.)

CREATE COMPLEX 3D ANIMATIONS WITHOUT

320 x 480 x 256 COLOURS (TT LOW RES.)

PROGRAMMING A SINGLE LINE OF CODE

640 x 480 x 16 COLOURS (IT MED RES.)
1280 x 960 x MONOCHROME (TT HIGH RES.)

POINT-AND-CLICK OBJECT, CAMERA AND LIGHT
MANIPULATION

SUPPORTS
ISAC HIGH RES GRAPHICS BOARD FROM MEGA ST (1024 x 768)

MATRIX COCO HIGH RES GRAPHICS BOARD FOR THE TT (1024 x 768)

POLYMORPHIC TRANSFORMATIONS WITHOUT
POINT AND FACE LIMITATIONS

24 BIT TRUE COLOUR BOARD (COMING SOON)

DATA COMPATIBLE WITH ALL CYBER™ SERIES

PRISM TABLET IN 4 RESOLUTIONS

PRODUCTS

LOADS AND SAVES THE FOLLOWING FORMATS
SUPPORTS ALL ST AND TT RESOLUTIONS
PRISM PAINT

(PNT)

NEOCHROME

(NEO)

DEGAS

(Pll)

DEGAS ELITE

(PCI)

DEGAS

(P12)

DEGAS ELITE

(PC2)

VIEW 3D OBJECTS IN THE PAST, PRESENT AND

DEGAS

(P13)

DEGAS ELITE

(PC3)

FUTURE FROM ANY POINT IN SPACE/TIME

IFF

(IFF)

GIG

(GIF)

SIMULTANEOUSLY

£79.00
INCLUDING VAT

£199.00
INCLUDING VAT

CONDOR TRADING LIMITED

VISA AND ACCESS
ACCEPTED

6 BACCHUS HOUSE, CALLEVA PARK

DEALER ENQUIRIES
WELCOME

ALDERMASTON, BERKS RG7 4QW

TEL: (0734) 810066 FAX: (0734) 819791
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CONDOR
COMPUTER

VISA

JOINING
THE
Andrew Wright discovers

the joys of laser quality
output - at nearly a third

of the price

JET SET

T h e first big outlay after buying an ST,

almost all ST software provides support. Buy a

for most, is a printer. Until now there
have been only two real possibilities either a cheap dot matrix at around
£200 or a laser, costing upwards of £1,000.
The ideal would be to find laser quality at dot
matrix prices.

non-standard printer and the chances are that
some software just won't work at all. The

tem for around £800, based on a 520ST,
DeskJet 500 and monochrome monitor,
together with a budget DTP package such as

DeskJet is a long way from being a standard

Timeworks or Fleet Street Publisher.

printer but, although not Epson compatible, it
does work with some HP laserjet drivers such
as those in PageStream and Timeworks.
To help solve the problem, the ST Club can
supply a disk full of useful printer drivers

Compare this with a bottom-end Apple
Mac or even the cheapest PC-based system
of the same standard and the future of the

including those for the widely used DTP pro

of the possible software compatibility prob

grams Fleet Street Publisher and Calamus.

lems. If you have invested heavily in one or
two of the less widely used software pack
ages it may pay you to enquire about compat

This is where the Hewlett Packard DeskJet

comes in. Launched just over two years ago
but recently upgraded, the DeskJet 500 offers
astounding print quality and, at just under

£360, costs a third of the price of the cheap
est Atari laser.

At 17in wide, 15in deep and just 8in high,
the DeskJet 500 is a surprisingly compact unit
which sits conveniently and unobtrusively on
the desktop. Setting it up is easy, thanks to
the comprehensive manual and step-by-step
installation guide.

The printer comes complete with a sepa
rate power supply and, much to Hewlett

Packard's credit, a 13amp plug is included.
The single ink cartridge supplied is very easy

They work well, if a little slowly. It actually
takes between 5 and 15 minutes to print out a
page from a DTP program compared with 30
seconds to a minute on the Atari laser.

There should be no problem with wordpro

Unlike the Atari laser, which only works with

disk. They work well, using the bold, under
line, superscript, subscript and italic effects
correctly, and produce the desired output in
only seconds.

from companies such as Migraph. Unless you

sticky labels. Various options can be selected
using the keypad on the front of the machine,

including paper orientation (landscape or por
trait), character size (10, 16.67 or 20cpi) and
print quality (draft or letter).
The default font is an attractive, busi

Commercial printer drivers are also available

are a business user, you won't want to pro
duce hundreds of letters or leaflets a day. If
you are a programmer, on the other hand,

"budget" model, I suspect there will be a lot
more DeskJets hooked up to STs in the not
too distant future.

Product: Hewlett Packard DeskJet 500 printer
RRP: £358.38 inc. VAT

Supplier: VMS Enterprises Ltd
Address: The Warehouse, 50C Chatterton
Road, Bromley, Kent BR2 9QE
Telephone: 081 -313 1111
Configuration: All STs

for speed and the ability to print on continu
ous stationery.

The only true test of a printer is its output
and here the DeskJet 500 sweeps aside all
opposition - even the best 24-pin printers
can't compare. Inkjets squirt tiny droplets of
ink through nozzles onto the paper. Resolution
is 300 dots per inch, the same as a laser.

nesslike 12-point Courier. Unfortunately, the

The DeskJet is extremely quiet and there is

no impact of the print head on the paper

Gothic, cannot be selected via the keypad.
Sending the required escape sequences from

with dot matrix printers. The quality is superb

The Times font, being proportional, is only
accessible via wordprocessors supporting
proportional printing such as Script on the ST

Atari's new SLM604 laser, heralded as a

you'll probably need to stick with a dot matrix

other internal fonts, CG Times and Letter

my wordprocessor, I was only able to access
the monospaced Letter Gothic font.

you should be safe.

a 2Mb ST, the DeskJet will work quite happily
with a basic 520 ST. At a third of the price of

up to the ST's serial or parallel port. At the
front is the sheet feeder which is capable of

OPTIONS AND FONTS
It also has a simple envelope feeder taking 4
X9.5in envelopes - much cheaper than using

ibility first, but if you use the mainstream ST
packages such as those already mentioned,

Writer and Wordwriter ST are on the ST Club

HIGHLY COMPATIBLE

Printed pages are dropped into a tray.

If you do go for the DeskJet 500, be aware

cessors. In fact, drivers for First Word Plus, ST

to fit but a printer lead is needed to connect

taking around 100 A4 sheets at a time.

DeskJet seems assured.

causing the

THE BOTTOM LINE
300dpi laser quality out
put, drivers for most ST software and
a three year guarantee from Hewlett
Packard - who needs a laser?

screeching sound associated

and only a magnifying glass can reveal the

difference between laser and inkjet output.
The ink dries relatively quickly and the printed
page can be handled within seconds.

Simple to operate sy ink ribbons or toner,

warned - once you see
the quality of the print, you'll
never want to stop!
Features
Excellent
Good

E5ME?

ware. A driver to use the scalable fonts from

Running costs appear a little higher than
those of a laser but with £14 cartridges pro
viding between 500 and 1,000 pages of print,

Windows 3.0 is supplied on disk.

Average

IT'I'I'BI
Average

the DeskJet won't break the bank. And at less

Bad

than £360 the DeskJet opens up the possibil
ity of putting together a professional DTP sys

Bad

Appalling

Appalling

- in non-graphics mode - and certain PC soft

One of the advantages of buying an
Epson-type printer or an Atari laser is that

Excellent
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Unit 8, Bradley Hall Trading Estate,

Standish, Wigan, Lancashire, WN6 OXQ

Upgrades Available Upto A Realistic 4 Megabytes!

ST Format "The very best ram upgrade
boards on the market"

Easy To Install
Upgrading the memory of your Atari ST has
never been easier using Third Coast's range of
memory upgrade boards. We have plug in
upgrade boards to take your machine upto a
realistic 4 Megabytes so you get no more out of
memory headaches. Third Coast's range of
memory expansion boards take around 1/2 an
hour to install and come supplied with full
fitting instructions for all revisions of Atari's. If

you should get into any difficulty fitting any of
our memory upgrade boards are technical staff
will give you any assistance you need over the
telephone. Third Coast's memory upgrade
boards are fitted by plugging a socket over the
MMU chip and the Video shifter chip and
require no soldering whatsoever.

Expansion Policy To 4MB
With Third Coast's 1/2 megabyte plug in board

1/2 megabyte plug in board Atari ST User September 1990

for Atari's with and without surface mount

"Features-Excellent

MMU chips we offer an expansion policy to
4MB. What this entails is, if you purchase a 1/2
megabyte expansion board from us and you

Ease Of Use-Good"

decide you need either 2.5 megabytes or 4
megabytes. Return the board to us and we will
discount you the price tou paid for the 1/2

megabyte board off the current price of the 2.5
megabyte or the 4 megabyte board. You are not
left with 16 useless chips like the solution

offered by offers but merely a cost effective

simple way of upgrading your machine to 1
megabyte, 2.5 megabytes and eventually to a
full 4 megabytes.

Expansion Options
If you have a 520STM, 520STFM or even a
520STFM with surface mount MMU chip we

have the solution to take your machine upto 1

megabyte with the expansion policy to 4
megabytes as described above. Third Coast also
offer expansion to 2.5 and 4 megabytes for
520ST owners. For 1040ST and Mega 1 owners

we have an expansion board to take your
machine upto 2 megabytes, 2.5 megabytes and

Z-Ram 4MB expansion board Atari ST User July 1990
"Features-Excellent

4 megabytes. For Mega 2 owners weoffer a plug

Ease Of Use-Good "

in board to take your machine to 4 megabytes.

Fully Compatible

Pricing

Third Coast's range of expansion boards are all

520ST-1040 Ram Upgrade Kit Requires Soldering. . £39.99

RFI Interferance

auto configuring and compatible with all

520ST-1040 Plug In BoardSocketed MMU Chip. . . .£5
520ST-1040 PlugIn Board SurfaceMount MMU. . . .£59.99

under the RFI shielding so that you get no

software for the Atari ST.

Warranty
All memory expansion boards carry a full 12

520ST-2.5MB Plug InBoard Expandable to 4MB . . £169.9

months warranty and free 12 months telephone

520ST-4MBPIugInSolderlessExpansk>nBoard. . .£2

support.

1040ST-2MB Board Requires Minor Soldering. . . .£169.99

Software
All Third Coast ram upgrades come supplied

1040ST-2.5MB Plug In Board Expandable to 4MB. . £169.9
1040ST-4MB Plug InSolderless Expansion Board. . £249.99

with a ram checker which checks every chip on

the upgrade so you knowif youhavefitted the
upgrade correctley. Also included is a ram
disk, print spooler and several other useful

All Third Coast's ram upgrade boards fit
interferance on your screen.

For more information on any of Third Coast's

products please return theform below to the
address listed at the top of the page.
Name:

Address:

Mega 1-4MB Plug InSolderless Expansion Board . . £249.99
Mega 2-4MB Plug In Solderless Expansion Board. .£169.99

public domain utilities.

520-1040 Plug In Board Unpopulated

Postcode:

1MB Internal Floppy And Upgrade

(takes 4256*4 Drams)
£29 '
4MB Board Unpopulated (16 or32megabit Drams). . £59.9
520STE-1040STE Plug InSimms
£39.99

Interests:

For those Atari owners who have a machine

with 1/2MB drive and memory we offer a 1MB
internal drive and a 1/2MB soldering upgrade
kit for the special price of £99.99

Atari ST User August 1991

520STE-2.5MB Plug InSimms
520STE-4MB Plug InSimms

£129.99
£2

Tel:

PleaseMakeCheques/PostalOrders PaybableTo
Third Coast Technologies Ltd. We Also Accept
Access And Visa Over The Telephone.

7m

L.A.P.B

Quality P.D. for the Atari ST/STE
80 Lee Lane, Langley, Heanor, Derbys, DE7 7HN

Due to massive bulk buying and low cost advertising
we can offer you high quality European manufactured
disks atthese extremely low prices

Tel: 0773 761944/605010
• Alldisks only £1 to £1.50, S/S or D/S •
• Same day service. Quality virus free disks •
P&P 50p on orders under £5.00, free on orders over that.
Here are just a few disks from our comprehensive catalogue (£1.50 each):

D.195

"

HDSDD Q-lrilNCV/Vr
DISKS 0 I U +LABELS

Full Screen Construction Kit: Display your pictures in stunning full screen format with this
French program. D/S. 1 Meg.
European Demo: A superb mega-demo. Should be in everyone's collection.2 D/S disks
£3.00.

G.96
G. 110
G. 115

Darkside of the Spoon: The ULM Mega-Demo. D/S.
Fish 'n' Chips: A mega-demo by Sewersoft. 12 demos by top writers. D/S.
Star/Erasure: A sampled rendering by Hidden Strength. D/S. 1 Meg.
Electra: Good multi-screen demo from Sweden. 1 Meg. D/S.
Chaos Strikes Back: Ten new dungeons on two disks (£3.00). Youmust own the original
game to play. D/S.
Tetris/Pile Up: Twovery good adaptations of the Tetrisgame. D/S.
Pork 1: Zany spoof of the Zork series. S/S.
Llamatron: Veryaddictive Llama'em up by Jeff Minter. S/S.
Mistic Well: Excellent dungeon master style adventure. S/S.

G. 119
M. 28

Napoleon: Risk style strategy game. S/S.
Children's Educational: 4 games on alphabet and games. S/S.

M. 39

Bart Simpson's Hit Song: A slideshow of pics from the hitsatellite TV. show. D/S.
Circuit Designer: Twovery good programs for drawingelectrical circuits. D/S.
Make Money from your Micro: How to get rich? S/S.
C Adventure Tool Kit: Write your own text adventures. D/S.
Accompianist: 16 voice Henry Kosh sequencer. S/S.
Audio Sculpture: Superb MODfileplayer withstereo. 1 Meg. D/S.
The Awe-Chasm: An adult adventure. S/S. {Over18's only).

D.208
D. 216

D.232
D.236
G.77

G.80

M.63
M. 68
P. 16

S.3
S.44
X.15

250 +@29p each; 500 +@28p each; 1000 +@27p each
ALL DISKS CERTIFIED 100% ERROR FREE

OflMV 0 P' OQn 35" DSHD

bUNYo.O
OOP' SS3BSB::::3S
DSDDBULK
100 Capacity Disc Box ....3.75
Mouse Pockets

BUDGET SECTION - DISKS BELOW

(are only £1 each)
B. 14
B. 15
B. 18
B.20

65p

Robotz: Probably the best PD Shoot 'em up. S/S.
Roll 'em Nudge: A working fruit machine. S/S.
Joust: A classic arcade game. S/S.

...1.50

50 Capacity Disk Box
Mouse Mat

Printer Stand

.3.75

Amiga Dust Cover ....

PossoBox

15.00

Atari Dust Cover

Amiga 512K RAM Expansion with clock
Amiga/Atari External Drive....

Hackman: 50 levels of Pack Man action. S/S.

For a FREE copy of our latest catalogue disk just send a blank disk and s.s.a.e. to the
above address and we'll send you one by return. Alternatively send us £1.00 and we'll
send you a catalogue on one of our disks. The catalogue disk also includes two free
games, a slideshow and the top rated UNIVERSAL PICTURES demo. The catalogue is
easy to use and is exceptionally user friendly. Don't be put off if you've had poor cata
logue disks from other libraries. Ours is different. Try it! (Please quote STU2). Catalogue

THIS MONTHS 200 3.5" DSDD DISKS
SPECIAL OFFER + 2 x 100 CAP BOXES

Please add £2.85 p&p/next day £7.50. Cheques/POs to
PLC COMPUTER SUPPLIES (Dept STU)
TELESALES HOTLINE
11 Meakin Avenue, Clayton,

can now be downloaded from Sherwood Forest BBS on 0602 397113

CUSTOMERS WORLDWIDE ARE FINDING WE ARE THE ONES TO DEAL
WITH FOR QUALITY AND SERVICE

ATARI 520 STE

64.95

Newcastle, Staffs ST5 4EY.

0782 212970

ATARI 1040 STE

DISCOVERY PACK

Atari 520 STEwith Double Sided Disc Drive,
Mouse, Owners Manual, First Basic,
Neochrome, ST Tour, Indianna Jones,

Super Cycle, Dragons Breath, Anarchy,

Star LC200Colour (UK)
SlarLC24-200 (UK)

ATARI1040STE, MOUSE, MANUAL, BUSINESS
MODULE:- ST WORD, ST CALC, ST BASE

ONLY £274.95

Plus FREEI Oursoftware pack comprising:
Wordprocessor, Mail Merge, Database,
Spreadsheet, Virus Killer,Your 2nd ST Manual,

CREATIVE MODULE:- HYPERPAINT2, MUSIC

Slar LC24-200 Colour
Citizen 120D
Citizen Swift 24
Citizen Swift 24 Col
Citizen Swift 9

£12.95

Professional Plus
Cheetah Mach 1

£13.95
£7.45
£9.95

Quickjoy Megaboard
KonixSpeedking
Konix Navigator

£21.95
£9.95
£12.95

Cruiser Multicoloured
Cruiser Black

£8.95
£8.95

£219.95

AllPrinter prices include connecting lead

SERIOUS SOFTWARE

First Word Plus V3
Wordwriter
Home Accounts

GAME, PROF LOOKS AT WORDS, PROF MAKES
SENTENCES
JULY SPECIAL OFFER
PHILIPS CM8833 Mk2
Colour Monitor

JUNIOR SCHOOL MODULE:- ANSWER BACK

DISCOVERY PLUS PACK

JUNIOR QUIZ,GENERAL KNOWLEDGE QUIZ,
SPELLING, PRIMARY MATHEMATICS

Contains allthe items in the Discovery Pack
above, plus!! Vinyl Computer Cover, Mouse
Mat,Twin Joystick ExtensionLead, 10 Disks,
Microswitch Joystick

Only £239.95
Inc Lead

GCSE REVISION MODULE: MICRO MATHEMATICS,

ONLY £294.95

Plus FREEI Oursoftware pack comprising:
Wordprocessor, Mail Merge, Database,
Spreadsheet, Virus Killer, Your 2nd ST Manual,
Eleven Great Games, Disk of Desk

Accessories, Five Programs for small children

FRENCH MISTRESS, GEOGRAPHYQUIZ

Atari SM124 Monitor

ONLY £364.95

£139.95

DISK DRIVES

ELEVEN GREATGAMES

Cumana CSA354 1Mb

....£79.95
rB9 95

ALL ITEMS IN FAM.CURRICULUM PACK ABOVE,PLUS:
OUSTCOVER, TWO MICROSWITCHED JOYSTICKS,
MOUSE MAT, 10 DISKS IN A BOX

ZYDEC EXTERNAL DRIVE WITH POWER SUPPLY

ONLY £389.95

ACCESSORIES

Up to 14 Days Free Hotel Accommodation
for two people

ONLY £59.95

VINYL DUST COVERS
Atari 520ST/1040ST

SPECIAL BONUS OFFER

E5 95
. . ..£4 95
£4,95
£4 95

Panasonic KXP1180

Panasonic KXP1124

Buy any Atari ST Computer from us and

StarLCIO
Star LC24/200

you can buy a Ten Game Software Pack
containing:

Star LC200

ASTERIX, CHESS, LIVE AND LET DIE,
SKWEEK,ONSLAUGHT, PIPE MANIA, RICK
DANGEROUS, ROCK N ROLL, ONSLAUGHT,

Citizen 120D

Atari SM125/SM124 Monitor

Philips CM8833

.. £4 95
£4 95
£6 95
rfi95

SIMULATIONS

j

£5 95
£2 95
£12 95
£2 95
. £24.95
. £24.95
...SB.S5

FlightSimulator 2
European Scenery Disk
Japan Scenery Disk
HawaiianScenery Disk
F19 Stealth Fighter

Printer Stand (2 Pee)

""jULYSpIcIaI OFFER

10 Blank DS/DD 3.5"Disksin a DiskStorageBox, Mouse
Mat,TwinJoystick. ExtensionLead, MouseHouse

dNLY£14.95
£24.95
£12.95
£12.95
£12.95
£21.95

JULY/AUGUST SPECIAL OFFER

Goad Quality Replacement Mouse (or the Atari
ST/Amiga
ONLY £16.95

£57.50
£36.95
£17.95

Degas Elite
Replay Professional

£18.95
£99.95

Quartet
Deluxe Paint
NeoDesk3

£39.95
£44 95
£29.95

Data Manager Professional

£29.95

Timeworks DTP

£72.95

Lets Make Series:

PLUS FREEH A SUPERB DISK CONTAINING

Plus FREE with all our ST Computers:-

GOLDEN IMAGE HAND HELD SCANNER
ONLY £184.95

£299.95
£189.95

Citizen Swift 9 Col

MAKER 2, FIRST BASIC

Professional
Cheetah 125+

PLAY AND LEARN MODULE:- PROF PLAYS A NEW

Eleven Great Games, Disk ol Desk
Accessories, Five Programs for small children

TRIVIAL PURSUIT
FOR ONLY £19.95

£159.95
£259 95
£154 95
£214.95
£254.95
£299.95
£139 95
£269.95

Panasonic KXP1124

StarLCIO(UK)

INCLUDES

Atari CX40Joystick

,

Panasonic KXP1180

NEW!! NEW!! NEW!! NEW!!
ATARI1040STE
FAMILY CURRICULUM PACK

Greetings Cards
Signs and Banners
Calendars and Stationery
Art Library 1 or 2 (State)

£8.95
£8.95
£8.95
£8.95

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

Fun School 3 under 5 Years
Fun School 3 5-7 Years
Fun School 3 over 7 Years

£16.95
£16.95
£16.95

Magic Maths 4-8 Years

£17.95

Three Bears 5-10 Years

Maths Mania 8-12 Years

£17.95
£17.95

Better Spelling (8-14)
Better Maths (12-16)

£17.95
£17.95

Learn to Read with Professor 4-9 Years

£20.95

Professor Looks at Words (4-9)

£13.95

Prof Makes Sentences (4-9)
Lets Spell at Home (4-12)

£16.95
£13.95

LetsSpell at Shops (4-12)

£13.95

Lets Spell Out and About
Donalds Alphabet Chase (2-5)
Goofys RailwayExpress
Mathtalk (5-12)
First Letters & Words (4-8)

£13.95
£17.95
£17.95
£14.95
£14.95

Sesame Street Numbers
Sesame Street Letters

£14.95
£14.95

Maths Dragon

£10.95

MAIL-CENTA

17 Campbell Street, Beiper, Derby DE5 1AP. Tel: 0773 826830
Prices include VAT at 17.5%. Delivery charges are as follows:- Order value under £10.00 please add 50p. Order value £10.00 to
£99.99 delivery free. Order value £100.00 and over please add £5.00.

Personal callers welcome at our retail shop but please bring this advert as some prices will vary. Closed Wednesdays.
All items despatched same day if possible. Personal cheques may require 7 days clearance.
Proprietor: Martin Bridges.
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SPECIAL OFFER

S.T, RD,JOP adisk

10 Bulk DSDD Disks for £199 if

purchased with 20 PD Disks
GRAPHIC,FONT AND ART/DRAWING DISKS

323 Digitised pictures. 5from Raiders ofthe Lost Arc k 12from Ghostbusters.

WHY BUY FROM US?

375 FONTEDIT v3.0,Editor k loaders for Ram & downloaded fonts. Inc. are a
number of fonts, font data disassembler +

1) FIVE YEARS EXPERIENCE IN ST RD.
2) FAST AND EFFICIENT ORDER PROCESSING

397 DOODLE, This diskhas theoriginal Mono &Colour versions. NEOCHROME
v0.6.

3) ALL DISKS ROUTINELY CHECKED FOR VIRUSES
4) HUNDREDS OF DISKS TO CHOOSE FROM
5) ALL DISKS ARE SCANNED FOR ERRORS AFTER COPYING

578 ST GRAPH. Acomprehensive graph, handles Bar, Horizontal/Stacked Bar, Line

6) ONLY TOP QUALITY DISKS USED
7) PRICE-AS FAR AS WE KNOW WE'VE ALWAYS BEEN LOWEST!

876 DELUXE FONTMASTER v2.0 Print a large choice oforiginal fonts onan
Epson/IBM/NEC compatible printer. *MD*

WHY NOT?

803 Amiga k Macpaint pic files plus PICSWITCH which can read Neo, Degas, etc.
808 FRACKTAL is a fractal drawing program from Germany. Fractal landscape

& Dot Charts.

376 FONTS2, Screen &desktop fonts. Columbia, Devoll, Hudson, Satum, Spokane,.
Thames k Universal Roman.

388 APics diskincludes Mona Lisa, Moon, STkeyboard, Planet, Yoohoo, Saturn.+
392 Aversion ofNeochrome k Neofun. Agreat artpackage.

1) YOU DONT LIKE ANY OF THE ABOVE
2) YOU DO LIKE SPENDING MORE MONEY THAN YOU NEED TO !
UTILITIES

302 DAs inc. clock, calculator withHex/Dec convn, free Ram checker, 2 games.
Watch DA.

328 Formatter, calendar, clock, dirprinter, Disk Manager -format, copy file, disk free
&rename folder options. +printer utility.

prog.

885 PROMOUSE self-adjusting mouse accelerator. RATTRAP locks out menus.
TURBODOS. MAX1DISK reset proof Ramdisk.
333 Printer drivers for use inprogs such as1ST Word, Degas k Gemfont.
385 68000 assembler, anAddress/Mailing list, anAutodial Utility. Label printer +

dump prog. Deg-Neo, Koala-Deg &Neo-Deg. File compressor utils. Tiny Basic

language 68K.
337 Hard Disk Drive Utilities. Boot from drive C,Dirchecking, back up utilities,
Auto folders,k overcomethe 40 folderlimit.

810 FILE SELECTOR V6.0, Select drive,sort, print, full info onselected file, rename,
show time/name in selector.Virus Killer2.01.

881 100% IBM compatible formatter - 3.5" k 5.25" for DOS/TOS. Manual pager, a
way for Unix techies toproduce documentation. MEGA formatter. +lots more.
379 GULAM CLI Command Line interpreter, 60 commands. Comprehensive
instructions.

383 DR FLOPPY, disksector editor, SCODE makes ASCII foreasy data transfer.
FORMAT plus. SORT, string sorting.* more

745 STAR LC-10 PRINTER configuration utilities for 1st WORD &1st WORD PLUS. +
746 SUPER VKILLER isa utility that detects 5different viruses, 7anti-viruses &133
other types ofboot sector. +
751 SUPERBOOT V6.0 THE latest version ofthis utility forcontrolling your ST. Plus
agood selection ofother utilities.
438 REAL TIME MULTI-TASKING OPERATING SYSTEM, a complete multitasking
environment fortheexperienced user.*D*
439 GEMDOS USERS GUIDE, a disk fullof information about GEMDOS. Excellent
value

572 GEM PLUS. This isagreat variant ofNeodesk. Alter desktop icons, design your
own,anddothesame withprogs.

381 dbMAN tutorial. Visicalc style spreadsheet. Disk formatter. Multi-purpose file
print util.Mramdisk.acc.+
882 CHK 2.3 - Disk checker. Desktop Manager v2.1. IBM MODIFIER alters DS Atari

the ones in between. Full docs.

396 MASTERPAINT, Agreat drawing package with some excellent features &it
works in Mon k Col. LITTLEPAINTER

more.

303 Reverse mono display. Fast copier. German Copier 11 sectors and 83 tracks. Hex

850 FONTK1T 3.31 Anexcellent font program. • D*
880 COLOURBURST 3000 v0.2, This program allows you toadd different colours to
pictures from other packages. *CX*
888 ANi-ST, animation system. You draw the initial &final shapes k theST draws

824 PICSWITCH 7change resolution. Hi-Res k Colour emus. BBOOT boot Bdrive.
SWITCHER -2progs inmemory. FSEL 5.5.
517 STE BOOTUP, boot uputility for STE's, gostraight intomedium res.
886 DIY DEMO, Make demos, features titlescreen &scrolling message.
836 BiCLOCK toset time/date. Coder Set printer from desktop. MONOEMU v5.0.
324 ADDRESS LOG, On thisdiskthere's a limited address book &label printer, a
diskcatalogger thatautodiskdirectories etc
747 TURTLE, A HARD diskbackup utility. PROTECT, write protect Hard disk
drives. HDUT1L. DSBMARK test hard disk speeds.
728 HEADSTART VI.1, excellent program thatallows you to autoboot programs,
inc. GEM from an Auto folder. +

729 RECOVER,copy specified sectors ona disk toa named file onanother disk.
BOOTIINFO putany text onscreen atboot up.FSCK vl.l File System Checker
k Repairer.

730 GEMINI Desktop replacement. All English version ofa replacement Desktop
simular to NEODesk.

384 On this disk isa prog called LABEL EXPERT good label maker. Preset formats
forfloppy disks, video, k cassette tapes.
857 DISKMECH powerful disk nnalvser/archiver/ editor with full docs.
884 AMC GDOS, Atari's replacement for GDOS, used thesame. ARC SHELL vl.98.
DISK TOOLBOX v2.t)3. i lYi'ERPORMAT v2.56

584 MOUSE TRICKS, a .ACC thatgives theuserextensive control over mouse
movement k menu. QuickST Speeds screen output.

843 AUTOGEM autoboots any Gem program when booting. XFORMAT2 extended
formatter& VCSpreadsheet.

883 MX-2 v2.3 a multi-tasking &user environment, allowing up to7 concurrent
tasks such ascompiling, printing, etc. *D*
842 DEC edit clone, Disk engineer v3.01 Do almost anything toadisk via GEM

394 PICWORKS, This isa utility for enlarging, reformatting k manipulating pics up
to 3 times normal size. * M *

809 AIM 3.21, An image processing package, plenty ofdocs. *DX *
810 AIM v3.21 disk2.This hascolour images &macros.'DX*
812 AIM v3.21 disk3.Three macro demos, PCB analysis, shading correction k
Abingdon Cross Benchmark.* DX *
540 PUBLIC PAINTER Anexcellent artpackage. German butnothard tomaster. *M*
820 SNOOPY, 25 cartoons with displayer *C*
571 GRAPHS disk. Full ofutilities for printing graphs. TOP CHART.
336 STFONTEDITORS. GEMfontsare used. Includesa font loader that works as a

Desk.ACC. Also a mouse designer.

577 PALART Excellent artprogram with full docs ondisk. Excellent features. *C*
556 VAN GOUGH( Dutch)& STUDI02( 1meg ram), 2colour artpackages.
401 LOW COSTCAD 6.20. PD demo version.

442 ST CAD v2.1, a medium or High resCAD package. Full docs. CALCPLOT,
scientific calculator andfunction plotter.
393 THE ARTIST, Agreat drawing package with all thenormal options. *M*
805 HiRes slide show of 'California Girls'*M*

464 NEOCHROME MASTER, This isa recent upgrade ofNeochrome. Inc. Extra cut
k paste, etc. LOW RES only.

469 JILCAD, a good shareware CAD package. Lots offeatures (2D)Add-ons
available. *XD*

471 FONTS, Calamus PDfonts from USA. Advert, Babyteth, Barnum, Carolina,
Casual, Celtic, Chancery Bold, Chancery +others *D*

disks so that an IBM can read them.+

Characters between asterix's show special requirements:
"M" mMono Res

"D" = Double Sided Disk

"C" » Colour Res

"X" = 1 Meg Ram

PROGRAMMING/LANGUAGE DISKS

COMMUNICATIONS DISKS

574 6800 ASSEMBLER. Assembler. This disk is full of the assembler and it's

364 PACK-ET-TERM v3.3A, a greatradiopackage. YARP split screen RTTY
terminal.

associated files.

702 STOS SOUND FX CREATOR, Create sound effects for STOS games intheformat

MUSIC

875 COMPOSER, music creation, uses ST's soundchip ormidi interface, with drum
kitetc. There isalsoa player program.
370 Digidrumdemo from Microdeal
570 CZSOUNDS, xfer datafrom CZ101 toSTmidi. MASTER, demo sampled music

325 XL1SP vl.7, Experimental object orientated language. Includes masses ofdocs.
360 APascal disk with alarge selection ofprograms and their source codes.
828 STOS RUN, isa utility that enables you torunSTOS programs without STOS.
312, 313 k 314, C LANGUAGE DISKS 1,2 &3 ofElementary C,a setof3 disks of

program toillustrate tothe beginner the use of'C Each prog includes Csource

sound.

371 Digitised music Secret Separation *DX*

550 Digital sound demo, Degas &Neo graphics. Quartet demo, 4 channel
sequencer.*C*
373 Digitised Wind Him UpbySAGA. *DX»
870 SINGING CALIFORN1 AN RA1SONS 4piece group ofsinging raisons
720 - MUSIC WRITER, create music onscreen, Also Sound ChipController.
HIA-BSOUNDTRACKER PLAYER & MODULES. ZOWEE, TIMDEMO, AUSIFOOT,
GRILLED MUS1C1, more*2 Disks!!

536 CASIO CZ SOUNDS k EDITOR, 2Casio CZ series synthesizer editors/librarian
programs.

871 CHANNEL SCOPE, anearly version ofMidi Monitor. HIGH-TECH TRIVIA
vl.2 +

535 ACCOMPANIST 2.3, midi sequencer program. 16 voice 96bpm resolution.
Loads of features.* C *

760 KYLIE M1NOGUE, digitised sound demo with aslide show ofKylie *D*
753 XBIOS Music Construction Kit, a powerful song editor.
754 PERCUSSAMAN isa 4track, 16instrument, digitally svnthesised sequencer.
750 SOUNDTRACKER PLAYER & MODULES. D-DREAD1, D-DREAD2, PAT-MIX,
RVB.DEMO, SPREAD.

767 MICHAEL JACKSON - BAD, digitised sampled sound k great graphics.
466 GHETTOBLASTER, a simple butenjoyable demo designer. LOW RES.
477 MFP, music design package from Yugoslavia. Comprehensive package in
English *DX*

code.

361 A68000 Assembler, selection ofprogs inFORTH-83, ST Logo, ST Basic &OSS
305 CPM EMULATOR, CPM-8 version 2.0, runsat2 megahertz.

around

463 LOFT COMMS DISK. Ideal for thebeginner, some conns progs and very
large helpfile.
APPLICATIONS- SPREADSHEETS,DATABASES ETC
screens.

827 ST SHEET. This isa very good quality spreadsheet. Canbeused asa Desk

308 GEM CLASSES, 1to17taken from Antic magazine. Good tutorial.
334 CCOMPILER, boot uputility, ramdisk, and command line interpreter.

Accessory. *C*.
830 HOME ACCOUNTS vl.O Pullin. 43 different statements in memory. 100
entries perstatement *C* NOT STE.

813 PROGRAMMING EDITORS, 3 editors,CONTEXT v2, PRO-ED and P-EDIT.
Docs.

359 Onthis disk there area large number ofPascal documents, programs &source
codes.

839 Nigel Smith's ST 68000 Ref. guide v2.0 gives a popup guide toAssembly
language.
887 SOZOBON C,Probably thebest PD Ccompiler.

873 B/STAT v 2.01 This is a sophisticated graphing & statistical analysis
Srogram*D*.

iPUS v2.2. This program isaGEM based spreadsheet k charting program

*DX*.

543 WG DATA, database, custom screen layout fordatainput. Comprehensive
docs.

851 The STOS products demo. Covers the language, compiler, Maestro &Sprites 600.
759 SPRITE EDITOR. Create &save your own sprites. Excellent Sprite design
program thathasseveral fast &flexible routines.
440 C TUTORIAL, superb diskmanual thatprovides an excellent intro to C
programming.

474 GNU GDB, source level debugger. SZ ADB, M/C debugger for SOZOBONC.*D*

537 DOUBLE SENTRY, Accounting prog. A fully working accounts package
thatcovers allaspects except VAT.
755 PERSONAL DTB is a database for storingyour names k addresses &
creating labels orpersonalise mail shots.
541 INVENTORY PRO v2.0 is a fully featured stockcontrolsystem. Very
powerful.
432 TCOS databasethat allowsdata to bestructuredin a treearrangement.

433 ZAPCARD, easy to use card type database. Allows upto 1024 cards.
BANKER Simular toLotus 123.
Comprehensive docs.
*"T.Coi

475 MKRSC GEMresource construction util.

476 MODPAS, Pascal Compiler, docs. *D*

DOUBLED UP DISKS FOR DS USERS ONLY

simsimulation plat-platform arc-arcade
BU02FOOTBALL88 Sim

BUtfiPRODARTSsim

BU08 SPECULATOR sim

BU1LMAELSTROM arc

BUM GOLDRUSH plat

BUlSPARABBLLUMplat
BU26 CARRIER ATTACK battleships

BU21IMPULSEarc

BU17MAKEABREAKquiz
BU23 SPACE BLOB plat

BU31 INFERNOboulderdash

BU33CRYSTAL CAVERNS caves adv

BU34 SAFEAS HOUSES board

BU36DOGFIGHTarc

BU41EXODUSarc

BU43THE VILLAGE adv

BU44 EXTERMINATE arc

D907

308& 321

-

D917

309& 319

-

D918

312& 313

-

314& 334

-

D908

317 & 326
332& 343

-

D923

324 & 328

-

D911

D927

338 & 350

-

D929

348& 355

-

D932

352& 353

-

D934

363 & 375
383& 384

-

D913

-

D939

D945

365 & 366
387& 392

829& 830

-

D902

388& 393

-

D948

329& 336

-

D926

346& 347

-

D931

359 & 360

-

D937

BU38BUDGIESCROSSWORDS

369 & 370

-

D940

BU51 SPACE DUEL arc

813 & 819

-

D956

826& 827

-

D901

828& 845

-

D959

832& 833

-

D904

835& 836

-

D960

839& 842

-

D963

BUS BERT THE SQUIRT plat, excellent!

BUM AUTORAMA racing

BU6I DIZZYLIZZY II
BU65 DOUGLAS 2
PROtELECTRONIC BANKSTATEMENT V1.3*D*

BUttiBLACKSCAR MOUNTAIN

Atari ST User August 1991

prog

752 VANTERM 3.71 &3.8 is just about thebestPDCommunications package

306 CPMUTILITIES, to utilisedisk 305.

PRODUCTIVITY DISKS (PRO)£3.95

PROSTHE SPRITESPORTFOLIO Vl.l «D*
PROIO CLASSROOMMATHS
PR012ASTROLOGY
PR017SPLASH- ART PACKAGE FOR340YEAR OLDS

366 UNITERM v2.0a, docs inc. Superb comms package. Tektogem transformer

826 DATABASE I, GEM drivendatabase. Easyto use k learn.Onlinehelp

Pascal.

FULL BUDGIE RANGE STOCKED •

GAMES (BU)£2.95

316 XMODEM, MODEM 7,a multiple file transfer utility, transfer a whole disk
inonego.Plenty ofdocs.

of STOS banks.

PR03 SPRITEMASTER
PR07MUZEXX MAKER 'D*
PROW FUN TIME-3-7 YEARS

D947

200 GULF TORNADO, awesome scrolling shoot 'em up. Blast those Tanks, Missile Launchers
&Migs. Not Public Domain. EXCLUSIVE TOUS.
£2.50

WORDPROCESSING & DESKTOP PUBLISHING

CLIP ART

727ATEX, 6 DISK PACK, Includes TEX thedocument processor k typesetting system.
Comes withit's ownprogramming language, handles graphics k equations
with ease. Comes with 114 fonts in 28 styles.

521
522
523
524

Full documentation ***** 6 DISKS-!!! *"** *DM*

310 Onthis disk there arethree versions ofIncludes template k quick reference files.
835 1ST WORD Wordprocessor. Fully GEM based professional wordprocessor.
831 (SS)841(D5J EASY TEXT vl.2- Fully working DTP demo program. Fully Gem
orientated using the WYSIWYG presentation. 21 page manual ondisk. The only
difference between thisandthefully working version isthatthiswill only print
1/4ofa page ata time.
363 STWRITER ELITE,v3 the latest releaseof STWRITER. It's a superb PD
Wordprocessor withtext files, docs, etc.
877 STFOLDING EDITOR v0.9A Shareware 'folding' text editor which allows
sections, sub-sections k paragraphs tobemade invisible sothestructure ofthe
document can be clear.
GAMES

343 SHERLOCK, Acluedo game Sherlock. ElBozo City, Sci-Fi text adventure.
Around The World In80Days, collect 17souvenirs inorder tosucceed.* M*

Various human figures, different cartoons, Titles +
Sports figures ofhigh quality, July 4thlogos.
Children's whimsical &elaborate fonts k Christmas cardimages.
Food images, Atari ST k Fuji logo etc. Disks, Computers, Robots k other

Checkers, The Original Adventure, Pool &a fun Chess game. *M*

Sci-Fi.

PUZZLE PUZZLE, jigsaw puzzle games from Germany.*M*

&somedifferent Christmas images.
526 American trademarks from the 1920's k 1930's. Somevery atmospheric
images.

SLEUTH, ACLUEDO style whodunnit. LOCATION CRISSLEFRIDGE, You're
Denby &you must dispose ofradiation canisters.
SUPERBREAKOUT, There areover 40 brick types allwith special features.*M*

527 Various borders, tints etc. High artyk cartoons - Picasso tosmall fluffy
732
733
735
738
736
737

LMGSHOW, IMGVIEW show progs, fruit, over20arrows &Access symbol.
Occasional Clips, Various Characters etc,
Herbs &Kitchen parts.
Humorous clips +individual letters A-Z.
More Arrows, Artdeco, Breakfast, cups/glasses &more kitchen parts.
Babies, Boys &girls.
739 MoreGirls, Scrolls &Occasional clips.

have to recover the lost treasure.

RUSH, rush around moving bricks in order tocreate a wayout fortheball.
Game where youheadbuttattacking rats.
DIE ALIEN BLOB, a great shoot 'emup.
TREASURE SEARCH, findthe hidden treasure.^*

STUMPED play international cricket, Control ofteam selection *D*
BALLER, arcade castle k cannons game, *M*
ADVENTURE WRITING SYSTEM

GAMES

544 AYATOLLA, Yourborder is under attack from terrorists.

868 ROBOTZ, Very playable game withexcellent graphics &animation. There are40
levels foryoutocomplete.
847 FRUIT MACHINE simulator.

352 Eamon is an Adventure game writing write your owngames. Comes with 5
games.

856 CHESSNUT, isa 3D chess game. SPOOKS isa great PACMAN clone. BELLUM
INTERNECINUM, Galaxianclone.

Colour.

565 SKIDPAN, Amotor racing game,
529 STOCKMARKET, Wheeling &dealing. GALACTIC WARRIORS, a good shoot
'em-up.
532 ADVENTURE SOLUTIONS 1 - Solutions toover25advs. Crowley Manor,

531 COMPUTER PINBALL, as it sounds. DEVASTATOR, a 3Dgame, k a DARTS
game.
576 TALESPIN.The wolf and the 7 kids. This was intended as a first adventure for

children aged 5-9.
Cribbage, Othello, Yahtzee.
WIZZARD'S LAIR complete textk graphic adventure.
UNDER BERKWOOD Amassive graphic adventure.
MAKE ABREAK, Agreat Trivia game leaning heavily towards Snooker rules.
FLYOVER, a bombing raidgame, reasonably difficulty.
BOXING CHAMP, fight theworlds top10champs,
ESCAPE FORM THE TOMB OFRA, collect jewels toprolong your life, find the
secret passsages, andifyoucan, getoutalive.
410 MUTANT, Areactor ina nuclear powered mine goes outofcontrol. You must
gettotheendcavern anddestroy it,
413 MARS MAZE, good platform game. Work your way upthrough thelevels, get
thefuelpodbefore yourrime runsout.
419 CHESS, a very good implementation.

518
519
780
781
403
405
409

Amazon, Zork 3A, 2B& 3,Enchant, + others.

354 Diamond Miner isa multi-screen game with a built ingames editor. Snafu &a
card game called Skat.* M*
855 EXPLODE is a fairly original gamewhere you haveto outwitthecomputer.
BALLZONE isan Arcanoid clone controlled by themouse. JITTERBUG, You
rescue aliens from a 'dying' spaceship.
528 FLOYD THE DROID, an ultrafastshoot 'em-up. Sampled sound is a real
blast.

530 AIR WARRIOR, a Flight Simulator, witha choice of warplanes, accurate
details, fly'solo'.Full documentation.
705 HARRIS WENT SKIING, You have to getHarris across a busy road tobuy
Skis.

710 VIRUS Save theCPU from a virusouttodestroy it.
402 JITTERBUGThe shipcontains rare alien lifeforms which youhave tocatch.
406 TRACKER, destroy theenemy tracker base.
407 OVERLANDER - shoot'em up whereyou flyinand destroytheenemybase.
408 CHANCE, Defeat theArchons. You haveto flythrough theirdefence system
anddestroy themothership.
414 STEEL, a good scrolling shoot 'emup where youcan blast everything insight.

421 COMPANY, business simulation.

422 MOTORBIKE, drive your bike around andBLACKJACK.
423 TARK, greattextadventure. You areTark, priestess oftheFirstChurch, in her

battle against theDemon oftheDark Desire. Dk Dtype.
467 BATTLE FOR THE THRONE, a role playing adv.
418 THE NAME GAME, based upon theSun puzzle.

OTHER ITEMS;
QUICKSHOT MAVERICK 1 arcade style joystick (my boys think they're great) 24ft cables,
player 1/player 2selector Special price £13.99
EASY TEXT PLUS commercial version

£18.50

INTRODUCING ATARI ST MACHINE CODE book with disk (+2 free PD disks)

£20.00

10-£4.99

GENERAL
588 STEVE'S COMPACTED DEMO NO.2 • Megabang, Robomix, &
Magiceys. *D*
589 STEVE'S COMPACTED DEMO DISK NO,3 - Micromix, Stingray &
Ballit. *D*
569 SLATATANIC CULT, Demo I &II*D"
358 GFA BASIC 1,A run-time version ofGFA Basic is included withplenty
ofsamples.
549 POOLS predictor, that includes a data
462 AUTOROUTE DEMO, Demo version ishighly useable, covers thesouth
ofEngland.
465 POOLWISE V3.5, Sophisticated pools predictor. MED RES.
586 LIFE'S A BITCH, demo*D*
435 NEWGEN V4: verygood Genealogy prog. Can printfamily trees etc.
437 BUSINESS LETTERS, 100 business style letters. SPREADSHEET, visicalc
done.

25-£10.99

50-£19.99

807 SKY MAP, willdisplay over1500 ofthebrightest stars.
356 FAST BASIC 1, A selection of FB progs. There's an address database,
&others.
575 CONSTELLATIONS, anAstronomers disk*M*.
701 PLANETARIUM, look at planet &getstatistics onthem.
357 FAST BASIC 2, A selection of FastBasic progs. FILECOST.ACC, use
withFastcomm, &more
802 THE PLANETS, A slideshow around the planets withplenty of pics,
fads &figures.*D*
832 STTOUR, Guided tourofyourST in tutorial form.
833 YOUR SECOND ATARI MANUAL • A text file ofthebook. Amustfor
allSTusers.
593TRANSYLVANIA DEMO byTLB »D*
594 SOUND CONNEXIONS DEMO *D*
595 THE NEW YEAR DEMO, byTCB. *D*
567 DELERIOUSDEMO II, * D«

587 STEVE'S COMPACTED DEMO DISK NO.l - BatDemo, Micromix II,
FujiBonk,»D*
889 Vims killer, a mono res' emulator, Art utilities, OIDS demok a Space
Invaders game.
821 POV6, Space acedemo,Starwars Rap, Bouncing ball+others. *DS*

568 THE DEFINITIVE DEMO, byTLB *D>
EDUCATIONAL
872 KIDGRAPH, KIDMUSIC, KIDPIANO KIDPOTATO forchildren from
2-5years*C*
559 KIDPUBL1SHER, Kidsong. Numeric goround,Braille.

DOUBLED UP DISKS - Although every disk listed will work with Doubled Sided disk drives, Double Sided disk users can save
even more money bybuying, where available, Doubled UpDisks - 2 single sided disks combined onto one double sided disk for
greater value for money. Just quote the 'D'No and enclose the appropriate payment.
PRICING
6-10disk £1.25each,

NAPOLEON, conquer europe. *M*

EMPIRE BUILDER property development simulation. LOST TREASURE, you

animals.

764 YAHTZY, Anextremely popular game.
799 BOMB OUT BROTHERS, Compilation diskNo.l. MAD MOLE, great version
of the Boulderdash, LASER RACE, defeat enemy lasercarsin thearena..
ALIEN BLOCKADE, based upon thearcade game QIX
548 ENGLAND TEAM MANAGER. Football teammanagement. MILEGAME isa
cardgame.
563 DARKNESS ISFOREVER, adventure fullgraphics in Mono or textonly in

1-5 disks £1.49 each

Megaroids(Mono) Pool.
ADDICTION, a great version ofthecard game patience, great graphics (not
STE).

525 Faces k Eyes, concentrating upon expressions, Horses, Building plan symbols

340 ARKANOID CONSTRUCTION Kit.'DX*

BULK DISKS-DS/DD 135 tpi fully certified

Arcade games including Warzone, Daleks, Haunted House &Mousemess.
The games on this disk are Battleships, Checkers, Maze(.ACC),

11 disks and over 90p EACH

1STSERVE TENNIS,tennissimulation

TUNNEL VISION, Agreat mazegame
BERMUDA RACE 2,Thechallenge istosailto Bermuda.

INVASION, advsetona huge spaceship. Over 100 locations tobeexplored &
puzzles tosolve. CRICKET, text simulation,
LEAGUE SOCCER, Play the fullleague programme week by week. Full
control overplayer selection.
HACK 1,a Dungeons k Dragons text adventure with graphic maps.
TOP OFTHE POP, Climb uptheTop 50
MINEFIELD k MISSILE twoarcade games *M*
SKULDUGGERY, Mono/Colour, Guide a cavemite around caverns collecting
diamonds. 100levels. BLASTER defender clone.

SPACEWAR isagood arcade game. FIRESTORM, uses the mouse. AZARIAN
shoot 'emup,beat theinvading Thraxx
SOLITAIRE with3Dgraphics. MACPAN is a Pacman clone.Galaxy k
Sprengmeister arestrategy games *M*
ATOMS is a mentally challenging game for 2-4players. KILLERCHESS.
AMMOTRACK's a race k blast'em game.
PACMAN, TRIVIA QUIZ, YAHTZEE

SCANNER acheckers game, SPACEWAR, 2space ships battle itout
SHIPWRECK, educational maths withgraphics.
A DUDLEY DILEMMA, ADV. game. You guide a studentat Harvard
University,
NAVAL BATTLE, Battleships
CENTAURI, a Horizontal scrolling shoot'emup.
CHESS,MONOPOLYBACKGAMMON

GRAND PRIX, good fast racing game
WHEEL OFFORTUNE, quiz based upon theTV programme.
HEDGEHOG, Frogger clone.
KEY TOATLANTIS, Goaround collecting various treasures to prolong
your life.

PD DISK CATALOG
ONLY60P OR FREE WITH ALL
ORDERS OVER£5
424 DOT2DOT, join the dots to make pics. KIDCOLOUR, for young
children. KIDSHAPE.

425 MIX'N MATCH, anexcellent game where youmustpick twomatching
cards.

426 THE BODY SHOP, a great prog idealfor any age group, locate bones
and organs.
427 SOLAR SYSTEM GEOGRAPHY, loads ofdataonthesolarsystem.
428 GEOGRAPHY TUTOR, a great shareware package, full ofallsorts ofinfo.
429 ZOOMAKER, a gamewith a difference, vou are asked questions and
thecomputer tries toguess theanimal.
704 WORLD MAP GAME Locate places around theWorld.
825 Spelling madeeasy
341 BARNYARD pairanimals frommemory. Smoothtalk demo.*C*
564 CHUNNEL, AFrench toEnglish &vice-versa tutorial game, *C*
538 TYPING TUTOR (1).

744 PERFECT MATCH, Try and match cards 2 at a time. Questions k
answers.

539 TYPING TUTOR (2} Averygood full documentation.
557SPELLING MADE EASY, Thecomputer speakstheword,you thentype
in thecorrect spelling. Words included.
558 MATHS MADE EASY, Another greatprogwithspeech synthesis.
430 ME FIRST, a prog where thepicshave tobeputin thecorrect order.
431 COLOURING BOOK, Superb progfor youngusers.Drawpics & then
colour them in.

NO GIMMICKS!! JUST HONEST PRICES
Telephone your order NOW orany time, order line open 24 hours a day, seven days aweek to

DOUBLED UP DISKS
1-5 disks £1.95each

6-10 disks £1.70each

11disks and over £1.50EACH!

Payment byAccess/Visa/Mastercard/cheques/POs.
Prices inclusive ofpost, packing and VAT. International orders welcome +10% oftotal,
AirMail 50p per diskupto10 disks then plus 20p per disk11 &over.

03548 590
just quote the following; credit card Name, initials and address, and the numbers of the disks that you remdrc.
or post to:
COMPUTER CONNECTIONS, ASHLAW HOUSE EUXIMOOR DROVE,
CHRISTCHURCH, WISBECH, CAMBRIDGESHIRE. PE14 9LS
August 1991 Atari ST User

MT Software
PUBLIC DOMAIN,
LICENCEWARE,

MT SOFTWARE

Greens Ward House, ajr^s

« 0983 - 756056a

The Broadway,
Totland, LOW.

SHAREWARE FOR
ATARI ST/STE

MattorCanJ

9am - 6pm Mon - Sat (24hr)

P039 OBX

VISA

RING OR WRITE FOR OUR FREE CATALOGUE

ADVENTURE GAMES - VOL 1 (5 DISKS)

ADVENTURE GAMES - VOL 2 (5 DISKS)

VSIR RAMIC HOBBS AND THE HIGH LEVEL GORILLA: a

"£i FAST LANE: In this excellent game you attempt, against much adversity, to

comedy theme adventure featuring the antics of Sir Ramie the knight. You play Sir
Ramie and along with your faithful companion, the wizard Prang, you have to
rescue a beautiful princess from the fiendish villains evil grasp. An American comic

trials and tribulations to accumulate the 200 points available in this 39 location

view of our historical past with a delightfully BRITISH sense of humour!

iVQUEST FOR THE HOLY GRAIL: Azany, madcap adventure which is
loosely based upon the film 'Monty Python and the Holy Grail'; a must for Python
fans. Whilstwalking in the fog you are suddenly transported to medieval England it is 926AD the time of KingArthur. You must find the Holy Grail noble Knight!!

iVUNDERGROUND ADVENTURE: Written by Mark Welch. Afuturistic
adventure set in the year 2093. It is rumoured that there was once an

underground complex of caves and tunnels where the elite few hid during the
recent atomic cataclysm. No trace has ever been found of these hidden

politicians and millionaires. Your adventure starts at the bottom of a deep pit. This
is the first of 68 locations and all is in darkness. You can just about make out the
position of an old flashlight and the outline of what appears to be a short metal
bar. Good luck, you will need it!

A THE PYRAMID OF MUNA: You have been studying the Myan Pyramids
and have come across information that leads you to believe that there are other,
much older ruins in that area that may predate Myan civilisation. You have in your
possession an artifact that was found in the Myan pyramids. It is a 6 pointed star
with precious gems embedded in it. Writings in the pyramids seem to indicate
that this star may be the key to unlocking the secret of the older ruins. Today is
the day that you have arranged to visit the site of these older ruins. Are you ready
to explore the 65 challenging levels that follow?

-& SON OF STAGEFRIGHT: You playthe part of an actor or actress who is
trying to get out of an old abandoned theatre. This is an adventure in 3 'acts'

where each act has a different theme and a different challenge.

locate, enter and win a Classic Car Show. You must overcome obstructive family
members, odd creatures, criminals and the law as well as a host of other assorted
adventure. A very well done game with an unusual theme.

if GHOST TOWN: This is a fairly large 88 location adventure written by E.L.
Cheney. You are a prospector searching for gold and adventure. Another old
prospector has told you a story of a fabulous mine and an even richer old ghost
town nearby. Whilst the town is supposedly deserted there have been rumours of

strange noises, gunfires and terrifying screams coming from the place. You have
walked long and hard for days only to find yourself lost in a trackless prairie with
nothing but your wits to save your life.

•ft CRUSADE ADVENTURE: You assume the role of Godfrey de Goodhead, a
bold but impoverished Knight. King Frederick III has called upon you to rescue his
only daughter, the beautiful Princess Ann from the dungeons of baron Von Evil's
castle.

ik STAR PORTAL: By Michael Detlefsen this isa sciencefiction adventurebased
on the story entitled 'Ticket to Anywhere' in which you journey to the stars. You
must search the martian deserts and commence your quest through this 177
location adventure.

>V ODIEUSS QUEST FOR THE MAGIC FLINGSHOT: You are Odieus,
son of Odielle of the Ancient Winwood family. Coming from a line of sorcerers
and enchantresses, you naturally undertake the preservation of your ancestral

traditions. Your arch enemy Blackwing has taken your Magic Flingshot, used for
flinging magic spells, can you get it back?

SHOOT EM UPS - VOL 1 (5 DISKS)

SHOOT-EM-UPS - VOL 2 (5 DISKS)

"£{ TRACKER: Drive your tracker through hostile environments and destroy the
enemy tracker base. Joystick required.

Ht OVERLANDER: Another classic shoot-em-up. Can you fly overland and destroy

> CAVERNS OF NERAK: Forced to land on the planet Nerak you must leave
your ship and explore the caverns on your gravity sledge in the hope of finding
Energy Pods. These are your only chance of replacing the ships depleted power

the enemy base. Watch for ground fire and electrical generation. Joystick required.

l3r CHANCE: The Archons have taken over the nearest space platform to earth.
From here they intend to build a large strike force and take over our world. Can
you fly through their defence system and wipe out the mothership? But beware as
the platform is unstable! Joystick required.

supply and escaping from the planet. The Neraks have other ideas though.

•& KEY TO ATLANTIS: Excellent scrolling shoot-em-up. Collect as much
treasure as you can (keys, goblets, necklaces, chests) as these will prolong life.
Beware of the bubbles and watch those clams! Joystick required.

> ESCAPE FROM THE TOMB OF RA: Howdid you get in, how can you

-VHAUNTED MONASTERY: Only you, a lone monk, can find the treasure

get out? Collect jewels to prolong life, seek out the secret passages but, above all
get out alive, if you can! Joystick required.

"&WIZARD: It was a mistake to take a short cut home through the wizards

"Cr MUTANT: The reactor in the worlds first nuclear powered mine has gone out
of control. The workers have received high doses of radiation making them
mutate. Only one person can get to the end cavern and destroy It; will it be
you?? Joystick required.

1 PACK
ONLY £9.99

vault. You must fight the ghostly guardians but remember, all is not what it seems!!
domain. Now you must face his wrath and see if you can survive.

"& DROID: You are lost in the AJax factory. Guide Droid upward through the levels
and destroy all the evil chemicals that are being developed.

2 PACKS
ONLY £14.99

3 PACKS
ONLY £19.99

WHY NOT LEARN TO PROGRAM

THE CATALOGUE

AND WRITE YOUR OWN GAMES ..

BLANK DISKS

INTRODUCING ATARI 5T MACHINE CODE

A complete assembly language programming
environment for the beginner and intermediate ST
Programmer. Learn assembler the easy way, stepby-step!
BOOK COMPLETEWITH DISK!only £19.99
(over 400 pages)
The comprehensive book introduces the reader
via many assembly language examples how to
program the ST. No knowledge of assembler is
assumed. All examples in book are held on disk
and can be assembled using the supplied text
editor and assembler. The disk also contains a

complete resource construction list for producing
dialog boxes, pop down menus etc. Learn to
program like the professionals! Registers,
GEMDOS, XBIOS, GRAPHICS, DROP DOWN MENUS,
DIALOG BOXES, WINDOWS and much, much more,
C PROGRAMMING PACK

Complete package for anybody learning 'C.
Comprises Sozobon C (fully configured and ready
to use on 2 disks), a tutorial disk and 3 disks full
of 'graded' programs for you to compile and
experiment with £16 .99 (6 DISKS)
STOS PROGRAMMING PACK

Complete package for all you STOS enthusiasts.
Comprises STOS TUTORIAL providing valuable
information on all the main commands. STOS

TRACKER manipulate and play tracker files. STOS
SHOOT-EM-UP BUILDER KIT to produce fast shootem-up games quickly and easily and 3 disks full of
STOS programs £11.99 (6 DISKS)
EASY TEXT PLUS

A fully featured desktop publishing package that
produces stunning results on 9 pin, 24 pin and
laser printers. Only £19.99. Ring for details.
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ALL 4 PACKS
ONLY £24.99

H

AMAZING OFFERS ON BLANK DISKS AND ACCESSORIES

Highest quality double sided disks In protective wallets and
complete with labels. 100% error free performance guaranteed.

£4.99
£11.99
£11,99

10DISKS
10 DISKS + 100 CAP LOCKABLE BOX...
25 DISKS
25 DISKS + 100 CAP LOCKABLE BOX...
50 DISKS
50 DISKS + 100 CAP LOCKABLE BOX...

100 DISKS + 100 CAP LOCKABLE BOX.
DISK LABELS

50 Coloured labels
100 Coloured labels
1000 Coloured labels

£1.50
£2.50
£13.50

100 Tractor Fed labels

£3.00

200 Tractor Fed labels

£5.00

1000 Tractor Fed labels..£17.00

Disk & Virus Utilities

Arcade Games

Education

Astrolosy

Electronics

Astronomy

Film Information
Football

£29.99

Genealogy

£4.99
£3.99

MTS SPECIAL

Normally £27.97

Data Protection

Adventure Games

Bulletin Board

25 Blank Disks - 100 Cap Box
ST/STE Dust Cover,
Mouse Mat.

sorts of subjects

Accountins

Budgie UK Disks

ACCESSORIES
ST/STE Dust Cover
Mouse Mat

ONLY CM

hundreds of disks on all

£18.99
£22.99
£42.99
£47.99

100 DISKS

Our printed catalogue details

Systems

Operating Systems

Chemistry

Speech Synthesis

Clip Art

Spreadsheets

Cookery

Satellites

Databases

Typing Tutors

Desk Accessories

Word Processors

Plus much, much more
Order your FREE
Catalogue NOW

•

In addition to their excellent

shareware

music

package,

Sphinx Software have com
piled a full catalogue of their
latest stuff. This includes most

great prices too.

Alex Simmons delves deep into
his vast PD cache and brings

Buzzbox
Computing
have
another Buzzbox disk out, and

out some real treasures

of the best PD software avail

able at the moment, and at

their latest product is packed
with utilities including archive
programs and disk formatters
as well as other useful appli
cations.

•

A new disk-based magazine

has been created.

It's

called

STEN (ST Enthusiasts News
letter) and is aimed at ST
freaks everywhere. The disk
attempts

to

cover

•

ntXMJt

the;

Learn Tfrhe

IJocfM

Parts o f

Build
Quit

trie

to

:..>KJjl

trie Bocfej

BoOn

DesKtDC

most

aspects of the ST scene and
also includes a postal trivia
game. Every 12 days you will
play a different team in a bat
tle of trivia questions.
Simply send an sae to STEN
at the following address: 14
School
Road,
Morningside,
Newmains, Lanarkshire.
More and more PD libraries

are

wt&io. zJk

slotting their catalogues

onto disk and now Jennix have

followed suit with their latest

catalogue featuring over 350
products. They are also slash
ing the prices of their disks to
make their products more

Floppyshop educational
From the Floppyshop PD library comes a
fun educational program for young ST
users. The disk is comprised of three easy
games, the first of which is The
Bodyshop.
Featuring full-colour graphics, The
Bodyshop is a step-by-step guide to nam
ing the bones and the major organs of the
human body and includes both common
and medical names for the various parts.
The second game is a simple memory

test but is accompanied by a rough rendi
tion of the farm favourite, "Old MacDon-

ald". Obviously, this is set on a farm, and
the idea is to match up pairs of animals
that are hiding behind the stable doors.
The last program, Worldrsk, is a
detailed look at how our planet is at risk
today, carefully explaining what the
greenhouse effect is and how it came
about, among other global problems. Ask
for disk number EDU 28.

competitive. For example, Jeff
Minter's

excellent

Llamatron

can be bought from them for
around £1.50, whereas other
suppliers are charging up to
£2.50!

• Goodman Enterprises have a

new catalogue out this month,
and details of new products
like the fascinating Death of a
President can be yours by sim
ply writing to them at the
address on page 62.

Magniwriter
At last, a wordprocessor for the short
sighted! Magniwriter is a version of the
ever-popular ST Writer but with one
major difference the characters
onscreen are over an inch high!
Anyone who has used the standard
ST Writer will find that they can quickly
come to terms with Magniwriter's control
system, although sadly, the disk doesn't
include either a word counter or a spell

~)

M FIG HI WRITER™
1988 B.N. &

rjREOTE EOOD
JjELETE

ST
Atari

0UIT

j^RIHT

£DIT

IjECEIUE 85G

rORMOT
INDEX

J3GUE
mOHSF

Color

checking device. Magniwriter was sup
plied by The South West Software
Library and is on disk number 1362.
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Crosswords
, llcrassl Ultra-Hadern (ID!
I B«3itient'5 flags (7]
I Staple food (SI
II lad a mil (SI

11 Till part af church (71

PONTOON
R

D

12 Hritfl dawn (II

13 Distilled liquor (II
II Snail eanpartnent (71
13 Heaulrenents (SI

Foard

71 Thrust farnard (SI

... aerns (III

1 Piece af afflca furniture (1,7)
3 ftunble in starn (7)

I Flaht bach (II

i

! (ind af snerd (SI
5 likerau recruit (II)

IIS

6 Frozen (dl
7 nnnauncenent af aaads far sale (II

13Fulls - tharaughly (II
Id Betters (73
IS If the «ind (II

- Click an flunber -

17 Transparent (SI

WH bs I [IF««rd I 8.6-ath HUH mi

1?Tabesdan (4)

Crossword not only includes the puzzle

the correct colours in a line as well as the

game included in the title, but also has a
Pontoon program and another called

order they are in. A rather simple idea but

Colour Brain. There are a number of cross

words to attempt, each with normal and
cryptic clues to help you along.
Colour Brain is a computer version of
the ancient board-game, Mastermind, in
which you have so many turns to identify

worth playing all the same.

Finally, Pontoon is a nifty pixelised adap
tation of the easy-to-play card game. The
cards have been well drawn, and are

instantly recognisable and very colourful.
This one is available from Goodman Enter

prises and is on disk number GD1110.

In

Sphinx Software music
This is the latest and probably the
most comprehensive shareware
music package available at the
moment.

The

massive

set

comes

seven

on

disks,

a

and

contains

,;k
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oooo

utilities you could ever want.
1

i

oo

,

includes demos and all the sound
Disk

oo

| 0 1

this

1990s version the cities

have

gone to make room for a single tank and a
lone radar base. If your radar base is
destroyed, it's game over, but if you sus
tain a tank hit you can still carry on, albeit
with minor drawbacks. Being mouse-con
trolled it's easy to get to grips with, and a
fast, responsive control system makes it
infinitely playable.
With numerous levels to keep you awake
until the small hours, Missile Alert promises
to keep you coming back for more. The
game can be obtained from Goodman
Enterprises, and is on disk GBU66.

' • .
V

oooa

Another old but excellent game is Missile
Command, and now a revamp of the coinop classic is brought to you by Goodman
Enterprises. If you can cast your mind
back to when the original was released,
you'll remember that the basic idea was to
destroy the incoming shells and stop them
from hitting your cities.

' .

Noisetracker

version 1.5. Being the latest ver
sion in the Noisetracker series it

BLOCK

HOT

DEFINED

OOOHBDF.

•

•

features improvements like a
--00000
oeooo ooeeo - ^-jMCli
built-in sample editor.
imrTUi BGaiiiii c
' • • • 1 • • •••
t, . • •] ;
•STTIIX3 -- •. The Accompanist, on disk 2, is m
Henry Cosh's excellent share
ware Midi sequencer and on disk three is the well known TCB Tracker demo.

The fourth disk has Audio Sculpture - a classic sound tracker with excellent STE facili
ties. Unfortunately, the Save option has been disabled, and the program is not compatible
with TOS 1.4 or 1.62.

Disks 5 and 6 are music modules, and the last disk is a series of digitised musical
instruments. The package is available from Sphinx Software.

WHO'S WHO
Special thanks to the following PD
libraries:

Goodman Enterprises
16 Conrad Close, Meir Hay Est.,
Longton, Stoke-on-Trent ST3 1SW.
Tel: 0782 335650.

Sphinx Software
Erw
Fynydd,
Carmel,

Llanelli,

Dyfed SA14 7SG.

Trust PD
cranny of a three dimensional house
and its garden.
Me First V2 is a selection of 24

TRuST PD's latest educational program is
aimed at the lower end of the ST market.

Consisting of three different programs, disk
EDU.29 is a simple point and click series
of animated adventures and brain teasers.

The first is entitled About the House, and

by using the mouse to move the "butterfly"
cursor you can explore every nook and
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sets of picture which, if laid out in
the correct formation, tell a story.
For instance, you will be given four
pictures of someone repairing a
tyre, but in the wrong order. You
must then select the correct line-up. The
computer helps if necessary.
The last program is Butterfly in the Park.
Like About the House, this demo gives you
a view of what is happening in an imagi
nary park. Aimed at 2 to 4-year-olds this
product is a simple but excellent disk. Ask
for disk number EDU 29.

TRuST PD

18 The Park, Southowram, Halifax
HX3 9QY. Tel: 0422 341606.

The South West Software Library
PO Box 562, Wimborne, Dorset
BH21 2Y.

Floppyshop
45 Provost Graham Avenue, Hazlehead, Aberdeen AB1 8HB.
Tel: 0224 312756.
Caledonia PDL

250 Oldtown Road, Hilton, Inver
ness IV2 4PT. Tel: 0463 225736.

Jennix PD

66 Abbey Road, Strood, Kent ME2
3QB-

Cambridge

WARPZONE P.D.L.
PUBLIC

DOMAIN

SHAREWARE

FOR

SOFTWARE
THE

ST

&

a

STE

Business
Software

E

We aim to give you the most PD. for your moneyl
*« Not less than 2 5 0 - 3 0 0 k per S/S disk «»
•• Not less than 5 0 0 - 6 0 0 k per D/S disk »»
A

SMALL

SELECTION

FROM

OUR

ATARI ST SOFTWARE

LIBRARY

a '/'in prefix indicates D/S a '-' indicates S/S

The Jungle demo,colour & sound to show
off your STE + a fix for the med.res. bug.

STE/1
STE/3

SLIME

7\ GENGEN-5

I

MID/1

BALLS

+

AN-COOL

DEMO'S

two

to show I great colours & stereo sound.
ST Tour, the perfect disk for beginners....
Adventure freak ?, fine write your own
PSS Special, over 700k (165 files) of
progs for Yamaha PSS series keyboards.

MID/14 Name

That Tune with 101 midi tracks.

System 3 (Inv/Stock)
System 3 Extended

£39.95
£59.95

Sage Cash Trader
Wages ST

£79.95
£89.00

Personal Accounts Plus

£26.90

Personal Finance Manager Plus

£29.95

£fl UTY-10 Gemini replacement Desltop + utilities.

% UTY/21 Sticker,Best ever disk I abeller, 1 00 + icons
7/ UTY-22 Label Expert + 10 more progs for printer.
// UTY-23 Hard Drive Backup + Desktop environment*

7, M B- 3

Virus atidote,Archiver,Textedit + 9 more.
7, MB- 1 0 B -Boot.Diskmech.S T-lnit + 1 0 more.

^ GAM/3

Adimens Plus

S/S

1-9

disks

£1.25

10+£1.

D/S

1-9

disks

£1.75

1 0 + £ 1 .

10 0

NEW

DISKS

THIS

00 inc.postage
50 inc.postage
MONTH

Send SAE.for new catalogue or El 0 0 + S A E
for: Intro-Disk ( C a t a I o g u e * 7 0 0k of r^^g>
r og s .)

WARPZONE P.D.L.

53 ROPEWALK, RIVER St.

St. JUDES, BRISTOL BS2 9EG
QMMMMHnvMimH.• / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / S / / / S / / / / / / / / / / / / /

'THE ATARI ST DEMO SPECIALIST'
D.W. Stables, Unit 1, Johnson's ShoppingCentre, 29/31 Bond Street,
Blackpool FY41BQ Tel. 0253 404550 Fax. 0253 406053 •
If you would like to acquire a collection of fantastic graphics, animation and music disks at low
cost, you can do so by entering the fascinating world of demos! I should know... I have one of the
most comprehensive Atari PD Demo Libraries in the United Kingdom.

Just run one or more of the following megademos and you will see what I mean (each one is
an absolute classic... ask any serious collector!)...

£99.00

Data Manager Professional
Superbase Personal 2 (V3.02)
Super Base Professional (V3.02)
Dlgita DGBase
Prodata

£29.95
£69.95
£175.00
£39.95
£59.95

DESKTOP PUBLISHING
Timeworks DTP

£69.95

DTP Clip Art Pack

£19.95

PageStream v1.82 TT (UK)

£124.95

Fleet Street Publisher v3

£159.00
£250.00

Calamus

COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
DynaCADD
PC Board Designer

£747.50
£135.00

BeckerCAD

£99.00

Megapaint II
Megapaint II Professional

£79.95
£209.00

GFA Draft Plus V3.13

£79.95

CAD 3D V1.0

£18.95

CAD 3D v2 (Cyber Studio)
Cyber Control
Cyber Paint V2
Cyber Sculpt
Cyber Texture
Architectural Design Disc
Easy Draw 2

£39.95
£32.95
£39.95
£59.95
£39.95
£17.00
£39.95

Supercharged Easy Draw 2

£59.95

MUSIC
C-LAB Creator v3

£275.00

C-LAB Notatorv3

£459.00

Creator/Notator Upgrade
C-LAB Notator Alpha

£239.00
£179.95

MD2

MD 3

THE CUDDLY DEMOS. D/S (not STE). Sensational joystick driven menu. Many screens and

MD 4

WHATTAHECK DEMOS. D/S. (not STE). 13 incredible screens including the famous 'Acid

'shoot em up' to get all the demos!

MD 24

FISH AND CHIPS. D/S. Anabsolutely brilliantdemo withveryfunny menu screen!

S2
S 11

PREDATOR. D/S. Superb animated scenes with soundtrack and narrative text.
SLAYTANIC CULT 7. D/S. 8 original Soundtracker tunes, each with individual 'horror'
picture!
V8 MUSIC SYSTEM 2 DEMO. S/S. Another for the music lover, but this one has 250
pieces of music!
STAR TREK. D/S. MEG Animated scenes with music and effects... plus a slideshow. One

S 14
S 16

of the best Star Trek demos.

6-10 disks £2.25 each.

£52.00

£69.95

FTL Toolkit

£49.95

GFA Basic Interpreter v3.5
GFA Basic Compiler v3.5
Nevada Cobol (with C/PM)
MPE Forth 83 (GEM)

£45.00
£24.95
£42.00
£44.00

Minix V1.5

£139.00

SPREADSHEETS
K-Spread 3
K-Spread 4
K-Spread 4T

£67.95
£89.00
£129.00

Logistlxv1.2
Hyperchart by Atari

£79.95
£95.00

LDW Power Spreadsheet
Digcalc

£99.00
£29.95

WORD PROCESSORS
Thats Write
Write On

£85.00
£45.00

GST First Word Plus v3.2 TT
Protext v5

£57.95
£109.00

Protext V4.2

£69.95

WordPerfect v4.1

£179.95

Timeworks Wordwriter
Wordflair

£39.95
£65.00

MISCELLANEOUS
MT AT Speed C16 PC Emulator

£229.00

PC Speed
Neodesk v3 (UK)

£99.00
£29.95

G + Plus
Deluxe Paint

£29.95
£59.95

Hyperpaint v2
Hyperdraw

£29.95
£29.95

Degas EHte

£19.95

Cubeat

£239.00

Mailshot Plus

£459.00

SLM 804 Epson Emulator

£24.90

£37.95

FM Melody Maker

£57.95

No surcharges on European orders!
Many other titles In stock.

Phone 0763 262582 NOW!

-<# PROGATE HARD DRIVES

^V^

FAST, HIGH-SPEC, HARD DRIVES FOR ALL STs

• FAST ACCESS TIME • EXTERNAL DEVICE NO. SWITCH •
• DMA THROUGH PORT • UP TO 12 PARTITIONS • AUTO

BOOT/PARK • EXCELLENT GRAPHICS-BASED SOFTWARE •
• 12 MONTH INSTANT REPLACEMENT WARRANTY •
Progate 20Mb
E345.00

OTHER CONFIGURATIONS

A VAILABLE, INCLUDING
REMO VABLE44SAND
TAPE STREAMERS —
PHONE FOR DETAILS.

Progate
Progate
Progate
Progate
Progate

30Mb
40Mb
60Mb
80Mb
160Mb DC

£379.00
£399.00
£490.00
£580.00
£1229.00

24-HOUR ORDER LINE (0763) 263127
All price* include VAT * delivery. Make cheque* payable to Cambridge Busine** Software

Many, many more first class demos including the FULL RANGE of the great 'PERSISTENCE OF
VISION' packed Demo and Soundtracker disks. FREE Demos, Utilities and Games catalogue with
your first order (or send LARGE self addressed envelope with 50p stamps attached for same).
1-5 disks £2.50 each.

FTL Modula 2

FTL Modula 2 Developer

Cubase

Pack' man to locate the demos. But be warned... it's complex but brilliant!

MD22

£59.95

£42.00

£24.90
£39.95
£29.95
£34.95

overscan menu screen and superb demos!

MD 21

£39.95

Hisoft Basic

Hisoft Nevada Cobol (With CP/M)

Knife ST

LIFE'S A BITCH. S/S. Some great effects by the Lost Boys & friends.
EUROPEAN DEMOS. D/S. 2 DISKS. The Overlanders' brilliant megademo featuring huge

SKID ROW. D/S. MEG. 2 DISKS. Find your way around the 'Dungeon' style maze to
uncover the many demos!
DARK SIDE OFTHE SPOON ('The ULM Megademo'). D/S. An incredible megademo which
pushes your STto its limits. Very bigoverscan menu screen with8 directionalscrolling!
YO DEMO. D/S. The Black Cats megademo with a difference... you have to play a super

£89.95
£49.95
£45.00
£119.00

Harlekln
Turbo ST V1.8

SO WATT DEMOS. D/S. Extremely impressive screens byCarebears &friends.
THE DEFINITIVE DEMO. D/S or S/S. Very polishedscreens bythe Lost Boys.

MD18

£115.00

£59.95

hours of 'state of the art' entertainment.

GALTAN 6. D/S. Guidea spacecraft to discover the manydemos!
OVERDRIVE DEMO. D/S. 'Phalanx' presents a top class demo in which you controla 'Jet-

Hisoft Lattice Cv5

Hisofl High Speed Pascal
Hisoft C. Interpreter
Hisoft Devpac V2.22
Hisoft Devpac TT

£89.00

Burn' demo.

MD 14
MD 17

£42.00
£75.00
£75.00
£75.00
£55.95

C-LAB Aura

Mad Max tunes!

MD 5
MD 8
MD10
MD 13

£89.00

Mark Williams C Source Debug
Prospero C
Prospero Fortran
Prospero Pascal
Prospero Toolkit

C-LAB Midia

C-LAB v.3 upgrade

THE UNION DEMO. D/S or S/S. The sensation of Summer '89; first ever multi-screenST
demo. Contains 900K compressed data!
THEBIG. DEMO. S/S. 'Best in the Galaxy' demo, and one for the music lovers... loads of

Mark Williams C v3

Hisoft Power Bask:

DATABASES

N i g h t c r a w Ier+ 5 a d v./s r at e dge y games.

7, GAM
C I o w n s + Ro cket C o mmand. 8 - bit clones
7, GAM - 8 Air Warrior,Best PD.Flight Sim.with manual

MD 1

£69.95
£99.00
£39.95
£24.95
£59.95

14 utilities inc.Formatter ,Ra mdisk,clock,etc.

UTY-6

!

LANGUAGES & COMPILERS

ACCOUNTS
Small Business Accounts Cash
Small Business Accounts Extra
Cashbook Controller
Final Accounts
Cashbook Combo Pack

Over 10 disks £2.00 each.

Please make cheques, postal orders payable to D.W. Stables. FAST service!!
FOR THE VERY BEST IN DEMOS... COME TO THE ST SPECIALIST!!!

a

Melboum Science Park,Cambridge Road, Melboum, Royston, Herts. SG8 6EJ
IMMEDIATE DESPATCH (subject to availability) M M
ORDERSWaCOME ROM EDUCATION, GOVT.&TVEI
HOW TO ORDER:
TEL 0763 262582 • FAX 0763 262425 • TELEX 817932
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INTERESTED IN HIGH PERFORMANCE
GRAPHICS PROGRAMS?
re \ I.-IImi:

3D GRAPHICS
FOR THE iTARI '

REAL-TIME 3D
GRAPHICS FOR THE
ATARI ST

Andrew Tyler, Research
Physicist, Manchester
University, UK
This accurate and up-todate book shows how to

produce vivid 3D solid
graphics in colour, in real
time. Not just pretty
pictures that take half an
hour to draw, but
everything you need to put
together a game like Flight
Simulator.

The book is aimed at the ambitious Atari ST user, but

users of other systems will see how to utilise the
techniques in other hardware environments. Each
section is complete with working example programs ready to ran! Plus all programs available on disk! No
less than eight technical appendices complete this
definitive volume - the ultimate ST reference book for
the serious user.
Contents Include:

• AssemblerProgramming
•

Colour Palettes

The PCG Font Library

Font Designer

Top quality fonts for PageStream,
Calamus and PostScript, available
in packs or individually. Best prices

Version 2 of the ST's top font design

around! Call now for our list...

Font Converters
Want to use Mac fonts with
Calamus? PC fonts with

PageStream? We have the
software...

software handles Calamus,

PageStream and PostScript fonts,
with the facility to import PC and
Mac fonts. This program is not a toy!
It's a professional font design
system. All the fonts above were
produced with the program. Send
now for more details — demo disk

only £3.50.

• Screen Mapping
•

Solid 3D

• Real-Time Solid Graphics

• Raster Line Drawing

• Wireframe Graphics
• Making a World

• Animation
• Transformations

• Joystick Control

This fabulous new book has been developed from the
author's popular series of lectures on assembly

11 Marsh St., Barrow, Cumbria LA14 2AE Tel: 0229 836957

ST UPGRADES AND REPAIRS!
• STE MEMORY MODULES (Sinn and Sip)

language programming. His students found that the
subject took on a new dimension - quite literally - when
they applied assembler to the challenge of real-time
computer graphics. Now, all ST users can be at the
leading edge of this exciting area!
185058217 3 264pp May 1991 (pr) £12.951$26.80
Published by Sigma Press, UK.
THE GAME MAKER'S MANUAL

Atari St and STOS Basic

Stephen Hill

The Atari St is a great games machine and STOS is the
best environment for creating your own production.
Now you can use the expertise of Stephen Hill - the
author of the original STOS manual and one of the
leading games creators in the UK. All aspects of game
creation - complete with tested, working illustrations

512K-E40

2 Meg-£175

• CHIPS TO UPGRADE ST MEMORY
512K-E40

2 Meg - £175
•

PENGE TV AND VIDEO SERVICES
49 Parish Lane, Penge, London SE20 7LJ

«2T 081-659 2851
Please make cheques payable to "BREVCO" Thankyou.

are included.

'Game building is a craft that involves almost eveiy
technique known to thecomputer scientist. Hill has
succeeded in a splendid piece ofpopularisation.'
Computing, July 1990
185058158 4 292pp 1990 £12.95/$26.80
Published by Sigma Press, UK.

REPAIRS - Phone for details

TERMS: Please specify exact requirements when ordering memory.Strictlypayment withorder.
All products fitted by us guaranteed for 3 months against defective parts or workmanship

I

ATARI REPAIRS

HIM I I I I I I I I I I I I I IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIFFFFf

Atari Approved Service Centre

All Atari products repaired, Computers, Printers,
Monitors, Disk Drives etc

Atari trained engineers
All work fully guaranteed
Free estimates

Order from your bookseller - or send a cheque to John
Wiley & Sons Ltd, Customer Services, Distribution
Centre, Southern Cross Trading Estate, 1 Oldlands Way,
Bognor Regis, West Sussex, P022 9SA. Credit cards to
Fax: (0243) 820250 or Tel: (0243) 829121. Please add
£1.95/$4.95 p&p. Postage is free when you order two
or more books.

5.-=»
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Full range of ST's repaired
Let us take the effort out of your repairs.
Collection and delivery arranged

AVON MICRO CENTRE
Unit 4, Western Road Industrial Estate,
Stratford-upon-Avon, Warwickshire CV37 0AH
Telephone: 0789 292269

GOODMANS

SGAMESH.Q.g

INTERNATIONAL
rt«
Dublic Domain & Shareware Guide

Access/Visa
Tel: 0642 595182

Box 17

Coulby Newham
Middlesbrough

Cheques payable

Cleveland
•

TS8 9YW
•

PLEASE PHONE IF YOUR

REQUIREMENTS ARE NOT LISTED

FREE 1ST CLASS DELIVERY ON ALL PURCHASES

LEISURE

STRATEGY GAMES
FRONTLINE
OVERLORD

17.95
14.95

ANCIENT BATTLES

17.95

VULCAN
BORODINO
EAST VS WEST
U.M.S. II
TANK ATTACK

14.95
18.95
19.95
23.95
8.99

DEGAS ELITE
ART DIRECTOR
FILM DIRECTOR
CYBER PAINT V2

18.95
PHONE
44.95
39.95

SIMULATORS
F19 ST FIGHTER
F29 RETALIATOR
LANCASTER
GUNSHIP

23.95
19.95
14.95
19.95

27.95
18.95
18.95
19.95

MIDWINTER

21.95

THEKRISTAL
GOLDEN AXE
STARBLADE
TURRICAN
THUNDERBIRDS
WINDWALKER
GHOULS & GHOSTS
TWIN WORLD
CAPTIVE
DEATHTRAP
LOTUS TURBO CHAL

14.95
19.95
19.95
16.95
7.95
19.95
16.95
19.95
19.95
19.95
17.95

Only

Only

£14.95

£14.95

£14.95

ST Writer

Jigsaw 1
Froggy

Slaytronic 7

Business Accounts

Bubble Trouble
Zoox

Star Wars

Appointments
Zap Card Database

Jumpstar

Trans Party

Lazerball

Raisons 2

Video Database

League Soccer

Total Vision

Bank Account

Nova

SDLM 90

Calendar Program

Stumped
Top Pops

Euro Demo Dsk 1
Euro Demo Dsk 2

Latest Titles

A.S.P. Approved

Fair Prices

ST Writer,ver 4.2,
enhanced, and now oper

The 1st Shareware

69.95

1st WORD PLUS.

Only £3.00 complete
Plus reductions on all

multi-disk programs and

influential Association
of Shareware
Professionals

disk sets

(Why pay £3 per disk?)

Now Incorporating
.64.95

The Official STOS Shareware Service
Discovery PackOwners- Send to the new address for your STOSExtras Disk

ATARI & AMIGA COMPUTER PACKS
ATARI 520 STE DISCOVERY XTRA
ATARI 1040 STE FAMILY CURRICULUM
AMIGA 500 STAND ALONE PACK

Two disk demos

Vendor to gain
approved status for our
ST Catalogue from the

sound etc.

WORD PROCESSING
PROTEXT V4.2

Gremlins

Typing Tutor

Superboot - version 7,
now supports sampled

33.95
34.95
19.95

ULM Demo

Edhak Text Editor

ates in 6 resolutions
- 3 TT & 3 ST.

UTILITIES
MAILSHOTPLUS
SYSTEM 3
HOME ACCOUNTS

Intro Set 5

Only
Address Database

STELLAR CRUSADE
RICK DANG II
LEMMINGS
ROBOCOPII

NEW
10 Disk Demo
Intro Set 6

NEW
10 Disk Game

NEW
10 Disk Office
Intro Set 1

to Games H.Q.

279.95
369.95
319.95

(

\
Exclusive

Exclusive

Exclusive

CIRCUITRY 1 & 2
Excellent 48 room
Platform Game

DRAGONS TOWER
16 Level Machine Code
Platform Game

PACBOT
Variation on the old
favourite - 60 levels

Only

Only

Only

£3.95

£2.95

£3.95

V

SWITCHBOARD

J

Specials

Goldmaster

STOS

From Goodmans, a

Branded Disks

STOS PAINT 2 by
Ralph Effemey

translated version of

SAGROTAN, the ulti

75 Kirkmuir Drive, Stewarton, Ayrshire, KA3 3HP

Killer, that recognises

Tel: (0560) 85296

MASSIVE STOCK

CLEARANCE

)

Easy Text Plus
The price may be low,
but this superb DTP
package is high on

Plus many more STOS
source code disks, some

programs etc.
V

£3.95

50 DS/DD - £32.50

over 470 bootseclors,
\5 Viruses, mini-boot

Fax: Voice Request

Only

10 DS/DD- £7.95
20 DS/DD -£13.95

mate Shareware Virus

Mitsubishi Bulk

10DS/DD- £5.95
20 DS/DD- £10.95
50 DS/DD - £25.00

available ONLY from
Goodmans
\

J

Introducing Atari
ST Machine Code
Book and disk set, an
ideal introduction to m/c

programming.

features.

Prices INCLUDE

£19.95

Deskjet 500
3 year warranty

£300.00

(limited Period Only)
Price excludes VAT

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

VAT & UK Carriage

Modem Owners - Order via the Bath BBS FAX se,rvice

£19.95
on (0225) 840060

Discover why we were voted Public Domain & Shareware

Service of the Year. Send £1.95 for the Spring/Summer edi
tion of The International PD & Shareware Catalogue, with
Shareware reviews, articles etc., or send £2.50 for catalogue
AND disk catalogue database.

Goodman Enterprises (Dept STU)
16 Conrad Close, Meir Hay Estate,
Longton, Stoke-on-Trent, ST3 1SW.
Tel: (0782) 335650

Fax: (0782) 316132

Shareware is supplied as 'Try before you buy', and you should register direct
with the author if you continue to use it.
August 1991 Atari ST User
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Adventure games seem to inspire a
peculiar sort of devotion among

With flie recent release of Wonderland

those who are hooked on them, and
yet they leave most other games

from Magnetic Scrolls, have adventures
come of age? Steven Miles strolls
from the past to the future...

players cold. The arcade fanatics of this world
hate them, unable to understand the fascina

tion in spending hours thinking to solve a sin
gle, obscure problem.
Adventurers will argue that the challenge of
exploring a world created by a dedi
cated team of programmers and
solving complex puzzles that have
been set by another enthusiast
makes

for

one

of

the

most

iii"""

satisfying games styles around.
Why bother destroying wave
after wave of predictable aliens
when you can match wits with
another human in a

mi""

S .11 S '•"*•; 1'i?,tu !•«' >'°™ "'.IS SKt» *•'"".; "f>
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rights reser"^.

battle where

mind meets mind? A trap set with a

purpose and a devious solution is
infinitely more fascinating and chal
lenging.
Adventures were the first type of
game to be played on computers.
The early mainframes of the 1960s on

6w-SsSwawas a. —«»•
taos. ">ere

n reallyrtilrluM
nearby is °ncof *

ieyond Zork "W^^" Nole the onscreen

WORE]

that manage

Hill""

which adventures started life had no

graphics or sound and communi
cated by means of slow line printers.
The very first game ever played on
computer was simple and quite repeti
tive. The computer placed a creature
called a Wampus in a single room in a maze
and the player had to hunt through the maze
to find the Wampus by giving directions like
"North" or "South".

From these humble beginnings it was but a
small step to start fleshing out the game with
descriptions of locations and simple puzzles,
and so the adventure was born.

HALL OF THE MOUNTAIN KING
The genre really took off in the early 1970s,
when Crowther and Woods wrote a game
they called simply Adventure. This was to be
the forerunner of all modern adventures, and

l^WKnSm leCrs at yoU. "«arl'

s riaht IniUt

, ugly Ml** pltrt" chni

frame written in the slow and clumsy Fortran
langauge, Adventure migrated on to almost
every computer in existence.

Variously known on the ST as the Colossal

form from many public domain libraries, or
from games house Level 9 as part of the Jew
els of Darkness trilogy.
Level 9 Computing are a British company
who started life programming adventure

games for such machines as the Commodore
64 and Sinclair Spectrum.

TIME AND MAGIC

gave its name to the myriad of similar efforts
which followed.

Level 9 moved up to the ST and began to
develop the idea of Non-Player Characters, or

through a maze of rooms to find a chest of
treasure. It rapidly evolved into a complex
masterpiece containing hundreds of locations
and some puzzles that remain classics to this
day. From its early beginnings on a mainAugust 1991 Atari ST User

tion of other characters was vital to success.

Cave Adventure, Classic Adventure or just
Adventure, it is still available in its original

As home computers became more powerful,

The aim in Adventure was simply to hunt

something to be done for them before they
will in turn provide assistance.
Non-player characters were central to
Level 9 games such as Knight Ore and
Gnome Ranger, where gaining the co-opera

NPCs. An NPC is a character that the com

puter controls and which is completely inde
pendent of the player. NPCs move around
freely, doing things that either help or hinder
the player. Often these characters require

WEST OF THE WHITE HOUSE
Infocom is a name guaranteed to send shiv
ers of excitement down the spine of any seri
ous adventurer. For nearly 15 years Infocom
have produced the finest text-only adventures
the world has seen. They are responsible for
titles like Zork, based on the original Colossal
Cave, which introduced the world of the Great
Underground Empire and the long lineage of
the Flathead Dynasty.
Zork and its many sequels presented puz
zles that were not essential to the final solu

tion, but were merely there to add to the fun.
Some problems were red herrings and delib
erately hindered progress. This was a radical
departure from the idea that all problems
must lead towards an eventual solution, and

made the games far more realistic and enjoy
able to play.
Another major innovation Infocom made
was in the parser. Before Zork, games only
understood very simple commands. Infocom
improved the text handling of adventures so
they could understand more complex sen

parser was able to cope with practically any
thing the player tried to do, no matter how
ridiculous. Full English sentences could be
used, and it could even understand words like

"except" and "but". Full colour, full screen
graphics enhanced The Pawn, and gave it a
reputation as one of the ultimate adventures.

tences and commands.

Infocom, although true innovators in the
field of text, both with the unparalleled rich
ness of their text descriptions and the com
plexities of their parser, never introduced
graphics to their games. They relied on text to
create their game world and the player's own
imagination to flesh it out. Although their puz
zles were difficult and complex, there were
always clues which meant that none was too
difficult or impossible to finish.

THE MAGNETIC WINDOW...
With the recent release of their latest game,
Wonderland, Magnetic Scrolls hope to move
the adventure firmly into the next century.
Based on the classic Alice in Wonderland by
Lewis

Carroll,

by icons and pull-down menus. The text and
graphics windows will be familiar to most
players of Scrolls' games. The new Compass
window provides a compass rose, and click
ing on a direction is the same as typing it in
on the keyboard.
The other two windows cover objects. The
first shows icons for everything you are carry

ing with you. The second shows all the
objects that are in your present location.
Over 100 locations and hundreds of thou

sands of words are included, although only a

few famous phrases have been lifted directly
from the book, such as the Queen of Hearts

saying "Off with their heads!" Almost all of the
text in the game is original, although written in
the style of Carroll's book. The superb graph
ics help to bring the story alive, illustrating the
weird and wonderful characters Alice meets
on her travels.

MAGNETIC WINDOWS

Wonderland

is

one

of

the

biggest and certainly the most
ambitious adventure games ever

Magnetic Scrolls are relative
newcomers to the genre, with
their first release appearing as

conceived,

and

the

idea has

taken years to bring to fruition.
To follow up the release of
Wonderland, Virgin and Mag

late as 1985. But what a master

piece it was! The Pawn was a
traditional text adventure, with

vast amounts of rich, descriptive
text and a superb parser cou
pled to some of the best still pic

netic Scrolls have taken three

older games, Fish!, Corruption
and Guild of Thieves, and re-

: programmed them to run under
Magnetic Windows. The story

tures the ST had ever seen. The

line remains the same but the

gamepiay has been vastly improved by the
new game system. Expect the compilation of
three games to cost about £30. Also from Vir
gin Mastertronic, a re-released set of 10 alltime classic Infocom adventures at the bar

gain price of just a tenner each. For anyone
new to adventuring, these are a must.
The complete list of titles is: Zork 1, 2 & 3,
Enchanter, Sorcerer, Deadline, Wishbringer,
Planetfall, Leather Goddesses of Phobos and

Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy.

6ET MUDDY...
PSSST, IT'S A SECRET!
Or more precisely, an Official Secret. Offi
cial Secrets are a mail order company run
by adventurers for adventurers.
The £24.95 yearly membership fee enti
tles you to reduced prices on all their soft
ware, as well as access to a free helpline
staffed by experienced adventurers who
can provide hints and tips on practically
every adventure on the ST.
Their magazine Confidential is published
six times a year and is free to all members.
Official Secrets have a wide catalogue of
adventures. They have just re-issued the
full back catalogue of old Magnetic Scrolls
games at £6.95 each, which is excellent
value for money.
Perhaps more importantly for frustrated
adventurers, they also have limited stocks
of some old Infocom adventures, all in their
original packaging and at very reasonable

prices, from around £10 for classic titles
like Zork I.
And for those adventurers who have

become totally stuck on some fiendish puz
zle there are the Infocom InvisiClue books,
as well as their own clue and solution

books for most of the popular ST adven
tures.

years to develop. For the first time, full ani
mated graphics and sampled sounds can be
incorporated into the environment of a text

Playing solo adventures is all very well, but
long nights hunched over a keyboard with
only an non-player character for company
can get very boring. Most adventure
games suffer from being predictable, and
once solved the incentive to play the game
again is lost.
The answer to this problem is MUD, the
Multi-User Dungeon, and the host of other
games like it. MUD runs on a mainframe
computer and can be accessed by any

adventure.

one with a modem and comms software.

Wonderland is a truly mammoth project.
Magnetic Scrolls have abandoned their
previous game system in favour of Magnetic
Windows, a system that has taken a dedi

cated team of programmers nearly three

Contrary to initial reports that it would be

for 1Mb machines only, Wonderland will run
in just 512K of memory. It also runs happily in
all three screen modes and takes advantage
of the higher resolution offered by a mono
monitor to improve the screen layout and dis
play.
In order to run in limited memory, the 520
version sacrifices many of the features of the
new interface by cutting out memory-hungry
features like sounds and large animations.
Only two windows are available - the main
text and the graphics windows.

The gamepiay and storyline remain
exactly the same as in the 1Mb version,
none of thetext- has been cut. The main
gram is intelligent enough to adjust the

the
and
pro
fea

tures available to take account of available
memory.

As

the

name

suggests,

multi-user

games can be played by many people at
the same time. So as players wander
around the game world collecting treasure
and killing monsters, they are likely to meet
other characters - controlled by real peo
ple, not the computer.

Players assume an alter ego and can
advance through various ranks until they
reach the ultimate rank of Arch Wizard and

become a game moderator.
Multi-user games are now very popular
and are a fast-growing area of the com
puter games market.
The fantasy, science fiction and horror
genres have all been adapted to the multi
user game, and your local bulletin board
will be able to help you find the best way to
log on to the game of your choice.

All aspects of the game are represented in
separate windows and many are controlled
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READER OFFERS •READER OFFERS
STITCH UP

>v /:

N

Passing an exam • • •
applying for a job ...
whatever you want to do in life

SAVE
£32.55

YOUR

BOOKIE

you need to be able to SPELL!

. •. for only \J~Y®

n(er

There's mounting alarm about the practising spelling painless but also
appalling standards of spelling loads of fun as well.
among Britain's schoolchildren. MPs,
SPELL! is unique. It lets the user

teachers, parents and employers are learn at his or her own pace. They

£24.95!

all stressing the vital importance of can take as long as they like - ortake
being able tospell correctly.

Yet most homes have what could

Pro-Punter is a remarkable piece of software that gives you a
much higher than average chance of winning on the horses.

onthe computer in a high-speed chal

lenge!

be the ideal means of teaching
And this one package is ideal for
spelling - the computer.
everyone - with the lowest age group
Instead of zapping aliens it could suitable for under-5s, while the more
be turned into the best weapon of all advanced words will stretch even the

Officially proven to the racing press and other magazines by
sending time and date franked letters by Post Office mail, ProPunter has shown that it can predict winners with remarkable

to deal a body blow to bad spelling.

most able students.

With the help of a brilliant new soft
Itincludes fivedifferent tests, each
ware pack-^^^.
making use of more than 5,000
,age that not words - so much variety that youII
/only makes never getbored.

accuracy.

And it is also cautious with your money. If it thinks there is any
doubt about the outcome of a race it will advise you not to bet.

For a short period, the best news of all is that you can save over
£32 off the recommended price if you buy it from us.

•

S DIFFERENT TESTS

• OVER 5,000 WORDS
•

RRP

£57.50

Our Price

£24.95

FORAGES STO IS

SPELL! only costs £8.95. It is now avail
able on disc and tape for six of the most
popular home computers. Please use the

SAVE £32.55

order form on Page 106.

A VIDI%%Al
Thanks to a breakthrough by Rombo Pro
ductions in frame-grabbing technology, you
can now produce good colour images
quickly and cheaply with Vidi-ST and the Vidi
Chrome-ST colour software.
• Perfect freeze frame from any video.
• Incorporate real-life objects into your own design.
• Full palette controls.

• Take snapshots in 16 shades live from video or TV.
• Print to any ST supported printer.
• Multiple frame store.
• Compatible with all video standards (colour, black and white, VHS,
Beta, PAL, N.T.S.C, etc.).
•

Includes Vidi Chrome-ST colour software

"Also available - Vidi-RGB Colour Splitter. The splitter is an elec
tronic filter which takes a colour video signal and separates it into
the three primary colours, allowing each to be digitised. Replaces the
need for a conventional filter set and ideal for use with Vidi ST and
VidiChrome-ST"
Vidi ST/Vidi

Chrome-ST

RGB Splitter

RRP £119.95

RRP £79.95

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£104.95

£61.95

SAVE
£18.00

While stocks last, use the form on Page 106
Atari ST User August 1991
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Moriarty Software Presents

|An Atari high res monitor for £19.95!|
Well not quite. But the Moriarty Monulator will turn any colour TV
or monitor into a genuine monochrome monitor capable of
displaying all 256,000 high resolution pixels!

• Special screen modes for 640 x 400 pixel accuracy

• Extremely fast operation with crisper text display
• Desk accessory control with too many options to list!
• STE compatible • Fully illustrated user manual
Don't buy a high resolution monitor until you've seen the Monulator!
SAE for more details • Demo disk available £3.00

MORIARTY SOFTWARE • 55 BURNS ROAD
• POUND HILL • CRAWLEY • WEST SUSSEX

SOFTWARE

• RH10 3AT»TEL: (0293) 539215

I

the only teacher

I

which YOU CONTROL!

|More than just a monochrome emulatorl
The Monulator is packed with useful features:

Your Atari ST is

Whatever your age, whatever your subject
- let your computer help you learn.
Subjects include...

French, German, Spanish, Italian, English
History, Geography, Science, General Knowledge,
Football, First Aid, Sport, England, Scotland,
Natural History, Junior Spelling and Arithmetic
Reviewed in

STAGE ONE MIDI SONG LIBRARY USER GROUPS |

ST Format (August '90) 87%

STAGE ONE t Have operated user groups fortheMIDI Musicians, giving
mmmmmmmmmmmm detailed support together with an extensive preprogrammed
MIDI Song library.

SONG LIBRARY k Hu8e ''st of standards andchart songs to play onyour
MIDI sequencer. Formats available Steinberg Pro24,

Kosmos are specialist producers of Educational
Softwaredesigned to help you enjoy learningfrom your
computer. Ourprograms even allow you to add your
own lesson material.

Cubase, and MIDI files (for C-lab Dr T etc). Titles from

Write or telephone for a FREE 20-page BROCHURE

under £5 each minimum order 4.

DRUM LIBRARY b 700+ drum patterns for£19.95 (Roland format).
DEMO SET

g£

b ^e aPPreciate 'f 's difficult toaudition what Stage One

of our Educational & Leisure software
Please state your computer type

Kosmos Software Ltd, FREEPOST (no stamp needed)

^mmmmmmmmmmmmm offers, so we offer a demoset, of 32 drum patterns, demo
song Medleys, Infopack and one complete song. Wind
Beneath My Wings or Axel F. For £9.95.

DUNSTABLE, Beds. LU5 6BR
Telephone 05255 3942 or 5406

FOR FURTHER DETAILS Tel: 0256 50259 'til 8pm or write.
STAGE ONE, TRACKINGS, DAUNTSEY LANE, WEYHILL, ANDOVER, SPll 8ED.

m

mSii
cosmo
sf
a

THE BEST IN EDUCATION

HOW TO ORDER

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Post your order.
Fax your order.
Ring credit card number.
Ring for advice.
Ask your dealer to order.

Prices:

THE THREE BEARS (5-10)
IBM, ST, CPC, AMIGA.

School Software Ltd., Talt Business Centre,
Dominic Street, Limerick, Ireland.
Tel: (U.K.) 010 353-61-45399.

MAGIC MATHS (4-8)

Fax Orders: 010 353-61-44315.

IBM, PCW, ST, AMIGA.

Credit Card Hotline (U.K.): 010 353-61-45399.

Highly rated primary maths programs.
Selection of games. Add and Subtract.

BETTER SPELLING (8-18)
IBM, ST, PCW, AMIGA, CPC,
BBC, CBM(D).
Highly acclaimed tutor. Received
excellent reviews. Challenging.

£16.95

ORDER DIRECT TO:

tion.

"The best primary programs I have yet
seen." Multiply, Divide, Maths Skills.

£22.95

CPC, PCW, CBM (disks)
FREE CATALOGUE

Superbly reviewed educational adven
ture. Develops reading and imagina

MATHS MANIA (8-12)
IBM, PCW, ST, AMIGA.

IBM 51/4 or 31/2, ST & STE, AMIGA

Others Tel: 010 353-61-45399.

Access/Mastercard/Eurocard/Barclaycard/Visa No.

BETTER MATHS (12-16 GCSE)
IBM, PCW, ST, AMIGA, CPC,
CBM(D).
Very comprehensive coverage of all the
major aspects of maths for this age
group. Excellent.

JUNIOR TYPIST (4-10)
IBM, ST, AMIGA.

Expiry Date
My machine
Titles

Name
Address.

Keyboard trainer which helps spelling.
August 1991 Atari ST User

Cheque/PO I I

BYTEBACK

DELIVERY
SERVICE
. . . and the

Ring us now! 0636 79097 we're programmed to help

keenest prices

NUMBER ONE FOR ATARI ST USERS - FIRST CLASS SERVICE BY FIRST CLASS POST
NEW GAMES

COMPILATIONS

Armour-Geddon
Brat

17.99
17.99

Last Ninja, Flimbos Quest!

Champion of the Raj

17.99

International Karate Plus, Tusker

Chase HQ 2
Chuck Rock

17.99
17.99

TOP SHOTS
Kick Off and Extra time!

Corporation
Crystal of Arborea

16.99
17.99

COIN OP HITS 2

Curse of the Azure Bonds

19.99

Cybercon III

17.99

Defender of the Crown
Demoniak
Elvira

8.99
20.99
19.99

Flames of Freedom (Mid 2)
F15 Strike Eagle 2
Genghis Khan (MB)

19.99
24.99
22.99

GODS
Golden Axe
Hero Quest
Hill Street Blues
Horror Zombies

17.99
17.99
24.99
17.99
17.99

Indianapolis 500

17.99

PRINTERS

PREMIER COLLECTION

18.99

6.99

19.99

Ghouls & Ghosts, Hammerfist, Vigilante, Ninja
Spirit, Dyn. Wars
MONSTER PACK
Shadow of the Beast, Infestation, Nitro

19.99

WINNING TEAM

19.99

Cyberball, Klax, Vindicators, Planet of Robot
Monsters, Klax
POWER UP

21.99

Turrican, A.P.B.
FISTS OF FURY

17.99

Double Dragon II, Shinobi, Ninja Warriors,
Dynamite Dux
MASTERTMIX

Thunder Blade, Turbo Outrun, Crack Down,

17.99
17.99
13.99

Killing Cloud
Leisure Suit Larry TRIPLE

17.99
34.99

Lemmings

17.99

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION

Lords of Chaos

17.99

Ghostbusters II, Robocop, Batman The Movie,

Lotus Esprit Turbo
Merchant Colony

17.99
19.99

Indiana Jones

Ghouls and Ghosts, Strider, Black Tiger,
Forgotten Worlds

24.99

17.99

NAM 1965-1975

Super Wonder Boy, Dynamite Dux
SPORTING GOLD

Games Winter Edition, Games Summer
Edition, California Games
21.99

PLATINUM

17.99

19.99

POWER PACK

17.99

17.99
19.99

Xenon II, TV Sports Football, Bloodwych,
Lombard RAC Rally.
STAR WARS TRILOGY

Pro Tennis Tour 2

17.99

Star Wars, Return of the Jedi, The Empire

Rick Dangerous 2
Robocop2
Rocket Ranger

17.99
17.99
8.99

Strikes Back

17.99

Afterburner

..7.99

Stormball

17.99

Barbarian II

..9.99

Supercars2
Super Monaco Grand Prix

17.99
17.99

Blasteroids

..4.99

S.W.I.V
Team Suzuki
Toki
Turrican 2
UMS2
Warlords

17.99
17.99
17.99
14.99
19.99
19.99

Bloodwych

..9.99

Colossus Chess X .

..8.99

SALE and BUDGET

Deluxe Strip Poker PLUS
Centrefold Squares

100 Disks + Labels

39.99

500 Disks + Labels

169.99

1000 Disks + Labels

329.99

10 Sony Disks + Labels
50 Sony Disks + Labels
100 Sony Disks + Labels
10 Sony Disks + Labels,
* plus: Hard Drivin'
* plus: Supercars
* plus: Flimbos Quest

8.99
39.99
74.99

.12.99

Centrefold Squares
Daily Double Horse Racing..

..8.99

Dungeon Master PLUS

Pacmania
4.49
20.99

Fun School 3 (under 5).
(5-7)
(over 7)....

.15.99
.15.99
.15.99

.12.99

CAD 3D (1)....
Degas Elite....
Cyber Studio.

..16.99
..17.99
..39.99

DELUXE PAINT

45.99

MASTERsound 2

..29.99

BG.66 Mystic Well; Dungeon Master style Role
Play adventuring
MG.08. Star Trek - Next Generation

..24.99
....8.99
...7.99
...8.99

DA.01. 66 Adventure game solutions!
DA.02. 62 More Adventure solutions!

BS.18. Madonna; Including those
controversial Playboy pictures
BU.01 Neochrome MASTER; Superb new ver
sion of a Classic Art Package
BU.07.ST Writer Elite; Professional quality word

..39.99

Replay Professional.
ST Replay (VIII)

..87.99

processor

..59.99

BU.57. ANI-ST (was Aegis Animator) profession
al animation package!
BU.58. File Selector, Desk Manager, Disk copi

Home Accounts

Mini Office Spreadsheet
Mini Office Graphics

....44.99
....55.99
....16.99
....16.99
....19.99
....15.99
....15.99

Neodesk 3

....27.99

Protext(5)

..109.99

Word Writer

....34,99
....19.99

JOYSTICKS
Arcade Joystick
Competition Pro Extra
Joystick & Mouse extension..
Quickjoy III Supercharger
Quickjoy Jetfighter
Quickjoy TOPSTAR

..16.99
..15.99
....4.99
..11.99
.12.99

er, Virus Killer.

BU.64. Fractal; Landscape generator, and
Explorer, Mandlebrot Show
BU.59. ZX81 Emulator; including 38 program
files! Uses the original keyword entry system!
Great fun!

BU.61.ZX81 programs; Over 100 files to run
with theZX81 emulator!

BU.73 Noisetracker; Conversion of Soundtrack
er, Amiga music program

MU.05. Sheet 2; Powerful Spreadsheet plus
tutorial. Lotus compatible!
MU.13. F-Copy III;Superior Copier! Back up
your software...
BE.02. Kids Music, Piano, Grid...

Fun for 3 to 6 year olds

.19.99

BE.03. Kids ABC, Kid Potato, Kid Story,

Quickshot III PYTHON

...9.99

Sting Ray Handheld
Zip Stick Professional

..13.99

Kid Sketch ..,

..15.99

BE.13. Wolf and Seven Kids; Multi choice
adventure game for kiddies!
BE.15 Body Shop; Human Anatomy fun. Dot 2
Dot; Join up the dots...

ACCESSORIES

Rick Dangerous..:

...8.99

Shadow of the Beast

..12.99

Silkworm

....7.99

Steve Davis Snooker

....8.99

Super Hang On

....7.99

X-OUT

....4.99

Hitchhikers Guide to Galaxy..

....8.99

Planetfall

....8.99

Mouse Mat (BEST Quality)

3.99

Leather Goddess of Phobos..

....8.99

ST Dust Cover

5.99

Locking Disk Box (40+)
Media Box (Holds 150+)

6.99
19.99
9.99

FURRY MOUSE COVER

6.99

(with eyes, ears and nose!)

Zork I

!.99

NAKSHA MOUSE (NEW)

Zork II

!.99

+ FREE Mouse Mat
+ FREE Mouse Bracket

Moonmist

BG.55. Froggy; (Frogger). Caves of Rigel; Orig
inal maze type arcade.
BG.57. Dungeon Master; NEW dungeon!
Needs original program to run
BG.58. Soko; 50 level puzzle game
BG.59. Bubble Trouble; Pacman style plus:
Jumpster; Q-Bert version
BG.64. ST-Umped; Cricket simulator
Does NOT require STOS to run!

Quartet

Spell Breaker
12.99
12.99
12.99

plus: Chess, American Football
BG.27. Strip Breakout; Knock out the bricks to
reveal the picture!

Battle the Ferengi.. .(not STE)

Mavis Beacon Typing Tutor..

..6.99

Deluxe Strip Poker
Last Ninja 2

10 Disks + Labels

.12.99
.12.99

GST C Compiler

Continental Circus

Chaos Strikes Back

50 Disks + Labels

Fun School 2 (under 6).
(6-8)
(over 8)....

First Word Plus
GST Macro Assembler

16.99

DISKS

Let's Spell at Home
Let's Spell at Shops
Shapes and Colours

UTILITIES

17.99
17.99

All items due by publication date!
If release delayed - Sent A.S.A.P.

..19.99

.19.99
.15.99
.15.99
.15.99
...6.99

Devpac ST (2)

Rorkes Drift

19.99
14.99
27.99
8.99

BG.01. Monopoly; Classic Board game!
....8.99

9.99

Secret of Monkey Island
Speedball2

18.99

Ask for our NEW catalogue!

EDUCATIONAL
Postman Pat
Learn to Read with Prof.
Prof Makes Sentences...
Puzzle Book 1

1 disk = £1.25
10 disks + file box = £9.99
20 disks + 2 file boxes = £17.99

ART & MUSIC

Prehistoric Tale

Wrath of the Demon
Z-Out
3D Construction Kit
3D Pool

..209.00

19.99

Pang
Powermonger

Wings

including lead!
Star LC200 (Colour)..
including lead!

BG.65. Joust; Arcade classic. . .

17.99

Jahangir Khan Squash

MIG 29 Fulcrum

..159.00

Rainbow Islands, Altered Beast, Chase H.Q.,

James Pond
Kick Off 2

Mighty Bombjack

PUBLIC DOMAIN

StarLCIO

MD.41. Robocop; Stunning digitised film
sequences! (MB - 2 disks)
MD.44 S-Express; I got the hots for you ...
Great sampled sequence!
MD.45 Fantasia; Another brilliant example of
the STE's power. (STE)
MD.48 Jungle Demo; superb demo with
amusing Cartoon animation! (STE)

MD.51 Dark Side of the Spoon; First class
19.99

collection of demos!

MD.52 Robomix Demo; Digitised film clips,
sampled speech & effects.

The above is just a small selection of our VAST range of 16 Bit software . . . Catalogue available!
All prices include VAT and FIRST CLASS POST! All stock items sent by return post

Cheque, postal
orders or credit
card facilities
are available
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REAL-TIME 3D GRAPHICS - PART SIX

Getting it
together
W e l l here we are at the end of this

series on real-time 3D computer
graphics. In this instalment we
will use all the features developed
in the earlier parts of the series to construct a
real 3D object with rotation and movement,
controlled from the keyboard, and a fancy
shear transform just to show how dramatic
effects can be implemented at the press of a
key.
The object is a 3D cube - simply six ST
monoliths glued together. Hidden surface
removal makes sure the back faces aren't

seen and a lighting source from the right
highlights surfaces so that right-facing sur
faces are the brightest. This is very effective
when rotation takes place and gives added
realism to the whole image.

INSTANCE SUCCESS
The object we are going to construct here is
an ST cube. Figure I shows what it looks like.
It is, in fact, six ST faces joined together at the
edges. All we have to store in memory is the
detailed information necessary to draw one
ST face (essentially the same as the familiar
ST monolith) together with the orientations of
all the faces.

There is a special name given to this pro
cess of placing an object in its right position

In this, the glorious finale.
Andrew Tyler reveals all...
lying in the x-y plane. The next face has
angles (90,0,0) and a displacement (0,100,0)
which means it is rotated from the first face by
90 and then moved 100 along the y axis, and
so on. The ST cube isn't really a solid object
at all - it's a hollow box.

but it emphasises the equivalence of rotating
the observer one way to rotating the scene
the other way. Just in case this sounds a bit
confusing, consider the following experiment.
Imagine yourself sitting in a swivel chair
positioned at the centre of a circular carpet in
a

room with black featureless walls. Since

We have used simple rotations in earlier parts
to rotate the ST monolith. Now we are going to
use them again to rotate the whole ST cube

there is no external reference point - apart
from remembering what went on - it is not
possible to distinguish between rotating the
chair to the right on a stationary carpet, or
keeping the chair fixed and rotating the car

once it is assembled. This time the rotation is

pet to the left.

WHERE AM I?

done in a slightly different way to let us intro

You see the same relative movement of

duce the idea of a view transform.

chair and carpet, and the view of the carpet

Figure II shows you, the viewer, looking at
the ST cube. The way the rotation can be
implemented is to keep the cube fixed in

cases. There are special names given to

space and move the observer around.
So, if the observer moves round the cube in

an orbit, but always looking towards it, the
cube will appear to rotate. This sounds like an

pattern from the chair is the same in both

these two different transforms: rotating the
observer is called a
transform.

A SIMPLE WORLD

awfully complicated way of rotating the cube

and orientation in the world frame -

it is called an instance transform.

Constructing the ST cube from the
six faces requires an instance
(100,0,100)

transform on each of the faces.
To construct the cube in this

co-ordinate transform

and rotating the object is called a geometric

With a simple world of one object they are
equivalent - but opposite. With a complicated
world we do not want to move each object
separately so we just move the observer. In
any case that is just what happens when the
observer is free to roam around the world.

way an ST cube face is succes
sively rotated and displaced six

the world is seen from a different viewpoint

times

and this is what we call the view transform.

to

make

each

of

the

In our case, when the observer is moved

six

sides. The rotations and displace

Figure II shows the details of how to keep a

ment of each of the faces are in the

record of where we are relative to the ST

lists inst_angles and inst_disp in

cube.

the data file DATA_05.S.s.
The rotation angles are in the
order 8, $ and a which are rotations

are about to do is a view transform from the
world frame to the view frame of the observer.

about the x, y and z axes respec
tively. So for the first face the
angles are (0,0,0) and the dis

In the first part of the program the cube is
assembled and placed in its final stationary
position in the imaginary world inside the

placement is (0,0,0), which means

So, if you like to think of it that way, what we

FigureI,

Assembling the ST cube

computer, and then we want to see what it>
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in here. To try to inject some illusion of
reality into the ST cube, a simulation
of

inertia has been included in the

program. A simple trick has been
employed to do this. Instead of the

object actually rotating by a fixed
amount when a key is pressed,
instead an angle increment is
increased.

Figure II. Looking at the cube

looks like from where we are. We are always a
constant distance (100) from the cube but the
angles 9 and $ are variables, changed from
the keyboard. In fact the combination of rota
tions which make up this world-to-view trans
form is hardly any different from that required
to place the object at its final orientation in the
world frame (object-to-world transform), but
we like to think of them as different so as to

distinguish their different functions clearly.
Figure III shows what the observer sees.
That's what the cube looks like to her/him,

and therefore forms the basis of the perspec
tive projection on to the screen.
We have to invent a strategy for following

The angle increment is the amount
by which the angle is increased each
time. If you think about it this means
that the object rotates faster and
faster the longer a key is pressed. Likewise it
takes some time to slow down even after the

key has been released. The effect of this
looks like inertia.

SHEAR MADNESS
Here's something flashy you can do with
geometry. It's especially easy for us because
of the way matrices have been used to do
transforms. In fact, if you follow how the next
transform is done you can invent your own,
sometimes with quite fascinating results.
Rotational transforms are necessary for all
motion - other than simple linear displace
ment. But they aren't the only kind of trans-

0's and see what you get. Don't use numbers
greater than 1 or arithmetic overflow will
occur with unpredictable results.
Input to the program from the keyboard is

straightforward - the operating system of the
ST provides several routines. We use two
BIOS

routines

called

BCONSTAT

and

BCONIN in succession. The first, which we
have already used repeatedly to terminate
programs, reports whether a key has been
pressed, and the second finds out which one
by returning the key code in the upper word
of register DO.
You'll

find

the

second

in

the

file

SYSTM_03.S. The only keys we are interested
in are the function keys f1 to f7 which have
the codes $3B through $41. In the subroutine
keyjn in the COREJD5.S file the key code is
used as an index to a jump vector to call an
appropriate subroutine.
Here is an ST cube which you can rotate,
shear, move away from or towards under key

board control. Don't hold your finger down on
a key for long since the buffer isn't emptied
and a long press will fill it up with a repeating
code.

Copy this month's programs on to your
disk with all the accumulated programs from

his

the series and assemble the control

orbit. There is more than one option.
The simplest is to keep a record of

file 3D_06.S. It will INCLUDE all the

the

motion of the observer in

xv

A

the angles 9 and <\> and do just two
rotations to get to the final position. It

yv

would also be possible to include a
"roll" about the line of sight to the
cube

with

an

additional

rotation

about the z axis.

This simple method works OK and
is widely used, but it does give a
curious orbital type of motion like fol
lowing lines of longitude and lati
tude. The angle 9 is the angle of lon
gitude and the angle 0 is the angle

the disk and in memory.

Figure III. What the viewer sees

of latitude.

Figure II tells us in what order to do the
rotations by seeing what to do to get the
observer back looking along the zw axis:
rotate first about xw by - 9 to get into the xwzw plane and then about yw by - $ to get
back along the zw axis. If this sequence of
rotations is actually applied to the object, then

form that can be done by matrices. Rotations
have the important property that they don't

the overall effect is the same.

It's as if two opposite corners have been
pulled apart.
The resulting object is a lozenge-shaped
diamond. What has happened is that all x val
ues have been incremented in proportion to
their y and z values. The transform that does

THE EXAMPLE PROGRAM
To see how the orbital type motion results
from doing things this way, remember the
order of rotation is always the same: first 9
and second $. So if 9 is zero, then increasing
9 continuously makes the object appear to
rotate from right to left.
But if 0 is fixed at 90, increasing 9 continu

change the volume of an object.
The transform we are about to use does. It

squashes the object but otherwise leaves it
intact. It's called a shear transform. Figure IV
shows a cube after a particular type of shear.

this is:

the cube which spins round clockwise. Con
fusing isn't it! That's what 3D rotations are
like! If the changes to 9 and $ are controlled
independently from a keyboard, joystick or
mouse, it's quite easy to get lost if you don't
realise what's going on.
In this month's program the two angles are
controlled separately from the f3 and f4 keys.
You can make the cube move away from or
towards you (up to a limit) with the keys f2
and f1. f6 stops the motion and f7 terminates.
Since rotations can be implemented at the
touch of a key, things change on the screen
instantaneously.

There's

nothing

wrong with that, if it's what you want, but in
the real physical world objects don't move
instantaneously. What holds them back is
their inertia, or mass - some physics creeping
Atari ST User August 1991

For this reason you should always
work with a copy of the files and
remember to keep the write-protect
window open on the master disk. Fol
lowing this simple procedure will prevent a lot
of unnecessary grief.

THE BOOK
This series has been adapted from the first

part of a new book Real Time 3D Graphics
For The Atari ST now available from Sigma
Press. The book contains all that has been

discussed in the series in greater detail,
together with many additional topics includ
ing input from the joystick and mouse, creat

ing a model world and flying around it under
joystick control.
In short, everything you need to start a

flight simulator of your own, all in colour, with
illumination highlighting and running in real
time. Real Time 3D Graphics For The Atari ST
also contains eight technical appendices to

ously now results in looking at the top face of

almost

others. An already- assembled file
3D_06.PRG is included in case you
have problems.
One last thing. Although the pro
grams have been tested extensively,
there is no guarantee that they won't
ever crash, particularly if you alter
them slightly. Sometimes when a pro
gram crashes it corrupts the data on

help with the programming.
In the program this transform is switched
on and off by toggling the f5 key. To
make sure the arithmetic doesn't over

flow, there is an accompanying reduc
tion in size. But this can be corrected by
bringing the object closer with the f1
key.
Because the shear matrix is 3x3 like

the rotations, the two of these are multi

plied together to make one overall trans
form. The jargon name for this is con
catenation.

Because the shear transform is

V

so

simple, you can write your own version.
The elements of the matrix are listed as

shearmtx,

in

row

order,

in

the

file

DATA_05.S. Just rearrange the 1's and

Figure IV. The sheared cube

fir*"

AMAZING OFFERS ON
25 DSDD 135 tpi
50 DSDD 135 tpi

11.45
21.45

75 DSDD 135 tpi
100 DSDD 135 tpi

31.45
35.95

ALL DISKS SUPPLIED WITH LABELS AND ARE 100% ERROR FREE 2 FOR 1 GUARANTEE

^

5.25" DSHD DISKS

5.25" DSDD DISKS

BY PHONE

0782 208228

3.5" DSDD DISKS

5" HIGH DENSITY DISKS

r HOW TO ORDER ^

0782 281506

MEDIA DIRECT
COMPUTER SUPPLIES LTD

STU8, UNIT 3
RAILWAY ENT. CENTRE
SHELTON NEW ROAD
STOKE ON TRENT
ST4 7SH
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

10

9.95

30

8.95

30

17.95

25

23.75

50

12.95

50

20.95

£9.00 NEXT DAY

50

39.95

35.95

(UK MAINLAND ONLY)

57.95

23.95
45.95

100

100

100
200

200

67.95

(ALL DISKS 100% ERROR FREE
INCLUDES LABELS)

(ALL DISKS 100% ERROR FREE
INCLUDES ENViLABELS)
MM

F DISK STORAGE SOXES^

(ALL DISKS 100% ERROR FREE
INCLUDES ENVAABELS)
mmmimmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm^^

•M

GENUINE SONY 3.5" DSDD BULK DISKETTES

3,5" 10£> CAPACITY...5.95

3.5"80 CAPACITY.,....5.45
3.5" 50 CAPACITY
4 95
3.5'40 CAPACITY
4.45
5-25* 100 CAPACrTY...5.95

200

79.95

£2.95 P&P PER ORDER

REMEMBER!!!
WE ONLY SELL HfGHQUAUTY
DISKETTESOUR 3.5" DISKETTES
ARE MADE BY KA.O AND OUR
5.25" DISKETTES ARE MADE BY

25

12.45

50

22.95

500

179.95

ATHANAWEDONOTSELLSUB

100

41.95

1000

339.95

STANDARDDISKETTES FROM
THE FAR EAST

(ALLDISKS 100% ERROR FREE ANDARE SUPPLIED WITH LABELS)

5 25* 50 CAPACFTY...4.95

\ftft OFFER ftftft

RAINBOW

pi

3.5" DSDD DISKS

BOX PRICES IF

PURCHASING A

fmm

25 DSDD
50 DSDD

; QUANTITY OF DISKS

DR3.5" 10 GAP BOXES
5

DISKS

(RED.GREEN.YELLOW.ORANGE.BLACK.WHrTE COLORS AND QTYS OF YOUR CHOICE)

DEDUCT £1.00

FROM THE ABOVE

FOR 4.50

1:0 FOR 7,50

J

L.

5.25" DSDD DISKS

13.75
26.45

25 DSDD
50 DSDD

10.45
18.95

100 DSDD

44.95

100 DSDD

34.95

200 DSDD

84.95

200 DSDD

67.95

(ALL DISKS 100% ERROR FREE ANDARE SUPPLIED WITH ENV/LABELS)

GENERAL ACCESSORIES
QUALITY MOUSE MAT.
MOUSE POCKETS3-5" CLEANING KIT. ......
5-25* CLEANING KIT..;..::.

r

2.50
.....A .50
1.95
1.95

ATARI DUST COVER

ft ft OFFER 2 ft ft

AMIGA DUST COVER
2 PIECE PRINTER STAND
MONITOR STAND

NAKSHA MOUSE+
MAT AND POCKET

.3*95
n i rs r t

ONS

W£ STOCKA
LARGE RANGE FOR

ft ft OFFER 4 ft ft

msmAD

ATARI EXT.DRIVE

PLUS
SYNCRO EXPRESS II

CITIZEN

EPSON '

BANX BOX

•wSo

NEG
OLIVETTI
AMAfNSSM'AN TALLY
SEtKOSHA
PANASONIC
STAR ,,,,
AND MANY MORE

ACCESORY PACK
MOUSE MAT
MOUSE POCKET

SVWTCHES AND CABLES

DISK CLEANING KIT

HORIZONTALLY AND VERTICALLY

1...

.9.00

3+.

.8.50

5+.

.8.00

89.95

ft ft OFFER 5 ft ft

HOLDS 90 3.5" DISKS
CAN BE STACKED

22.95

WE STOCK A LARGE RANGE
OF DATA SWITCHES AND
CABLES

DUST COVER
HOLDS 150 3.5" OR 70 5.25" DISKS
CAN BE STACKED

-8t9D

7.99

HORIZONTALLY AND VERTICALLY

PHONE FOR A QUOTE

ONLY 15.95

TRADE GOVERMENT LOCAL AUTHORITY AND EDUCATIONAL ORDERS WELCOME
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INTERACTIVE
SEEING STARS!

Computer
cracking up?
Disks doing
back flips?

Q l enjoy a quickie and in the hope that
you do too, here's two for you! I have a
Star

LC24/200

attached

to

my

520STFM. Do you know where I can get a

compatible 24-pin driver for use with 1st Word
Plus?

Printer out

Secondly, my wife, the most wonderful wife

of puff?

on earth, is interested in astronomy - not to

be confused with astrology. Are there any

Atari ST

good astronomy programs available, prefer
ably in the public domain, but anything to

User's

keep her happy?

very own

Sfeve Freemantle, Unst, Shetland Isles.

A

Silicon

No problem, and both from the
same

source.

The

Service

Goodman

Enterprises
public
domain
library (16 Conrad Close, Meir Hay
Estate,
Longton,
Stoke-on-Trent,
Staffordshire ST3 1SW) have just
what you're looking for. Disk GD743
consists of a selection of printer

Supremo
is at your
disposal

DrSJ Caswell, Walsall.

A

We would not consider publish
ing a feature detailing the rela
tive merits of sub-£500 comput

ers for several reasons.

Chiefly, because the magazine is
for ST owners only and therefore
should not be filled with rubbish pro
filing PCs and secondly, because
those who buy the magazine have
almost invariably already made their
choice as far as machine buying is
concerned.

Performance

differences

can

be

accounted for in a line or two any

way. The TT uses fast ram chips for
three very good reasons: they were
available by the time the machine
got around to being designed; its
internal architecture can take advan

tage of the extra speed provided by

drivers and utilities and includes a
driver for use with the LC24 and 1st

faster ram; and because the enor

mous expense of using these fast

Word Plus.

components is all passed on to the

Also in the same PD catalogue
there's a wealth of astronomy pro

grams

processor or fiddling with obscure printer
codes? Meanwhile, keep up the good work.

including,

on

disk

buyer anyway.

RISC

GD187,

is

an

acronym

meaning

Reduced Instruction Set Computer. It
works on the basic principle that

Planetarium which enables users to

move around the night sky locating

given a particular task to perform, it
is far quicker to solve using simple

objects and generally exploring the
heavens. GD458 has Constellations,

instructions and repetition than com

a dinky little program detailing the
heavenly constructs of the title and
GD788
provides
Planet,
which
enables users to locate and track

plex instructions.
After many years of development,
processors had reached the stage

planets through the night sky.

where

their

instruction

sets

were

enormous and complex. Every possi

All disks are available for a couple

of quid and there are plenty more

ble function had its own instruction,

where these came from - and no, I'm

sometimes several, and although
this can be useful, when it comes to
actually programming these chips

not related to the proprietor, it's just
a very good library- Have fun!

the complex instructions get in the
way and slow operations down.
RISC gets around the problem by
providing the same kind of repetition
of simple instructions as performing
multiplication by successive addi

DIAGNOSIS PLEASE
O l have been a regular reader of Atari
ST User and I have found it very useful
and informative.

tions and division by successive sub

In view of the increasing number of com

puters now available for under £500, includ
ing some PCs, I wonder whether you would
consider an article comparing the perfor
mance of 68000-based machines with 086

and 286 machines and explaining how the

peripheral chips and operating systems affect
the performance as seen by the user. For
example, ram seems to be rated at different
speeds in theTT.
Also, what is RISC technology and what
relevance has it to practical, low-cost comput

ing? I understand the Archimedes uses a 32bit RISC chip.

I am using SuperBase to hold the basic
details of my practice and hope, time permit-

tractions.

ting, to develop a highly compressed medical
database to achieve the impossible task of
combining floppy disk portability with speed
in use for a very large database.
I have also used Timeworks DTP to pro
duce my practice's leaflet with some success,

but am plagued by annoying niggles such as
difficulty in loading fonts and losing page
feeds. Is this typical of Timeworks or am I
incompetent?

Finally, I am printing this in proportional font
on my printer because the result looks so
much better. Is it possible to justify the print
out without using a slow graphic-based word-

The chips are powerful and able to

repeat these simple instructions
many, many times in a very short
space of time. The result is a fast,
almost limitless machine such as the
Archimedes.

Compression? Simple - have a rum

mage through any of the public
domain library catalogues for a suit
able compression utility. See our PD
pages for details of suppliers.
These
will
compress
your
database files by a large amount,
usually between 20 and 80 per cent,

...anything can happen in the next half hour...
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and are fairly fast and reliable. If you
are a regular reader, you will

have

one of these utilities on a back issue
coverdisk.

The Timeworks niggles sound like
you're not quite appreciating the
complexities of the program. Take
care when loading and setting up
and ensure that all pathways to
fonts are correctly defined.
Timeworks is a very popular desk
top publisher which is used by many
STers. Our desktop publishing page
in Aspects features regular tutorials,
hints and tips for using Timeworks look out for them.

If you want a faster wordprocessor
yet one which provides justified
type, get a copy of ST Writer free
from any public domain library. The
program does
not use Gem although it does provide fleeting
access to it if you really need a

user. Thanks in anticipation and thanks again
for a really informative magazine and a firstclass coverdisk.

Bill King, Airdrie, Lanarkshire.

WIMP environment - which makes it

very fast and efficient.

A

Ah, that old chestnut! Don't
worry, the problem's enough to
fox any newcomer and it isn't

STE BOOT

anything that you're doing. STEs have

Q A s a relatively new 520STE owner for
give me if the problem I describe is
one that's been brought up before.
Having got myself hooked on Atari ST
User coverdisks I still have to follow your very
clear instructions regarding de-archiving and
so on. But although I have done what you say
about booting the coverdisk, my machine
refuses to go into medium resolution - I'm
using a colour television and saving up for a

a problem you see, they won't boot
up in medium resolution. All new
computers have one or two teething
troubles when they first roll off the
silicon production lines, and this
booting glitch was the STE's.
Fortunately, Atari recognised the
problem and quickly released a soft
ware patch to overcome it. It's avail
able from most PD libraries or you
could simply pop in to your local com

monitor.

I've no problem changing to medium reso
lution after the initial low resolution screen

puter store. They'll almost certainly
be able to provide you with it.

has appeared and I've even saved the Desk
top while in medium resolution but when I

FOUR FROM THE HEART

reboot, the screen is back in low resolution!

Is there a simple answer to this? Is my
machine at fault? Also, if I do invest in a mon
itor will I still have the same trouble when the

different cable is being used?
I hope you can help out this frustrated STE

Q l have been a subscriber to your won
derful magazine for the past six months
and find it every bit fascinating. As
there are very few ST owners in India, your
magazine is the only source for me to keep

REVOLUTIONARY
Qln the May issue of Atari ST User, you published a plea for the name of the program
that checks the rotation speed of floppy drives. Well, you could try a program called
Disector that was sold by Evesham Micros, or you could try this little program written
in GFA Basic which also checks the speed of the drives.

Alert 2, "test speed of which drive?",1," A:\ : B:\ ",
Drive A$=Space$(512)

! Reserve 512 bytes for bootsector Do

Void Xbios(8,L:Varptr(A$),L:1,Drive-1,1,0,0,1) ! start drive Tirae1=Timer
Void Xbios(8,L:Varptr(A$)/L:1,Drive-1,1,0,071)
Time2=Timer

! stop timer

Disk_rpm=Int(1200000/(Time2-Time1))/100 ! drive speed
Print "Speed of drive = ";Disk_rpm;"rpm" Loop
The important part of the program is the Xbios 8 command which reads in one sector from

the disk, in this case the boot sector. From the time taken to do this, it is possible to calcu
late the speed the drive is rotating at. Simple!
If this letter is published may I also use the opportunity to tell you about my soon-to-bereleased virus killer? At the moment it can detect eight types of boot sector virus, but no
link viruses.

If there is anybody who has come across link viruses, or any viruses apart from Ghost,
Signum/BPL, Directory Waster, Little Green Goblin, Kobold #2, Evil Nick, Muncher and
Pirate Trap could they please send them to me? Thanks.
Marc Cole, 21 Farmlees, Charfield, Gloucestershire GL12 8JA.

It wasn't quite a plea for the name of the program but we get
your drift. Thanks very much for the code snippet and good luck with
[ the virus killer!

abreast of the ST world. I hope you can
answer some of my queries.
• My 1040STE purchased in the UK does
not give any audio output when I use it with
my colour TV. Is there any way around this or

any way to get sound from the machine?
• What hardware and software do I require
for adding animated titles to my home videos
using the ST?
• Could you explain something about
printer drivers and how it can be ascertained
that a particular piece of software is compati
ble with a given printer?
• Can I control domestic gadgets using
the ST? If so, how can it be done?

Many thanks in anticipation of your help.
Rajnish Arora, Delhi, India.
A

Rather a pity about the sound
output but the problem can be

overcome easily. The solution is
to send the output from pin 1 of the
monitor socket - the audio output to an amplifier and speaker.
You can use a domestic hi-fi amp
and speakers or get hold of one of
those
dinky
little
combined
amp/speakers for use with personal
hi-fi. Either way, you'll have sound

independent of the television output.
Video titling is neither cheap nor
simple and requires a large invest
ment before you can perform even
the simplest titling tasks.
In order to overlay ST display out
put with video sequences you'll need
a genlock. This is a device which
combines and synchronises output
from the two devices, video and com
puter, to one display.
You'll need some good animation

software or, at the very least, a
decent paint package such as Degas
Elite to produce the titles. You'll also
need a second video recorder to cap
ture the output from the video and
the titles from the ST - most domes
tic video recorders do not have the

ability to superimpose over existing
images.
So that's painting/animation soft
ware at upwards of £20, a genlock at
several hundred pounds and a sec
ond VCR - you can probably borrow
or hire a second video - all of which

I'm assuming have to be imported
from the UK. If you want video titling
it's going to be a costly business!

Printer drivers are files consisting
of a series of codes which, when
read and interpreted by applications August 1991 Atari ST User

>• software, enable those applications
to make use of a printer.
Almost all applications come with
a few printer drivers, usually to take
advantage of Epson and compatible
printers and those from the other
well-known

manufacturers

such

as

Panasonic, Citizen and Star.
Your software's manual will make

note of those provided with the soft
ware, but if your printer isn't listed
but will respond to Epson control
codes try an Epson printer driver
such

as

the

LX80

or

FX80.

This

should enable you to get something
printed at the very least!
You can control domestic gadgets
with the ST, but to do so it's wise to
isolate the machine from any poten

tially dangerous currents by using
one of the optical relay devices avail
able.

In order to control devices you
need signals for switching from your
ST, and for beginners those provided

by the printer port are fine. Using the
printer port for switching has the
advantage of being easy to set up.

cost £79 and took half an hour to fit.

Disaster! When I switched on I still got the
same message, trying to load the program
which

had

been

tested

as

OK

on

internal drive that I would like to convert to an
external second disk drive. I do have a little

experience with a soldering iron and a smat
tering of knowledge in electronics so any help
you can give will be much appreciated.
L Knight, Ramsgate, Kent.
Very,

very

"check

the

misleading
connections"

lot easier?

Brian Baines, Co Armagh, Northern Ireland.

other

machines. So I went back again to Computerworld where, would you believe it, the drive
worked perfectly!
No problems loading this or any other pro
grams since. I couldn't believe it.
Have you any ideas? I now have one good

A

deleting programs I don't need. If there is an
easier way, could you please make my life a

that
mes

sage. Whenever it's happened to
me there's never been anything
wrong with the floppy drive and the
problem has always been with the
disk. Change the disk, and the
machine's happy again. I'd lay odds

that there's nothing at all wrong with

A

Ram disks were made for you!
To copy a single file from one
disk to another, even if you only
have a single disk drive, follow these
instructions.

Put the source disk (ie the one con
taining the file you want to copy) into
your disk drive, double click the drive
icon to open it so that you can see
the files on the floppy, then click and
drag the one you want until its dot
ted, outlined icon is positioned over
the drive

B

icon on the

Desktop.

Release pressure on the mouse but
ton.

You will be prompted to insert disk
B into drive A - because you have no
drive B - at which point you should
remove the source disk and insert
the destination disk. Click OK.

If the file is a small one it will be

your drives.
What on earth "tidied up and re-sol

copied in one go, known as one
"pass", but if it's large you may have

dered" was we shall never know but

to swap the disks

to LPRINT the correct CHR$ to pro

it

before it is completely copied.

vide a signal from the desired pins.
These signals can then be used via
an optical relay and electromechani
cal relays (depending upon what it is
you want to control) to switch house

You're

All you have to do - from Basic - is

hold devices on and off.

The subject of control is a little too

was

probably
now

on the subject such as the excellent
cheap texts published by Bernard
Babani
(Publishing)
Ltd,
The

Grampians, Shepherds Bush Road,

unnecessary!

stuck with an

internal

All points bulletins to

A t a r i S T User,

~~uropa House,
Adlington Park,

Check out our public domain pages
for a list of suitable suppliers of

Macclesfield
SK10 4NP

these

drive for which you would need to
shell out more cash than it's worth in

become

order to use -

manipulating

the machine and will then be able to
branch out on your own.

along with one disk drive, it's possi
ble to get a little utility program free
from the public domain which will set

You use this ram-based drive just
as if it was an ordinary drive but you
must remember to back up the files
before switching off the power or
they'll be lost.

tured in Atari ST User. You will soon

in

And that's where ram disks come

ory and pretend that it is a disk drive.

scue .

Write to them for a catalogue and

confident

times

aside a little of your ST's ram mem

Interactive

London W6 7NF.

follow any hardware projects fea

several

into their own. For those struggling

involved to provide comprehensive
information on here, so I would
advise you to get hold of a good book

all

power supply, case,

and

other

utilities.

As

for

ActionSoft's address and phone num
ber we invite readers to write in with

an address, as Action
appear on our files.

Soft

don't

cables and so on.

There

is,

however,

a

solution.

Advertise it in the classifieds as an

GOING, GOING, GONE!
There is another approach that Steve Amos in
May's Interactive Rescue might like to take to
get a workstation or similar for his computer,

either provide instructions or informa

exchange drive for someone still
struggling along with an ST with sin
gle sided drive. Don't ask for too
much money and you ought to be

tion where I can find out how to convert

able to off-load it. Alternatively, you

ture. Perhaps the most common source of

could swap it for software.

such furniture at auction is from company liq

BAD DRIVE?
Q l am writing in the hope that you can

a spare Atari 520STFM double sided disk

uidations and in the current economic climate

drive into an external drive.

I started

having

problems

and that is to attend auctions of office furni

nearly

two

months ago when I got a fault message from
my internal drive, saying that it could not
access drive A, and/or that I should check the
connections to my hard drive. I don't have

one yet but I'm working on it.
I was trying to load the program ST Writer
Elite version 3.8. I could get the directory up
but when I clicked on the program file I got
the error message.

I took the machine to Computerworld in

there is almost no shortage!
With the computer dominating business,

ST OAP!
Q l recently purchased an Atari 520ST
second hand which because of its age
does not have a built-in disk drive or a

modulator

for

using

colour

TVs

and

low/medium resolution programs.
As I use the machine mainly for wordpro-

cessing and graphics work this did not bother
me at the time of purchase, but I have since
tried to get a modulator for it with no success.

Canterbury where the fault manifested itself

I have written to Silica Shop but without

again. I left them to try and sort it out.
About 10 days later I received it back. They
said they could not find a fault with the disk
drive but tidied up the inside and resoldered

reply so far because the modulator they men
tion in their full page advert is out of stock.
Could you please give me ActionSoft's

a few connections. They didn't give me any
in-depth details.
Later that day, the same problem hap

the firm who manufacture the modulator?

pened again so I decided that a new internal
disk drive would be the order of the day. It
Atari ST User August 1991

address and telephone number as they are

Also, is it possible to copy, for example, a
single program from your CoverDisk onto
another disk using only one disk drive? I usu
ally end up copying the whole disk and then

almost all companies have computer/printer
specific items of furniture, desks with slits cut
in the top for example, for printers.
Alternatively, a large office desk might suit
Steve better - it has the advantage of drawers
into which all manner of junk can be
crammed. Additionally, if the desk is large

enough it can accommodate software manu
als and ring binders within easy reach.
I am by no means an auction buff but I
have been to a few and the desk and chair I

use were bought at auction for near bargain
prices. I'm not claiming you will get a bargain
- a lot depends upon who is there, what they
want and the general quality of the goods.
I hope that all of this is some use to Steve
and anyone else contemplating buying a
desk for their setup.
Kevin Preece, Gloucester.

520 ST MEMORY UPGRADES
512K UPGRADE TO 1MB FOR ST(FMXE) MACHINES AT ONLY

£50.00

READ THIS....

Includes FITTING (no more DIY), RETURNPOSTAGE (no hidden extras)

and a 3 MONTH WARRANTY against Defective Partsand Workmanship.
RING TO BOOK YOUR MACHINE IN NOW . . .

«j

GAMES * *

C& |0*

GL005: ST VEGAS

Branded Verbatim Disks DSDD (Box of 10)
520/1040 Dust Cover
Star LC10 Dust Cover
Quality Mouse Mat
StarLCIO Ribbons

ADVENTURES

Jf ©
GL015: BUNNY HUNT „W©
GL025: JOUST
V

GL040: UNDER BERKWOOD
GL082: ELVEN CRYSTALS
GL096: WIZARDS TOWER

GL034: TENNIS SIM

GL1 97. NETHACK THE ADVENTURE

GL181 : BOXING CHAMP (D/S)

V.2

Please add £0.70 P/P to orders under £8.00,

GL1 51 : TOMBS OF DEATH

GL056: ENGLAND TEAM MANAGER
GL1 1 9: LEAGUE SOCCER

£8.00 to £20.00 add £1.40, Over £20.00 FREE

UTILITIES

GL049: FAST COPY III

FREE DISK BASED CATALOGUE
WITH EVERY £5 ORDER

GL099: FOOTBALL POOLS PREDICTOR
GL1 52: ST WRITER ELITE

ORSEND50p (or blank disk}
CHEQUES PAYABLE
TO:
PD.ST

£8.49
£4.99
£4.99
£2.99
£2.99

ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS

P.O.V. SOFTWARE AVAILABLE

37 CROSSALL STREET, MACCLESFIELD, CHESHIRE, SK11 6QF

Send to: PD.ST, 95 ELTON ROAD,

TEL 0625 503448 24HRS 7 DAYS A WEEK

SANDBACH, CHESHIRE CW11 9NE

P.S. Remember, What you see is What YOU pay.
make cheques payable to ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS.

WIZARD P.D.

TROUBLESOME

178, Waverley Rd, Reading, Berks, RG3 2PZ

FAULTY ST?!!

SUMMER SPECIALS

Quality ST Repairs
From only £23.50 inc. return

POCKET POWER COLLECTION, 13 TO CHOOSE
FROM ALL AT £2.80 each. OR 10 FOR £25.00

* FOR SPEED, FREE POSTAGE
& PEACE OF MIND
CALL FOR OUR FIXED PRICE

LLAMATRON and the latest TETRIS for all ST's

OFFER ANYWHERE IN THE UK!

£1.50

BEGINNERS

Ring Repairs Hotline

WELCOME,

STAR ASSOC. Computers
Wembley 081 961 5366

A

520ST-E DiscoveryXtra...£269.99
1040ST-E Family
£359.99
MEGA1 ST + Pro 24 III ....£434.99
MEGA 2 ST + Pro 24 III....£611.99
MEGA 4 ST + Pro 24 III....£784.99

Stacy 2Mb Ram 20Mb HD£1342.99
TT 2Mb Ram 40Mb HD ..£1629.99
TT 4Mb Ram 40Mb HD ..£1934.99
TT 8Mb Ram 40Mb HD ..£2136.99
SM124 Mono Monitor
CALL
SC1224 Colour Monitor....£262.99
PTC1426 Multisinc
£409.99
MEGAFILE 30 HD
£342.99
MEGAFILE 60 HD
£461.99
SLM605 Laser Printer ....£1022.99
STM-1 Mouse
£24.99
Portfolio
£181.99

Philips 8833 Mkll

£244.99

Citizen 120D+

£131.99

Citizen 124D
Citizen Swift 9
Citizen Swift 24
Swift 9/24 Colour Kit
StarLC-10
StarLC24-10
Star LC-200
StarLC24-200
Star LC24-200 Colour
Cumana 1Mb 3.5* Drive
Roctec 1Mb 3.5" Drive
0.5Mb Xtra-RAM
0.5Mb Xtra-RAM STE

£194.99
£197.99
£294.99
£34.99
£141.99
£199.99
£214.99
£239.99
£299.99
£79.99
£64.99
£61.99
£46.99

£22.99

AT Once
AT Once Plus

£172.99
£199.99

ATSpeed
PC Speed

£189.99
£89.99

Hitachi Camera & Lens
Vidi ST + Vidi Chrone

£224.99

VidiRG9 Splitter

(Double Sided Disk)

For free paper catalogue detailing over 800 disks send SAE(A5)
or ring 0734 574685. For disk catalogue send blank &SAE.

SOFTMACHINE

Atari Hardware

Forget-Me-Clock II

ew Catalogue
with lower
'rices out now

£104.99

Mastersound 2

£29.99

40 Great Sub Adv's

Replayv8
Replay Professional

£59.99
£94.99

F-19Stealth Fighter

Naksha Mouse
Contriver Trackball
Marconi Trackball
Universal Printer Stand
Centronics Printer Cable
RS232 Cable
Scart Cable

£19.99
£29.99
£49.99
£6.99
£4.99
£7.99
£8.99

FlightSim Odyssey

3.5"40 Cap Disc Box
3.5" 80 Cap DiskBox
10 x Sony Bulk3.5"
50 x Sony Bulk3.5"
100 x Sony Bulk3.5"
10xSonyMFD2DD3.5"

£4.99
£6.99
£5.99
£24.99
£44.99
£9.99

10xTDKMF2DD3.5-

*3D Graphics Prog

£18.95

Atari ST Basic to C

£18.45

Atari ST Logo Users Guide.£18.45
Atari ST Mach Lang 68000 .£16.95
Atari ST Programmers Gde £22.95
AtariST Tricks & Tips
£18.45
Game Makers Manual*
MIDI & Sound Book*

£12.95
£16.45

MusicalApplications*
Presenting the Atari ST
*Appl Gde to Prog in C

£5.95
£15.95
£19.95

ST Artist
£17.45
ST Disk Drives In S Out
£18.95
Tech Ref Gde *Vol1 VDI
£19.95
Tech Ref Gde *Vol2 AES
£19.95
Tech Ref Gde *Vol3 TOS ....£22.95
Timeworks Publisher
£9.95
Your First Basic
£14.95
* Indicates Atari ST in title

£159.99

£179.99

Datascan Professional

£171.99

Designer Modem

£109.99

Linnet Modem

£161.99

£7.95

Jet Fighter School II
Learnto FlyFlightSim

TakeOffFlightSim
Up & Run FlightSim....

68000 User Guide

£8.95

Programming the 68000 ....£23.95
Teach Yourself 68000

£8.95

40 Great Flight Sims
40 More Great Flights

£13.95
£14.95

E5

....£14.95
....£11.95
£14.95

....£59.95

£89.95

....£59.95
..£178 95

Desktop Publishing
Fleet St Publisher v3

Pagestream
Pagestream Font Sets

£169.95
£124.95
£44.95

Timeworks DTP Tutor

....£72.95
£25.95

Databases
DGBase

K-Data

K-sBread4
K-Spread4T

Logistix

£67.95

£96 95
....£34.95
....£29.95

....£37.95
....£55.95

Superbase Personal
£39.95
Superbase Personal 2
£64.95
Superbase Professional. .£164.95

Neodesk 3

Twist

£1795

-JlJ-j ffi sf~ZZZZZZZ Mil
f?495

£112.95 WERCS

£64.95 v
£18.95

Communications

Cashbook Combo
Cashbook Controller
Final Accounts
Home Accounts
Personal Fin Man Plus
Small Bus Ace Cash
Small Bus Ace Xtra

£47.95
£35.95
£22.95
£18.95
£29.95
£57.95
£91.95

System 3

£35.95

....£36.95
F44 95

Mailshot Plus.
Multidesk

£44.95 Tempus2

K-Spread1

Accounts

....£29.95
..£102.95

Word Writer

K-Spread 2

£37.95
£29.95
£34.95
£24.95
£29.95
£28 95

K-Resource 2.

£27.95
£21.95

£895

1st Word Plus

That's Write
Wordflair

DGCalc
K-Spread

MiniOfficeSpreadsheet

K-Word2

K-Graph3

Spreadsheets

£14.95
....£12.95
....£15.45

Word Processors

68000 Assem Lang Prog....£21.95

£69.99

Vidi Colour Solution

Golden Image Scanner

£9.99

£13.95
£13.95
....£14.95
£14.95

Languages Compilers Etc
Devpac 2

£41.95

FTL Modula 2

£48.95

FTLModula 2 Developer. £69.95
GFABasic v3.5 Compiler... £23.95
GFABasic v3.5 Interpreter. £39.95
Hisoft Basic

Hisoft C Interpreter

£54.95

£41.95

Hisoft Forth

£28.95

Highspeed Pascal

£74.95

K-Seka Assembler
Lattice C V5
Nevada Cobol

£37.95
£111.95
£34.95

Prospero C
Prospero Fortran

£72.95
£72.95

Prospero Pascal

£72.95

STOS

£29.95

C Breeze Editor
Hard Drive Turbo Kit
Harlekin

Knife ST

FaSTcomm 2
Flash
K-Comm2
Mini Office Comms

£39.95
£18.95
£37.95
£18.95

C-Lab Creator
C-Lab Creator/Unitor
C-Lab Notator
C-Lab Notator/Unitor
CuBase

£289.95
£609.95
£479.95
£799.95
£494.95

Or T's Copyist Ann
Dr T's Copyist DTP

£76.95
£201.95

DrT'sKCS
DrT'sKCS Level II
Dr T's MRS

DrT's Tiger Cub
K-Minstrel2
Quartet

Educational
Better Maths 12-16 yr
Better Spelling Over 8

£19.95
£19.95

Fun
Fun
Fun
Fun
Fun
Fun

£14.95
£14.95
£14.95
£17.95
£17.95
£17.95

School
School
School
School
School
School

2
2
2
3
3
3

Under 6
6-8
Over 8
Under 5
5-7
Over 7

Lets Spell at Home
£14.95
Lets Spell at the Shops
£14.95
Magic Maths 4-8 yrs
£19.95
Maths Mania 8-12 yrs
£19.95
M Beacon Teaches Typing ..£22.95
Mega Maths A-Level
£20.95
Micro French GCSE
Micro Maths GCSE

£20.95
£20.95

Primary Maths 3-12 yrs

£20.95

Prof Looks at Words
Prof Makes Sentences

Prof Plays a New Game
£169.95
Spell Book 4-6
£249.95
£51.95 Spell Book 4-6 Data
£84.95 Spell Book Over 7
£24.95 Spell Book Over 7 Data
£35.95 Spell Book Data Creator

CAD/Graphics/Animation
Canvas

A

£10.95

Cyber Control

£29.95

CyberPaint
CyberSculpt

£36.95
£57.95

CyberStudio
Cyber Texture

£36.95
£36.95

Deluxe Paint

£36.95

Degas Elite
£19.95
Easy Draw 2
£36.95
Easy Draw2 Supercharged £59.95
Hyperpaint 2
£29.95
Megapaint 2
£89.95
£24.95 Spectrum512
£22.95

£21.95
£25.95
£34.95

Please make cheques/postal orders payable to SOFTMACHINE. All items subject to availability.
All prices include V.A.T. & U.K. Delivery. All prices subject to change without notice. E.&O.E.

SOFTMACHINE

Dept. STU8,20 Bridge House, Bridge Street,Sunderland SR11TE. Tel: 091-510 2666/2777 Fax: 091-5641960

The Three Bears

£19.95
£19.95

£19.95
£14.95
£11.95
£14.95
£11.95
£7.95
£25.95

Things to do with Numbers£14.95
Things to do with Words....£14.95

Simulations/Strategy
A10 Tank Killer
F-16 Combat Pilot

Call
£17.50

F-16Falcon

£21.50

F-19 Stealth Fighter
Flight Simulator II

£21.50
£24.99

Falcon Mission Disks

£13.99

FlightSim Scenery
Gunship

£10.99
£17.50

M1 Tank Platoon

£21.50

Mig 29 Fulcrum
Proflight

£24.99
£28.99

Team Yankee
UMS II

£21.50
£21.50
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Spasoft Computer Services

ATARI UPGRADES

Atari 520 STFM Discovery Pack
Atari 520 STE Discovery Extra Pack

£249
£269

Atari 520 STE Turbo Pack
Atari 1040 STE Curriculm Pack & Exclusive STE Starter Kit

£299
£349

Atari TT030/2 2Mb RAM, HD, Col Monitor
Atari TT030/8 32Mhz 40Mb Hard Disk, 8Mb RAM & Col VGA Screen

£1999
£2499

Atari Lynx console & Paperboy game

ATARI 520 ST
512K Upgrade to 1024K

£99

Atari Portfolio Pocket PC
Commodore CDTV & Defender of the Crown Game

£179
£549

Commodore Amiga 512K
Philips CM8833 Mk2 Colour Screen
Sega Mega drive & Altered Beast game
Sega Game Gear colour hand held

£299
£249
£139
£94

Panasonic KXPII 24i 24 Pin Printer

£299

HP Deskjet 500 Ink Jet Printer

£499

External 720K Cumana Disk Drive

£79

Phone For Our Trade In Prices

16 or 4 chip kit ONLY £32 + VAT

Make Cheques To SPASOFT. Send to: Spasoft (U4), 123 Mason Ave,
Lillington, Leamington Spa, CV34 7QF. Tel: 0926 413706

Upgrade Including Fitting ONLY £44 + VAT

TRuST P.D.
Quality Public Domain for the ST

Please Call For Details About Fitting Service

ABERVILLE COMPUTERS LTD.

Imperial House, St. Nicholas Circle,

Demo's
Games

Utilities
Educational

Art
Music
Word Pro

Clip Art
Programming
Slide Shows

NEW 50 page catalogue out now. Send a large S.A.E.
Plus over 80 Budgie U.K. games etc.

Leicester. LEI 4LF

Tel. (0533) 628182

For free catalogue on disk send a S.A.E. and blank
disk or £1 cheque/PO to: TRuST P.D., 18 The Park,

Fax. (0533) 626636 E3

Southowram, Halifax, HX3 9QY. Tel: 0422 341606

AMAZING PRICES FOR ATARI USERS
50 DSDD £17.80 100 DSDD £32.90

Armour-Geddon £15.75

Double Sided Double Density with Labels
Quantity
10
20
25
30
35
40
45
50

Price

Quantity

£4.30
£7.80
£9.95
£11.50
£12.95
£14.25
£16.00
£17.80

80
100
120
150
200
300
400
500

Price
£27.60
£32.90
E39.95
£49.35
£63.45
£94.00
£123.50
£152.75

Full No Quibble Rep lacement Guarantee

BOXES (with key s, labels, dividers)

|

10

0.94

40
4.95

50
5.60

80
6.30

100

6.80

120
8.75

Lemmings £15.75

LATEST GAMES
Brat

£15.96

PGA Tour Golf

£15.96

Chuck Rock

£15.96

Cybercon III

£15.96

Powermonger
Railroad Tycoon
Speedball2
Supercars2
Super Monaco GP

£18.95
£18.95
£15.96
£15.96
£15.96

SWIV

£15.96

Eye of the Beholder ...£18.95
Gods

£15.96

Heroquest
Killing Cloud
Mega Traveller I
Monkey Island

£15.96
£15.96
£18.95
£15.96

Nam

£18.96

Turrican II

£15.96

Viz

£15.75

Wonderland

£18.95

Orders accepted for any games not listed above
Canon BJ10e Bubble Jet Printer

£259.95

Canon BJ10e Bubble Jet Ink Cartridge

£18.25

Cumana CSA354 3.5" External Drive

£64.95

II prices include Postage &V.A.T. and are effective until August 5th 1991

Credit Card Orders (9am-10pm 7Days)

071 608 0624

Cheques/Postal Orders to:

DataGEM Limited, Dept STU, 23 Pitfield St, London N1 6HB.
Showroom open Monday-Friday 10am-6pm, Exit 2 Old St Tube.
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GOOD SERVICE
It's not often that service is so good that it
prompts me to put finger to keyboard, but in
this case it has.

I recently upgraded to a 24-pin printer and
encountered a problem on Timeworks DTP.

When I contacted my local dealer who sup
plied it to me 18 months ago, they could
not/would not help. I then contacted the dis
tributors GST Software Products in Hunting
don. They have been of great assistance and
I am now using the package on my new print

yii^s
Well here it is, another
bumper

selection

of

er.

I think they deserve a public thank you.
C Chambers, Bulwell, Nottingham
Well done GST! Customer support is
very important and it's great to see a
company offering prompt and proper

your letters. We love to

w

u

hear from you, so get
finger to key or pen to
paper and drop

us a

service.

line.
THE CUT OFF
In your April edition I read that there is going
to be at least £100 off the price of an STE. I'm
considering buying an STE and I would like to
know when the price cut is going to happen.
Saj Khan, Airdrie, Scotland
PS Love your mag, keep up the good work.
Atari have just launched a new pack
called Discovery Xtra which is priced

If we think your

words

any

of

good

wisdom

you

are

might

even score the letter of

the month prize and win
yourself £10. Get those
letters in to

at £299.99. The bundle is based on

the 520STE and includes games and

Leslie Bunder

serious software.

THE NAME OF THE GAME
Well done in producing a great magazine. I
would like to suggest an award that you can
use on the games pages. Instead of the ordi

Atari ST User,
Europa House,
Adlington Park,
Macclesfield
SK10 4NP

nary Game Of The Month title, how about call

ing it a Platinum Joystick? Sounds more hip to
me, what do you think?
Derek Smith, Bridgend, Mid-Glam
Sounds like a good name to me. So
we'll put it to a vote. Write in and let
us you know how you feel about call

ing the Atari ST User game of the
month a Platinum Joystick. If any
readers have other ideas for a good
name, write in. Being the generous
mag we are, there's a prize of a game
of your choice for the best sugges
tion.

GET BUSY
It's about time that the ST was being promot
ed as a businesslike machine and Phil Trory's
article in the June issue seems to sum up the
current situation rather well.

However, I would take issue on the critical

subject of spreadsheets. Jon Day (Director of
Kumsi) asks how many spreadsheets do you
need? I would say that the answer is no more

way out seems to be to get an emulator or a
Big Blue compatible either of which will put
me in the red.

Joe Skielnik, Streatham, London

letter. Glad you enjoyed reading the
feature as much as John enjoyed
writing it. Rest assured, there will be
plenty more goodies appearing over
the next few months.

Good news for all those interested in

doing business on the ST is that Phil
Trory will be writing a monthly Busi
ness Aspects page as of this month.
As far as your comments on the
sad fact that Lotus has not produced
1-2-3 for the ST, maybe if enough
readers write in to Lotus demanding
an ST version, then action may be
taken by them. Good luck in your

ARE YOU FOR REAL?
I've got a bet with a pal of mine. He reckons
that the letters published in your magazine
are made up. I think they are real. Please
answer as soon as possible as there's £10
riding on your reply.
James Stone, Morecambe, Lanes

I think your friend should be handing
over that crisp £10 note any day now.
Enough said!

efforts.

than 1-2-3!

Having more than test driven this package,
I have come to the conclusion that 1-2-3 is

GAME MARKETING

outstanding in several important ways. It's

Well done to John Butters for his enthralling
article on games marketing. Having owned an
ST for many years and bought
countless
games, many of which are based on licenced

the Tramiels, Bitmap Brothers, DMA Design

products, I found it very informative. Please

and others? How about it?

very user friendly, the documentation is excel
lent, it's easy and fast to learn and use and
the add-ons allow for superb presentation, no
spread, for me, doesn't match up despite
being mouse driven.
However 1-2-3 is more expensive and it's
not available on the ST. Surely it's not beyond
the wit of programmers at Lotus to bring out a

version for the ST? At the moment the only

keep up the good work on producing great

MORE PEOPLE
Any chance of doing some interviews with
personalities in the ST industry - people like

Danny Fox, Brighton

features.

P C Jones, Uxbridge, Middlesex
Thanks for the short and to the point

Boy, it sure has been a month of
bright ideas from readers. Interviews
are something Atari ST User will be
August 1991 Atari ST User

having more of in the future, so if
there is anyone you would like to see
interviewed in the magazine, please
write in and let us know.

HARD BARGAINING
After scanning the ads in Atari ST User for a
hard disk I am somewhat surprised by their
high price. Because of this, I am thinking of
taking the plunge and buying it second hand.
What tips, if any, can you offer me on buying

firms,

there

second hand hard drives and what other
alternatives do I have?

Well, as you know hard disks can
hold a lot of files and importantly

they access files faster than floppy
disks.

For

instance,

a

small

be

considerable

I've had an ST for quite a few years now and
consider myself to be a bit of an expert on it.
In my spare time I enjoy writing and would like
to know do you take on freelance writers and
how do I write for your esteemed organ?
Emma Morrison, Regents Park, London

20

megabyte hard disk will hold just as
much information as 23 floppy disks.
This means they are expensive as
hard disks take a lot of development
and have many complex parts such
as SCSI adaptors. Having said that I
am a little bit surprised that you
can't find a hard disk that is within

We always like to hear from would-be
writers. It doesn't matter if you have
had material published before or not.
As long as you have a good idea and
the ability to write to a high standard,
drop us a line saying what you would
like to write about.

That way we can discuss the arti

your budget and I'm not too keen on

cle and how it could be run in the

suggesting you go out and get a drive

guarantee with second hand items

magazine. Remember we will also
pay for any articles published, so
you'll be getting fame and fortune all
in one by writing for Atari ST User.

and

Good luck!

second hand.

As you will find out, there is no
it's

difficult

to

ascertain

the

gest Mr Gray takes out a subscription. He'll
find his super mag arrives on his door mat
before the issues hit the shops and the disk is
nicely hidden inside the pages with no hint of
tape darkening the front cover.
On the subject of subscriptions, I took out a
sub last year and was given a marvellous

game called Voodoo Nightmare. I have so far
gone into the spider temple (I can't get any
where else) and collected 69 red gems and 6
blue gems and am now left wandering
around. If you could give any hints at all on
this game I would be utterly thrilled!
Carol Randall, Brockley, London

NEW WRITERS

PS My budget is £300
Brian Hart, York.

can

price differences
It might also be worthwhile in the
future to take a copy of ST User
along to your local computer supplier
and show them the mail order price.
Who knows, with a bit of a haggle,
you might get them to lower their
price.
Despite the premium you paid for
your ST, I hope it doesn't stop you
getting many years of enjoyment.

There you have it - another satisfied
ST User reader! Glad you're enjoying
the mag Carol and glad you found
Voodoo Nightmare an addictive gam
ing experience! What can we offer
you in terms of some advice on how
to play the game? Well not a lot at
the moment, but if any readers can
write in to help Carol, we'll pass on
all the letters.

INTERNATIONAL REPLY
Hello friends, we are Atari ST users all the

way from Melbourne, Australa. We got hold of
your magazine from a friend of ours who visit
ed London and would be most grateful if you

could supply us with an address for Atari in
England and also Atari in America. I hope you
can help.

Gary and Robert Wilson,
Melbourne, Australia

state of the drive. Buying a cheap

drive can be very costly when hours

of your work are lost if your second
hand hard drive breaks down!

The alternatives that I suggest are

wait a bit for hard disk prices to fall
or buy a hard disk in kit form. You
can buy them from outlets such as
Gasteiner and Third Coast Technolo

gies. Remember with a kit, it is down
to you to make sure it's all working.
If you feel you can't do the project
yourself, speak to the company who
sold you the kit for their technical
help and support. Good luck.

PIXEL INFORMATION
In the February 1991 issue of Atari ST User,

you reviewed That's Pixel from Compo UK. I
would be obliged if you could tell me the

the addresses - got a pen and piece

name, address and any other relevant details
of a supplier from whom I may purchase

The

That's Pixel.

America: 1196 Borrugas Avenue, PO
Box 3427, Sunnyvale, California,

Rodney Hall, Taranaki, New Zealand

I bought an Atari STE Turbo Pack in March
from a well known department store. This was

Compo UK
Vinegar Hill, Alconbury Weston,

Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire
PE17 5JA

United Kingdom

Never mind, Perry, you win some and
you lose some. I think you could pre
vent others from following your mis

take by telling any would-be Atari ST
buyer to read magazines like ours so
that they could get an idea of the
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Slough,

DOCTOR DOCTOR
I wonder if you can help me. When is Life &
Death from Mindscape going to be released.
I've seen other computer versions of it and it
looks rather good. So can you get onto
Mindscape for me?
Tim Gold, Kenton, Middlesex

That very nice person at Mindscape,

Pam, tells me that by the time this

WOT NO ADS
What's going on? Why is it that the classified

issue hits the streets, Life & Death
will be in the shops. So you'll be able

ad section in Atari

to do those operations any day now!

ST User is no more?

Although I haven't bought anything from the
classifieds I and many others would love to
take advantage of any bargains on offer.
Sarah Leven, Glasgow, Scotland
Our advertising department tells us
that if we get a good response from
our readers about placing classified

MORE LETTER PRIZES
Is there any chance that instead of giving a
prize of £10 to the letter of the month that you
either give more money or more prizes?
Tony Jones, Vancover, Canada

ads, then we'll consider re-instating
them. So it's up to you - write in and

You want more money for your let

let us know now!

ly be into writing letters for money,

ters! Come off it! You shouldn't real

but

price range.

I may also add that large depart
ment stores usually charge the
recomended retail price which is
sometimes higher than a mail order
dealer. Even among the mail order

Terrace,

Hope this is of some help.

That's Pixel, but here is the informa
tion you need.

because I knew very little about computers

Jenny Roberts, Oxford.

Railway

Berkshire SL2 5BZ and for Atari in

we left out details of where to buy

then and I thought that it was a safe bet to
buy it from a well known department store.
After reading one issue of Atari ST User I
was rather surprised to find that I could have
bought the same computer package mail
order for £40 less. This disparity in prices for
the same computer pack is rather confusing
(and costly) for non-computer wizards like
me.

of paper handy? Atari in England is:

CA94088-3427.

Thanks for your letter Rodney. Sorry

Mr Neil Onions

SHOP AROUND

Nice to hear from the other side of
the the Globe. Sure we can give you

A HAPPY READER!
With reference to Mr Gray's letter in the July
issue of ST User. If he finds that taking the
cover disk off the cover tears ST User, I sug

rather

for

enabling

you

to

express yourself. The idea of offering
£10 (or $22 to you Canadians folks at
the current exchange rate!) is as a
token appreciation for a letter we
feel warrants it.

Hard Drives!!!

New Gadgets (by Small)!!!

ZRam upgrades

Our drives feature the same ICD case-external

SCSI ID changer, external SCSI port, and DMA
through port. But we now feature Plus Impulse
Drives (A Quantum company) with a 2 year
warranty, and a 64K cache on drive.
All our drives have clocks!

ICD w/Plus 105Meg 11ms
ICD w/Plus 52Meg 11ms
ICD w/Plus 40Meg 12mS
Bare Plus Impulse 40Meg 12ms
Bare Plus Impulse 52Meg 11ms
Bare Plus Impulse 105Meg 11ms

520 to 2.5mb

£150

Mega 2 to 4mb

£150

Others - 2.5mb

£159

Others - 4mb

£235

STE SIMMs

£45

TT SIMMs

£47

£529
£439
Free Post:
£425
£255 ICD Cleanup
£269 Quick ST 2.22
£340 Turbo ST

SYQUEST SQ-555 based drive:

The famous ZCS-44 removable

£639

extra cartridge
a three-pack

£86
£231

bare SQ-555 SCSI (w/cart)

£431

Combo drives - add another bare.

Bare Board (needs A, B, or C)
Option 7V-16mhz 68030
Option 'B'-16mhz 68030, 4 1Mb SIMMs
Option 'C'-33mhz 68030, 68882, 4 SIMMs
Option 'D'-4 1MB SIMMs
Shipped with a 68030 version of TOS

£32
£28
£34

UIS3

£18

Fonts

A fast communications board for Mega STs. Adds two

serial ports (up to 900,000 baud!!!) and a true SCSI port
For Spectres (v.3 or higher) this means...

AppleTalk!
AppleMIDI!

£20

MAC hard drives!

" ' " " ""'u vjuv&ji

Calamus

£195

Font Editor

£435
£145
£335
£579
£189

MegaTalk

£104

£218!
wwmm

•

v

I

In Atari mode you get 3 serials (BIOS drivers included)

£66

Outline

The Megafile 44 is a SYQUEST.

coprocessor.

£19

Neodesk v.3

PageStream

68030 SST
Go to TT speed on your ST with a 68030 chip.
Then you can add Fast RAM (up to 8MB), and a

£172

Spectre v. 3.1

£204

Ours comes with ICD host/software

Drives come set for US, UK or other
power. They come with PD software

We guarantee all hardware We even pay

return shipping

ICD Adspeed St 8/16 mhz £210
with 64k cache

Dealers: we offer trade prices on some items

Zicount Computers & Service

All Prices include VAT

ost: £12< £200; £8< £500; free>=
Voice: 0101 + (301) 229 2407
Fax: 0101 + (202) 333 1756

8102 Thoreau Drive

Bethesda, MD 20817-3160 USA

NEW LOW PRICES

BRANDED DISKS AT BULK PRICES

Benchmark ^/ brand
ALL 3V," DISKSCOME WITH LABELS.

Disk Type

ALL 5V." DISKS COMEWITH LABELS, WRITE PROTECTSAND SLEEVES.

Qty

25

372" DS/DD 1Mb

£

17.00

372" DS/HD 2Mb

£

33.60

574" DS/DD 96/48 TPI

£

11.00

574" DS/HD 1.6Mb

£

18.00

50

1000 I

100

200

500

29.00

41.00

75.00

163.00

61.00

67.00

132.00

320.00

630.00

18.00

28.00

51.00

122.00

225.00

31.50

52.50

99.00

228.00

394.00

309.00

ALL OUR DISKS ARE 100% CERTIFIED GUARANTEED ERROR FREE

ALL BENCHMARK 31/2" DS/DD DISKS ARE NOW MANUFACTURED
BY THE WORLD'S LEADING MAKER - SONY
DISK STORAGE BOXES LOCKABLE

3Va"
372"
51A"
574"

50 capacity
100 capacity
100 capacity
240 capacity (stackable)

£3.70
£4.70
£4.70
£19.50

THESE PRICES ONLY IF BOUGHT WITH DISKS

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & P&P UK ORDERS ONLY
Cheques and
Postal Orders to

K

24 HOUR ORDERLINE 0597 87784

Manor Court Supplies Ltd
Telephone: 0597 87 792 Fax No:0597 87 416

Dept ST8, Glen Celyn House, Penybont, Llandrindod Wells, Powys, LD1 5SY.
EDUCATION AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME

UNBRANDED DISKS AT SAME PRICES
August 1991 Atari ST User

WWr^AW
Mo Warden helps out a struggling landscape artist
and offers to empty her Moneybox again...
ello again! This month's subject is fantasy art. This is a fairly vague term, cover
ing just about anything imaginary that isn't pure abstraction. From space aliens
to dragons, super-heroes to surrealism, it can be summed up as anything which
can't be photographed. Who can say whether it actually exists!
Anyway, sources offantasy art are everywhere you look. Combining several images or

H

distorting a photo can give impressive results.

Take pictures of a bird in flight and a horse - use the wings on the horse's back and
you have Pegasus. Draw snakes in a woman's hair and you've created the Gorgon. A
photograph of a lizard can be turned into a drawing ofa dragon quite easily, with wings if
you use an image of a bat or pterodactyl.

A goblin can be formed by tracing a photograph of a man and moving the tracing
paper as you draw to compress the limbs and torso, while the head and features could
be enlarged and distorted the same way.

With a bit of research you could produce a very impressive alien, for example, com

bining the head ofa fish, eyes ofa fly, jaws ofa roaring tiger, body of a gorilla, claws of a
crab, legsofa goat and tail of a scorpion. Iwouldn't fancy meeting him in a dark alley!
Fantasy scenery can be created quite simply too, by distorting actual forms. Olive
trees grow in fabulous shapes and could be the inspiration for architecture which looks
as if it has grown from the ground. Stalactites and icicles can make pillar or column
shapes in a great hall, where the goat-headed magician sits with his ancient books. Let
yourself get carried away.

SUBMISSIONS

EXAMPLE

A few quick words about your
submissions. If possible, send

My example this month is a distortion

your text files as Ascii and your
screens in Degas (.PI1 or .PCI) or
.NEO format.

We can easily accommodate
raster information, so if you're

using Neo Master an .IFF file is
fine. A piece of animation - if it's
shorter than 10 frames, the whole

thing could be printed on these
pages - should be in .IFF format
too. Deluxe Paint does this nicely
and is the one I use.

Purpose-written

screen

show

utilities can be very smart, and

good to use if you want to dis
tribute your work freely without

anyone

extracting

the

actual

data, but therein lies the problem.
We have to be able to load your

work into DTP, so peculiar com

pressions and odd formats are
impractical.

I've already received quite a
few good pieces which I can't use
because they're either embedded
in a crunched chunk or in a for

mat that I can't easily convert. So
think about it before you send
your stuff in!

Finally, an apology to those
artists

who

were

disappointed

with the printed results of their
labours in June's ArtBreak. Unfor

tunately, due to a technical hitch
the colours did not print as they
should have.
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of a picture I found in a magazine.
She was modelling make-up.
I drew in the main lines on my

graphics tablet - although I could
just as easily have used the grid
method, boxing it up and copying
the contents of each square - in
Neochrome Master, chose a rough

palette and then put the photo aside.
I changed her hair to be a little
wilder, and added the beam of her
spell from the palm of her hand.

CRACK THAT MONEYBOX!
This month's MoneyBox prize goes to G. Buchan of Kippen,
Stirling. I don't know his first name, but he tells me his pseudonym
is Sharn Krath, he's 21 and he's been drawing for about two years.
He'd like the chance to work with a programmer, so if anyone is
interested, drop me a line and I'll put you in touch.
Anyway, 25 quid goes to him for his Tolkein screen. This is part
of his description of the work: "This picture was created on
Neochrome and started with me drawing the head and shoulders
of the Barbarian with freehand draw. After some correction I

added the body, arms and legs.
"Next I filled him in with dark grey and drew the background,
decided on the colour palette and chose to do it at sunset, since
the shadows are more interesting.
"Putting the sun behind the right-hand mountain, I started to
highlight large areas of the man with a medium yellow showing
where the sunlight reflected. By halving these areas with another
brighter colour I shaded towards the sun. By repeatedly doing this
I got the brighter side. Then I did the same, but with darker
colours, shading away from the sun.
"One of the most difficult areas was his outstretched arm. This

required quite a bit of study of my own arm pointing at a dull light.
I had to create the shading so as to emulate a bone-crunchingly

powerful arm. This required careful observation of my own arm
and accentuation of the highlights. Once shaded, I started filling in

the background with appropriate colours, and shading them in a
similar way except I used a single point spray, moving the mouse
around semi-randomly to create a more smooth effect of dithering
on the hills.

"I created the effect of the sunset by using horizontal lines of
colours with a checkerboard effect of these colours between each
solid line.

"Now the water and bridge required a deep shadow due to the
mountains blocking the sun. The water shadow also needed some
texture to show that it isn't flat. I did this by 'eating' away at the
shadow with the light blue in small horizontal lines, thus creating a
rippled effect.
"Next the moon was added and the stars. Again the shading
was done by hand with the sunlight hitting it at an angle. Finally
the clouds - these are the easiest kind to do. Just by using a
darker red than the sky I traced the top curved line of each,
bulging it out toward the sun. By adding sloped triangles of bright
yellow underneath and shading upwards and left with darker
colours you get the under-light.
"The whole picture was smoothed, the river was brightened with
stippling and the banks reflected by using black to show humps.
The trees and cactus were added as an afterthought, and the
picture was done."
A very professional approach to a striking image.
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THE ANSWER TO YOUR

DISK DUPLICATION PROBLEMS

SYNCRO EXPRESS IS A HIGH SPEED DISK DUPLICATION SYSTEM THAT
WILL PRODUCE COPIES OF YOUR DISK IN AROUND 40 SECONDS!!
•

Syncro Express requires a second drive & works by controlling it as a slave device & ignoring the computer disk drive controller

chip whereby high speeds & great data accuracy are achieved.
•

Menu driven selection of Start Track/End Track up to 85 tracks.

•

Very simple to use, requires no user knowledge. •

The most powerful Disk Copier ever conceived.

•

Also duplicates other formats such as IBM, etc.

No more waiting around for your disks to copy.

•

Probably the only duplication system you will ever need!

•

Now with TWO SUPER POWERFUL "SYNCRO" MODE that actually synchronise your Disk Drives for even greater accuracy!!

•

Comes complete with EXPRESS FAST FORMAT PROGRAM.

•

•

Ideal for clubs, user groups or your own disks.

Ifyou don't have a second drive we can supply SYNCRO

[EXPRESS together with a Disk Drive for ONL Y...
WARNING

- m_i- Vn'

^m/

1

Datel ElectronicsLtd.,neither condones nor authorises the use ot it's productsforthe reproduction of copyrightmaterial.

1988

Tne backup facilities ofthis product aredesigned toreproduce only software such as Public Domain material, theusers

ACT

,ory°ur own use' °' copyright material, without thegivan permission of thecopyright owner, orthelicencee thereof.

ICOPYRIGHT

own programs or software where permission to make backups has been clearly given. It is illegal to make copies, even

rf€frr f£r (?Cf r€FEfrf Crff"cfr r^/Q£?rf

TELEPHONE [24Hrs] 0782 744707 | CREDIT CARD ORDERS
ORDERS NORMALLY DISPATCHED WITHIN 48 Hrs. ALL CHEQUES/POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO....

GOVAN ROAD, FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,

FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT, ST4 2RS, ENGLAND.
Limited

FAX 0782 744292 TECHNICAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324

Handy Seawner
tavyaui'ST
atatnriy

gniScan
SCANNING COULDN'T BE SIMPLER...
5 Unmatched range of edit/capture facilities and keyboard
control simply not offered by other scanners at this
unbeatable price.
* An easy to handle Handy Scanner featuring 105 mm
scanning width and 400 dpi resolution enables you to scan
graphics and text into your ST.
I Adjustable switches for brightness/contrast levels.
1 Powerful partner for DTP that allows for cut and paste
editing of images etc.
f Geniscan gives you the ability to easily scan images, text
and graphics.

• Save images in suitable format for most
leading packages including DEGAS,

GS 4500
COMES WITH

NEOCHROME. FLEETSTREET, etc.

•

Package includes GS4500 scanner. Interface.

Power Pack and Scan Edit software.

•

Comes complete with OCP Art Studio

Software.

•
•

Huge range of features.
Top selling graphics package.

OCP ADVANCED
ART STUDIO

GOLDEN IMAGE OPTICAL REPLACEMENT MOUSE
... NOW A TRUE OPTICAL
MOUSE! FOR THE ST
•

YES A FULL FEATURE OPTICAL MOUSE FOR

YOUR ST - THAT MEANS NO MOVING PARTS!

Incorporating full optical tracking and counting - no ball so

^jP

no problemswith clogging, slipping, etc.
•

O

•

High count output for very fine movement.

Two button microswitch action.

• Direct replacement for all STs.
• Comes complete with special "Optical Pad".
• Superbly styled - supersmooth shape moulded to fit the hand.
Comes complete with moulded 9 pin connector.

No more to buy!!
COMPLETE

ONLY £39.99

HOW TO GET YOUR ORDER FASTI

TELEPHONE [24Hrs] Vri-YmLlii^M CREDIT CARD ORDERS
ORDERS NORMALLY DISPATCHED WITHIN 48 Hrs. ALL CHEQUES/POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO....

%t00\S\0'\>*\/'V%mWWl/%*%^&
Limited

GOVAN ROAD, FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT, ST4 2RS, ENGLAND.
FAX 0782 744292 TECHNICAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324
SCAN 3

Safely
Simula
Away from our hectic news desk John Butters
relaxes by piloting a Cessna or Learjet.
We put him to the test on Flight Simulator II
O f the scores of flight simulators for
the ST the longest serving, yet still

to circuits around one aerodrome you will

one of the most realistic, is SubLog-

10,000 feet you can't use landmarks - and
crossing your fingers and praying rarely

need to find your way across country. At

ic's Flight Simulator II. Here's how I
keep the aircraft in the sky.
The program boots to seat you at the con
trols of a single-engined Cessna at the
threshold of Oakland Airport's right-hand run

does the trick.

way.

Now it's all too tempting to try to show off

by swapping the slow and sturdy Cessna for
a beefy Learjet, but all that you'll probably
prove is that you are a good swimmer when
you ditch into the river at the end of the run
way So stick with the Cessna for the time
being. You can progress to bigger things
after experience -just like commercial pilots.
The engine is already running, but before
bowling off into the wide blue yonder remem
ber that when a fixed-wing aircraft flies at low
speed, such as at take-off, flaps have to be
lowered to prevent the plane from stalling. So
before starting the take-off lower the flaps to a
quarter.
To increase the throttle setting and start

rolling down the runway press the mouse but-

^r

Tuning the navigation equipment into radio
beacons known as VORs along the route
will tell you what heading to fly on to reach
each VOR and it will also tell you your dis

aMj

tance from it.

When turning on to the correct heading
remember that whenever an aircraft turns its

ton and at the same time push the case. Once
the speed reaches about 60 knots release the
button and pull back slowly on the mouse until

altitude will drop unless adjustments are

the nosewheel lifts.

you reach your destination.

Don't pull back too much or the speed will
drop and you'll stall. Lift the wheels and bring
the flaps up as soon as possible to cut down
drag.
Once you've reached about 1,000 feet the

Before arriving at an aerodrome check the
navigation maps to see whether it has a radio
frequency offering useful information. Wind

rate of climb can be reduced. As the nose

levels out your speed will increase and might
have to be reduced slightly to maintain
straight and level flight.

Unless you are going to limit the simulation

made to the throttle or elevator. Once over a
beacon tune into the next one and so on until

NAVIGATION

direction and speed, cloud base and temper
ature are supplied.
Landings are much simpler in multi-million
pound simulators which are used commer
cially because they have a much wider "out-

Elevator trim indicator

Oil
Tachometer

Airspeed indicator

Artificial horizon

Altimeter

Omni-bearing indicator
with Glidescope

Vertical speed
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indicator

NAV1 radio

NAV2 radio

Outer, middle and inner
marker lights

Flaps

temperature

Fuel gauges

Clock

of-the-window"

view.

FSII's

tunnel

INFO

vision

makes the approach a little tricky, although

FILE

VIEW

ENVIRO

If!

NfiV

•

you can look all around the plane in steps if
necessary.

70-

Trying to save fuel by turning on to the final
approach when you are practically overhead

w-

•

E-liHu-

LEVEL
TOPS
0 • 0 0 0
BASE

2

D 0? 000

•Tevel" "i

3(i-

the airport usually leads to dodgy landings
because you do not have enough time for fine
adjustments to your heading and height.
The best way to line up with the runway
correctly and descend at the right rate is to
turn on to the final approach about four miles

2«:
10:

•

r. -

•

4:

TOPS
0 . 0 00
ERSE
0 . 0 00

R 0 ij ND F 0G
DEPTH

from touchdown.

*—**. XldJ

Some airfields have a beacon - the Outer

Marker - at that distance from the runway. It
causes a bleeping noise and light to appear
in the cockpit. This is followed by the Inner
Marker shortly before the airfield.

SITUATION

CLOUDS

•

"««HFuaaa

J*11 KNOTS *«

COM

TIME

H 123.ID

13:31:3 1

MOV

1

DME

I I IH.I5

LANDING SYSTEMS

NRV

whether you are too high or too low, or are to
the left or right of the approach path. ILS fre
quencies can be found on the navigation
charts supplied with the package.
The aircraft's speed should be reduced to
around 80 knots as you near the aerodrome.
Flaps will have to go down to avoid stalling
and once you are about a mile from touch
down lower the undercarriage - it's very easy
to become obsessed with getting the landing
right and hit the runway with the wheels up.
Not a recipe for aviation success!
Lowering the undercarriage will make the
Cessna slow further and it will probably be
necessary to use more flaps. Ideal touch
down speed is about 50 knots - anything
higher usually leads to inelegant bouncing.

l

12 E B

HARE: GEAR FLAPS HAGS I Thru

aid known as the Instrument Landing System.
By tuning the navigation equipment on to the

right radio frequency you will be able to tell

2RDF

I IH.25

Large airfields often have a special landing

HEAT

[ '"11!

•nrr •• 0

"..] tnTH

Once you become an experienced pilot try adding adverse weather to the simulation. Low cloud
means you don't see the runway until the last minute while strong winds make flying tricky

VISUAL APPROACH
The most important thing to remember when
nearing the runway is not to continue if the
approach looks dangerous - increase the
thottle and go around for another attempt.
Flying visually you will be able to tell
whether you are getting too close to the
ground, but in bad weather remember that

the altimeter gives the height of the plane

[ARE: GEAF; FLhFS MAGS

HEAT

[ :./[ i £

rDFF ij 0

""J EDTH

above sea level and some airfields are 600

Large airfields have an instrument landing system (ILS) for assistance in landing. Use the two
needles on the Nav 1 dial to guide you down to the runway at the correct height and heading. If

feet above that.

you are flying a good approach the two needles will cross at the centre of the screen

After practice in the Cessna in good weath
er, pilots have two options for making the sim

INFO

FILE

BME

SIH

NAV

SITUATION

ulation a little more exciting.

TRY THE LEARJET
Whereas the Cessna's slow speed gives you
more time to line up with the runway, the Lear
jet flies so quickly that you either have to get it
right the first time or overshoot and reposition
for another approach.
Alternatively, adding adverse weather to
the simulation makes life pretty exciting. If
there's low cloud you will not be unable to see
the airfield until just before touchdown, mak
ing full use of the instruments absolutely
essential.

And wind tests your flying skills to the full.
As soon as you line up nicely with the runway

or beacon a hefty crosswind knocks you off
course, calling for speedy reactions to get
back on the right heading.
The real beauty of Flight Simulator II is that
if you do have an almighty prang you don't
really bend anything - except possibly your
joystick, mouse and other add-on devices!
Chocks away and happy flying.

NflV1DME
I IH.IS
NRV

2flDF

l

[ARE: GEAR FLAFJIHAGSLi u'

HEAT

[ ".—E 1 £ pj..

rDFF •.• I-'

"•.] EOTH kOFF

When the simulation loads the Cessna is lined up and ready to go from Oakland Airport. Don't
swap over to the Learjet until you've got plenty of flying experience
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* PUBLIC APOLOGY *
*

M. D. Office Supplies would like to apologise to all its competitors in
this magazine. As ever we shall be offering Diskettes, Storage Boxes,

*

*

etc at prices which are simply INCREDIBLE

•

*

JUST LOOK AT THESE SUPERB OFFERS

*

*

•

m4

*

*

*

*

*

*

•

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

•

•

*

•

*

•

*
•
•

*
•

'MAGIC MEDIA' HIGH DENSITY 3.5" Dlscs\
10
30
50
100

DS
DS
DS
DS

HD 3.5"
HD 3.5"
HD 3.5"
HD 3.5"

1.44
1.44
1.44
1.44

MEG DISCS IN LIBRARY CASE
MEG DISCS WITH STORAGE BOX
MEG DISCS WITH STORAGE BOX
MEG DISCS WITH STORAGE BOX

(AS EVER LIFETIME GUARANTEED, UNQUESTIONABLE QUALITY)

•
•
*

£13.95
£19.95
£23.95
£29.95
£54.95

What canwesay, simply thesearethebestvalue money canbuy. Thesediskettes
are packed in10's,certificated, tested,100% quality product
v

•
*

YOU CANNOT BUY BETTER

*
100 CAPACITY 3.5" LOCKABLE STORAGE BOX
100 CAPACITY 5.25" LOCKABLE STORAGE BOX
3.5" OR 5.25" PACK OF 5 LIBRARY CASES
TILT N TURN MONITOR STAND
UNIVERSAL PRINTER STAND
PROFESSIONAL PRINTER STAND
3.5" OR 5.25" HEAD CLEANERS

£7.95
£7.95
£4.95
£12.95
£7.95
£24.95
£2.95
£2.95

Re-Ink the product that will allow you to re-use your

fabric ribbons up to 50 times. Sounds amazing and it
is, just think of the saving you will make.
1 can of Re-Ink is all you need, and the price!

£12.95!

•
*

Simply Incredible!

*

BANX BOXES

ATARI REPLACEMENT DRIVE

BY OVERWHELMING PUBLIC DEMAND
WE ARE NOW ABLE TO OFFER THESE BOXES
AGAIN. THEY STACK HORIZONTALLY
OR VERTICALLY.
FIRST COME - FIRST SERVED

*

Strictly limited offer
Extremely limited supplies

.ROLL OF 1000 3.5" DISKETTE LABELS

ONLY £8.95

*

20 DS DD5.25" 720K DISCSWITH OUR DELUXE STORAGEBOX
50 DS DD5.25"720KDISCSWITH OUR DELUXE STORAGE BOX
70 DS DD5.25" 720K DISCSWITH OUR DELUXE STORAGEBOX
100 DS DD5.25" 720K DISCSWITH OUR DELUXE STORAGEBOX
200 DS DD 5.25"720KDISCSWITH 2 DELUXE STORAGE BOXES

*

BRILLIANT EXCITING NEW PRODUCT

ACCESSORIES

DELUXE MOUSE MATS

*

£14.99
£39.95
£49.95
£64.99

r 5.25" 'MAGIC MEDIA' DS DD DISCS

£12.95^

First come first served
£49.95

18 CRESCENT WAY, FARNBOROUGH, KENT BR6 9LS. TELESALES HOTLINE: 0689-861400
(All prices quoted are inclusive of VAT and carriage UK Mainland only) E.&O.E.
EDUCATIONAL & GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME

*
•
*

**•*•***•***•***•**
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I t ' s a fact of computing
life. Floppy disks are
about as interesting as
a

bowl

of

lukewarm

water but they're absolutely
essential to any computerish operation you care to
undertake.

And maybe there's just a
little more to the average
10-pack of magnetic media

than meets the eye. All of
you spend vast amounts of
your hard-earned on flop
pies every year, but do you
really know what's going on
behind
window

the
and

sliding
the

metal

manufac

Revolutionary!
Yep! Disks revolve, store your data and usually
come in blue plastic - but is that all that can be
said for them? Fred May proudly presents Atari
ST User's alternative guide to the floppy disk

turer's
impressive scien
tific spiel?
Sure, you probably under
stand what single and dou
ble sided disks are, but do different price tag? If a disk
you understand the differ is a disk is a disk, why the
ence between single and substantial differences in
double
density
or
why pricing structure?
unbranded disks are consid
Don't sweat it! Apart from
ered less "safe" than those one or two of the big fish,
from the biggies such as most of the little amphib
Memorex and TDK?
ians in the pond buy their
disks straight off the same
FIRST CHOICE
production line in the Far
Today, the 3.5in disk is the East. A disk label and what
first

choice for those with

big-capacity reliable stor
age needs, which is why
they're used in the ST.
So 3.Sin disks are great
and all you have to do to
solve storage problems is
go to the nearest consum
ables store and buy a 10pack, right? Wrong!
Whaddaya do when you
get there and find the shelf

shop

Argos with

its

own

brand - Select - and the lat

ter will cost you a good few
quid less!
Unbranded? Well, there's
no guarantee against data
loss but once you've lost
the data, what good's a
guarantee gonna do you?
Off the record, all of the
software houses we spoke
the
company
hopes
is to use unbranded floppies
stylish new packaging do for their games, most maga
not a different disk make.

zines

use

unbranded

for

All manufacturers guaran their coverdisks even
tee their disks against data business software is regu
loss, and all the disks are of larly distributed on bulk-pur

more or less comparable
quality. If you want to
throw
away
the
extra
poundage on names, do so.
TDK, Maxell, 3M et al will
provide you with a stout
is lined with boxes of disks cardboard box containing
from a thousand and one 10 of the best, but so will
manufacturers each with a the High Street catalogue

chase, government surplus,
genuine
WWII,
ex-MoD

unbranded floppies.
The moral of the story is,
buy 'em as cheap as you
can, make sure there's a
back-up copy for any impor
tant data, and don't get
paranoid!

ALL SHAPES
'N' SIZES
The basic disk comes in

two densities; single and
double. In fact, single
and double density are
just manufacturer's spiel
for good and not-so-good
quality disks. Both den
sities run off the same

floppy production line,
but after testing, those
which come up clean
are designated doubledensity, those which fail
some of the tests, single
density.
There's

is

TOP 10 BRANDS
1 Memorex. The well known American magnetic

media corporation buys its disk supplies from around
the globe - everywhere from Japan to the States, Tai

wan to the Republic of Ireland! Expect to pay around
£9.50 for a pack of 10.

2 3M. Another Stateside biggie. With grey packaging

6 Select. Argos, the High Street catalogue shop's
own brand. Guaranteed to be a quid or two cheaper
than branded floppies from other manufacturers.
Made in Japan, they're certified error free and cost
£7.99 for 10. Argos also do a nice line in cheap 3M
disks at £8.99 for 10. If you want performance with
out paying an arm and a leg, they're worth a look.

intended to calm the data-loss fears of hard-bitten

also

another

format designated "High
Density". These disks
are completely different
from ordinary floppies.
The magnetic coating
much

finer

so

that

high density drives can
pack data even closer
together on their sur
face. You have probably
heard of PCs which are
able to store 1.44Mb on

what looks like an ordi

nary 720K disk.
Don't

be

fooled

into

thinking that by paying
almost

twice

as

much

computer executives, 3M's floppies are manufactured
in Japan and Italy and you'll pay around £10 for the
privilege of using them.

whose products seem to turn up on the small-ads
pages of most computer magazines. £8.99 for 10.

3 Maxell. The company that launched a thousand and
one trendy media ads using Bauhaus' lead singer with
his hair all mussed up. Quality disks - but aren't they
all? £12 for a 10-pack.

8 KAO. Canadian disk kings KAO sell branded flop
pies at an average price of £8.99 and unbranded flop
pies (although you're not supposed to know they're
KAO...)at around three quid for 10!

4 TDK. The album bootlegger's first choice when it
comes to cassettes also makes cracking disks at

9 Dixons. Another UK box-shifter's own brand. This

but the read/write heads

time made in the US of A, guaranteed error free and

around £9.99 for 10.

cost £8.99 for 10.

5 Kodak. In the 60s, you weren't a "head" unless you
puffed away on multi-coloured cigarettes, and now

10 Sony. The company that started it all way back in
the dark ages of computing and who are still going
strong. Sony disks are made in Japan and using the
mother of all floppies will cost you between £10 and
£14 for a regular 10-pack.

of the ordinary floppy
provide
a
magnetic
"charge" which is far in
excess of that required
by the HD disk. So much

you can relive the days of your forefathers with
Kodak multi-coloured floppies. Every one is different
and all for around £12 for 10!

7 Precision. Obscure American disk manufacturer

for the high density (HD)
floppies you'll have bet
ter quality disks or that
you'll be able to store
more data. HD floppies
can't be used in an ordi

nary drive.
You may get away
with it for a little while,

so that it can even cor

rupt

the

data

other side!
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ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & DELIVERY •

Evesham Micros

•

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & DELIVERY •

3'/2" EXTERNAL FLOPPY DRIVES

ft.

LOWEST EVER PRICE!

£54.95
including VAT & delivery

PRICES INCLUDE DELIVERY
AND VAT @ 17.5%
Express Courier Delivery (UK Mainland Only) £6.50 Extra
BUY WITH CONFIDENCE from one of the longest
established companies in their field, with a
reputation for good service and prices. We have
invested heavily in a computer system to enable
our Telesales staff to provide up-to-the-minute
stock information, coupled with highly efficient
order processing. Our fully equipped Workshop
enables us to carry out almost any repair on our
premises. We feel sure that you won't be
disappointed if you choose Evesham Micros.

INCLUDES ITS
OWN EXTERNAL

•
•
•
•
•
•

Very quiet
Slimline design
Cooling Vents
Sleek, high quality metal casing
Suits any Atari ST
Quality Sony/Citizen Drive Mechanism

•

On / Off switch on rear of drive

PLUG-IN PSU
Beware of other makes of

drive thai take their power
from the joystick port I

Also available:
5.25" External Drive

• Full 720K Formatted Capacity
• Long reach connection cable

40/80 Track Switchable

_ .OO inc. VAT & delivery

HOW/ Till OBBEft,

SOLDERLESS MEMORY UPGRADES FOR ST's
0386 765500

^

Lines open Monday-Saturday,
9.00am - 5.30pm

series computers
trf Uses SIMMS RAM Modules for

/3*-n Send Cheque, Postal Order or
»^-U ACCESS/VISA card details to :

Effortless Upgradeability

Evesham Micros Ltd

%0 Probably the neatest ST RAM
Upgrade available!

Unit 9, St Richards Rd.
Evesham, Worcs
WR11 6XJ
ACCESS/VISA
Cards Welcome
Government, Education & PLC orders welcome

Same day despatch whenever possible
Express Courier delivery £6.50 extra
Please note that 5 working days must be allowed
for personal cheque clearance.

I Mail Order Fax: 0386-765354

Fits STF, STFM and MEGA

RAM Upgrade with board unpopulated .... £ 44.95
Upgrade the memory of your ST quickly and easily
with our new, fully software compatible RAM upgrade
board. Designed for pre-STE machines, the unit
accepts SIMMS slot-in memory modules, making
RAM fitting simplicity itself. No electronics knowledge
needed! Available with or without RAM

modules.

Allows upgrade in stages of 1Mb, 2 / 2.5Mb and 4Mb,
as and when necessary. Straightforward installation full, comprehensive instructions provided.

RAM Upgrade With 512K RAM Installed upgrades a 520 to a total of 1Mb RAM
I 74.95

RAM Upgrade With 2Mb RAM Installed upgrades a 520/1040/Mega1 to 2/2.5Mb... £119.95
RAM Upgrade With 4Mb RAM Installed upgrades a 520/1040/Mega ST to 4Mb

£199.95

N.B. Due to the large variance in design of the Atari ST, there is a small
minority of boards in existence which may require a little soldering.

RETAIL SHOWROOMS
Allour Showroom outlets hold large stocks of most items and also
supply from a far wider product range than advertised. Please do
not hesitate to ring any of our showrooms and discuss your
requirements with a member of our highly trained staff.

unit 9 St Richards Road, Evesham
Worcestershire WR11 6XJ

PLUG-IN, SOLDERLESS
RAM UPGRADES FOR ANY

520/1040 ST COMPUTER

"S 0386 765180
fax : 0384 765354

5 Glisson Rd, Cambridge CB1 2HA
fax : 0223 322883

and Sal, 9.00-5.30
Corporate Sales Dept • IBM dealer

1762 Pershore Road, Cotteridge
Birmingham B30 3BH
S021 458 4564
fax

30.00
80.00
160.00
49.00
79.00

Mega ST2 4Mb RAM Upgrade, filled by ourselves

£ 149.00

PROFESSIONAL ST REPAIRS

With our compact plug-in RAM
Upgrades, you can expand the
memory of your ST to as much
as 2.5Mb, quickly and cheaply!

021 433 3825

Open Mon-Sat., 900 - 5.30

S0386-40303
Monday to Friday, 10.00 - 5.30

E

12 MONTHS WARRANTY
ON ALL PRODUCTS

IB

All details correct at time of press

2 versions allow upgrade to 1Mb. or 2/2.5Mb • Compact
design • Quick installation procedure • Simple, last and
eflective RAM upgrade path • 512K Version suits any Atari
520 ST model • Requires no soldering or technical know-how

work,lightning and physicaldamage - these are quoted for separatery.
ATARI ST FIXED RATE REPAIR

£ 65.00

If in doubt, please contact us on 0386-44644 1

Atari ST Service Exchange on Power Supplies
£ 35.00
Atari ST Power Supply Module available separately for... £ 55.00

LYNX Hand-held Games Console

Only £99.95

£49.95

Electro Cop

£21 95

Xenophobe

£21 95

Slime World
Klaxx

£21.95
£21.95

Blue Lightning

£21.9J

Gates of Zendocon.

£21.95

Chips Challenge
Shanghai
Rampage

£24 95

Gauntlet 3 ..

£24 95

TO 1MB RAM

Please note: Prices that include On-Site Maintenance

IWA

computer. Our price include
in normal use. including drive
machine that we consider to
use. eg substandard repair

ONLY

2MB VERSION:

X>

We can offer fixed price repairs on any ST
return postage and covers any fault occurring
problems. We reserve the right to refuse any
have been damaged other than in normal

512K VERSION:
UPGRADES ANY 520 ST

UPGRADES ANY 520/1040
STT0 2/2.5MBRAM

(On-Site Warranty) are UK Mainland Only.

Our fully equipped service department is ready to
handle almost any Atari ST repair.

Please note: Not suitable for STE machines

All goods subject to availability, E. & O.E.
M

I U3AI13/I

£
£
E
E
£

0223 323898

©

Open Mon-Fri. 9.30 - 6.00

m%

520 STE 1Mb RAM upgrade (2x256k SIMMS)
520/1040 STE 2Mb RAM upgrade (2x1 Mb SIMMS)...
520/1040 STE 4Mb RAM upgrade (4x1 Mb SIMMS)...
520STFM 1Mb RAM Upgrade kit. requires soldering..
520STFM 1Mb RAM Upgrade, fitted by ourselves

520STFM 1Mb Internal Drive upgrade kit, with full instructions.
Requires very slight case modification
£ 49 95
£ 439.00
Atari Megafile 30Mb Hard Disk
Atari Megafile 60Mb Hard Disk
£ 589.00

Open Mon-Sat., 9.00 - 5.30

a

RAM & DRIVE ACCESSORIES

3 r t n T » M I C3-MJIJ T I W

ONLY

£99.00

INCLUDES POWER SUPPLY AND

GAMECARD OF YOUR CHOICE !

Roadblasters

£21 95

Paperboy

£21.95

Rygar Warrior

£21.95

Zalor Mercenary
Ms Pacman

£21.95
£21.95

Nojaiu weiimaT^ITOtTWF Jf*JWrP!HTTJfcT

£21 95
£21 95

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & DELIVERY •

•vesnammcrosK.

ALL HKILtb INLLUUt VAI ft UEUVCK1

ST FORMAT GOLD AWARDS 1990

3'A" DRIVE with LED

ST Company of the Year 1990 • 2 to 1 Majority Winner II

Track Display

1

Highquality double-sided 3.5" floppy
drive offering the full
880K formatted capacity
per 3.5" disk. Features a
special LED display
which accurately shows the
current track being accessed

during any disk drive aclivrty.

ONLY £74.95

HIGH SPEED, SUPERIOR QUALITY
HARD DISKS FOR ST's
Incorporating new technology NEC SCSI hard disk

TRUEMOUSE

mechanisms, these units combine excellent

WE GUARANTEE that this Is the

smoothest, most responsive end
accurate replacement mouse you

can buy lor the Atari ST. Excellent

performance, amazing low price I

My QF SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED

GOLDEN IMAGE OPTICAL MOUSE ST/Amiga compatible £ 37.95
excellent travel & accuracy assured

performance with quality and high capacity.
it Latest technology NEC SCSI Mechanisms with fast Access
* Fully Autoparklng Hard Disk

^

i> Features ICD Hard Disk Interface and Software

ft Includes DMA Throughport and Cooling Fan
it High quality compact grey metal casing
•it Extremely easy installation procedure

***

'-.,

?.* «Q

40MB VERSION ONLY £349.00
100MB VERSION ONLY £499.00

TRACKBALL
^

m

PRICE INCLUDES CABLES S DEDICATED POWER SUPPLY WESTRONGLY RECOMMEND AGAINST USEOFHARD DISKS ON THE ST WITHOUT INDEPENDENT POWER SOURCE

Excellent new highperformancetrackball,
directly compatible to any Amiga or Atari
ST. Operates from the mouse or joystick
port. Super-smooth, accurate and
versatile - you probably won't want to
use a mouse again after using this

KICK 0FF\

Trackball! Total one-handed

with

control. Top quality construction
and opto-mechanical design.
delivering high speed and accuracy every

GAZZA <*

time. No driver software needed !

ONLY £29.95

snmm
G2JE3/

amplified stereo
speakers

ZY-FI

* 'GAZZA 2'
'TRACKSUIT MANAGER 90'
* 'SUBBUTEO'
* 'TABLE TENNIS SIMULATION'
* 'TREASURE TRAP'
* 'FLIMBO'S QUEST'
* 'SKIDOO'
* 'LEONARDO'
* TOP QUALITY JOYSTICK
* 10 X 3.5" DS/DD DISKS

EVESHAM MICROS PRICE PROMISE WE WILL BEAT ANY GENUINE ATARI ST
PACKAGE OFFER ON A LIKE-FOR-LIKE BASIS

REAUSE THE TRUE SOUND
POTENTIAL OF YOUR
ATARI STE WITH THESE

FULL RANGE, AMPLIFIED

TOTAL RRP OF EXTRAS: OVER E175.00 !
ALL OUR ST prices include mouse, user guide, etc. PLUS 5
Double Skied disks lull of specially selected Public Domain

software Including paint program, two wordprocessors, games,

graphics A sound demos, desk accessories and utilities.

1040 STE

NEW! 520 STE DISCOVERY EXTRA PACK

STEREO SPEAKERS I

Special new package including the Atari STE,
now available at a special new price ! Includes
the STE with 1Mb Drive, 512K RAM, lull digital
stereo sound, PLUS extra software including:

ONLY £39.95

'FAMILY
CURRICULUM PACK'

£279.99'«&*

Special new pack features five
categories of extra software, including :

ONLY £309.99 WITH 1MB RAM FITTED

GOLDEN IMAGE HANDY
SCANNER & TOUCH-UP
Outstanding quality, excellent value for money - this
package includes a 10CM0Odpi scanner with dither options,
plus the amazingly powerful TOUCH-UP software
package which drives the scanner directly. Scanner
includes viewing window & backlight for accurate
scans every time. Scan either line-art or grey

^f

images

up to 400dpi,

Many image

enhancement & special effects available

lv.

£179.00

'Dragon's Breath'9 'Super Cycle'0 'Indiana
Jones' 9 'Anarchy' 9 'Neochrome' 9
•FirST BASIC 9 'Atari ST Tour'

sentence construction • Quizzes,

Spelling & Primary Maths • GCSE
Maths, French & Geography revision
• Wordprocessor, Database &
Spreadsheet (RRP over £100) • Hyper
Paint. Music Maker and FirST BASIC

High quality, good value package based around the 520 STFM compuler including512K RAM, 1Mb
FloppyDriveand built-in TVmodulator. Also supplied is

from within Touch-Up. A sensible

Command'• 'Bomb Jack'• 'Space Harrier'•

investment for Desktop Publishing work.

'Neochrome' •

Certified 'FORMAT GOLD'

'Read & Learn' word recognition &

ONLY £349.99 WITH 2MB RAM FITTED
ONLY £419.99 WITH 4MB RAM FITTED

520 STFM 'DISCOVERY PACK'
'STOS' Games Creator• 'Outrun'9 'Carrier

'FirST BASIC •

'Atari ST Tour'

Plus 'Discovering your Atari ST Book

(RRP: C2S.S3)
(RRP: £20.42)
(RRP: £25.53)
(RRP: £25.53)
(RRP: £25.53)
(RRP: £25.53)
(RRP: £7.99)
(RRP: £7.99)
(RRP: £9.99)
(RRP: £9.99)

£279.99

Inc.VAT &

delivery

£369.99

Inc.VAT &

delivery

£ 419.99 WITH 2MB RAM FITTED

£309.99 WITH 1MB RAM FITTED

£499.99 WITH 4MB RAM FITTED

Refer to the Jan. I991 issue of ST FORMAT

PHILIPS 15" TV/MONITOR
With its dedicated monitor input, this model
combines the advantages of a high quality medium
resolution colour monitor with the convenience of

remote control Teletext TV- at an excellent low price !
NEWVersion features dark glass screen for Improved
contrast, plus full range 3-way speaker sound output.

COftQ f\f\ lncludlnsVAT'

delivery & cable

NEODESK 3 Desktop

ST SOFTWARE
First Word Plus
Write On

£ 57.1
£ 49.£

Data Manager Professional

£ 29.S

Cyber Paint 20

E 37.£

CyberStudio (CAD 2 0)

£ 37.J

Degas Elite

E 21.C

Deluxe Paint

E 44.£

Digita Home Accounts

£ 18.£

Personal Finance Manager Pro. . E 32.S
Timeworks DTP

£ 69.t

TigerCub
Replay 8

E 84.S
£ 63.S

Monitor Switch Box • switch bolwoon colour.

GFA BASIC 3 5

£ 37.E

monitors without the nood lor unplugging. Lo

GFA BASIC Compiler

£ 22.£

Philip* CM8833 Mk.ll (stereo sound) - latest model inc.cable .. E 239.00
Atari SM124 Monochrome Hi-Res. Monitor

E 129.93

Atari SC1224 Colour Medium Res. Monitor

E 269.00

VIDI-STwtth VIDt-Chrome Video DigMiserPackage, great value

£ 99.95

HiSott Devpac 2.23
Lattice C 5 06 02
Power BASIC

£44.1
E 115.C
£ 29.S

Atari Fastcom 2

E 37.C

Atari Archive

£ 22.C

Mini Office series, each

£ 19.S

£29.95

Simply the best replacement desktopAile
management environmentforany ST.
NeoCLI

E 24.95

SPECIAL OFFER HI
We are offering a complete
Wordprocessing / Desktop
Publishing package complete
with graphics import facilities.

Available with any hardware
purchase over £75.00.

1 ST w o r d plus &
TIMEWORKS DTP

AT-Once 80286 based hardware emulator with support for extended

memory and hard disks
£ 149.95
Supercharger External V30 CPU-based multi-tasking PC emulator with
1Mb RAMS MS-DOS 4. Plugs into DMAport. STE compatible
£289.00
Joystick / Mouse Ports Accessibility Adapter for STF/STFM/STE
£ 4.95
Dust Covers - available lor any ST
£4.95 available for any MEGA... £ 9.95

I All models include Cdblc

All STAR printers

• AH3AH3Q V1VA lOfllDNl SBDIHd 77V •

24-PIN COLOUR
PRINTING NOW
AVAILABLE- AT AN
AFFORDABLE PRICE!
Combining the advantages of advanced
COLOUR output with the superior quality of Olivetti
Professional 24-pin printing, the newDtv\\24C
represents excellent value for money! Consistent
high quality is assured every time, with no ink
excesses or pale lines at any speed. Peace Of
Mind for trouble-free use is Guaranteed, with

Star LC 200 9-Pin Colour. 4 fonts. 180/45cps

£ 209.00

Star LC 24-10 24-Pin. 4 fonts. 180/60cps

£209.00

standard • Complete with cable and

Star LC 24-200 24-Pin. 5 fonts, 2CO/67cps

E 249.00

12 MONTHS ON-SITE WARRANTY

Star XB24-10 Inc. Colour Kit 4 Sheet Feeder

E 359.00

Citizen SwtH-24 24-Pin COLOUR PRINTER

E 279.00

£ 149.00

EVESHAM MICROS Atari SLH605 6 ppm, 30Odpi laserprmter. Quiet
SPECIAL OFFER!
moperaton (requires 2Mb RAM minimum)
£899.00

include 12 months
On-Site Maintenance

PROFESSIONAL QUALITY

200 cps output in draft. 50 cps in Letter Quality
mode • 7 Colour output; Graphics resolution
360 x 180dpi • Tractor & Single Sheet Feed as

Star LC-10 top-selling 9-Pin Printer

PRINTERS

Professional 24 Pin COLOUR Printer I S

Olivetti's 12 Months On-Site Warranty cover!

Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing . . E 22.£

VIDI-Chrome colour separation VIDI accessory for B&W camera users.. £ 16.95

VIDI-RGB automatic colour separator VIDI add-on for colour input
£ 64.95
PC-Speed Hardware PC emulator which fits neatly inside the ST. Please
stale either STFM or STE version when ordering
£ 99.95
AT-Speed Hardware PC emulator (16MHz60286) with DR-DOS v5.0 and socket
for maths co-processor. Supports VGA/EGA (withSM124) and EMS
£229.95

NEW! oliuetti DM124C g

Olivetti JP350 Superior 300 DPI Inkjet
E 389.99
Olivetti DM10OS 203.30 cps 9-pin. SPECIAL PRICE
ncluoes 12 months on-sile maintenance

£ 115.00

Panasonic KXP1123 24-Pin printer

E 215.00

at

s

Olivetti DM124C Normal RRP: E 389.95 inc.VAT

Evesham Micros Special Offer Price

ONLY £269.00 ™"l«
- Cut Sheet Feeder available for only £ 79.95 -

[soj>iyuiEMsaA3i • XH3AI13Q 9 1VA BOTHON! S3DIHd 77V

Duncan Evans
dreams of

creating great
things with the
sophisticated
3D Construction
Kit
I f you are to believe Domark and Incen
tive you don't need expensive, custombuilt helmets, or ultra-fast computers or
even special hand controllers to join the
virtual reality revolution. All you need is 40
quid, an ST and a spare afternoon.

duce the concepts of the package gently, and
to hit you with a pointless sales pitch. The for
mer it accomplishes well even if presenter
and

Incentive

boss

Ian

Stewart

is

rather

wooden.

Undoubtedly the best way to go about

ate the 3D world come in two forms: on drop
down menus along the top of the screen, and
as icons along the bottom. Selecting one icon
from the bottom will bring up a subset of
icons. This is, in fact, easier to use initially
than the commands on the menus, but old

The 3D Construction Kit utilises Incentive's

using the Kit is to watch the video and then sit

hands at 3D creation are likely to stick to the

Freescape 2 3D graphics system and pur
ports to let you create your own virtual reality.
After failing to find the special helmets, con
trollers and equipment to link play

down in front of your ST with the manual and

menus.

play around with the system.

The orders that you give the system to ere-

Above the changeable icon panel and
below the viewing area is a fixed set of icons

^^^^^^^^^^^ which

ers together I came to the conclu

cover

viewpoint,

sion that this was a not-so-cheap
marketing ploy to cash in on the

object

movement

and the highlighting of
objects. An info bar
above this lets you

recent publicity on the subject.
What the laboriously titled 3D

know which area you

Construction Kit does let you do is
create games similar to Incentive's

are working on, and
where you are within

Castle Master and Driller. 3D inter

that area.

active games in other words, not
what is recognised as virtual real
ity. You cannot have multiple play
ers, and there is no provision to
link computers.
OK, so this has very little to do
with virtual reality, other than being
3D, and it costs a fairly large
amount of cash, but what do you
get for your money? For a start, a

The concept of areas
is important since this is
one way that you
can
organise
your

tiiQiB) o o o o o n o cd
[STEP 0(
OOGOo
•

•

•

entrances

to

you want the shed to

nice large box, a video, one disk,

lead

and a precise 70 page manual.

underground

The video is included to intro

under

ground networks, com
plex buildings and the
like. If you have a shed
on a building site, and

The Kit has excellent colouring and shading facilities
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to

a

network

of

pas

sages, then the door to

position. If an object is particu
larly complex you might want to
look at it from a different angle.
Not only can you swivel around
through 360 degrees, you can

Object |gj
creation

is easy

also

switch

directly

to

a

view

overhead.

the menu, and then click and hold down to
define a

box which will activate that com

mand. Creating Dungeon Master-style move
ment controls is a doddle.

from

THE SPEED YOU NEED

The

Ifby now you're thinking, "Is there anything he

this

doesn't like?", then we come to the area of

technique in action as a roof is
correctly proportioned.
Once you have your
objects and buildings con
structed they need painting,
which is easier than in real life. Although you
can select objects to edit or paint by referring
to them by name, the easiest way to do it is
simply to point at the object onscreen and

speed. Freescape games are not fast, and if
you litter your world with the most complex
shapes your fevered brain can come up with,
you'll find slug races more exciting.
As long as you keep the detail to a reason
able level the speed remains acceptable. This
does count the game out as far as Elite style
games, or 3D shoot-'em-ups, because it just

enclosed

video

shows

You have the standard 16 colours from 512

doesn't run fast enough. For 3D exploration
adventures and even strategy games though,
it's fast enough.

to use in your game, though interestingly you
can have different palettes for each area.

If you've ever programmed before you
should have no difficulty in creating your own

click.

3D worlds.

So creating things and moving them around is

If you haven't or just can't get to grips with
programming then you will have problems.
Making the object is easy, but getting it to

pretty easy - what about detecting movement
and character interaction? Well, this is where

hang together as a game will not be.
With this package there is a terrible temp

the going gets tougher as programming rears
its ugly head.
The marvellous atmosphere of manic cre
ation has to be replaced by cold reason as
you get to grips with the Freescape Control

tation just to leap in and start creating. After
about two days you'll lose track of what vari

Language (FCL). It's a logical variant of Basic
and is very easy to use for anyone who has

Bearing in mind what I said in the last section,
the 3D Construction Kit gets an enthusiastic
thumbs up from me. Way back in the mists of
time Incentive released the Graphics Adven
ture Creator on lesser micros. It helped start a
home-grown adventure boom.
Construction Kit could do just the same for
the ST because, not to put too fine a point on
it, this is a lot of fun and a damn fine product.

INTERACTION

able does what, and the whole thing will start
to take on nightmarish qualities.
It is possible to write a spankingly good
game with this system if you map everything
out first, keep a list of your important objects,
positions and uses, tokens and interactions,
all on paper, and try to get as much down in
writing before you even start.
Properly prepared and armed with a cun
ning intelligence and warped imagination
your friends can look forward to playing a jolly
good, bug-free and finished game a couple of
months after you start.

DO I BUY?

the shed - or say, some steps within it - can

programmed before. If you haven't, then as
long as you take care, and notes, you

be defined as an entrance between the two

shouldn't have too much trouble.

areas. Thus you move from one to another.
You can also use the concept of areas and
entrances in a slightly different and more sur
real way. Say for example you see a house.
You walk around it and find a door. Going
through the door would usually simply show
you the inside that you had defined.
However, if the doorway leads to another
area, the room your player enters can be of
completely different dimensions. Think of the

The FCL lets you interact with the environ
ment you have just created, either by your
position (running into things) or by shooting
things. When either of these happens, the
lines of code that you input can move you
from one area to another, remove things that
you shoot, activate animations or move
objects around. It isn't too hard to get the
hang of, and is certainly easier than program
ming in STOS.
A subset to the FCL is the Animation Object
Controller (AOC) which, needless to say,
causes things to move or animate after you
have in some way activated them. If you can
use the FCL, AOC is no problem.

Tardis in Doctor Who.

Actually creating objects, be they build

ings, lifts or animated robots is very easily
achieved. There is a Create Object icon
which offers up a variety of 2D and 3D geo
metric shapes.
These shapes can be stretched or shrunk
along any axis, and the tedium of creating the
walls of a maze for example is avoided thanks
to a duplicate function. Click on this and your
object is duplicated.

The really clever part is that you can spec
ify where, in relation to its original, it appears.
So to make the four walls of a house, simply
make one wall and duplicate it three times.
Each clone will be offset at 90 degrees right or you can use three left turns if you want.
Things like windows and doors are just as
easy to add. Simply create a 2D square,
resize to your satisfaction and move it into

EXTRA! READ ALL ABOUT IT!
There are 32 sampled sound slots, seven of
which are predefined with bog standard
noises. You can fill the slots with anything you
like from your fave sampler.
Then there's the control panel. Use an art
package or one of the two provided to create
the look, and then use the program to define
which particular area of the control panel
does what. This is so simple to set up I was

Product: 3D Construction Kit

Supplier: Domark, Ferry House, 51-57
Lacy Road, London SW15 1 PR
Telephone: 081-780 2224
Price: £39.99

Configuration; All STs with double drive

Sophisticated 3D object

Programming and animalages create commercial
nture games.
EASE OF USE:

itially complex and
may be tricky for

but generally easy to get

Overage

astonished.

Bad

How do you define the turn right control?
Select Turn Right from the particular section of

Appalling
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How would you like the chance to come
along to the Atari ST User offices to see
how the magazine is put together? Then
go home with the fantastic Citizen Swift
24 printer and a copy of WordPerfect.
See how ace newshound John "The One and

Only" Butters digs deep into the world of
Atari to get those mega stories. Get ready to
gasp in awe as Terry "The Thunderer" Thiele
scans pictures and makes a page look visually
exciting.
As well as coming to the office for the day,
we will be giving you a unique memento, a
framed chromalin (that's a techie word for the
cover proof). Don't worry about travelling and
accommodation - we will arrange transport
and put you up overnight at a Travelodge
hotel so that you will be fresh and eager for
your enthralling day.
At the end of the day the winner will be pre
sented with a fantastic Swift 24 printer from
Citizen and a copy of WordPerfect for the ST.
So when you go back home you'll be able to
use them to produce perfect written and
printed copy for any other freelance work you
may be doing for the magazine.
As part of our policy of encouraging new
writers, this competition will be based on writ
ing a suitable feature or review for Atari ST
User. The winner will be the person who we
feel writes an article suitable for publication.
Atari ST User August 1991

You can choose any aspect of using the ST
for your review or feature. But remember,
whatever you write, we want it up to date. So
no reviews of products which were released
months or even years ago.
But you could do a head to head test of
several products to see how they compare,
for example accountancy packages or moni

tors. And sorry, but no game reviews. With
that aside, there is still plenty of scope for
your creative writing.
Articles should not be longer than 1200
words. If they are, your submission will not be
considered. We also require you to send a

printout as well as the disk containing your
contribution.

When you feel your article is up to our high
standards, send it to: Win a day out, Atari ST
User, Europa House, Adlington Park, Maccles
field, SK10 4NP. Closing date for all entries is
September5 1991.

All contributions should be original work. All competion
entries become the property of Atari ST User.
The editor's decision is final.

ASPECTS
OF THE
ATARI ST
Atari ST User brings you eight specialpages
devoted to yourfavourite ST subjects.
There's somethingfor everyone —every month.

More splendid musical notes from Ian Waugh — this month,
samplers, and voice editors and managers demand his attention
PAGE 99

EDUCATION

Pat Winstanley positively encourages answering back, looks at
geography in a whole new light and tries her hand at art
MMHBMaHHnSHJI

COMMUNICATIONS

PAGE1

Fielding Mellish reachesfor the StarNet and explores thefar
reaches of its wondrousfacilities. Far out!
EMULATION

PAGE 103

Getting to know the Dos command line, pitting Spectre against
System 7, and a tipfor TT owners. Gunter Minnerup has it all

Wonderland, MegaTraveller and—oh, scrummy! Ginger pop
with the Famous Five. Cyclops can't stand it
PAGE 107

Charles Michael looks at Artico, the new clip art collection. Also
on the DTP agenda: condensing text and a great setup
BUSINESS

PAGE 109

From this month, we devote a whole page ofevery issue to

what's happening. Phil Trory is the man in the know
August 1991 Atari ST User

MIDI AND MUSIC edited by IAN WAUGH
The maestro

Geerdes voice editors and librarians

muses on the

subjects of
samplers and
^IH.iin voice screen showing

voice editors and

the bank, stack and library

managers

columns

The Geerdes editors fall into two

camps - full editors and librari
ans, and librarians only. There
are programs for most of the

common synths and the range is
growing all the time. Contact

Newtronic to see if your machine
is on the list. Prices range from
£49 to £149.

To give you a flavour of the
style we'll boot up the SY77 SWS
Multitasking
Softworkstation,
although naturally the programs
have differences to accommo
date the variations
between
instruments.

The SWS requires 1 Mb of ram
and a hi-res monitor. It uses its

own Gem-like interface (no DAs)
and a dongle which is unbeliev
ably annoying on an editor.
The main screen is the manag
er page. On the left is the internal
bank, in the centre the stack and

on the right the library. Bank,
multi and pan icons at the top of
the screen determine the type of
data shown below.
You can move items around

very easily by clicking and drag
ging, although Geerdes' click
and drag works slightly different
ly to Gem's. Left clicking selects
an item, right clicking deselects
it so you can quickly choose
non-contiguous items.
A second left click produces a
"rubber band" around the point
er. Move this to the required area
and click again to copy. It works
well. You can also create a work

ing bank on the stack and trans
fer it to the internal bank. Dead
easy.

Creating a library

produces

files on disk. There are 11 files

associated with each library
which may seem rather messy,
but they are transparently easy to

1 "••

Hi!

use. You can create 128 groups,
put the

voices

in them

and

AFM editing _y

search for them later.

The editor pages follow the
SY77's architecture quite closely.
From the main page you can go

Alyser and Steinberg's Synth-

to other screens such as the ele

works editor files.

ment, micro tune and drum edit

I did have a few niggles screen updates are slow, some
operations require use of both
mouse and keyboard (why, oh

enough.

why, oh why?), I discovered a file
handling bug and the program

sequencer, although the manual

all the Geerdes editors are avail
able from Newtronic in return for

for this is even worse! However

a crisp £5 note.

you can use it to play back music
while you fiddle with the voices the ideal way to work.

£149. More from Newtronic, 60
Siddons Road, London, SE23

pages. The stack is used for get
ting voices into and out of the
editor although this can be a little
clumsy.
The random voice generator
only works with the AFM voices.

Still, these are always fun to play
around with. The program can

lets you perform operations
which the SY77 doesn't accept,
such as copying a four-element

convert DX7 sounds to SY77 for

voice to Bank C.

mat and

can

read

C-Lab's X-

The manual should have been
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rendered into English by some
one who speaks it a little better
than the translator. 'Nuff said? But

if you know the instrument you
should be able to manage well
The editor includes a 24-track

The SWS has a lot of features

and works well, although it also
has a few rough edges and
some users may find it lacking in
sophistication.
As always, the best thing to do
is try before you buy. Demos of

The

SY77

Softworkstation

2JQ. Tel: 081-699 2919.

is

UPGRADE TO A STEREO CARTRIDGE
Alas, alack. Pity the poor STF and STFM own
ers - no stereo for them! I suppose Atari are
hoping they'll all upgrade to an STE. Well you
don't have to. You can simply upgrade your
sound output with one of two nifty pieces of
hardware from Microdeal and MPH.

Microdeal's Playback was designed by
AVR, the boys behind the ST Replay series of
samplers. It looks like a Replay cartridge,
plugs into the cartridge port and has two
phono sockets, left and right, for connection
to your hi-fi.
The package contains two disks which
contain Stereo Drumbeat, a drum machine

program. This is similar to the program
included with Replay which has been well
covered in Atari ST User. It can hold 15 sam

ples in memory and play two at a time - in
stereo, of course. The results are superb.
The disks also contain demos of Quartet,

which lets you create four-part music on the
stave. Using Playback, the tracks are split
between left and right channels.
This is as good a time as any to point out
that Quartet has been updated to version 1.5
although the updates are simply to give it
stereo compatibility with the STE and the
Playback cartridge. You can't give the voices

a position in the stereo field - they are fixed
either hard right or hard left - but a little judi
cious programming can yield very effective
stereo results.

MPH are the company behind Tracker. The
MSC (Monster Stereo Cartridge) is actually
built into a 25-pin D connector which plugs
into the printer port.
Another connecter plugs into the monitor
port - a thru socket lets you plug your moni
tor in too - and a couple of flying leads end
in two phono plugs for connection to your hifi. These are about 5ft long so your ST and hifi need to be fairly close together.
The MSC is for use with Tracker and music

produced by the ST's sound chip. A small
switch on top of the cartridge can be set to
three positions.
Position one sends samples from Tracker
out to both left and right channels, a sort of

or Quartet go for the compatible cartridge.
If you listen to much sound chip music
then MSC is the only one which will handle it.
It's also cheaper and comes with leads,
although on occasions it did pick up a little
background noise from the monitor port.
Both Microdeal and MPH are running spe

cial deals if you buy their cartridge with Quar
tet or Tracker. Watch out for good buys from
the mail order boys, too.

As we reported last month, Tracker is now
down to £15, but as a special bonus for Atari
ST User readers, the program was included
on the July CoverDisk.
Ifyou want to know how to get the best out
of it, tune in next month for a Tracker Master

class special.

double mono effect rather than stereo.

MSC: £24.95. More from MPH, 10
Chandlers Court, Eaton, Norwich,
Norfolk, NR4 6EY. Tel: 0606 503382.

Position two gives you true stereo with
Tracker although you need a special MSC
version (V1.1m) of the program. Like Quartet

Playback:
£29.95.
More
from
Microdeal, PO Box 68, St. Austel,

in stereo, this is brilliant and some of the

Cornwall,

demo tunes have obviously been arranged
with stereo in mind. This position also outputs
the chip sound to the right channel.
Position three is only for the sound chip

68020.

PL25

4YB.

Tel:

0726

and it sends all the sounds to both channels.

It may be mono but it's a vast improvement
on your monitor's output! If you use Quartet
with MSC the sound comes out of the right
channel. Playback can't handle Tracker at all.
As well as a set of demo tunes, the MSC

disc contains Basic and machine code play
back routines.

Upgrade to stereo sound output with the MSC
•

Which to buy? Well, the results from both
are excellent - never again will sound from
your monitor be the same. If you use Tracker

More info for Quartet owners. Microdeal

have appointed a public domain library as
official

distributors

of

Quartet

music

NEWS ROUNDUP

and
siderable £47.65 each. More from Tronson

a catalogue - contact Riverdene PDL, 30A

ics, 1 Rose Cottage, Uttoxeter Road, Blithbury, Rugeley, Staffs, WS15 3HU.

5AN. Tel: 0734 452416.

• You can always pick up a bargain if you
• Do you own a Roland sampler? How'd you keep your eyes open and scan the ads. ABC
like some free samples? You would? Well, if Music have acquired the last batch of
you have a Roland S770, S750, S550, S330 Roland D-50s and are dishing them out to
or a W30 they can be yours. The only snag is queuing customers for £649. They were
you have to go to Roland HQ to pick them launched at £1,499 a couple of years ago.
up.

Since they're on three CD roms you'll need
to take plenty of disks with you. To prevent a
rush Roland are using an appointment sys
tem, so phone Chas Smith on 0252 816181
extension 2226 to arrange a time. Now aren't

The deal includes four roms worth another

£220! More from ABC Music, 85 High Street,
Esher, Surrey, KT10 9QA. Tel: 0372 468114.
• Axxis music have scooped the last batch
of Casio DH200 Digital Horns, down from

they nice guys!

• Every so often the music business has a
yen to get back to "the way things were" authentic Hammond organs and Leslie
speakers, synths with knobs on and the like.
Now it appears musicians are looking for
sounds from "original" sampler, the Mellotron. And enterprising company Tronsonics

£199 to £69. Blow you away, man. More from
Axxis, 23 Acacia House, Douglas Road, Lon

•

One

of

the

latest

ST

bundles

to

be

announced is an STE1040 with Steinberg's
Pro-24 for £499 - or is this a rebundling of a
previous bundle?
It may seem like a good deal, but Stein
berg have unceremoniously dropped the ST
version of the Pro-24 and it can be picked up
for about £60. And you sure ain't going to get
any updates!
But if you must, contact SDL, Unit 10, Ruxley Corner Ind Est, Edgington Way, Sidcup,
Kent, DA14 522. Tel: 081-309 5000.

• If you keep half an eye on the Amiga
music market - sorry, I'll wash my mouth out
- you'll know that Gajits have released an
Amiga version of the popular budget-priced
Sequencer One. You may also know that it
was bundled with a set of pre-programmed
drum and bass and patterns called the Hit
Kit.

Not fair, cried the hordes of ST Sequencer
One owners. So Gajits have released the Hit
Kit for them too. Happy now? I'll be taking a

have them!

There are six tapes in the series each con
taining four instrument groups. You can have
them on DAT or chrome tape at a not incon-

from the ST sound chip

don, N22 5Rs. Tel: 081-881 2520.

Replay/Quartet samples. For more info - and

School Road, Tilehurst, Reading, Berks, RG3

The MSC is for use with Tracker and music

closer look at this next month.

If you can't wait, contact Gajits,

l-Mex

Riverdene PDL are now the official distribu

House, 40 Princess Street, Manchester, M1

tors of Quartet music and samples

6DE. Tel: 061-2515/4.
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Explore the wide, wide world
of cominuftfcoffOfis with
your computer...

Now - all the features

EXTRA!
Every purchaser of a EuroLink modem will be
given FREE membership of CompuServe - the
world's largest online information service. You'll
be sent your own personal ID number and
password, a copy of the monthly CompuServe
magazine, and $15 FREE usage credit.
You will also find out how you'll be joining

of expensive modems.
At a price that cannot
be bettered anywhere!

700,000 other members in more than 100 countries

all round the world, about the hundreds of special
interest groups, including some dedicated to your

Connect your EuroLink modem to your computer and telephone and you're ready
to go - to explore the rapidly-expanding world that lies beyond your keyboard. It
turns your computer into a COMPLETE communications centre...a telex machine,
a fax machine, an electronic mail terminal. It lets you keep up to date with the
latest news, sport and weather. It becomes a retrieval tool that lets you search out
and store data from the world's leading electronic libraries. It enables you. to
download a wide variety of free software, from productivity packages to leisure
programs. With your EuroLink modem you can access

leading information services such as the UK's Prestel/

ONLY

Micronet and Telecom Gold, a multitude of bulletin boards,

x^^J^M\J

and the biggest of them all, the world-beating CompuServe.

+**£mJLm w +va

own computer so that you can chat online to
people with similar interests to yours. You will be
told about the 1,400 plus databases you can reach
through your keyboard, and the vast library of
nearly 30,000 public domain and shareware
programs you can download straight into your
computer.

And CompuServe, plus your EuroLink modem,
also turns your computer into a 24-hour fax and
telex machine!

It's all you need to become
part of a very friendly and
helpful online community!

What the EuroLink modem offers
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
<&»
•
•
•
•
•
•

Four speeds - including 2400 baud
Intelligent microprocessor controlled
Autodial, Autoanswer, Auto redial
Automatic baud rate scanning
Auto terminal baud rate sensing
Easy-to-understand built-in Help pages
32-number telephone directory
Six progress-checking LED indicators
Software-controlled pulse/tone dialling
Externalplug-mounted power supply
Built-in 'watchdog' circuitry
Internal loudspeaker
APPROVEDlor connection to
telecommunication systemsspecified
Fully Hayes compatible
inthe instructions foruse subjectto
trie conditions set out in them.
Fully BABTapproved
Atari ST User August 1991

ORDER FORM
Please send me a EuroLink modem with power supply and lead to connect to my computer

for the special offer price of £263.35 (incl. VAT and p+p.). Also send me my FREE
CompuServe membership pack.

I wish to pay by: • Cheque/Eurocheque enclosed made payable to EuroLink
• Access/Mastercard/Eurocard/BarclaycardAflsa/Connect
Expiry date

/

No.

Name

Signed.

Address
Postcode

Daytime telephone number in case of quieries
STU8

My computer is

State make and model

Send to: Eurolink, Europa House, Adlington Park, Macclesfield SK10 4NP.
PHONE ORDERS: 0625 878888. FAX ORDERS: 0625 879966

EDUCATION edited by PAT WINSTANLEY

Answering back,
learning to draw
and a spot of
geography
This month we look at a miscel

lany of programs aimed at both
older children
Tutor

and

the

and

adults.

Answer

Art

Back

quizzes can also be used by pri
mary school children with some
success, although initially some
parental help will be needed.
DESKTOP OPtlONS

QUIZ

WASHINGTON?
Where's that?

ABSOLUTE BEGINNERS
This program is tailor-made for
people like me who, when trying

ally a tutorial in itself. Many of

both on paper and screen. For

the screens can be imported

more details see our full review

to draw a cat, end up with

into an art package such as
Neo or Degas so you can fiddle
about to your heart's content.

in the June issue.

something resembling an ele
phant upside down in custard. It
is not an art package but a
series of screens showing and

explaining how to use guide
lines to draw virtually anything.

Subjects covered include ani
mals, landscapes, buildings,
vehicles and so on, and the pro
gram is a doddle (or should that
be doodle?) to use.
Three auto-booting disks are
supplied, each with a selection
of topics. Choosing one starts a
sequential picture book which
shows all the stages, some with
animation, needed to produce a
recognisable drawing of a par
ticular subject.

ART TUTOR
£19.95

While Art Tutor won't make

you an expert it gives a good
grounding in the basic princi
ples and should help the novice
produce recognisable pictures

Supplier: Castlesoft
53 Ewart Grove, Bo'ness,
West Lothian, EH 51 OJJ

Telephone: 0506 823769

In addition to the disk tutorial

there is a very clear and helpful
50 page manual which expands
on the disk material and is virtu

VOU
RID

CRN USE THE FRRME TO
IN MAKING UP THE CRRNE

M-5

WEXTI

MENU

While at school my geography
lessons concentrated on one

continent leaving me feeling
inadequate when asked for
the capitals of other coun
tries

I hadn't studied.

Even

CHEAP BUT FINE ART
From Goodman PD comes a shareware art tutorial package, On Line, which is supplied on two
disks. Contact them on 0782 335650 or write to Goodman Enterprises, 16 Conrad Close, Meir
Hay Estate, Longton, Stoke-on-Trent, Staffordshire ST3 1SW for further details.

knowing the vague locations
of various countries would be

helpful.
Geography Tutor is essen
tially a world atlas onscreen
showing all the countries and
containing a database in
which facts such as popula
tion and religion are avail
able. Using the data supplied,
a variety of tests can be set
up, such as finding a country
where life expectancy is less
than 50 years.
Facts can be compared
between countries and shown

graphically onscreen and the
database can be added to by
the user. With any product
like this, current affairs such
as the Gulf War can make the
recorded

facts

obsolete

almost overnight so Gralin
are offering annually updated
databases to all registered
users.

A useful program for those
with an interest in geography
but it only runs in medium or
high res and would probably
be unreadable on a domestic

television as even my colour
monitor left me straining to
make out unfamiliar place
names.

Geography Tutor

SNAPPY WIT AND WISDOM
The phenomenal success of
television game shows, pub

in

lists of questions from other
disks. Supplied with the Junior
Quiz are 15 files of questions
covering subjects as diverse as
books and poetry, games and
sports, nature and famous peo
ple. Also in the junior version is
the option to play a short arcade
sequence after each question.
Questions
are
presented

marketing a range of quizzes for
all ages and interests has been
given due recognition by Atari.

- multiple choice, true or false
and find the missing letters.

quizzes and board games such
as Trivial Pursuit show how pop
ular "pitting your wits" has
become as a pastime. It's also
an excellent way of learning both
useful and completely useless
facts!
The

success

of

Kosmos

The latter have included a selec
tion

of

Kosmos'

Answer

Back

Junior quizzes together with
Factfiles for spelling and world
geography in their Family Cur
riculum

bundle

which

is

sold

with the 1040STE.

Answer Back quizzes are
actually shells which can load

onscreen in three different forms

question files, further disks full of
questions are available on a vari
ety of subjects covering both
education

and

leisure.

And

if

that's not enough for you, it's a
simple matter to create your own
lists of questions and save them
to disk for later use.

The junior version is aimed at
6 to 11-year-olds but my 6 and
8-year-olds find 90 per cent of
the supplied questions too hard.
It took the combined efforts of

the boys, an additional 12-yearthe whole of a file, or a random old and two adults to complete a
selection can be picked.
full file of questions correctly.
Another option is to mix up the
Meanwhile the senior quiz (12
sequence of questions - useful if to adult) proves seriously taxing
players of different abilities are even for pub quiz addicts, and
not to become too bored with a
as for the Factfiles - there you
whole set of difficult or easy are talking about Mastermind
questions. In addition to the specialist subjects!
Each form can be selected for

Answer Back Junior and

Senior Quizzes
Answer Back Factfiles
Quizzes £19.95 each
Factfiles £9.95 each

Supplier: Kosmos
1, Pilgrims Close,
Harlington, Dunstable,
Beds LU5 6LX

£29.99

Telephone:

Gralin International

05255 3942 or

11 Shillito Rd, Parkstone
Poole, Dorset BH12 2BN

05255 5406
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Master CAD

Master CAD

How would you like to produce powerful 3-D designs on
your ST? Now with Master CAD you can enter the world of
professional CAD which will allow you to project twodimensional figures into three dimensional images.

requires 1 Meg
or more of

memory for
you to
use it.

Master CAD is simple to use and within a short space
of time you will be able to create astounding effects
easily without spending endless hours building
data matrices, or learning to manipulate a
primitive and confusing user interface.
Master CAD outputs to Hewlett Packard
Plotters, HP COLOUR PRO, HP 7550, HP
DRAFT PRO, Epson FX80 or Atari

ONLY

-mm

SLM804 Laser.

TO ORDER, PLEASE USE THE FORM ON PAGE 106 OF ST USER

SOCCER GLORY
£13.95
Soccer Glory gives you the choice of being Player Manager or Club Man
ager only. Whatever your choice this exciting and realistic game will
require skill, good judgement and luck. We have researched teams, play
ers and soccer tactics to add realism and the pressures on a current 1 st
Division Manager. Success will be hard to achieve but very rewarding.
Over 1,200 named players, all with individual playing skills. Transfer mar
ket, English/Euro cup competitions. Players' contracts, physio's and
coach reports, injuries, penalties, goal tally, named goal scorers, etc, etc.
Take the challenge and obtain Soccer Glory

Special Offer: Order both games for a Special Price of £35

THE RACING GAME
£19.95
An exciting game designed for the horse racing enthusiast
Manage, train and race 36 horses in Britain, Europe and USA.
Race your horses over 5 furlongs to 2 miles in Group, Listed, Grad
uation, Stake, Cup and of course the 5 English Classic races. Form,
fitness, going, draw and distance all affect results. Training sched
ules and jockey instructions. Full betting market, stewards enquiry,
photo finish, financial and success reports, save game etc, etc.
All orders despatched quickly and by 1st class post Send cheque or postal order to:

TANCLEWOOD SOFTWARE,

157 Warwick Road, Rayleigh, Essex SSG 8SC.
Atari ST User August 1991

Proprietor: j. moss

COMMUNICATIONS edited by FIELDING MELLISH

This month we

Setup for sysops

take a look at

StarNet and

explore its
facilities

enough to own one. Obviously,
a bulletin board is usually a
whole lot faster and more inter

And so at last to StarNet! Let's
elaborate a little on one or two

of the

problems

raised

last

month.
StarNet

is

American

and

esting if it has 20Mb of hard
drive whirring away beneath it,
but those of you with a single
drive system can still become
sysops. So double click CON-

C >—< Edit access levels

what to do.

D >—< Edit nessage bases

the file STAR.CON to determine

the current settings.
The next option, B, writes a

screen.

This is a list of options which
enable you to set the system
paths. The first, Re-read Sys
tem Configuration, examines

although that means it has one

or two little idiosyncracies, the
program does work, is usable
and can be put to good use
running your bulletin board right
from the word go - if you know

FIG.TOS, the screen clears and

you're asked to insert system
disks in drives. At this point you
should simply press Return and
you'll be presented with the
System Configuration Editor

STar-HET configuration editor

A >—< Reread systen configuration
B >—< Write systen configuration

E >—-< Edit U/D section

Don't worry about the pro
F >—< Edit other systen paraneters
G >—< Goodbye Leave Config Editor
gram's prompting for Americanstyle telephone numbers. As I
said last month, they're
Editing systen paraneters
only for use by the Sysop
A >—< Edit Default pathname
who might need to contact

The System Configuration Editor.
Front here you can change the
program's entire parameter
collection

new system configuration file to
disk. The first thing we want to
do is to tell StarNet where to find

its files, so press F to begin edit
ing the system parameters. A list
of path names is displayed and
by pressing any of the associat
ed letters, each can be edited.

Let's say that you have a twodrive system and want to keep
the system news file on drive B
in B:\STARNET\NEWS. Type N
and you'll be prompted for the
new path name. Enter B:\STARNET\NEWS exactly as it appears
here and press Return.
Change the name of the
board from Atari ST User BBS to

>a!\

of the board.

>a:\outside\

The way to get around
the number thing is to

D >—< Edit Textfile pathnane

Joe Public's BB by typing E,
then entering the new name at
the prompt. The rest of the
options are edited in exactly the
same way. Some can be left just

>Al\TEXTS

as they are, others will need to

ensure that there is a mes

E >~< Edit BBS NAME >Current Hotes BBS

be changed to suit your system.

his or her callers. As this is

B >--< Edit Mail pathnane
>b:\nessages\
C >~< Edit Outside pathnane

only very rarely necessary
you can still make full use

sage in the logging on

F >~< Edit chat node engaged string

sequence which can warn

6 >~< Edit return fron chat string

OCCASIONAL BUG

board about the feature,

>See ya! Press Return
H >~< Edit » of calls to systen >1

and then advise them not

I >—< Toggle baud rate detection type How Hayes Result codes >

At this point you should be
aware of an intermittent little bug
somewhere in the Configuration
Editor. Occasionally, after press
ing a letter to begin editing,
the screen will be redisplayed a
couple of times but nothing
actually happens - you don't
receive a prompt for the new

>Hello hoM can I help?

prospective users of the

>~< Edit systen ID string >CH
>~< Edit new user starting points >1BB8
>--< Toggle systen log to printer or disk Now Disk >

to enter their phone num
bers, or to enter them in a

special way devised by
you - such as with the

>~< Edit default baud rate >

>~< Edit News pathnane

trailing zeroes suggested

>A:\NEHS\
0 >~< EXIT

last month.

After pressing F at the System Configuration Editor, you're

SETTING UP

presented with the System Parameters screen

What you have to realise about

StarNet is that it must be set up
correctly in order to work prop

ft >—< Edit Default pathnane

erly with your system. As Atari

>a:\

ST User could not possibly
include a setup that would

B >--< Edit Hail pathnane
>b:\nessages\
C >--< Edit Outside pathnane

cover every system when we

put the program on the disk, the
setting-up procedure is down to
you. Fortunately, and with a bit
of common sense, it isn't diffi
cult.

Format a floppy and copy the
StarNet programs and data files
to it. Locate CONFIG.TOS and

double click to open it. CON

FIG.TOS is a little utility which
sets up drive paths so that the
program can

locate its

reboot and start again. A
drag, I know, but what do

you want for nothing?
Mention
should
be
made here of the baud
rate detection mechanism

>a:\outside\

D >--< Edit Textfile pathnane
>fii\TEXT\

(option I). This toggles the
board between detecting

E >--< Edit BBS NAME >Current Notes BBS

the

F >~< Edit chat node engaged string

incoming call automatical
ly, using Hayes results
codes generated by your
modem, or by prompting

>Hello how can I help?
G >--< Edit return fron chat string
>See ya! Press Return
H >~< Edit 8 of calls to systen >1

I >--< Toggle baud rate detection type Now Hayes Result codes >
Edit, systen ID string >CH
Edit new user starting points >100G
Toggle systen log to printer or disk Now Disk >

data

that all STers could run it - but

Edit default baud rate >

Edit News pathnane

baud

rate

of

the

the caller to press Return.

Toggle the appropri
ate option according to the
equipment at your dispos
al. If you are using a
Hayes-compatible modem
then use detection codes,

>fl:\NEMS\
0 >--< EXIT

otherwise don't!

When you've finished
editing the general system
parameters, double check
all path names and press

n

Enter New News pathnane>
c: \starnetSnews\current\

you can use the board with two

floppies or run everything from
a hard drive if you're lucky

If this bug crops up while
you're using the editor, I'm afraid
there's no solution but to

files.

When you received it, StarNet
was set up to look for every
thing on drive A - originally the
program made use of two
drives, but we changed it so

information.

Press the associated key of any option to change its
parameters. Here the path to the news is being changed

O

to

return

editor menu.
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to the

main

Feed Your ST!

The ST Club

MEMORY UPGRADES

STE KITS

NORMAL
PRICE

SIMM OR SIP TYPE

WITH 512K
TRADE IN

FONTKIT PLUS 3

512KTO1024K

£23.50

2 MEGABYTE

£85.75

£75.75

4 MEGABYTE

£162.25

£152.25

Edit or create GEM fonts, Signum fonts, screen fonts and downloadable

printerfonts. Incorporates a suite of drawing tools, plus block manipulation
tools, and will import Calamus, Degas and Macintosh fonts. The package
includes Fontswitch 3, whichre-configures the keyboard and changesscreen
and printer fonts; plus Fontprint to give complete control over the printer

All above kits come c/w anillustrated instruction booklet. 2and 4 Megabyte kits come c/w Free multitasking swtwari

STF (M) KITS

fonts used with Epson compatible printer. Price:£19.95.

Price

Solder in 1Mb Upgrade
1 Megabyte board Expands to 2.5Mb
2.5 Megabyte Plug in Upgrade
4 Megabyte Plug in Upgrade

£40.25
£75.00

UNIVERSAL ITEM SELECTOR m

Powerful replacement for the Atari Item Selector. Universal Item Selector III

£150.00
£248.00

incorporates a host of utility functions: format disks, copy, move and rename
files and folders, create folders, find files, set file paths, etc. "You'll wonder

EMULATORS

how you ever lived without it," ST Format, December 1990. Price: £19.95.

PC EMULATORS

THE CATALOGUE

Our collection of PD and Shareware disks ains to over 2,000 disks and we

PC SPEED hardware emulator for ST. Runs 4 times taster

than standard PC. Full I/O compatibility

Supplied
Fitted

AT SPEED 16MHZ 286 Processor Norton 8.3

Supplied
Fitted

Spectre GCR MAC Emulator

£95.00
£125.00

guarantee same day dispatch on all orders. Our Free Catalogue - (46 pages
A4) details these disks and all of our products and services: PD disks, Books,

£225.00
£250.00

Budgie UK Licenseware and LaserPrinting. We also publish: The Astronomy
Lab (£19.95), Key Master (£6.95), Oxford Chess (£9.95), Molgraph (£12.95),
Guides to Timeworks DTP (£9.95) and 1st Word (£6.95), Fontpac Plus GEM

Supplied

ECall

and Signum fonts (from £6.95). Details of these will be found in our current

CHIPS Etc.

catalogue. Writeor telephone for your copy today.

16x256x1 Dram Chips
16 x 1 Mb x 1 Dram Chips for upgrading TCTand Frontier Boards

£24.00

The ST Club, 49 Stoney Street,
Nottingham NG1 1LX (0602) 410241

£85.00

DISK DRIVES
Internal Double sided drive upgrade
with spacers

Supplied

£47.00

Please send me:

40 Mb Hard Drive with DMA Out, internal PSU,

17mS access time. Quiet running.

£320.00

All goods carry a 14 day retumed-as-new money back guarantee. All memory
upgrades carry a 2 year warranty against faulty manufacture.

I-] Universal Item Selector III (£19.95)
• Fontkit Plus 3 (£19.95)

HI Free copy of the 46-page ST Club catalogue
Name:

HOW TO ORDER
Prices include VAT.
Add £1.50 P&P to orders
under £5.
Please call before

sending your computer

Address:

[elephone orders andenquiries welcome on:081-777 075^^^
Please make cheques/postal orders payable to:

mSU

HCS 35 Hartland Way,Shirley, Croydon, CRO8RJ
(mZm£3| Goods normally despatched within 2days of receipt.
ffl*]
Trade-in paid asarefund

E&OE

Postcode:

Tel:

Return to: The ST Club, 49 Stoney Street, Nottingham NG11LX

LLj

Introducing ATARI ST Machine Code
ST USER - "Good value for money, value packed disk", MICRO MART - "Great package", ST FORMAT - "Quality 68000 programming book"
A complete assembly language programming environment for the beginner and intermediate ST application programmer. Learn assembler the easy way, step-by-step with a comprehensive book (over 400 pages) and a
jam-packed disk.

Disk contains text editor, with integrated 68000 symbolic assembler, symbolic debugger, and a resource construction kit (for easy construction of menus and dialog boxes). GEM VDI, AES & TOS libraries listed on
disk. The comprehensive book introduces the reader via many assembly language examples how to program the ST. No knowledge of assembler is assumed. All examples in the book are held on disk and can be
assembled using the supplied text editor and assembler. Just one click with the mouse pointer and the source code is assembled! Another click and the assembled program can be run!
Topics covered include: starting out with assembler; 68000 addressing modes; address and data registers; define contant, and space directives (ds and dc); the bss; the status register; labels; most 68000 instructions; llle
handling: loading a DEGAS file; screen RAM and the palette; working with hex and binary data representation; using the debugger; using the resource construction kit; calling the operating system via GEMDOS,
BIOS and the XBIOS; formatting a disk; GEM from assembler: dialog boxes, menus; the VDI-blilting, graphic primitives, GDOS, etc; AES: window handling, etc. VT52 commands; plus other subjects such as: pcxec,
interrupt programming using assembler from GFA BASIC, ASCII codes. Utilities Include: ASCII to HEX, HEX to ASCII, boot from drive B:\ etc. Glossary, Index. Please state s/s or d/s disk drive when ordering.
Order from zzSoft, address & phone number below.

(book & disk) £20.00, p&p (UK) £1.00. Europe p&p £3.00. Rest of World p&p £5.00

IMPrint, for quality printouts.
24 Pin Mono/Colour Printers ready now - same price.
For any ST or STE, 520, 1040 or Mega. Runs in high, mod or low res under GEM. A must for anybody interested in producing quality mono or colour printouts from your 9-pin printer. Cut-out the screen area you
want printed and vary the printout size! Or print the full screen. Order, or more details from zzSoft, address & phone number below.
Portrait and landscape possible. Convert DEGAS (PI3. .P12,PI1), and .NEO and .TNY picture files to the current screen resolution. Automatic greyscaling used for colour pictures. Label the final printout with a
choice of six text sizes and six style' (bold, italic, underline, etc in any combination). Text automatically justified. Unique outline feature. Flip picture on X or Y axis.

Choose the numberof print head passes for greater control over the final printout. Up to 9 passes! Full set of drawing tools: a mini art programincluded! Draw lines, circles, fills, etc. Free technicalsupport, and it
comes with a 40 page comprehensive User Guide.

Only £15.95 inc p&P for the colour version. Ideal for the popular STAR LC10C colour printer.
Only £10.95 inC p&p for the mono version.
EASY TEXT PLUS DTP Version 1.4
MICRO MART - "I use it, I like it and recommend it"
For any ST or STE, 520, 1040 or Mega. Runs in high ormed res under GEM. A complete package - nothing more to buy! Please state s/s or d/s disk drive and printer when ordering.

Outstanding Output to any 9-pin (120*144 dpi) or 24-pin (180*180 dpi or 360*360 dpi) Epson compatible dot matrix printers, eg Star LC10, Citizen 120d, Amstrad DMP 3000, Star LC24-10, etc, and
any HP Laserjet compatible laser, Atari laser & deskjet. Laser/deskjet needs ST with 1 Meg or more & a hi res monitor ot emulator.

1 JkiXl .* Left, right, centered, or full justification. Import text from most word processors, inc1st Word, STWriter. Text attributes: normal, bold, italic, light, underline, outlined, inany combination. Leading user
definable in steps of 5 pixels. Text can be edited within EASY TEST+: all common word processing functions: including delete and insert a line; block cut, paste, delete. Word wrap in frames. Columns of text easily
created.

r C//VV S .* Variety ofGDOS fonts supplied with program, upto48points high. Extra fonts disk £5.00, incp&p.
(jI\AirlICsbi 36fills, 6 line types, 3 line endings, boxes (rounded and square), 3 line thicknesses. Boxes can befilled with any graphic fill and/or text. 3 graphic modes, replace, transparent, xor-for creation of
white text on black background and other effects. Import clip art from any DEGAS ELITE compatible clip art. Mono clip art automatically converted by EAST TEXT+ for med res users. Plus many other features:
User definable frame margins, snap frame, keep frame width, etc. Comes with illustrated 88 page User Guide; telephone support.

Easy Text+ only £20.00 inc p&p
EASY TEXT owners upgrade for only £5.00 which includes new 88 page User Guide. Return original disk to zzSofl.
EASY TEXT+ owners upgrade to v1.4 by returning original disk, and 3 first class stamps or £2.95 which includes new 88 page user guide. Demo disk £ 1.50 inc p&p.

zzSoft, 25 Honeyhole, Blackburn, BB2 3BQ. Phone 0254 672965
Atari ST User August 1991

at Boden Bridge will he

EMULATION edited by GUNTER MINNERUP

Makingfriends
with the Dos

command line,
Spectre v

owners

Many owners of PC emulators
will have bought them to main
tain compatibility with their work
place and are now perfectly
familiar with the weird and won

derful world of Dos. But if your
computer
experience
was

gained entirely with the ST and
its Gem user interface, the A>

(or C> or whatever) command
line prompt is likely to cause
quite a bit of panic to begin with,
especially when typos in com
mands and file

names

obscure

notoriously

COM
SYS
SYS
EXE

SORT
SUBST
SUBST
SYS
SVS
TREE
TREE
UDISK

EXE
EXE
EXE
COM
COM
COM
COM
SYS
SYS
EXE
EXE
SYS
SYS
SYS
SYS

36946
10ZZ4
10224
5882

07-01-90
07-01-90
07-01-90
07-01-90

l:40a
l:40a
1:40a
l:40a

5882
18467
18467
11456
11456
6302
6302
6343
6343
17055
17055
29211
29211
19264
19264

07-01-90
07-01-90
07-01-90
07-01-90
07-01-90
07-01-90
07-01-90
07-01-90
07-01-90
07-01-90
07-01-90
07-01-90
07-01-90
07-01-90
07-01-90

l:40a
1:40a
1:40a
1:40a
1:4Qa
l:40a
1:40a
1:40a
l:40a
1:40a
1:40a
1:40a
l:40a
l:40a
1:40a

To send the directory listing to
the printer, for instance, just type
in DIR > PRN (not forgetting the

Return), or DIR > AUX for the
serial port.
In addition to
devices, the output can be sent
to a file by entering DIR > FILE
NAME, which writes the listing to
FILENAME. Using the > charac

__

System 7 and a
tipfor proud TT

the

RESTORE
SMflRTDRV
SMARTDRV
SORT
— More

UDISK

XCOPY
XCOPY
XMA2EMS
XMAZEHS

XMAEM
XMflEM

ters twice, as in DIR >> FILE

NAME, will append the new
directory to an existing file.
Alternatively, the input can be
taken from a device -

possible - or, more commonly, a
file. The Sort command, which

does exactly as its name sug

gests, can be entered as SORT
< FILENAME, and your saved

invoke

error

C>sort < dirfile I nore

messages.

Dos isn't actually all that diffi
cult as far as the basic functions

such as copying, formatting,
obtaining a directory onscreen
and loading and saving files are
concerned. But in my experi
ence the vast majority of users
never go beyond these basics
and fail to explore the hidden
powers of Dos - often they do

not the

printer, which is an output
device only, but the serial port is

An example of redirection and pipe combined. The contents of the pre
viously saved directory are sorted alphabetically to the screen, and
the output passed to the filter command More which stops the display
after each page until you press a key

directory is then sorted alpha
betically.
Another intriguing option is
represented by the vertical bar
character "I" which passes the
output from one command to
another so that you can, for
example, save an already sorted
directory to a file by entering
DIR

I SORT

>

PRN.

This

is

known as a "pipe", believe it or
not.

because the comfortable envi

pretty unavoidable, but that's a

ST does not offer these possibili
ties from the Desktop. But Dos
really is quite straightforward
and the principle involved goes
like this: normally, command
input is taken from the keyboard
and the output appears on the

ronment offered by Gem doesn't
suggest the existence of such

long way from using the facility

screen, as with the DIR com

ware and commercial command

confidently.

mand, for example.
Keyboard and screen are the
standard
input and output

as desk accessories, available

not even know what to look for

including in such a file a series
of routine instructions which are

executed automatically when the
filename

prompt.

is

Well,

entered

at

perhaps

the

they

know it since AUTOEXEC.BAT is

features.

Batch files are a good exam

HOT PIPES

ple. How many ST owners with

Another useful feature of Dos is

devices known to Dos as CON

emulators

its ability to redirect the com
mand input and output and it
may be difficult to comprehend
at first because a plain vanilla

for "console", but it is possible to
send the output to the printer or

know

that

the

file

extender .BAT can be used to

expand the available range of
Dos commands? It does this by

System 7 on the ST?

the modem addressed as PRN

and AUX-well, usually anyway.

Nobody with sufficient aware
ness of the personal computer

files into the system folder for
them to be installed.

both

scene to know that a Macintosh

But will it run under Spectre
GCR? Spectre's creator, David
Small, seemed optimistic that it

worlds which are increasing

been

released

and

the

entire

Mac world is talking about noth
ing else.
One of the most appealing
features of System 7, in addition
to many useful improvements in
the Finder Desktop, is its ability
to use Apple's new TrueType
vector font technology. At last the

would but the evidence is so far

inconclusive. I have yet to meet
anyone who has actually suc
ceeded in installing it. For a start,

the

PC

and

the

Mac

ly using the 1.44Mb, highdensity format. Not surpris
ingly,
third-party
vendors
have rushed to close the gap
by offering HD drives with
suitable hardware modifica

the available versions of System
7 all seem to come on high

tions - at a price, of course.

density disks, and even after that
little problem is solved the
installer program provided takes
a strong dislike to the Spectre,

announced, it was thought

refusing its services with a vari
ety of error messages.

When

that

the

Atari

TT

was

would

first

take

the

opportunity to catch up with
the new industry standard
but such expectations were
dashed

when

the

720K

ter news next month, but in the

drives again appeared in the
shiny new "wedding cake"

obnoxious Font/DA Mover will be

meantime any reports of suc

boxes.

unnecessary as it is now suffi
cient to move font and accessory

cessful

However - and this is a tip
with no guarantees as I have

I hope to be able to report bet

installations

much appreciated.

would

be

a

command

line

interface

in

Gem. If that happens, there are
plenty of public domain, share
line interpreters, some of them

for the ST, and the deservedly
popular replacement Desktop
NeoDesk features a pretty capa
ble CLI of its own. Batch files

and input/output redirection on
the ST? No problem.

HIGH-DENSITY TT
Atari's 720K floppy disk for
mat has been left behind by

need not be a raincoat can pos
sibly have failed to escape the
hype surrounding System 7,
Apple's long-heralded new oper
ating system for the Mac.
Delayed more often than the
10.22 from Euston, it has finally

Increasing familiarity with Dos

may have unexpected conse
quences - you could easily find
yourself missing the flexibility of

not been able to try it out

myself - it appears that the
TT is quite capable of read
ing and writing 1.44Mb disks,
provided they have been for
matted on a PC (or Mac
Superdrive using AFE).
Presumably there was a
last-minute decision by the
cost-conscious boys in Sun
nyvale to substitute the
cheaper
double
density
drives, and the ability to read
and write, though not format,
high density floppies has
been kept a secret.
Try it out, because if true it
could solve a lot of file trans

fer problems with PCs and
Macs. Of course, you'll need
a TT and, last but not least, a
high-density drive plugged
into the second floppy port...
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Gasteiner Mouse
And when you've finished playing
games, you won't do better than this
mouse. It's a real winner! Replace that

sluggish ST rodent with this elegant,
high resolution Gasteiner product.

To order, please use the form en Page 106

RRP: £26.95

Our

Price £17.95

HiSoft - Your 2nd Manual
Want to know more about the secret, and not-so-secret

workings of your ST? Your 2nd Manual, written by

Master Sound 2

Andreas Ramos, contains all you'll ever need to know how to do repairs and recover lost information, hints and
tips, short-cuts, and much more. Also included are two
free double-sided disks - a Public Domain Disk containing
lots of goodies, and a HiSoft Demo Disk with full demo
versions of five great programs. So what are you waiting
for? We have limited stock - buy today for only £12.95
WHY LET YOUR FINANCES BE A WORRY?

Capture any sound you hear
and replay it in seconds
It's so easy to use: Simply connect the sampler to your
ST or STE, load the software and immediately you have
the ability to capture sounds with amazing accuracy.
Connect your compact disc player or personal stereo and
digitise sounds to incorporate into your own games and
tunes.

The supplied software provides complete control over the
sampled sounds: Cut and paste them, flip and fade them
and you're still only using a tiny fraction of the sound
processing tools available.
Best of all, the comprehensive instructions will soon have
you creating your own public domain demo disks complete
with IFF picture files.

account, credit cards and so on. Its WORKBENCH interface allows transactions to be entered or altered as

easily as filling out a form
Full mouse control of PFM's window environment means a reallyuser friendly program.
PFM forthe ST appears and runs exactlythe same as our top selling PFM programforthe Amiga.
Automatic StandingOrders means that regularpaymentsare never forgotten, whilst the graphicdisplaywill help
you manage your account more effectively.
Personal FinanceManagerwill even attemptto matchyourstatements by automatically identifying transactionsthat
haven't yet been cleared.
• The number of entriesis limited onlyby thesize of thememory
• Full Workbench interface

• Account entriesareautomatically placedin dateorder

• Windows are moveable and re-sizeable

sampling system for only £34.95 (RRP £39.95).

"Is it real or is it Master Sound?"

assembler programming

OUR PRICE

£29.95 £94 95

^^ ^

6Graphics are self-scaling to lit windows
0 liit MA —
"•"
2?
®All windows can be displayed at the same time
/^B** Nfliff||l|*HH
&Account print option
WC*.
••^••••^^•"

iHmunp in Hm PmomAHCt Qraphks Progmms? A
Then here's how to write them

3D GRAPHICS
a practical guide to 68001!

RRP PRICE

• Full multi tasking - allows multiple account access^ ^*

-Amiga Computing, May 1990

FOR THE ATARI ST

W

• Automatic standingorders
INC. VAT
• Autobalancing againststatement
w Graphic analysisincluding: Balance plotBudgetcomparison. Spendpie charts

experts alike.
Master Sound 2 is a complete hardware and software

REAL-TIME

FOR THE ATARI ST

Personal Finance Manager provides an easy way of looking after your bank account, building society

• Selectable date formats

The perfect sound sampling package for beginners and

/I

Personal Finance Manager

This accurate and up-to-date book from SIGMA Press shows how to
produce vivid 3D solid graphics. Not just pretty pictures, but every
thing you will need for your graphics project, even to writing a
flight simulator. Contents include assembler programming, screen
mapping and all the transformations you will need to pro
duce superb full-colour graphics.

At Only ii> X 2 • " 5
this represents a superb value reference book for the serious
ST User
Atari ST User August 1991

ADVENTURES edited by CYCLOPS
I

J hope you are
feeling hungry,
because I've got

It's time to dream the

dream and guide Alice
through
the rather
topsy-turvy world of
Magnetic Scroll's new
Wonderland. Pick up
this epic game and
you could end up
wearing the grin of

a real witch's

stewfor you
this month —

the Cheshire Cat!

somethingfor

File

Text

Wonderland's The rabbit heads west towards the

The first gobbet from the pot is
for those who like straight

new user inter

adventures, but not one which

very easy to Or^hef on.

could just as easily be played on
a Spectrum.
Virgin have finally released
Wonderland and it's the type of
adventure I was expecting to
play all those years ago when I
first got my mitts on an Atari.
It has everything that should
in

a

modern

ommand:

Graphics

EE

your west while the lane continues
windingto the south.

everyone

be

Verbs

adventure -

sound, music, a WIMP system
(that's where you come in!) very
pretty pictures, animation, help
system, automatic map and cut
and paste buffers to make it

easy for those who can't spell or
type. Sounds ideally suited for
humans doesn't it?

It's based on Alice in Wonder

face

field.

features

Graphics.

same again

Any text adventure is only as
good as its command interpreter
and this one is very good. We
are talking quality software here.
This is a serious and sophisti
cated piece of work which you
ashamed

to

be

caught playing on the snootiest
of computers.

DUNGEON DRAMA

have different powers to help
them overcome the traps and
monsters.

The computer assumes the
role of Dungeon Master and rolls
invisible dice to decide the out

come of each attack or spellcasting session. The combat
sequence is animated, but
unfortunately the spell-casting is
not too exciting - no flashing
fireballs or exploding gnomes

Next out of the pot is a juicy

here.

piece of meat with a whiff of the
Dungeon aroma about it. Grem

I like the fact that you can
switch on and play without
spending hours trying to under

excitement

stand all the waffle. Because of

since they announced that they

this I think it will appeal to new
comers to RPGs and younger

find

lin Software have been hugging
with

such items as gloves for the

had secured the licence to com

White Rabbit and milk for the
Cheshire Cat.

game.

Many companies have tried to

puterise the Hero Quest board-

sell text adventures and, gener
ally speaking, they died as play
ers got sick of reading, "I don't

As I reckon bored games are
as tasty a dish as Wargamer in
Anorak, this news did nothing for
my appetite. But I'll confess I

know what a firkin is".

was wrong this time.

In

Wonderland

have

You control four characters in

added about a million bells and

a dungeon crammed with assort
ed ghouls and trolls. Like all roleplaying games, your characters

whistles,

but

they

they

have also

addressed the unknown firkin.

jolly japes. Just wait while I pop
back and fill a

wicker basket

with buns and ginger pop - and
a barf bag.
Now who would want to buy
an adventure game based on
Famous

OK,

characters.

to

players.
Being
character

computerised,
makes

its

Five?

Well

I

I

o

I

let's assume that there

their heroes. It better be damn

user friendly because anyone
who is still reading Enid Blyton
needs all the help they can get.
The command parser is rot
ten. "You can't do that". "I don't

understand that". "Finish your
sentences properly" What is this
- a rotten parser or a strict
nanny?
Nope, the game can't cut it.
They should scrub the text input
and replace it with a menu sys
tem and then they might get
somewhere.

each

move

in

I think there could have been

more sound and graphic effects,
but that aside, it's definitely a fun
game which will give weeks of
happy troll-bashing.

Enid Blyton's Famous Five have
returned, dressed in colourful
clothes and looking for adventure
along the beaches of Treasure
Island. Can they cut it with the
new computerised kids?

AND NOW FOR SOMETHING REALLY BIG!
game properly you will have to renounce a

a morsel to make you dribble down your
parka. MegaTraveller is a board-game con
version which looks extremely dangerous.
The 150-page manual is so crammed
with statistics it's obvious that to play the

sizeable chunk of your life, plus your ability
to converse with normal mortals.

Do you remember an early Atari game
from FTL called Sundog? Well this game
looks like Sundog's big brother.
Watching your team of seven men from a
bird's eye view, you will window your way

investigated. Now this sort of thing will either
make you rise to the challenge or fill you
with dread. Used wisely, it could fill your
evenings with adventures for ever. On the
other hand, get too involved and you could
end up as the centrefold for Dork Monthly.

along a million streets, search a billion build

ings and fly through space to repeat the

whole new bunch of devotees?

TO

turn, so strategy plays a large
part in the conquest of the
Dungeon.

Now, for the serious RPG enthusiast, here is

The hexagon space map will be a familiar
sight to those who have enjoyed the boardgame Traveller. Now that Empire have com
puterised this cult game, will it capture the
imagination and every waking minute of a

©

are kids who would like to play a
text adventure game based on

themselves

have

my

deserves.

land and the idea is that you run
around carrying out tasks given
you by the various Wonderland
You

Bananas?) has arrived on

doormat and it's a wizard tale of

could give that grumpy kid
called George the thrashing she

the

be

Five on a Treasure Island (or
should that be Five Go Stonkin'

wouldn't. At least, not unless I

f^^

use windowing.

wouldn't

FIVE NEED A GOOD
THRASHING

the

Adventures will
never look

I

process on a zillion planets. The graphics
are crude but adequate.
This is based on the mega-popular game
called Traveller and the manual explains the
detailed rules which control the procedures
for training your men in a host of skills and
equipping them with an arsenal of weapons.
There appear to be innumerable wander

ing characters whom you can bump into
and interrogate and all manner of stores
selling useful items.
In short, a gigantic galaxy which must be

JlMMl

Your band of space heroes are under attack
in MegaTraveller. Lead them northwards and
you can dodge into the safety of the cafe
where you meet a friendly face who will offer
some useful advice

August 1991 Atari ST User
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ORDER FORM
Using a system of
strengthened steel rods
these handsome binders

will hold 12 issues of your
favourite magazine
securely in place. Why

All prices include postage, packing and VAT for
UK orders. Europe and Overseas orders incur
additional postage charges as shown. Please
allow up to 28 days for delivery

5 assorted disks

25 assorted disks

£7.50

9442

£20.00

9443

Valid to August 31,1991

BACK ISSUES

rummage through cup

February 1991

E3.50if

9246

I

I

March 1991

£3.509

9247 I

I

April 1991
May 1991

£3.509

9248 I

I

£3.50*

9249 I

I

'June 1991

£3.5CW

9250 I

I

boards and book cases

for dog-eared back
issues when you can
keep them safely together
in one place?

ATARI ST USER
COVER DISKS

•July 1991
£3.50if 9251 I ZTJ
All six magazines Feb 91-July91 £18.00* 9170 I
I
All back issues includecover disk if Add E3 Europe&Eire/ £7 Overseas

REAL TIME 3D
New
GRAPHICS
£1295 9146
K SPREAD II

£19.95

9415

£44.95

9102

HARLEKIN

"These include ST World

ONLY £5.95!
PRO PUNTER

MASTER CAD

£24.95

DUST COVERS

SPELL

9484

New

Keep your ST free from dirt

ST

£8.95

and dust with these smart

Amiga

£8.95

3613 I
3614 I

I
I

dust covers. Made from

PC 5.25in

£8.95

3615 I

I
I

rugged PVC, bound with
strong cotton and sporting
the distinctive Atari ST logo,
these are the perfect way to
protect your micro.

ONLY £4.95!

PC 3.5in

£8.95

3616 I

Archimedes/Compact

£8.95

3672 I

I

BBC 5.25 40T

£8.95

BBC 5.25 80T

£8.95

BBC/Elec Tape

£8.95

3610 I
3611 I
3617 I

I
I
I

PHAZER GUN

New

£39.95

9171 I

I

JOYSTICKS & MOUSE

DISK BOXES
These sturdy closeable
boxes will protect your
disks from damaging dust
particles

Comp Pro Extra Joystick
Comp Pro Glo Green

£13.95

9139

£14.95

9140

Gasteiner Mouse

£17.95

9152

£5.95

9478

9408

YOUR SECOND
MANUAL

£12.95

9111

C

Plus post and packing £1.50
TOTAL

For Europe and Eire add £3 and
for Overseas add £5 towards postage
(unless otherwise specified)

Send to: Europress Direct,
FREEPOST,
Ellesmere Port,
South Wirral L65 3EB

I

I

BINDERS

(No stamp needed if posted in UK)
Products are normally despatched within
48 hours of receipt but delivery of certain
items could take

up to 28 days

Each one also features

the Atari ST User logo and
can hold up to 50 disks.

New

£24.95

DUST COVERS
£4.95

Order at any time of the day or night
9119

Orders by phone: 051-357 1275

ONLY £4.95!

DISK BOXES
£4.95

Orders by Fax: 051 -357 2813

9135

General Enquiries: 051-357 2961

MUSIC PRODUCTS

NEED SOME

DISKS:
here's always a demand for spa
disks - and at Atari ST User \

Soundblaster

£47.95

9156

Mastersound 2

£34.95
£44.95
£99.95

9104 I

I

9105 I
9106 I

I
I

Quartet
Bundle of Three

STOS GAMEMAKER
MANUAL
£11.95

as monthly cover disks, but they are

9476

brand new and have never been

you like. Look at these prices

RGB Splitter

Expiry date

No.

1

J_L

/

J_

Name

Signed ...

ROMBO VIDI-ST
Vidi-ST/Vidi Chrome-ST

5 FOR £7.50!
25 FOR £20!

Cheque/Eurocheque made to Europress Direct
Access/Mastercard/BarclaycardAfisa/Connect

••••••••••••

used, so you can safely reformat
them and use them for any purpose

Payment: please indicate method (/)

£104.95

9161

£61.95

9160

£34.95

9103

Address .

PFM PLUS
Post code

TO ORDER FILL
IN THE FORM
ALONGSIDE
Atari ST User

Daytime telephone number in case of queries:

PLAYBACK
£24.95

9150

ST8

DESKTOP PUBLISHING edited by CHARLES MICHAEL

A heavenly setup,
entrepreneurial

clip art,
condensing text

loaded

into

ram,

there's

little

room left in the memory not allo
cated to the ram disk for the
document.

MULTISYNC OR DUALSYNC?

He overcomes this by loading
a large image file into memory,

An interesting letter from
Frank
Murphy
queried
whether I had actually

it, the MultiSync 2A was
backward-compatible
with

which re-allocates unused mem

used

and Charles

ory in the ram disk. Deleting the

stands corrected

image then releases the memory
for page creation. It sounds as if

Sync with an ST and been
able to produce all three

There were

you should allocate a smaller
ram disk in the first place.

lots of

letters this

month. Stephen Cox has written

an

NEC

2A

Multi-

modes.

As

I

the

understood

earlier

Multi

Sync.
Having contacted NEC,

screen modes. He'd been

I find I'm wrong. The Mul

advised

tisync 2A, unlike the Mul
tiSync 2 and MultiSync
before it, is actually a

that

even

with

the special

Lindy cable

mentioned

here

to describe his 1040STE-based

Documents are made up and
saved page by page. This tech

months

system. He produces his local

nique is useful for short docu

wouldn't be able to dis

church magazine and other fairly

can

ments, although it restricts any
flow-through of text from one
page to another. The PostScript
files Stephen generates are cur

play all modes because it

38kHz. This wouldn't be

is

suitable for all the ST dis

fervent

Christian

leaflets

and

uses a system set up for him to
produce PostScript files from
TimeWorks Publisher ST.

Stephen runs the system from
a large ram disk, which he says
speeds up the working of the
program considerably - I should

think it would. The problem, of
course, is that on a 1Mb machine

with

Timeworks'

overlay

files

rently printed on an HP LaserJet
III, but he has plans to use an

imagesetter

at

a

has

been

under

something of a cloud since its

and compression,

Using the object-stretching
technique, it's not easy to spec
ify the degree of change.
Although it's possible to note

all

the
three

Sorry if I raised any false
hopes.

With a Mega ST and a flair for
graphic design you could set

yourself up as a design bureau
and publish sets of clip art. This
is exactly what Barbara Childs
has done under the rather ele
gant name Artico.

ware or PD - and at the prices
she's charging, you'd have to be
very mean to take advantage in
that way.
The other side of her work is

the design of letterheads, busi
ness cards, posters, logos and

The two disks of clip art she

the like. Her rates are very rea
sonable, beginning at £10 for a

120 per cent of it, we're not

concentrate

compliments slip.

talking typography, more vector

sports. They're very well put
together and supplied as high-

graphics.

on

people

and

res image files.

Barbara pleads that users
don't treat her clips as share

If you fancy your own person
alised stationery and would like
to have the whole thing Cala
mus-produced, give Barbara a
ring on (0203) 347014.

magazines where the body text
was condensed 5 per cent or

10 per cent throughout, to give

Both the PageStream and
Proxima programs can produce

the pages a "fuller" feel.

width of an object.
This is not really what I had in

This would be very difficult to
do by resizing objects. The
effect has to be applied to the
text rather than the surrounding
frame, and it must work global

mind

ly, not just on some items.

about

with
in

sent me cost £3.50 each and

product.

wrote

lead

model, at around £350, is
not as much of a bargain
as the 2A appeared to be.

box

The idea of condensing text

I

which I have used very

- as Frank found out. This

and calculate 90 per cent or

the horizontal width of a

is not confined to headlines or
posters. I've worked on several

when

the cable with the 2A. I

The new model, equiva
lent to the original Multi
Sync, is the MultiSync 3D

ARTICO STYLE

launch last year, and can be

expanded and condensed text
by adjusting the horizontal

and say I haven't tested

Lindy

dual-scan monitor which
scan at 35kHz and

play modes.

I have to come clean

successfully

viewed as an aberration in the

development of PageStream.
There are just too many similari
ties to consider it a separate

multi-sync unit.

contact his dealer, Datanext, on
(0533)512100.

though.

Proxima

a

tor - the original model -

Stephen, as far as I know) sent
in several samples of expand

of months back.

not

If you fancy using the same
setup as Stephen, you could

expansion

plaining that I had ignored the
program in my piece on chang
ing character widths a couple

dual-sync,

2A

based my remarks on my
own NEC MultiSync moni

bureau.

Ray Cox (who is no relation to

produced with Proxima, com

three

the

typesetting

x.™
o'i0MDENSE
AND ReSi£E
ed and condensed text he'd

a

ago,

O

^

Desk file Edit Layout Vieu Stale Fornat Text Object Global

ra

sllntitlti

S

IA|
•
This is a piece of text

This is a

piece ol t e x t

This is a piece of text

:

o

This is apiece of text

m

r.r

oThis
is a. piece
of textSD
D
D

i

o

Lfll
You can resize text as an object in PageStream or Proxima
i
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3IC Analogic Computers (UK) Ltd
152 Latchmere Road.

GIC

Kingston-upon-Thames, Surrey KT2 5TU

I

512K

£279.00

1 Meg

n[||1|..P303.nn

1 Meg

irrelevent. Make the initial effort NOW by starting your own HOME BASED

This may be the most Important move you will ever make!

Anyone in the country, including YOU, can become very rich in a relatively
short period of time just by doing a few basic things! It's more rewarding than
playing games. The benefits are many and varied. Full or part time.

^7T..£489.00

Includes an Atari 1040STE Personal Computer and
five different level application modules:
MODULE 1 is designed for Pre-School aged children
MODULE 2 targets the Junior School children
MODULE 3 is designed to assist those taking GCSE Exams
MODULE 4 contains Hyperpaint, Music Maker 2 and ST First Basic
MODULE 5 is a business computing compilation:
Word Processor Package, Database, Spreadsheet

PHILIPS 15" TV/MONITOR
MODEL 2331 High quality medium resolution colour monitorwith
remote control teletext TV & Scart cable ....£269.00

MODEL 3332 High quality medium resolution colour monitor with

DISCDRIVES
1 Meg 3.5" Internal Sony Drive
1 Meg 3.5" External Drive with its own PSU

£239.00

£49.95
£59.95

HAGNOSTIC FEES
520/1040 (STFM/STE) • FIXED CHARGES • FAST TURNAROUND....E59.95
• We pick upfaulty computer from your premises for only £5.00 +VAT

FOR FREE DETAILS SEND S.A.E. To:

[omewased
Dept (ASTO27), 31, Pilton Place. King &
Queen Street, Walworth, London SE17 1DR

Advertisers' Index
Alternative Solutions....77

MJC Supplies

33

Analogic

Moriarty

69

108

Arran

78

MT Software

60

Avon Micro

64

PCG

64

B-Soft

53

PDST

77

Best Prices

52

PengeTV

64

Byteback

70

Power

£49.95

Power Computing

6

Castle

Protar

9

37

1.520
2.520
3.520
4.520
5.520

ST/STM/STF/STFM to 1 Meg...
ST/STM/STF/STFM to 2.5 Meg
STE to 1 Meg..
STE to 2.5 Meg
STE to 4 Meg

Condor

54

Datagem

78

Datel

MEMORY UPGRADES WHILE Yi
..£59.95
£159.95
£29.95
£89.95
£169.95

* We specialise in Surface Mount Clips
• WE PROVIDE PICKUP SERVICE FROM YOUR PREMISES FORONLY £5.00 + VAT

UWbrUnYUUHal

84,85

Digicomm

14

DW Stables

63

Eurolink

98

Evesham

90,91

Freaks

53

Games HQ

65

£29.95

Gasteiner

IFC, 3

16x1 Meg x 1 Bit DRAM

£89.95

Goodman

65

HCS

£99.95
£249.95

• 16 MHz Clock Speed

HiSoft

IBC

Ladbroke

57

46, 47

School

69

Sigma Press

64

Silica Systems

19

SK Marketing

28

Softmachine

77

Software City

41

Spasoft

78

Special Reserve

11
69

Star Assoc

77

Strategy Software

53

Switchboard

65

Tanglewood

100

Third Coast

22,56

57

Warpzone

63

Manor Court

81

Weserve

53

MD Office Supplies

88

Wizard

77

57, 73

Zicount

81

12

ZZSoft

102

LAPD

57

MailCenta

PROGATE 40DC
PROGATE 60
PROGATE 80

£400.00
£420.00
£495.00

PROGATE 80DC

£535.00

• All prices include VAT and Next Day Delivery

Stage 1

78

£295.00
£325.00
£340.00

• Please call for special dealson Printers and other Atari Products

102

Trust PD

PROGATE 20
PROGATE 30
PROGATE 40
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OBC

102

Homebased Business.. 108
Kosmos

'roGate HARD DISKS for your ST

gj

Rombo

ST Club

16 x 256k x 1 Bit DRAM

PC SPEED &Fitting
AT SPEED C16 including Fitting

20,21

Cambridge Business S/W.63
Computer Connections.58, 59

STFM/STE Power Supplies (Service Exchange)

EARN!

Yes making money with your ATARI becomes incidental when you know how!
Your ATARI is, if only you knew it, a gold mine. The size and make is

REMEMBER: You'll never get rich by digging someone else' "ditch".

• If £349.00

remote control TV & Scart cable

(TrKI

BUSINESS

Includes 1 Meg Drive and • Dragons Breath
• Super Cycle• Indiana Jones • Anarchy
• Neochrome • FirST Basic • ST Tour • CX40 Joystick

2 Meg

MAKE YOUR

Media Direct
Microdeal

BUSINESS edited by PHIL TRORY

Introductions,

a few ground
rules, PCs and

STs in harmony
and working
from home

analysis, hypertext and expert
systems.

personal

bank

balances,

tax

tion devoted to business.
But
with
a
multi-talented

machine like the ST, trying to

come under the broad umbrella
of "business use".

Whether you are an estate
facturer of widgets, if you use
STs, I want to hear from you.
What do you use them for? How
do they save you money,
increase
improve efficiency,
your sales? What problems do
you have, or can you pass on
tips that would help others?

define "business use" is almost

Meanwhile, I shall be on the

impossible. There are spread
sheets and accounting pack
ages to look after the money,

lookout for anything interesting,

databases to store text, num

bers and graphics, and special
ist applications

like statistical

computer

planning and investment track
ing. All of these applications

agent, the local vicar, or a manu

With the increasingly serious
emphasis to Atari's marketing of
the ST, it seemed a good time to
expand the scope of the
Aspects pages to include a sec

Commuter

There are also packages to
handle mortgage calculations,

old or new, hardware or software

in the stock cupboards of the
many companies that support
the ST business market, and will
pass the news on to you.

As

commuting,

around

especially

London,

becomes

more and more unpleasant
many people are attracted by
the idea of working at least

a different WP. A commercial

package should be able to
create a

formatted document

from an Ascii file, but you may
have a few problems with hard

some of the time from home.

spaces

Alternatively, if there simply
aren't enough hours between

feeds in both 1st Word and ST

and

unwanted

line

Writer. Fortunately it isn't too

nine and five, it's a lot more
pleasant to come home to fin

that are

ish the work than to slog on in

another topic I will deal with in

an empty office.

a future column.

There

are

PC

versions

of

several packages which run on
the ST, the most widely used
being the WordPerfect wordprocessor, and others include
Superbase,
Timeworks,
KSpread 2, Adimens and 1st

hard to put in the control codes
needed

and

this

is

The Data Interchange For
mat (DIF) is an attempt to set
up a standard file format for
exchanging
data
between
applications. Most ST and PC
spreadsheets can use it, but
the bad news is that it only

Word Plus.

deals with data, so for keeping

Obviously you can't run the
ST version on a PC - you

changes to formulae and out
put formats in step you are on

would need to have a different
version for each machine - but

your own.

you may be able to exchange

Kuma spreadsheets at home

data files, In future issues I will

and Lotus 1-2-3 or Symphony

look at how compatible some
of these packages really are.
Most wordprocessors allow

sions 3 and 4 will read and

a document to

be written to

disk as an Ascii text file (that is,
one that you can read with

SHOW from the Desktop),
which you can then import into
)esk File

Edit Do Hark Cell

The news is better if you use

at work because K-Spread ver
save

WK1

and

WKS

files

directly. This is ideal, as you
can just copy the WK file on to
a disk at work and carry on
working at home without any
messing about.

Groups Options Help!

Mini Office S

TT
tents

UNPEOPLE,DIF
TABLE

justify in rcinrM

'mila

±

0,1
spreadsheet i

HMm

cancel!

Sectors
1

•

•

5ft1i so
iAnn

PC for one, PC for all?

rtaths

!3ert

urnarim

loqg TUPLES
ailii 0,255
IIII

Jays

When IBM first launched its PC and other manufacturers started to

Arthur

produce "clones" that - they claimed - would run the same soft
ware, the issue of PC compatibility was a major concern. The

ifroy

Tenpa:

OickM

Dert

ISid

Nendy

15.00
10.00
7,50
7.50
8.10
12,40
12,40
9,40
11.00
7,12
4,30
8,40

Easy
Grey DATA
Bills
Hachir •1,0
Snot O0T
Hill
Pint

)Bertha

wE==E
lelght

6,5

•

t-irst Kane
!
I
Ifirthur

obsession survives in business today even though most of the

Data may be moved between applications using a DIF file, which

rationale has disappeared.

is basically an Ascii file in a standard format containing des

The "PC for one, PC for all" mentality results in typists using over
powered, overpriced PCs for simple wordprocessing, when an ST

criptions of the fields, as well as the data values

would be easier to use and more cost effective.
t Hws.Surnwe.Sex.Hfisht.UtisM

Worse, employees buy bottom-of-the-range PCs, so they can
bring work home and then find that the only way they can afford
business software is to make illegal copies of what they use at
work. Then they wonder why a small spreadsheet takes all nightto

eill.SLoggs.H.6'2.15
BrThiir.D.lly.lU'B.ia
fllise,Easy,F,3'F.,?.5
flnn,Grea,F,5'2,7.5

Kathu, Jaus. F. 5'3.8.1

Brt.BiliI.H,5,lB,H.1

Birtlll,H«6in»,F,s,UIH.4
,;,!::/..'II!!,!,^,.!;

calculate on the XT at home, when it takes two minutes on the

tMhur,Mnt,!U'lfc7.U

Troy, renDas.H.3'5,4.3

t[tki,kft,H.3'18.4

works 386 machine.

Anni,Noiher,F,S'4,B.7B
CMDo.Uint.M'M.S

The ST can read and write 3.5in double density disks in PC for
mat. Signa Publishing will even show you a network where a PC
distributes files to several STs.

It doesn't have to be all or nothing - a sensible company that is
looking to use the best tools for the job will find that STs and PCs

coexist quite happily, and that many users would actually prefer to
work on the ST.

t,n,Dog,j,fl|5'7,9.5

Most popular spreadsheets and

The simplest way of getting

databases allow data to be
transferred in several formats

data out of a spreadsheet is as
an Ascii file, where each of the

including DIF, Ascii and the
package's special files

comma

data fields is separated by a

';
;
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For UK subscribers who would prefer free games software
instead of the Personal Sound System (see opposite page)

we are giving away TWO brilliant Infogrames awardwinners which have impressed reviewers worldwide.
Normal rrp for the package of these two games is £29.95
SIM CITY
Take the destiny of the world's greatest cities or the

city of your dreams in hand ... build factories, houses,
airports . . . fight crime and pollution. Will you prove to be
a good Mayor?
t Entertainment Program of the Year, Educational Program
of the Year, Best Simulation of the Year 9
- USA Software Publishers Association

POPULOUS
Create the world ... govern the people ... unleash
natural disasters on your enemies ... change the
geography of mighty planets.
.Game of the Year, Most Original Game, Best

Strategy Game 1 - European Computer Leisure Awards
/•-,,- £iJ2

REAL VALUE FOR MONEY!
Subscribe now, and receive either the Personal Sound System or

the two games absolutely FREE! You will receive 12 issues of
Atari ST User at £2.99 each (£35.88) plus your gift worth £29.95
- that's a total value of £65.83 for only £34.95!

v ^ _,
SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM (including FREE monthly disk)
Subscription orders receivedbeforeJuly 16

Please tick the appropriate box

willcommence withthe September issue

MasterCard

12 months' Subscription (including monthly coverdisc)
New

Renewal

UK

£34.95 9300 -

9301

Europe/Eire

£39.95 9390 "
£54.95 9392 '_

9391

Rest of World - Airmail

Name-

Cheque/Eurocheque made payableto Europress Publications Ltd
Expiry

9393

MY CHOICE OF FREE GIFT (UK subscribe!
Personal Sound System (ST version)
9305
Personal Sound System (STE version) osoe

Sim City/Populous

Payment: please indicate method (•)

S307
-Signed-

Access/Mastercard/Eurocard/Barclaycard/Visa/Connect

Send to: Europress Direct, FREEPOST, Ellesmere Port,
South Wirral L65 3EB (Nostamp needed ifposted in UK)

Order at any
time of the

Address-

-PostCode-

day or night
Don't forget to give your name,

Daytime telephone number in case of queries -

D&a

address and credit card number

By phone: 051-357 1275
By fax: 051 -357 2813
General queries: 051-357 2961

The Personal Sound

System comprises:
•k A cleverly designed interface and the latest

1
I

high-velocity lightweight headphones
k Crystal clear sound reproduction (in stereo with the Atari STE)
k Can be used in three different ways: headphones sound only,
monitor sound only, sound on both headphones and monitor
k Interface features a tough plastic case with volume control
(dual controls for Atari STE version)

k You can also use the headphones with your personal stereo or
hi-fi system

k Full instructions supplied to help you get the most out of this
superb accessory

ton,ayt °ffer

Programming your ST can be immensely
rewarding. Edward Dennis is here to
point you in the right direction

that consists of a few machine code instruc

tions to display text on the screen. To make
this easier to use, call the macro "print" and

you've instantly turned some tricky machine
code into one nice simple command.
Other languages like C, which is popular
on the ST because much of Tos has been

Computers are dumb, useless beasts
without programs to make them
spring into life and perform meaning
ful tasks. So how can you make your
ST do exactly what you want? There's always
something you need your ST to do that is not
covered by any existing commercial or PD

what do you intend to do with the language?
Will you need to use programs from other
computers, or use your new programs else
where? Are you starting from scratch or do
you have some knowledge of a specific lan

written in it, improve on the readability of

make the code even more structured and

software - time to roll out the programming

guage?
And then, what are the factors you need to
consider when choosing a language? First,

language and code it up yourself.
Most new STs are supplied with a version

has to be machine code (assembly lan

of Basic on disk, either an original Meta-

guage),

comco-produced ST Basic or the rather more

involved.

useful FirST Basic.

Most video games are written in assembly
language and it's the best way of pushing
your ST to its limits. The biggest disadvantage
with assembler programming is that it's diffi
cult for beginners to grasp and quite a timeconsuming process to get a result from.
Without going into too much detail, the dif

The original ST Basic ' was very poor
indeed: excruciatingly slow and bugged, with
an appalling program editor and little or no

performance. When speed is of the essence it
particularly

where

graphics

are

machine code but keep the language trim
and efficient so that programs written in it are

reasonably fast. Further up the "level" scale,
Pascal and Modula 2 employ stricter rules but

readable with a greater set of commands at
your disposal.

If you don't fancy getting bogged down by
boring industry standards and stuffy,
cramped coding structures, you could con
sider something like Stos.

LEARN BY EXAMPLE

excellent and you can even program Cobol
on the ST if you really want to. C and Assem
bler are very strong in the ST scene and other

the commands and instructions they use. The
more "low-level" the language, the faster it is.
The "higher-level" languages run slower but
have a more readable and friendly command
syntax which does a lot of the dirty work for

This fast Basic-type language is designed
specifically for creating programs with a
graphics and sound bias. It protects you from
some of the more baffling technicalities of
program development, cutting out the middle
man with its super-high level commands.
Many people have used Stos to great effect
for writing games and educational software.
Once you've chosen the language of your
dreams you might find yourself in the position
of having to teach yourself how to program

mainstream

the programmer.

with it. If you've migrated from a lesser com

There's nothing you can't do in assembly
language, but you more or less have to build

contact with another language, Basic per

access to the ST's sound and graphics.

Despite a revamp, this hastily hacked
together program was bad enough to encour
age a flourishing market in alternative Basics.
There are dozens of options open to you if
you want to start programming the ST. The
two main Basics from GFA and HiSoft are

languages

include

Modula-2,

Pascal, Fortran, Forth, and APL68000.

If you're thinking about buying a program

ming language for your ST, you must ask
yourself some simple questions before taking
the plunge and parting with the cash. First,

ference between the main varieties of pro

gramming language is more or less down to

subroutines and libraries that almost mimic
the structured Basic commands. You could,

for example, define an assembler "macro"

Atari ST User August 1991

puter to the ST you've probably come into
haps, so the transition should be less painful.
Either way, there's going to be little in the
way of tutorial-style instruction in the manuals

for your new ST language. It's at this point
you'll have to consider extending your invest
ment and buying a book - they're reviewed
regularly in Atari ST User so flip through the
back issues and watch out for the useful

sounding titles.

One final snippet of advice: look at plenty
of ready-written program code - you can
learn bucketloads simply by studying pro
grams written by other people and which
actually work.

Now go to it. You'll find the ability to write
your own programs will bring great satisfac
tion, and the results can be mighty useful too!
*

File

Find I

int arrlH = <959
Trace node

char *strarr[SI =

Variable dunp

rtalnd
<

Painter test
Clear screen

The freebies
Depending upon when you bought your ST and which pack or bundle deal it
came with, you will almost certainly have one of the two give-away Basics:
the original ST Basic or FirST Basic.

If your freebie was FirST Basic then congratulations, you've got something
worth having! If you intend to have a bash at programming Basic in your ST
then don't waste too much time struggling with the old version of ST Basic,
it's terribly unfriendly and might even put you off programming for life.
FirST Basic, on the other hand, is a slightly cut-down version of Power
Basic (now absorbed into HiSoft Basic 2) and rather good, so once you get
the hang of it you can upgrade to the full version. If you're happy to stick with
the bundled version, HiSoft can supply you with a comprehensive manual for
a very reasonable fee.

Brlntf["Befar^Shn« cursnr
for (1 = "

1/Pause after execution
- Enuir

printfC

printft"\n"); J Link at runtine
for (i = 0; f Connand tail

printfC
printf["\n")

Include flies

Systen nenory siz
Project ---

Load project
Info about nrolec

The Atari ST Uset programming

printfc'fifter sort !\n");
for

language guide

(i = 0; i < 6; i++)

prlntff'Xd ", arrCii);
nrintf("\n");
for tl = 0; i c 6;

i**)

Basic

HiSoft C represents the friendly face of the
language. Excellent for beginners as you can
instantly run your C code between edits

HiSoft Basic 2, £79.95: the successful
UK-developed interactive Basic compiler. A
highly structured Basic in the form of an

Contacts

ANSI C implementation with good docu
mentation and support.

Programs generated are fast, compilation is

Mark Williams C (Electric), £112.17:
another good C system supplied with plenty

fast and

of tools and utilities. Has a rather convo

integrated program editor and compiler.
GFA Data Media, phone 0734 794941
HiSoft, phone 0525 718181
Prospero, phone 081-741 8531
Electric Distribution, phone 0480 496666
Micro APL, phone 071-922 8866
Computer Concepts, phone 0442 63937

Prospero C, £99.95: by no means out
gunned by Lattice 5. This is another solid

documentation

is good.

Full

access to all of the ST's graphics, sound

luted programming environment.

and Gem facilities.

GST C (Electric), £17.35: a complete C

GFA Basic 3.5, £49.95: a very compre

system at a budget price. Rather old, a little

slow and has an outdated programming
environment. At the price it's still a bargain,

hensive Basic which is incredibly fast for an
interpreter. Checks command syntax as
programs are typed in. A GFA Compiler
and numerous third party utilities and tools

though.

Language jargon

are available.

Assembler

GFA Basic System 2, £20: a special

Assembly language - the source code

deal on an old version of GFA Basic 2.

Devpac ST, £69.95: HiSoft's all-conquer
ing assembly language development sys

taken by assemblers and compiled into
Basic - an acronym for Beginners All-pur

Includes interpreter, compiler and a 300page manual. Still a very capable program
ming system and an ideal springboard for

pose Symbolic Instruction Code. Originally

upgrading to version 3.

included. V3 ready about now.

Fast Basic (Computer Concepts),
£44.95: a Basic interpreter from the early

GFA Assembler, £50: a brave challenge

machine code.

designed for beginners, but now a fully
matured and structured language.
Compiler - a program which turns com
plete source code texts into "runnable" pro
gram code, often via a linking and assembly
language stage.

days of the ST. Initially available on a rom

cartridge, then on disk. Slow but has a very
nice multi-window editing environment and

tem. Based around a fast macro assembler

built into a pleasant integrated environment.
Comprehensive set of tools and utilities are

to the dominant Devpac. GFA's macro
assembler is good enough to mount a chal
lenge with its fast assembly and automatic
syntax checking.

in-line assembler.

Debugger - a utility specifically designed
to help programmers iron out bugs and

Omicron

remove problems in their programs.

derived Basic. Fast and powerful, very

High

High-level - languages which use English

much in the GFA style. Not active in the UK
and unlikely to challenge the established

addition from HiSoft, this should stimulate

like commands and powerful structures to
make programs easier to write and under
stand.

Interpreter - a program which examines
program source code line-by-line and exe
cutes the instructions from the source code.

Library - chunks of pre-written code which
can be used to gain easy access to the ST's

Basic: an obscure German-

two.

True Basic: a sluggish US implementa

tion of what is claimed to be an industrystandard Basic. Available from some
sources but has been a non-starter in the
UK market.

Pascal
Speed

Pascal, £99.95: a new

interest in Pascal among ST programmers.
Compatible with industry standard Turbo
Pascal 5, this version has a fast single-pass
compiler in HiSoft's familiar integrated envi
ronment.

Prospero Pascal, £99.95: an established
and well respected implementation of the
language. Fully ISO standard with some

special facilities.

extensions.

Linker - a program used in conjunction
with a compiler to join compiled code and

Stos (Mandarin), £29.95: almost out on

library code into a "runnable" form.

Macro - a user-defined collection of pro
gram instructions which can be invoked by
using one simple command name.
Machine code - the very instructions

which the ST's 68000 CPU processes in
order to make the computer function.
Syntax - most program commands are fol
lowed by parameters which must follow in a
pre-defined order. This is called syntax.

HiSoft C, £49.95: a slow but near-ANSI C

its own, this super-Basic makes graphics

interpreter. Good programming environ
ment and absolutely ideal as a starting

and sound burst forth from your ST with the
minimum of hassle. A compiler is available

point for C learners.

too.

Lattice C 5, £149: a complete rewrite of
the old Lattice C development system. Fast

Others:

ANSI compiler, versatile multi-window envi
ronment and a whole host of libraries and

programming tools; excellent documenta
tion. A market leader from HiSoft.

HiSoft Forth, MPE GEM Forth,
HiSoft FTL Modula-2, Prospero For
tran,
APL68000,
(HiSoft).
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ESPECIALL
FOR YOU...
Just for the hell of it, and
because we're such nice guys,
we're giving you the opportuni

ty to win a copy of a recent
game. Heck, why not? We've
got piles of them - up to the
ceiling in some places, and
they're not exactly good for
productivity levels, are they?
Well, you can't do much writ
ing when you're busy saving
lemmings or screaming around
a racetrack.

Rules? Simple. Just send us

a good reason why, out of
90,000 readers, you should be
the winner. We're looking for
cheek, wit, as much money as

WINNER TAKES OFF!
The winner of our flight simulator competition has just got her feet back on the
ground aftera one hour flightin Britannia Airways' hi-tech Boeing 767 simulatorat
the firm's Luton headquarters.

Nichola Moore, 12, from Cheltenham intends to become a commercial pilot when
she leaves school in a few years and is already looking at what airlines require of
her. Several 767 landings and take-offs with instructions from Britannia's top flight

training officershould look pretty impressive on her CV.
Apart from scratching the paint from the bottomof the plane, Nichola's flights in
the "Manchester Airport area" were all successful and the local residents still have
roofs on their homes.

you can afford, and above all,
originality.
If you can't

manage

any

money, postcards will do. Send
them to Why not? Comp, Atari
ST User Europa House, Adlington Park, Macclesfield, SK10
4NP. Watch this space to see if
you're the winner.

WE'RE GETTING BIGGER AND BETTER
There are some pretty exciting changes happening to

There's more! If you're one

your favourite ST mag. Next month you'll find that we
look completely different - no, not us, the magazine!
The first big change is that we'll be incorporating our
sister magazine, ST World. Each month we'll feature the
popular buyers' guide, alternating between serious soft
ware, hardware and Midi and music. So you'll know that
you need look no further to find out what the best buys

of the many users hooked up
to glorious monochrome you

are. First off the buyers' guide rank is software.

3 owners on how to get the best from their Desktop, and
don't forget to look out for our reviews of the very latest

Supertests have always been a hot favourite with ST

can look forward to a

run

down of hi-res games. Yes,

they do exist and our guide will point you to the very
best.

Another marvellous Masterclass will advise NeoDesk

World readers. We gather together the best packages or

packages and games.

hardware products in a category and pick out the pros
ular, and to start things
rolling we'll be looking at

Of course, we will continue to bring you all the regu
lars. Nobody does these better than we do! We give you
the most comprehensive ST news from around the
world, plus 10 pages of Aspects and technical help.
Have you noticed how good our CoverDisk has been

education software.

lately? We've really got it rolling now - you won't find a

and cons of each. These will
become an Atari ST User reg

Interested in music but

forever

lost

in the

jargon?

more useful CoverDisk anywhere!
The next Disk will contain the new commercial pro

You need next month's main

gram, Mortimer - the collection of utilities you cannot

Atari

afford to miss. There's a text editor, file copier, ram disk
and more. Normally it sells for $29.95, but we give it

ST

User

introductory
and

music

feature,

guide
on

the

to
ST.

an

Midi
Our

expert advises on the best
low, medium and high-cost
setups you can buy and talks
to the pros on how they use

In Runtime a new STE-based series begins, covering
all the extra features of that machine, and there will be

a fully-playable game to stretch your joystick to the very
limit.

It's all in the next issue of Britain's brightest and best

their STs.

Sounds good

away!

so far?

ST magazine. Be there!

Ifyou've beenhaving trouble getting hold ofa copyof Atari STUser then letyour newsagent know. Don't settlefor inferior
products! And ifyour newsagent isn'tableto help you, callus on 0925 878888. We'll chase itupfor you.
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All the latest news

and product
information.

We will be releasing
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many ofourexisting
titles over thenext

^ew montrls- To make

*

way for this new product, we

will be reducing (yes ... lowering.) the

retail prices ofolder versions from 1July.

brand-new, multi-window editor with bookmarks,

tremendous increase in speed ofprogram

development and extra flexibility
extensive, well-documented GEMlibrary allowing
high level control, with many examples
many extra language features including static
arrays for faster-running code
link with Lattice C 5 and Devpac ST 3
support for the 68030 and 68882 TT chips

•
•
•

•

faster, more flexible assembly

•

inline assembler

•

HiSoft BASIC 2 and Lattice C 5 linkable code

•

help desk accessory

Devpac 3 is another major step forward for assembler
programmers, novice and expert alike. Release is likely
by 1 September 1991 at a price of £69.95. Upgrades
from previous versions will cost £34.95.

•
•
•

i/o-mapped maths co-processor support
faster, improved editor
more compact libraries

Upgrades from earlier versions cost £7.50 inclusive.
For those not in the know,

•

©Highspeed Pascal comes

•

re-designed and enhanced scrapbook, giving a
complete time management system
greater configurability allowing Harlekin to be

•

many other improvements and enhancements to

from Denmark, is extremely
fast and friendly to use and
is very closely compatible to
the immensely popular Turbo

used even on a humble 520ST

includes a resource construction set (WERCS) and

including the graphics unit from

Complete with a new manual, support for the STE and

•

much more, BASIC 2 is set to be the BASIC of the 90s.

Harlekin 2 is due for release in July 1991. The price will

Price will be £79.95 inclusive with upgrades costing

be £59.95, upgrades from version 1 cost £24.95.

ProFlight 1.2
mensely popular

^_ lator, loved by

reviewers and users _^^H
This new version of

simulator includes

graphics, the ability
set-up, a pause key,
the view angle and

works on the TT

the PC.

HiSoft C

We are pleased to announce the release of version 1.2

Tornado flight simu-

Pascal on the PC, even

this already amazing package

a low-level debugger - no more to buy

of ProFlight, our im-

Version 1.1 of this new, already immensely popular
compiler is now available. Additional features are:

optimisations

mouse block selection and much more

•

Pascal 1.1

* re-designed user
interface with pop-up menus
many more assembly

Here is a summary of our new releases:

•

brand-new, multi-

window editor

Or you can use the order form below to obtain
these reduced price bargains now.

•

Highspeed

£39.95 to registered users of HiSoft BASIC and £49.95
for Power BASIC users. Release date: 1 August 1991.

new versions of

alike.
our Tornado flight
improved colour
to save your cockpit
more control over
more ... it even

works on the TT!

The ideal way to learn the difficult C
language is with an interpreter and HiSoft
C for the ST has all you need:

Priority Order Form
Yes, piemse rush me
copy(ies} af
[J HiSoft BASIC 1.3 @ £39.95

L] HiSoft Devpac 2.25 @ £39.95

*

try out your new C programs quickly
and easily

U HiSoft C Interpreter @ £59.95

*
*

interactive editor with on-line help
debugger with single-step

G Lattice C 5.06.02 @ £149.00

*

extensive GEM toolbox

*

complete manual with C tutorial

used and

well

ceived by

its users J

and

reviewers

alike.

take

out

of C

v

lan-

Name:
Address:

the hassle

and learn
guage

Your FirST
BASIC the official guide
the

j Highspeed Pascal 1.1 @ £99.95
G Your FirST BASIC book @ £14.95

has been

re-

So

[ j ProFlight Tornado Sim @ £39.95

ready widely

HiSoft C is al-

Registered users can upgrade by sending their master
disk back, together with £2.50.

Compilation speed is roughly 20,000 lines per minute
with excellent code generation for the ST and the TT.

everybody's
talking about.
Then move up to Lattice C 5 ... !

Post Code:

L.J

I enclose a Cheque/Postal Orders
I would like to pay by:
Access/MasterCard/EuroCard etc.

L.J

Visa/TrustCard etc.

The comprehensive reference guide.and.tutQ.rial to the popular FirST BASIC
package which is supplied with your new AtariiiST computer.

Card No:

•

Full command referenceifor PirST BASIC \

Expiry Date:

•

Extensive tutorial, guiding yqwihrou'gh using BASIC from first
principles. Includes mam c xainpU \ plus how to use GEM

Detailed descriptions of'all lire GI.M and oilier operating system
libraries supplied with FirST'BASIC ;.

•
•

..•'';

Concepts chaptef.w.hi.ch.expiain$,.in.easy?to.-.understand language, the

modern, structured aspects of. FirST BASIC ;
j
Many technicalhppemMfes giving a fascinating insightinto the

workings of the Atar£$%

;|

Use the order form to qbtaiWuiSur FirST,BASt'&$hd we'lliiiclude a free mouse mat
printed with the SI ASCII charactei;jse/'iconmleltsly frep'iif •Jiarzt Please note ike
mouse mat replaces the I start as your tree gif-

HiSoft
High Quality Software

The Old School, Greenfield
Bedford MK45 5DE UK
Tel: 0525 718181, Fax: 0525 713716

Signature

Allprices include UK VAT and postage within
the United Kingdom. Goods will normally be
despatched within 2 working days of
receiving your order. Call, write or fax for
export prices.

Please post this coupon to HiSoft at:
The Old School. Greenfield. Bedford
MK45 5DE UK.

Tel: +44 525 718181, Fax: +44 515 713716

Free ProFlight T-Shirt

with every order!
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No 1 in UK & Europe (Leading the way forward)
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Get the most out of your ST by adding

"The Complete Colour Solution
. *i apt- r

The Worlds ultimate creative leisure product for your
Atari ST. Captures dynamic 512 or 4096 colour

images from video into your ST in less than a

-

_r"»'-

- '- "—-Oil

£i&wij£i4riB£/Bf^jg JG_ "5?I

second.

. "V a narrow m 0fmance

reaper, /,,.. ' 's considerah,

And Look No Filters
Images can now be grabbed from either colour

St

II.

*_.

:i.'.'*Srai."G- .. "*

video cameras, home VCR or in fact arty still video'
source. The traditional method of holding three filters

in front of your video camera is certainly a thing of
the past. Because Vidi splits the RGB colours

•Actual unretouched digitised screenshots

electronically there are no focussing or movement

problems experienced by some of our slower
competitors. Lighting is also less of an issue as light
is not being shut out by lens filters. Put all this
together with an already proven Vidi-ST /

THE SOLUTION ENABLES YOU TO
Capture colour images from any stillvideo

VidiChrome combination and achieve superb quality

source.

512 or 4096 colour images. (4096 colours only
available on STE). Mono images can be grabbed in

Grab momo images from any video source

real time from moving video.

Have perfect freeze frame from any video.

^gtonM,

air

in real-time.

Digitise up to 24 mono frames on a 1 meg
ST

PUSH YOUR ATARI ST TO ITS LIMIT ...
You will see from independent review
comments that we are undoubtedly their first choice.

Animate 16 shade images at a choice
of speeds.

Grab 3-D images from TV.
' Replace many scanner features.
Add images for D.T.P. applications.
' Import images into art packages in mono
or colour.

'Full colour demonstration disk available for only £1.95 to cover P&P. *
Livingston Scotland

Telephone 0506-414631
Fax 0506-414634
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